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Abstract

Probabilistic programming languages (PPLs) allow users to express statistical
inference problems that the PPL implementation then, ideally, solves automat-
ically. In particular, PPL users can focus on encoding their inference problems,
and need not concern themselves with the intricacies of inference. Universal
PPLs are PPLs with great expressive power, meaning that users can express es-
sentially any inference problem. Consequently, universal PPL implementations
often use general-purpose inference algorithms that are compatible with all such
inference problems. A problem, however, is that general-purpose inference algo-
rithms can often not efficiently solve complex inference problems. Furthermore,
for certain inference algorithms, there are no formal correctness proofs in the
context of universal PPLs.

This dissertation considers research problems related to Monte Carlo in-
ference algorithms—sampling-based general-purpose inference algorithms that
universal PPL implementations often apply. The first research problem con-
cerns the correctness of sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) inference algorithms. A
contribution in the dissertation is a proof of correctness for SMC algorithms in
the context of universal PPLs. The second research problem concerns execution
time improvements when suspending executions—a requirement in many Monte
Carlo inference algorithms. The dissertation addresses the problem through two
separate approaches. The first approach is a compilation technique targeting
high-performance platforms. The second approach is a static suspension analy-
sis guiding a selective continuation-passing style (CPS) transformation, reducing
overhead compared to a full CPS transformation. The third research problem
concerns inference improvements through alignment—a useful and often over-
looked property in PPLs. The dissertation contributions are a formal definition
of alignment, a static analysis technique that automatically aligns programs,
and aligned versions of SMC and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) infer-
ence algorithms. The final research problem is more practical, and concerns
the effective implementation of PPLs. Specifically, the contribution is the Mik-
ing CorePPL universal PPL and its compiler. Overall, the contributions in the
dissertation significantly improve the efficiency of Monte Carlo algorithms as
applied in universal PPLs.





Sammanfattning

Probabilistiska programmeringsspråk (PPL:er) tillåter användare att uttrycka
statistiska inferensproblem som PPL-implementationen sedan, i bästa fall, löser
automatiskt. I synnerhet kan PPL-användare fokusera på att uttrycka sina infe-
rensproblem utan att behöva bekymra sig om svårigheter tillhörande inferensen.
Universella PPL:er är PPL:er med stor uttrycksfullhet, vilket innebär att an-
vändare kan uttrycka i princip vilket inferensproblem som helst. Följaktligen
använder universella PPL-implementationer ofta inferensalgoritmer för allmän-
na ändamål som är kompatibla med alla sådana inferensproblem. Ett problem
är dock att inferensalgoritmer för allmänna ändamål ofta inte effektivt kan lösa
komplexa inferensproblem. Dessutom finns det inga formella korrekthetsbevis
för vissa inferensalgoritmer när de används i universella PPL:er.

I denna avhandling behandlas forskningsproblem som rör Monte Carlo-
inferensalgoritmer—samplingbaserade inferensalgoritmer för allmänna ändamål
som universella PPL-implementationer ofta tillämpar. Det första forskningspro-
blemet rör korrektheten av sekventiella Monte Carlo-inferensalgoritmer (SMC).
Ett bidrag i avhandlingen är ett korrekthetsbevis för SMC-algoritmer i univer-
sella PPL:er. Det andra forskningsproblemet rör förbättringar av exekverings-
tid vid exekveringsavbrott—ett krav i många Monte Carlo-inferensalgoritmer.
Avhandlingen behandlar problemet genom två separata tillvägagångssätt. Det
första tillvägagångssättet är en kompileringsteknik som riktar sig mot högpre-
sterande plattformar. Det andra tillvägagångssättet är en statisk avbrottsanalys
som styr en selektiv transformation till fortsättningsskickande stil (CPS), vil-
ket reducerar exekveringstid jämfört med en fullständig CPS-transformation.
Det tredje forskningsproblemet rör inferensförbättringar genom samordning—
en användbar och ofta förbisedd egenskap i PPL:er. Avhandlingens bidrag är en
formell definition av samordning, en statisk analysteknik som automatiskt sam-
ordnar program, samt samordnade versioner av SMC- och Markovkedjebaserade
Monte Carlo-inferensalgoritmer (MCMC). Det sista forskningsproblemet är mer
praktiskt och rör den effektiva implementationen av PPL:er. Konkret är bidra-
get den universella PPL:en Miking CorePPL och dess kompilator. Samman-
fattningsvis förbättrar avhandlingens bidrag avsevärt effektiviteten hos Monte
Carlo-algoritmer som tillämpas i universella PPL:er.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Probabilistic programming languages (PPLs) are languages that enable the en-
coding and solving of statistical inference problems. Specifically, many PPLs
allow users to focus on encoding their inference problems in an expressive mod-
eling language, and the PPL implementation then, ideally, automatically solves
the problems using a suitable inference algorithm. The ultimate goal of separat-
ing the encoding and solving of inference problems in PPLs is to make statistical
inference more widely accessible—researchers and engineers no longer need to
have expert inference algorithm knowledge in order to solve inference problems.

Probabilistic programming is an interdisciplinary research field with influ-
ences from computer science, probability theory, statistics, machine learning,
and artificial intelligence. Consequently, there are a number of applications of
PPLs from a diverse set of research fields, including inferring diversification rates
in evolutionary biology [1, 2], disease spread in epidemiology [3], agent goals in
cognitive science and motion forecasting [4, 5], appearances of faces in computer
vision [6], clean databases in data cleaning [7], and 3D scenes in inverse graph-
ics [8]. A large number of PPLs are currently available, including WebPPL [4],
Anglican [9], Miking CorePPL (a contribution of this dissertation), Birch [10],
Stan [11], and Pyro [12].

Despite the success of PPLs, many unsolved problems remain. In partic-
ular, highly expressive so-called universal1 PPLs implement general-purpose
inference algorithms that are often unable to efficiently solve complex inference
problems. To solve this in the general case, we require both better inference
algorithms and optimized inference algorithm implementations. Such improve-
ments in the context of Monte Carlo inference algorithms are the central topic
in this dissertation.

This chapter briefly introduces PPLs in Section 1.1 and gives a general
overview of research problems in PPLs in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 presents
the specific dissertation research problems and relates them to the general PPL

1PPLs where the number and types of random variables in probabilistic programs are not
always known statically. The term was originally introduced in the seminal paper by Goodman
et al. [13], but no formal definition exists (that we are aware of).
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p(θ)
p(data|θ)

PPL
implementation

p(θ|data)
p(data)

Figure 1.1: Bayesian PPL inference. The user writes a program encoding a prior
distribution p(θ) and a likelihood function p(data|θ). The PPL implementation
then infers the corresponding posterior distribution p(θ|data). Some inference
algorithms, such as SMC algorithms, also infer the marginal likelihood p(data),
which is a constant that ensures that the posterior is a probability distribution
(i.e., integrates to one).

research area. Section 1.4 then presents the contributions of the dissertation
and, in particular, how they help solve the considered research problems. The
dissertation is a collection of articles (i.e., a compilation thesis), and Section 1.5
introduces the component publications, origin of contributions, and other pe-
ripheral publications. Finally, Section 1.6 discusses applied research methods,
and Section 1.7 presents the dissertation outline.

1.1 Probabilistic Programming Languages
Many PPLs, and particularly universal PPLs that are the topic of this disser-
tation, solve Bayesian inference problems. We assume rudimentary knowledge
of Bayesian statistics and refer unfamiliar readers to, e.g., the book by Bishop
[14]. Recall that Bayes’ theorem over probability density functions takes the
form

p(θ|data) = p(data|θ)p(θ)
p(data)

(1.1)

where θ is some unknown quantity of interest and data is some fixed observed
experiment data related to θ. Figure 1.1 illustrates the high-level operation of
Bayesian PPLs. The user provides a prior distribution p(θ) over θ, i.e., the initial
belief in the uncertainty of θ, and a likelihood function p(data|θ) that describes
the likelihood of the observed data given a particular value of θ. The prior
and likelihood together induce the inference problem of finding the posterior
distribution p(θ|data)—the probability distribution over θ conditioned on the
observed data.

To illustrate and give further intuition for Bayesian PPLs, consider the sim-
ple probabilistic program in Figure 1.2a. The program expresses the inference
problem of determining the probability 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 to get the result heads when
flipping a specific coin. At line 1, the program uses the assume construct to
define θ as a random variable, directly encoding the prior p(θ). The prior is a
Beta(2, 2) distribution, illustrated in Figure 1.2c. That is, it is most probable
that the coin is fair, θ = 0.5, with symmetrically decreasing probability of an
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1 let θ = assume Beta(2, 2) in
2 observe true Bernoulli(θ);
3 observe true Bernoulli(θ);
4 observe false Bernoulli(θ);
5 observe true Bernoulli(θ);
6 θ

(a) Probabilistic program tcoin.

1

2 3 4 5

(b) Bayesian network.

0 0.5 1

(c) Prior p(θ).

0 0.5 1

(d) Posterior p(θ|data).

0 0.5 1

(e) Posterior histogram.

Figure 1.2: Example of a probabilistic program and PPL inference (adapted
from publication P1, see Section 1.5). Figure (a) shows a probabilistic program
that expresses an inference problem for determining the probability of heads θ
for a coin. Line 1 determines the prior distribution p(θ) to be a Beta(2, 2) distri-
bution, illustrated in (c). Lines 2–5 determine the likelihood function p(data|θ).
Figure (b) shows the Bayesian network representation of (a), where unshaded
nodes are latent random variables and shaded nodes are observed random vari-
ables. The node numbers indicate line numbers in (a). Figure (d) illustrates
the posterior distribution p(θ|data) for the inference problem expressed by (a).
Figure (e) shows a histogram approximation of the posterior, generated with
100 000 likelihood weighting samples and 25 bins.

unfair coin, θ > 0.5 or θ < 0.5. Lines 2–5 use the observe construct to express
the likelihood function p(data|θ) with respect to four experimental coin flips,
which together constitute the data (true is heads and false is tails). Similarly
to assume, observe also defines random variables, with the difference that their
outcomes are known. In Figure 1.2c, each coin flip follows a Bernoulli(θ) dis-
tribution. That is, the probability of a true outcome is θ, and false is 1 − θ.
Figure 1.2b illustrates the structure of the program as a Bayesian network, in-
dicating the dependency structure among the random variables in the program.
The mathematical equivalent of lines 2–5 is

p(data|θ) = θ · θ · (1− θ) · θ. (1.2)

That is, p(data|θ) is the likelihood of seeing the four coin flip results given a
specific probability of heads θ. Line 6 establishes θ as the return value of the
program and indicates that the inference problem is to find p(θ|data).

To solve the expressed inference problem, we run the program in Figure 1.2a
using a corresponding PPL implementation (cf. Figure 1.1). Figure 1.2d illus-
trates the resulting posterior p(θ|data). Intuitively, we have seen more true
than false coin flips, and the initially symmetric probability mass has shifted

3



Table 1.1: Three likelihood-weighted samples θ1, θ2, and θ3 approximating the
posterior p(θ|data) expressed by the program in Figure 1.2a.

Sample from p(θ) Weight p(data|θ) according to (1.2)
θ1 0.31 0.31 · 0.31 · (1− 0.31) · 0.31 ≈ 0.02
θ2 0.67 0.67 · 0.67 · (1− 0.67) · 0.67 ≈ 0.10
θ3 0.55 0.55 · 0.55 · (1− 0.55) · 0.55 ≈ 0.07

accordingly. Also, note that the probability mass has narrowed slightly. With
increasing amounts of data (e.g., more coin flips), we are more sure of the actual
probability of heads for the coin.

For the simple program in Figure 1.2a, we can derive the posterior distri-
bution analytically (in fact, it is a Beta(5, 3) distribution). However, for most
inference problems, it is not tractable to find an exact representation of the
posterior distribution. Implementations of universal PPLs therefore instead es-
timate posterior distributions by applying approximate inference algorithms, in
particular Monte Carlo inference [15, 16] and variational inference [17]. This
dissertation considers Monte Carlo inference algorithms, which are algorithms
that approximate posterior distributions through sampling. Monte Carlo infer-
ence algorithms are general-purpose, and can approximate all posterior distri-
butions expressed in universal PPLs with arbitrary precision. The caveat is that
achieving sufficient precision may require an impractical number of samples. To
illustrate Monte Carlo inference, consider the program in Figure 1.2a again.
We apply the most basic form of PPL Monte Carlo inference, which we call
likelihood weighting (LW). LW is a specific version of importance sampling [18],
where the proposal distribution is the same as the prior distribution. As the
name suggests, we produce samples of θ according to p(θ) and weight them ac-
cording to the likelihood function p(data|θ) in (1.2). Table 1.1 illustrates a few
such samples and Figure 1.2e shows a weighted histogram of a large number of
such samples. Clearly, the samples approximate the true posterior distribution
in Figure 1.2d.

The coin flipping program is a simple and pedagogical first example, but does
not illustrate the additional expressive power of universal PPLs compared to
traditional modeling frameworks such as Bayesian networks [14]. In particular,
the example does not illustrate stochastic branching which, in combination with
recursive functions, may result in a random and potentially unbounded number
of random variables. We consider examples that take full advantage of the
expressive power of universal PPLs in Chapter 2.

The above concludes our brief introduction to PPLs. The next section
presents the general PPL problem area.

4



1.2 Problem Area

This dissertation presents research on many different aspects of PPLs. To better
understand the research contributions, we first divide the overall field of PPL
research into four main problem areas: correctness, execution time, accuracy,
and language design. We present each area below. Improvements in these prob-
lem areas, including the contributions in this dissertation, allow solving more
complex inference problems using PPLs. Consequently, the dissertation con-
tributes to the overall goal of PPLs—to make statistical inference more widely
accessible. Being able to easily solve complex inference problems in a wide range
of application domains has the potential to greatly benefit society.

Correctness

It is critical that inference algorithms used in PPL implementations produce
correct approximations of the posterior distributions p(θ|data) expressed by
probabilistic programs. After all, if there is no justification for the correctness
of a PPL implementation, the PPL users cannot rely on the produced infer-
ence results. A common approach in PPL research is to empirically justify the
correctness of new inference algorithms. Such justifications are often sufficient,
but sometimes unsatisfactory, as they do not formally ensure correct inference
for all probabilistic programs. A much stronger justification is to instead pro-
vide proofs of correctness for PPL inference algorithms. As most PPL inference
algorithms derive from classical inference algorithms in statistics and machine
learning, such formal proofs often already exist, but only for very specific sets of
inference problems. A common challenge in the correctness PPL problem area
is, therefore, to generalize such proofs to the context of universal PPLs, which
can express a much larger set of inference problems.

Execution Time

Another important problem area in PPL research is to reduce execution time—
inference is computationally expensive and complex probabilistic programs can
often require weeks of computation. Reducing execution time as much as possi-
ble is therefore critical to allow solving complex inference problems. There are
two main ways to improve execution time for a particular probabilistic program:
use a different inference algorithm or reduce overhead in the PPL implemen-
tation of the current inference algorithm. The choice of inference algorithm is
often the most crucial. In fact, many inference problems are intractable if not
using a suitable inference algorithm, and a majority of PPL researchers focus
on developing new and improving existing inference algorithms. However, it is
also important to minimize overhead in PPL implementations, as inappropriate
data structures and unnecessary computation can have devastating effects on
inference execution time.
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Table 1.2: Mapping between problem areas and research problems.

R1 R2 R3 R4
Correctness X

Execution time X X
Accuracy X

Language design X

Accuracy

The third PPL problem area is improving inference accuracy. The accuracy of
an inference algorithm, simply put, determines how well the algorithm approx-
imates the posterior distribution p(θ|data) of an inference problem for a fixed
amount of computation. For example, in Monte Carlo inference algorithms, one
measure of accuracy is estimator variance (variance is inversely proportional to
accuracy). We define the combined effect of an inference algorithm’s execu-
tion time and accuracy as its efficiency. To improve efficiency, we must either
increase accuracy or decrease execution time. It is often difficult to consider
inference accuracy in isolation of execution time, as accuracy improvements re-
quire changes to the inference algorithm. Such changes most often also affect
the execution time.

Language Design

The final problem area is that of language design—how to design a PPL to best
suit a particular use case. The most obvious use case is that of a user applying
a PPL to express inference problems. The PPL language design problem is
then to make this process as straightforward and easy as possible for the user.
There are, however, also other use cases where language design matters. For
example, compiler writers often work with syntactically and semantically simple
internal languages (often known as intermediate representations) to reduce the
complexity of implementing compiler optimizations and transformations. This
use case is equally valid for PPL compilers.

The next section presents the more specific research problems of the disser-
tation and relates them to the above problem areas.

1.3 Research Problems
To advance research in the four problem areas from Section 1.2, this dissertation
addresses four specific research problems. The central topic is Monte Carlo al-
gorithms and their implementations in universal PPLs. General-purpose Monte
Carlo algorithms are very common in PPL implementations and have the fol-
lowing benefits:

• They make few or no assumptions regarding the inference problems to
solve and therefore adapts readily to expressive universal PPLs.

6



• They allow the exploration of large sample spaces that are impossible to
fully explore by other means.

• They are asymptotically exact, which means that if we take an infinite
number of samples, the samples give an exact representation of the pos-
terior p(θ|data).

The main alternative to Monte Carlo algorithms in PPL implementations are
variational inference algorithms, which operate by transforming probabilistic
programs to optimization problems and solving them. The solution then ap-
proximates the posterior. Variational inference algorithms require less compu-
tational resources than Monte Carlo algorithms, but instead provide no guaran-
tees of asymptotic exactness. Thus, variational inference is suitable for inference
problems that do not require asymptotically exact solutions and are too com-
putationally expensive to solve with Monte Carlo algorithms. Blei et al. [19]
provide an in-depth discussion of the tradeoffs between variational and Monte
Carlo inference.

The two most common families of inference algorithms that PPL implemen-
tations use are Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) and Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC). SMC PPL inference algorithms are similar to LW inference (see Sec-
tion 1.1), but runs many instances of a probabilistic program concurrently and
occasionally resamples them to improve efficiency. That is, SMC algorithms oc-
casionally discard less promising execution instances and replace them with more
promising execution instances according to their currently accumulated likeli-
hoods p(data|θ). MCMC PPL inference algorithms instead construct Markov
chains over program executions. In order to improve efficiency, MCMC algo-
rithms often attempt to reuse values of random variables in the previous program
execution when proposing a new program execution. This dissertation focuses
on SMC and MCMC inference algorithms. We go through the specific research
problems below and, importantly, highlight previous approaches addressing the
problems and where there is room for improvement. Table 1.2 gives an overview
of the connection between the research problems and problem areas.

R1: Proving the Correctness of SMC Inference for Universal PPLs

It is not clear whether or not SMC PPL inference is correct for all possible
universal probabilistic programs. In particular, there is significant freedom
when selecting where SMC resamples in PPLs and there are a number of ap-
proaches. It is not clear if all such approaches result in correct inference results.
WebPPL [20], Anglican [9], and Turing [21] resample at each likelihood update
(e.g., observe). Anglican and Turing additionally require that all execution in-
stances encounter the same number of likelihood updates. Anglican checks this
at runtime, resulting in overhead. WebPPL, on the other hand, does not have
this requirement. Resampling in Birch [10], Pyro [12], and Gen [5] is explicit in
the model (i.e., the user’s responsibility). Another approach, and a contribution
in this dissertation (see Section 1.4, contributions C5 and C6), is to resample

7



at a subset of likelihood updates. Overall, the approach to resampling signifi-
cantly affects both execution time and SMC accuracy [1]. Proving that SMC is
correct for all such approaches thus, besides justifying the soundness of existing
approaches, allows complete freedom when developing new approaches. Ścibior
et al. [22] proves the correctness of SMC in a simply-typed PPL calculus with
primitive recursion—a more limited form of recursion compared to recursion in,
e.g., the untyped lambda calculus. There are, however, no proofs of correctness
using a PPL calculus based on the untyped lambda calculus.

R2: Improving Execution Time for Monte Carlo Inference Algorithm
Implementations that Require Execution Suspension

Many inference algorithms for universal PPLs require suspension of executions.
For example, SMC requires suspension in order to resample executions [20]
and the MCMC approach by Ritchie et al. [23] requires suspension to avoid
repeating computations. Many functional-style universal PPLs use a standard
continuation-passing style (CPS) transformation to enable suspension [9, 20, 23].
CPS can, however, introduce significant overhead due to unnecessary closure al-
locations. Furthermore, it is often not possible to use CPS when compiling
to low-level languages used for high-performance platforms due to the lack of
support for higher-order functions. Another, more low-level, approach is to im-
plement and use non-preemptive multitasking. For example, Turing [21] uses
coroutines. Non-preemptive multitasking potentially introduces minimal over-
head, but is difficult to implement. In particular, non-preemptive multitasking
requires low-level control most often not available in high-level languages. A
significant problem is thus how to compile high-level universal PPLs using in-
ference algorithms that require suspension to low-level languages potentially
running on high-performance platforms such as CUDA. There are previous ap-
proaches compiling PPLs to high-performance platforms. LibBi [24] compiles
SMC inference to CUDA but is not universal. Stan [11] and AugurV2 [25] par-
tially compiles MCMC inference to CUDA but have limited expressive power.
Finally, Pyro [12] can use CUDA through PyTorch, but only for parts of prob-
abilistic programs with simple control-flow.

R3: Improving Inference Efficiency using Alignment Properties of
Probabilistic Programs

A common property often mentioned in relation to PPLs is alignment. Essen-
tially, certain parts of probabilistic programs always occur in the same order
in every program execution—they are aligned. Anglican [9] and Turing [21]
require that all usages of observe are aligned for SMC inference. However,
alignment is not statically checked and users must manually ensure that their
programs contain only aligned observe usages. Furthermore, neither Anglican
nor Turing provide a formal definition of alignment. The book by van de Meent
et al. [26] similarly discusses alignment in relation to SMC inference but, again,
provides no formal definition. Alignment is often critical for SMC inference ef-
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Table 1.3: Mapping between research problems and contributions.

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8
R1 X
R2 X X X
R3 X X X
R4 X

ficiency in PPLs, for example for the diversification models in Ronquist et al.
[1]. Alignment is not only relevant for SMC inference. The paper by Wingate
et al. [27] aligns random variables (i.e., assume) in universal PPLs to reuse them
in an MCMC inference algorithm. The approach attempts to align all parts of
programs, even parts that do not occur in all program executions. However, a
problem with the approach is that it operates at runtime, and therefore incurs
significant overhead. As a result of the above, an interesting research problem is
to formalize alignment and use it to improve Monte Carlo inference. In partic-
ular, an open problem is whether or not there are automatic static approaches
to align probabilistic programs, without any user input.

R4: Designing an Intermediate Representation PPL Suitable for PPL
Compilers

A not as central, but still significant, research problem in this dissertation is that
of designing an intermediate representation for use in PPL compilers. There is
a lot of work on intermediate representations in traditional compilers, see for
example the books by Appel and Ginsburg [28] and Aho [29], and the LLVM
compiler infrastructure project [30]. The specific PPL research problem is to
design a PPL intermediate representation that is easy to translate high-level
PPLs into, and also easy to compile and use for PPL compiler optimizations.

The next section considers the contributions of this dissertation that address
the above research problems.

1.4 Contributions

This section describes the contributions of this dissertation. Table 1.3 shows
which research problems the contributions address.

C1: Design and Development of Miking CorePPL

A cross-cutting contribution across all research presented in this dissertation is
the development of the IR PPL Miking CorePPL. Note that the dissertation
author led the development of Miking CorePPL, but is not the sole contributor.
The main challenge in the development of Miking CorePPL is to fulfill the
combined requirements across various optimizations, analyses, and inference
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algorithm implementations. Miking CorePPL is open source and available on
GitHub as part of the Miking DPPL project [31].

C2: Proof of SMC Correctness for Universal PPLs

The contribution establishes the correctness of SMC inference in universal PPLs
for all approaches to selecting resample locations (under mild conditions). The
main challenge concerns how to formalize a theoretical PPL framework that
fit in the SMC setting of Chopin [32], to establish standard SMC correctness
results in the context of PPLs: a law of large numbers and the unbiasedness of
the marginal likelihood estimate (see, e.g., Naesseth et al. [18]).

C3: Compilation of Universal PPLs to PPL Control-Flow Graphs

The contribution is an approach to compiling universal PPLs with inference al-
gorithms that require suspension to PPL control-flow graphs (PCFGs). Specif-
ically, the contribution is a formalization of the approach and its application
to compile Miking CorePPL to RootPPL—a high-performance CUDA C++
PPL framework running parallel SMC inference on both CPUs and GPUs. The
main challenge concerns how to decompose high-level PPL functions into PCFG
blocks according to where inference algorithms suspend execution, and to then
handle and optimize the resulting data flow between blocks.

C4: Formal Definition of Alignment

The contribution is a formalization of alignment for PPLs. We are not aware of
any such previous formalization. The main challenge concerns how to capture
the alignment property through a suitable PPL calculus and semantics.

C5: Automatic Alignment Static Analysis Technique

The contribution is a static analysis technique that automatically determines
aligned parts of programs (according to the alignment definition in C4). The
main challenge concerns how to correctly identify expressions in programs that
can evaluate due to stochastic branching, and subsequently prove that these ex-
pressions provide a sound approximation to the aligned expressions with respect
to the alignment definition.

C6: Aligned SMC and Lightweight MCMC Inference

The contribution is the development of SMC and MCMC PPL inference al-
gorithms that make use of the alignment analysis results (contribution C5).
Aligned SMC is similar to standard PPL SMC inference, but only resamples
at aligned likelihood updates. Contribution C2 indirectly establishes the cor-
rectness of aligned SMC. The contribution also includes a new version of the
lightweight MCMC approach due to Wingate et al. [27] that operates at compile
time, and not at runtime, to reduce overhead. The main challenge concerns how
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Table 1.4: Mapping between publications and contributions.

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8
P1 X X
P2 X X
P3 X X X X
P4 X X X

to use the alignment analysis results in order to treat aligned and unaligned ran-
dom variables differently, and then derive a corresponding Metropolis–Hastings
acceptance ratio.

C7: Suspension Analysis

The contribution is a static analysis technique that, given an inference algo-
rithm, identifies parts of probabilistic programs that may require suspension as
a result of the inference algorithm. The main challenge concerns how to cap-
ture the propagation of suspension requirements in the presence of higher-order
functions.

C8: Selective CPS Transformation

The contribution is the application of the suspension analysis (contribution C7)
to selectively CPS transform probabilistic programs. As a means to suspend
computations in inference algorithms, selective CPS is preferable over full CPS
as it significantly reduces overhead due to unnecessary closure allocations. Se-
lective CPS transformations are fairly standard, and the main challenge instead
concerns the justification of correctness for the combined analysis and transfor-
mation.

The next section gives an overview of the dissertation publications that in-
clude the above contributions.

1.5 Publications

This section provides an overview of all publications that are part of or are
closely related to this dissertation. Table 1.4 shows the connection between the
four main publications and the contributions in Section 1.4. In particular, note
that the development of Miking CorePPL (contribution C1) is a common thread
throughout all publications. The dissertation is a collection of articles (i.e., a
compilation thesis) consisting of the four below publications, tagged with the
identifiers P1, P2, P3, and P4. Publication P1, P2, and P3 are all published at
the European Symposium on Programming (ESOP): a peer-reviewed and highly
ranked conference dedicated to programming language research. Publication P4
is a technical report (submitted for publication).
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P1: Correctness of Sequential Monte Carlo Inference for Probabilistic
Programming Languages

Daniel Lundén, Johannes Borgström, and David Broman. European Sympo-
sium on Programming (ESOP) 2021. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol-
ume 12648.

Origin of contributions: The dissertation author wrote the entire paper and
established all technical results, with feedback from and extensive technical
discussions with the co-authors.

P2: Compiling Universal Probabilistic Programming Languages with
Efficient Parallel Sequential Monte Carlo Inference

Daniel Lundén, Joey Öhman, Jan Kudlicka, Viktor Senderov, Fredrik Ronquist,
and David Broman. European Symposium on Programming (ESOP) 2022. Lec-
ture Notes in Computer Science, volume 13240. Distinguished artifact award.

Origin of contributions: The dissertation author wrote the entire paper and
established the main technical result (the compilation approach), with feed-
back from and discussions with the co-authors. The dissertation author con-
tributed significantly to the idea and technical development of RootPPL and
PPL control-flow graphs (also technical contributions in the paper), but did
not lead this effort. The dissertation author led the work on the experimental
evaluation, but the co-authors helped significantly with implementations.

P3: Automatic Alignment in Higher-Order Probabilistic Program-
ming Languages

Daniel Lundén, Gizem Çaylak, Fredrik Ronquist, and David Broman. European
Symposium on Programming (ESOP) 2023. Lecture Notes in Computer Science,
volume 13990.

Origin of contributions: The dissertation author wrote the entire paper and
established all technical results, with feedback from and discussions with the co-
authors. The dissertation author led the work on the experimental evaluation,
but the co-authors helped significantly with implementations.

P4: Suspension Analysis and Selective Continuation-Passing Style for
Higher-Order Probabilistic Programming Languages

Daniel Lundén, Lars Hummelgren, Jan Kudlicka, Oscar Eriksson, and David
Broman. DiVA technical report, http://urn.kb.se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:
se:kth:diva-324295.

Origin of contributions: The dissertation author wrote the entire paper and
established all technical results, with feedback from and discussions with the co-
authors. The dissertation author led the work on the experimental evaluation,
but the co-authors helped significantly with implementations.
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Peripheral Publications

There are also peripheral publications related to this dissertation, in which the
dissertation author have had a more supportive role:

• Delayed Sampling and Automatic Rao-Blackwellization of Probabilistic
Programs.

Lawrence Murray, Daniel Lundén, Jan Kudlicka, David Broman, and
Thomas Schön. International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and
Statistics (AISTATS) 2018.

• Universal Probabilistic Programming Offers a Powerful Approach to Sta-
tistical Phylogenetics.

Fredrik Ronquist, Jan Kudlicka, Viktor Senderov, Johannes Borgström,
Nicolas Lartillot, Daniel Lundén, Lawrence Murray, Thomas Schön, and
David Broman. In Communications Biology 4. 2021.

The publications are relevant, but not formally part of the dissertation. There-
fore, we do not discuss the origin of contributions further here.

The next section discusses research methods and how they relate to the
dissertation contributions.

1.6 Research Methods
Comer et al. [33] present three research methods in computer science: theory,
abstraction, and design. This section summarizes the three research methods
and relates them to the dissertation contributions.

Theory

The theory method is closely related to mathematics, and concerns deductive
reasoning—formally proving some properties b of a model given a set of initial
axioms, or assumptions, a. More specifically, we assume that a is true and use
logical reasoning to establish the implication a =⇒ b. As a is true, according
to the rules for logical implication, b must then also be true. That is, we have
formally proved b under the assumptions a. The theory method is common
in theoretical computer science research. For example, in automata theory,
data structures and algorithms, computability theory, complexity theory, formal
languages, formal semantics, program correctness, and program verification.

Abstraction

The abstraction method is often a major component in computer science re-
search dealing with real systems that are too complex or even impossible to
reason about solely with the theory method. The method uses inductive rea-
soning (e.g., the traditional scientific method) to justify the truth of system
properties or the correctness of models (i.e., abstractions) of the system. The
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Table 1.5: Mapping between research methods and contributions.

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8
Theory X X X X X

Abstraction X X X X X X
Design X X X X X X

first step is to state a property or construct a model a of the system, which
we believe to be true. Importantly, we purposefully make a simple enough to
derive, using the theory method, some result or consequence b through a =⇒ b.
Finally, we use the real system to conduct an experiment and collect data. If
the experiment contradicts b, we know (by the rules for logical implication) that
the property a is false or that the model a is not a correct representation of the
real system. If we conduct many experiments, and none of them contradict b,
we strengthen our belief that a is true. However, unlike the theory method,
note that we can never fully prove a with the abstraction method. This is,
more generally, known as the problem of induction. The abstraction method is
common in, for example, compiler construction, computer architecture, artificial
intelligence, and machine learning.

Design

The design method embodies classical engineering and concerns the construction
of systems that solve a given problem or fulfill a given set of requirements.
It is always important to also experimentally test that constructed systems
fulfill the requirements (or, more rarely, formally prove that systems fulfill the
requirements). Consequently, the design method is closely connected to the
abstraction method (and sometimes also to the theory method). The design
method is common, for example, in software engineering, programming language
development, compiler construction, and computer architecture.

Dissertation Research Methods

Table 1.5 maps the dissertation contributions to the three research methods.
The below paragraphs provide the details.

The implementation of Miking CorePPL (contribution C1) applies the design
method, as the implementation must fulfill different requirements imposed by
implementations that are part of the other contributions. The implementations
in other contributions, in turn, test that Miking CorePPL indeed fulfills all
requirements.

The SMC correctness proof (contribution C2) applies the theory method.
The abstraction method is superfluous, as the theory method provides a com-
plete proof of correctness. The contribution has a related implementation that
the dissertation author developed and used to experimentally reason about the
correctness prior to developing the formal proof. However, the dissertation au-
thor does not claim the implementation as a contribution (it is superseded by
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contribution C1). Therefore, C2 does not apply the design method. The con-
tribution formalizes a PPL calculus, representative of universal PPLs, which
forms a set of initial assumptions a. Previous work establishes b =⇒ c, where
c contains the desired correctness results, and b are the assumptions used to
establish c. The contribution then establishes a =⇒ b, and as a result b (in
the context of a), using proof techniques from measure theory and properties of
Borel and metric spaces. The result a =⇒ c then follows.

The compilation approach (contribution C3) applies the design and abstrac-
tion methods. The implementation of the compilation approach itself is a signif-
icant part of the contribution, which is why the contribution applies the design
method. The contribution also uses the abstraction method to experimentally
evaluate the implementation (and the general approach) in terms of execution
time and correctness. The experiment setup is standard and compares execution
time, as well as inference results to ensure correctness, against state-of-the-art
alternatives. The experiment closely follows the ACM SIGPLAN empirical eval-
uation guidelines [34]. For example, the experiment uses a sufficient number of
trials, reports standard deviation to understand execution time distributions,
and provides sufficient information to repeat the experiment.

The definition of alignment (contribution C4) applies the abstraction re-
search method, and the automatic alignment (contribution C5) and aligned
inference algorithms (contribution C6) apply all three research methods. Con-
tribution C5 and C6 both include implementations, and thus apply the de-
sign method. An experiment evaluates both contribution C5 and C6, and they
therefore also apply the abstraction method. The experiment closely follows
the ACM SIGPLAN guidelines. In addition to execution time, the experiment
also evaluates the accuracy of the proposed approach. The experiment uses box
plots to present distributions of inference results over many experiment runs.
The variances of these box plots sufficiently show the improved accuracy of the
proposed approach. The experiment also indirectly evaluates contribution C4,
which consequently also applies the abstraction method. Contribution C5 and
C6 additionally apply the theory method. Contribution C5 includes a sound-
ness proof that applies structural induction—a standard proof technique often
used in programming language research. Contribution C6 derives a Metropolis–
Hastings acceptance ratio to justify the correctness of the aligned lightweight
MCMC inference algorithm.

The suspension analysis (contribution C7) and its application to selectively
CPS transform programs (contribution C8) apply all three research methods.
The contributions include implementations and an experiment also evaluates
the implementations. Therefore, the contributions apply the design and ab-
straction methods. Again, the experiment closely follows the ACM SIGPLAN
guidelines. Contribution C7 applies structural induction to prove soundness.
Contribution C8 justifies the theoretical correctness of the combined analysis
and transformation. Consequently, the contributions apply the theory method.

The next section gives an outline of the remaining parts of the dissertation.
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1.7 Outline
The dissertation consists of five chapters, including the current introduction
chapter. Chapter 2 continues the brief PPL introduction in Section 1.1 and
gives a more formal introduction to PPLs. Chapter 3 gives extensive summaries
of all dissertation contributions introduced in Section 1.4. Chapter 4 presents
both closely and remotely related previous work. Finally, Chapter 5 discusses
potential directions for future work and concludes the dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Probabilistic Programming
Languages

This chapter introduces PPLs in more detail in preparation for the contribu-
tion summaries in Chapter 3. For a more traditional course-like introduction
to PPLs, see, e.g., the book by van de Meent et al. [26]. Section 2.1 intro-
duces the abstract syntax of the PPL calculus used throughout the dissertation.
Section 2.2 then illustrates the syntax through a motivating probabilistic pro-
gramming example from evolutionary biology—the constant rate birth-death
diversification model. Finally, Section 2.3 presents a formal semantics for the
PPL calculus.

2.1 Syntax
To capture the key properties of universal PPLs, we use an abstract syntax
based on the untyped lambda calculus—a fundamental model of computation in
programming language research that naturally captures the core properties of
programming languages. We assume basic familiarity with the lambda calculus
and refer unfamiliar readers to the book by Pierce [35].

We inductively define terms t of the abstract PPL syntax below in Backus–
Naur form.1

t ::= x | c | λx. t | t t | let x = t in t
| if t then t else t | assume t | weight t

x ∈X c ∈ C {false, true, ()} ∪ R ∪D ⊆ C.
(2.1)

We use T to denote the complete set of all possible terms. In addition to the
standard lambda calculus constructs (variables x ∈ X, abstractions λx. t, and
applications t t), the terms include a set of intrinsic constants and operations
C, explicit let and if expressions, and the PPL-specific assume and weight

1The abstract syntax in (2.1) originates in publications P3 and P4.
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constructs. Furthermore, the intrinsics C contains boolean values false and true,
the unit value (), the real numbers R, and a set of probability distributions D.
The set C may, however, also include other data types and operations over such
types. We will now illustrate the language components using two examples.

Section 1.1 introduced a simple probabilistic program modeling coin flipping
in Figure 1.2a (p. 3) using the syntax in (2.1). At line 1, the program uses a let
expression to bind θ ∈ X to a random variable defined using the assume con-
struct. Specifically, the argument passed to assume is a probability distribution,
i.e., Beta(2, 2) ∈ D. The construction of this distribution is our first example of
syntactic sugar, and Beta(2, 2) desugars to the two lambda calculus applications
((Beta 2) 2), where Beta ∈ C is a function for constructing Beta distributions.
In general, we allow writing function applications such as f x y (note: function
application is left-associative) using the more standard mathematical notation
f(x, y) when it is natural to do so. Next, on lines 2–5, the program observes
the result of four coin flips using the syntactic sugar t1; t2 for let _ = t1 in
t2. That is, evaluate t1 for side effects only and discard the result by bind-
ing it to the do-not-care symbol _ ∈ X before evaluating t2. Note that (2.1)
does not include an observe construct. The reason is that observe is, in fact,
syntactic sugar for the more general-purpose weight construct that directly up-
dates the likelihood according to the real number provided as argument. The
term observe true Bernoulli(θ) translates to weight fBernoulli(θ)(true), where
fBernoulli(θ) ∈ C is the probability mass function

fBernoulli(θ)(k) =

{
1− θ if k = false
θ if k = true

(2.2)

for the Bernoulli distribution. That is, weight fBernoulli(θ)(true) updates the
likelihood with θ (cf. (1.2), p. 3). In general, observe k d translates to weight
fd(k), where fd is the probability mass function or probability density function
of the distribution d ∈ D. We will consider the more precise semantics of assume
and weight in Section 2.3.

Universal PPLs have great expressive power due to stochastic branching.
In combination with recursion, stochastic branching may result in a random
number of assumes and weights. To illustrate stochastic branching and recur-
sion, we first consider the simple weighted geometric model in Figure 2.1 (we
consider a more complex example in Section 2.2). Figure 2.1a shows the pro-
gram. The main component of the program is the function geometric, which
returns a geometric-distributed random variable. The function definition uses
the let rec syntactic sugar to make the definition recursive—i.e., the variable
geometric is itself in scope within its body at lines 2–6.2 First, at line 2, the
function defines x as the result of a fair coin flip. Then, if the result of the coin
flip is true, line 4 modifies the likelihood with 1.5 and line 7 returns the result
of adding 1 to the result of a recursive call to geometric. Here, we use another

2The let rec translates to an application of the standard call-by-value fixed-point combi-
nator in the untyped lambda calculus [35].
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1 let rec geometric = λ_.
2 let x = assume Bernoulli(0.5) in
3 if x then
4 weight 1.5;
5 1 + geometric ()
6 else 1
7 in geometric ()

(a) Probabilistic program tgeo.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

(b) Prior distribution.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

(c) Posterior distribution.

Figure 2.1: An example probabilistic program with stochastic branching
(adapted from publication P2). Figure (a) shows the program. Figure (b)
shows the prior distribution for the program, corresponding to the probability
mass function θ 7→ 0.5θ. That is, the distribution over return values without
considering the call to weight at line 4. Figure (c) shows the posterior distribu-
tion for the program, corresponding to the (unnormalized) weighted probability
mass function θ 7→ 0.5θ · 1.5θ−1.

syntactic sugar: 1 + geometric () translates to + 1 (geometric ()). We often
use the natural infix form of intrinsic functions in C (e.g., + ∈ C) to make pro-
grams more readable. If the result of the coin flip x is false, we terminate the
recursion and immediately return the value 1. Line 7 makes the initial call to
geometric and also indicates that the result of the program is the return value
of this initial call. Figure 2.1b and Figure 2.1c show the prior and posterior,
respectively, for the inference problem expressed by the program. The prior
distribution is the distribution over result values without the likelihood update
at line 4. If we use θ to denote the result value of the program, we can write
the prior as p(θ) = 0.5θ, θ ∈ N. The likelihood function of the program, in-
duced by the weight, is p(data|θ) = 1.5θ−1. Here, there is no clear data, and
we may instead use the more general-purpose notation L(θ) = 1.5θ−1 for the
likelihood function. We discuss this more general form further in Section 2.3.
The posterior distribution is proportional to the combination of the prior and
the likelihood function: p(θ|data) ∝ 0.5θ · 1.5θ−1.

The main property of the program in Figure 2.1a is that the number of uses
of assume and weight is random. The reason is the if condition at line 3, which
depends on the random variable x. The possibility to use stochastic branching
is one of the unique features of universal PPLs and the main reason for their
expressive power. However, the expressive power leads to a number of problems
related to PPL inference algorithms. For example, the research problems R1,
R2, and R3 in Section 1.3 are all a consequence of stochastic branching. The
next section uses the abstract syntax in (2.1) to express and present a more
complex model that relies heavily on stochastic branching.
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2.2 Example: Constant Rate Birth-Death

We saw a simple example of a probabilistic program modeling coin flipping in
Section 1.1, and another simple example implementing a weighted geometric
distribution in Section 2.1. This section presents a more complex and realistic
example: the constant rate birth-death (CRBD) diversification model. Ronquist
et al. [1] show the benefit of expressive universal PPLs by applying them to
a number of of diversification models (including CRBD), and such models are
highly relevant in evolutionary biology research. Furthermore, the CRBD model
calls both assume and weight a random number of times due to stochastic
branching and thus takes full advantage of the expressive power of universal
PPLs. At the same time, the CRBD model is fairly small and therefore serves
well as a running example in Chapter 3 to motivate and illustrate the dissertation
contributions.

The fundamental objects in diversification models are phylogenies—trees
capturing lineages of species throughout evolution. Inferring phylogenies from
DNA sequence data of present-day species is the objective in the research field
called phylogenetics. For example, Jetz et al. [36] infer and analyze a complete
phylogeny of all 9 993 present-day bird species. Diversification models allow
reasoning about birth and death rates over inferred phylogenies and can thus
provide important insights related to evolution.

Figure 2.2 presents the specific CRBD inference problem that we consider
in this dissertation. For simplicity and ease of presentation, we use the small
artificial phylogeny in Figure 2.2b as data. The phylogeny has four present-
day species (the leaves with age 0) that diverged from a common ancestor 10
million years ago (Mya). The CRBD process generates phylogenies by randomly
simulating birth and death events with given average rates over a given period of
time. For example, the phylogeny in Figure 2.2b corresponds to a CRBD process
with six birth events at 10, 9, 7, 6, 5, and 4 Mya, and three death events at 8,
5, and 3 Mya. The inference problem expressed by the probabilistic program
in Figure 2.2a is to determine CRBD birth (lambda) and death (mu) rates that
best explain the observed phylogeny in Figure 2.2b. The program uses the
syntax from (2.1) extended with simple data constructors, pattern matching,
and tuples. It is possible to natively express such extensions in the untyped
lambda calculus using Church encodings and we can regard the extensions as
syntactic sugar.

In Bayesian terms, the program in Figure 2.2a expresses the posterior distri-
bution over the rates lambda and mu, conditioned on the observed phylogeny.
Lines 1–4 define the observed phylogeny (i.e., the data) using data constructors
Node and Leaf for the phylogeny nodes and leaves, respectively. Both construc-
tors contain the corresponding age, and the node constructor further contains
its left and right subtrees. We assume that the extinct lineages (the dashed lines
in Figure 2.2b) are unknown—the inferred phylogeny only contains the present-
day species and their lineages. Lines 6–7 define Gamma priors over lambda and
mu (i.e., p(θ), where θ = (lambda,mu)). Figures 2.2c and 2.2e illustrate these
priors. Lines 9–46 define the likelihood function (i.e., p(data|θ)). However,
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1 let tree = Node (10,
2 Node (4, Leaf (0), Leaf (0)),
3 Node (6, Leaf (0), Leaf (0))
4 ) in
5
6 let lambda = assume Gamma(1, 1) in
7 let mu = assume Gamma(1, 0.5) in
8
9 let rec survives = λstart.

10 let t = start −
11 assume Exponential(lambda + mu) in
12 if t < 0 then true else
13 if assume Bernoulli( lambda

lambda+mu ) then
14 (survives t) ∨ (survives t)
15 else false
16 in
17
18 let rec simEvent = λn. λstart. λstop.
19 if n = 0 then () else
20 let t = assume Uniform(stop, start) in
21 if survives t then weight 0 else
22 weight 2;
23 simEvent (n− 1) start stop
24 in

25 let simBranch = λtree. λparent.
26 let start = age parent in
27 let stop = age tree in
28 let n = assume
29 Poisson(lambda · (start − stop)) in
30 simEvent n start stop;
31 observe 0 Poisson(mu · (start − stop));
32 match tree with Node(_) then
33 observe 0 Exponential(lambda)
34 else ()
35 in
36
37 let rec simTree = λtree.
38 match tree with Node (_, l, r) then
39 simBranch l tree;
40 simBranch r tree;
41 simTree l;
42 simTree r
43 else ()
44 in
45
46 simTree tree;
47
48 (lambda,mu)

(a) Probabilistic program tCRBD.

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

(b) The simple phylogeny tree.

0 1 2 3 4

(c) Prior for lambda.

0 0.25 0.5

(d) Posterior for lambda.

0 1 2 3 4

(e) Prior for mu.

0 0.25 0.5

(f) Posterior for mu.

Figure 2.2: A slightly simplified version of the constant-rate birth death model
in Ronquist et al. [1]. Figure (a) shows the program in the syntax (2.1) extended
with data constructors, pattern matching, and tuples. The function age extracts
the ages of tree nodes and leaves (i.e., the first argument to the constructors
Node and Leaf ). Figure (b) shows the observed phylogeny. The dashed lines
indicate unknown lineages that have died out before the present day (age 0).
Figures (c) and (d) show the prior and posterior for lambda (the birth rate).
Figures (e) and (f) show the prior and posterior for mu (the death rate). The
posterior plots show likelihood weighting histogram inference results, using 106

samples and 25 bins. Note that the prior and posterior plots use different axis
scales.
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note that lines 9–46 also contain uses of assume. That is, lines 9–46 do not only
define the likelihood function, but technically also a part of the prior. Finally,
line 48 returns both lambda and mu as the final result of the program (i.e., the
inference problem is to find p(θ|data)). Figures 2.2d and 2.2f present the poste-
rior distributions for lambda and mu resulting from LW inference (analogously
to Figure 1.2e, p. 3). Note that the the priors and posteriors use different axis
scales, and the posteriors are thus far more accurate. We see that the most
likely birth rate is just below 0.1 and that the most likely death rate is close to
0.

We now consider the likelihood function at lines 9–46 in Figure 2.2a in more
detail. For brevity, we omit a number of details. The dissertation by Kudlicka
[2] contains a more complete description of a similar CRBD PPL model. To
condition on the observed phylogeny, the program simulates a CRBD process
constrained to the observed phylogeny. Compared to tcoin (Figure 1.2, p. 3) and
tgeo (Figure 2.1, p. 19), the likelihood function is significantly more complex.
The program calls simBranch (line 25) once for every branch in the observed
phylogeny. Line 31 observes that the current branch did not, in fact, die out.
Additionally, if the branch does not terminate in a leaf, line 33 observes that a
birth event occurred at the end of the branch. There may also have been a num-
ber of other birth events in between the start and end of the branch. Lines 28–
29 defines a random variable for how many such events occurred (according
to lambda), and calls simEvent once for each event. The function simEvent
randomly chooses a point on the branch where the event occurred (line 20),
and simulates a complete CRBD process from that point to the present day
using the survives function. If any lineage of this CRBD process survives to
the present day, the simulation is incorrect—we assume that any such lineage
must also be part of the observed phylogeny. In this case, we set the likelihood
to 0 for the simulation at line 21. On the other hand, if all lineages do die out
before the present, the simulation agrees with the observed phylogeny. In this
case, we additionally apply a rotational likelihood factor (line 22) for symmetry
reasons—the simulated event could either have been the left or right sub-branch
(see Kudlicka [2] for more details).

We have now introduced a more realistic probabilistic program that we will
consider again throughout Chapter 3. The next section presents a formal se-
mantics for the abstract syntax in (2.1).

2.3 Semantics

So far, we have used examples to reason informally about posterior distribu-
tions corresponding to the inference problems expressed by probabilistic pro-
grams. This section makes the notion of posterior distributions for probabilistic
programs of the form (2.1) more precise through a formal operational seman-
tics. We use the semantics to define posterior density functions for probabilistic
programs. We reuse and further extend the semantics in Chapter 3.
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First, we require a number of definitions. We define values v as

v ::= c | 〈λx. t, ρ〉 c ∈ C, ρ ∈ P. (2.3)

That is, the values consist of all intrinsics and all closures—abstractions com-
bined with an evaluation environment ρ ∈ P mapping free variables in the
abstraction body to values. We use closures in the semantics to represent first-
class functions. We use V to denote the complete set of all possible values.

Next, we also need to formalize the evaluation of intrinsic functions in
C. To do this, we assume the existence of a partial function δ : C × C →
C. The function δ evaluates applications of intrinsic functions. For example,
δ((δ(+, 1)), 2) = 3.

Finally, we require a definition of traces. Traces are sequences of outcomes
for the random variables defined at assume in probabilistic programs.3 I.e.,
the traces represent outcomes in the sample space induced by probabilistic pro-
grams. We assume that the outcomes are always constants c ∈ C (most com-
monly, real numbers), and use the notation [c1, c2, . . . , cn] for sequences. We
use S to denote the set of all traces. For example, two possible traces for tgeo
would be [true, true, false] ∈ S and [true, true, true, false] ∈ S. The former trace
would result in the return value 3 and the latter 4. For tcoin, the only possible
traces are singleton traces of the form [θ] ∈ S, where 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, because there
is only one call to assume. With the above definitions, we are now in a position
to formally define the operational semantics.

Figure 2.3 presents the complete semantics as a set of inference rules defining
a relation over P×T×S×R×V . The core of the semantics is a standard lambda
calculus call-by-value big-step operational semantics in the style of Kahn [38],
and the interesting and unique PPL properties are due to the rules for assume
and weight. Intuitively, ρ ` t s⇓w v states that, given an environment ρ ∈ P ,
a term t ∈ T , and a trace s ∈ S as input, the term t evaluates to the value
v. Furthermore, the unnormalized probability density of s is w. We first look
at the rule (Assume). The input trace is s ‖ [c], where ‖ denotes sequence
concatenation, and we evaluate the argument t using the trace s. The expected
result is a probability distribution d ∈ D and density w. Now, the assume itself
evaluates to c—it consumes the last element of the trace. Furthermore, the
density w is updated with w′, the density of c under the distribution d. The
rule (Weight) also updates the density, but directly. That is, the rule evaluates
the argument to weight and updates the resulting density w with the result w′.
The rule does not consume any element of the trace (since it does not make
a random choice) and simply returns the unit value (). The only purpose of
weight is to update the density as a side effect.

The remaining rules are standard, with the exception of how they compose
traces and densities. For example, consider the rule (Let). The output densities
w1 and w2 from the two subderivations combine to produce the result density
w1 · w2. It is not as simple for the input trace s1 ‖ s2, where the split into s1
and s2 for the two subderivations, at a first glance, may seem arbitrary and not

3Kozen [37] first introduced the use of traces for PPL semantics.
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ρ ` x []⇓1 ρ(x)
(Var)

ρ ` c []⇓1 c
(Intr)

ρ ` λx.t []⇓1 〈λx.t, ρ〉
(Lam)

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1 〈λx.t, ρ′〉 ρ ` t2 s2⇓w2 v2 ρ′, x 7→ v2 ` t s3⇓w3 v
ρ ` t1 t2 s1‖s2‖s3⇓w1·w2·w3 v

(App)

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1 c1 ρ ` t2 s2⇓w2 c2

ρ ` t1 t2 s1‖s2⇓w1·w2 δ(c1, c2)
(Intr-App)

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1 v1 ρ, x 7→ v1 ` t2 s2⇓w2 v
ρ ` let x = t1 in t2 s1‖s2⇓w1·w2 v

(Let)

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1 true ρ ` t2 s2⇓w2 v2
ρ ` if t1 then t2 else t3 s1‖s2⇓w1·w2 v2

(If-True)

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1 false ρ ` t3 s3⇓w3 v3
ρ ` if t1 then t2 else t3 s1‖s3⇓w1·w3 v3

(If-False)

ρ ` t s⇓w d w′ = fd(c)

ρ ` assume t s‖[c]⇓w·w′
c
(Assume)

ρ ` t s⇓w w′

ρ ` weight t s⇓w·w′
()
(Weight)

Figure 2.3: A call-by-value big-step operational semantics for (2.1) (adapted
from publications P3 and P4). We use the syntax ρ, x 7→ v to denote the
environment ρ extended with a binding v for x ∈ X. The function fd in the
inference rule assume is the density function of the probability distribution
d ∈ D. The syntax s1 ‖ s2 denotes sequence concatenation and w1 ·w2 standard
multiplication.

syntax directed. There is, however, at most one such split in which the relation
holds. As a consequence, an implementation of the semantics can simply thread
the entire trace s1 ‖ s2 through the two subderivations. That is, first pass the
entire trace to the subderivation for t1, which, after evaluation, forwards what
remains of the trace to the subderivation for t2. The remaining rules handle
traces and densities following the same pattern.

Let us now consider some examples to further cement our understanding of
the semantics. Starting with an empty environment ∅ (because no variables are
initially bound), evaluating tgeo with the trace [true, true, false] gives

∅ ` tgeo [true,true,false]⇓0.5·1.5·0.5·1.5·0.5 3. (2.4)

Note that the result is 3, and the density thus corresponds to the posterior
density θ 7→ 0.5θ · 1.5θ−1 (with θ = 3) that we established in Section 2.1. Now
consider the evaluation

∅ ` tcoin [0.31]⇓(fBeta(2,2)(0.31))·0.31·0.31·(1−0.31)·0.31 0.31 (2.5)

for tcoin. The density of 0.31 under the prior is, naturally, fBeta(2,2)(0.31), and
the likelihood 0.31 · 0.31 · (1− 0.31) · 0.31 for the trace corresponds to (1.2).
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We can relate the output density of the semantics to Bayes’ theorem over
probability densities, as introduced in (1.1). To do this, we define a function

ft(s) =

{
w if ∅ ` t s⇓w v
0 otherwise

(2.6)

for every term t, that maps traces to their densities and returns the density 0
if the trace is incompatible with the program. We can further decompose ft as
ft(s) = Lt(s)pt(s), where Lt(s) is the contribution to the density w from the
rule (Weight), and pt(s) is the contribution from (assume). If we now define

f̂t(s) =
ft(s)

Zt
=
Lt(s)pt(s)

Zt
, (2.7)

where Zt is a constant that normalizes the density ft to a probability density,
the connection to Bayes’ theorem reveals itself. Namely, if we take θ = s and
omit the dependence on some fixed and observed data, Lt(s) corresponds to
p(data|θ), pt(s) to p(θ), f̂t(s) to p(θ|data), and Zt to p(data). The result (2.7),
finally, formally establishes the calculus (2.1) as a modeling framework for en-
coding Bayesian inference problems over traces. It is also possible to relate (2.7)
to the fundamental LW inference algorithm. LW inference produces trace sam-
ples s from the expressed prior distribution with density pt(s), by executing the
program t and sampling values at assume according to the provided distribu-
tions. Furthermore, LW attaches likelihood weights Lt(s) to each sample s by
accumulating the arguments given to weight during execution.

An important question is how to relate the density of traces s to the density
of return values of probabilistic programs. After all, the return values are the
primary item of interest. The first step is to define the partial function

rt(s) =

{
v if ∅ ` t s⇓w v
⊥ otherwise.

(2.8)

that simply maps traces compatible with the program to their corresponding
return values. For Monte Carlo inference algorithms such as LW, transforming
trace samples to return value samples according to rt produces correct samples
from the posterior distribution over return values. Note that many traces may
map to the same return value. This property makes it challenging to formalize
the posterior densities over return values, and such a formalization is beyond the
scope of this dissertation introduction. For further details on formal semantics,
see publication P1 and Borgström et al. [39].

The above introduction to PPL semantics concludes the dissertation chap-
ter on probabilistic programming. With the required background knowledge
established, the next chapter gives extensive summaries of the dissertation con-
tributions.
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Chapter 3

Summary of Contributions

This chapter summarizes and presents the dissertation contributions from Sec-
tion 1.4. The purpose of the chapter is to give intuition for the various con-
tributions. The full details are available in the respective papers (see Sec-
tion 1.5). Section 3.1 presents the Miking CorePPL language and compiler
(contribution C1). Section 3.2 presents the correctness proof for SMC infer-
ence in universal PPLs (contribution C2). Section 3.3 presents the compilation
approach from universal PPLs to PPL control-flow graphs (contribution C3).
Section 3.4 presents the automatic alignment approach (contributions C4, C5,
and C6). Finally, Section 3.5 presents the suspension analysis and its appli-
cation to selectively CPS transform probabilistic programs (contributions C7
and C8).

3.1 Miking CorePPL
This section presents contribution C1, part of all dissertation publications. We
give a high-level overview of the Miking CorePPL language and its compiler,
with emphasis on the dissertation author’s contributions. The dissertation au-
thor has had the leading role in Miking CorePPL’s development and inception.

Miking CorePPL is a PPL focusing on efficiency through PPL-specific static
analyses, compiler optimizations, and compilation to platforms that compile
ahead of time to native code. The language and compiler developed concur-
rently with all other dissertation contributions to allow evaluating the contribu-
tions empirically, and also to address research problem R4. Miking CorePPL is
actively developed on GitHub [31],1 and there are many contributors.

Miking CorePPL is built using Miking—a framework for constructing ef-
ficient domain-specific languages [40, 41]. The core feature in Miking is lan-
guage fragments and their composition. Users build domain-specific languages
(DSLs) by writing and composing such language fragments. In particular, many
common fragments (for, e.g., function definition and application) are readily

1The overall project including Miking CorePPL and its compiler is called Miking DPPL.
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available in the Miking standard library and allow users to focus on implement-
ing fragments unique to their particular DSL. Miking is actively developed on
GitHub [42], and there are many contributors. The dissertation author has been
part of the core development team since Miking’s inception, and has made many
contributions. The contributions include a control-flow analysis framework, a
general-purpose backend targeting the C programming language, A-normal form
transformations, and continuation-passing style transformations.

The Miking CorePPL language is an extension of the core language in Mik-
ing, appropriately named Miking Core. Similar to (2.1), Miking Core builds
upon the lambda calculus, but also includes a number of standard functional
language features such as algebraic data types, sequences, and pattern match-
ing. In particular, Miking Core has a powerful type system with ML-style type
inference based on FreezeML [43]. Miking Core is the source language for, as
well as the intermediate representation in, the Miking compiler. The Miking
Core compiler supports different backends, but the main backend is currently
OCaml [44]. To maximize Miking Core’s usefulness as an intermediate repre-
sentation, Miking Core is syntactically simple (i.e., there is very little syntactic
sugar) and the translation between the concrete and abstract syntaxes is ob-
vious. Miking CorePPL extends Miking Core with fundamental PPL-specific
constructs corresponding to assume and weight in (2.1). As a consequence,
Miking CorePPL inherits all properties of Miking Core, making it useful as
an intermediate representation in PPL compilers and as a compile target for
domain-specific PPLs.

Figure 3.1 gives an overview of the Miking CorePPL compiler. The compiler
and all its components are implemented in Miking Core. The compiler has two
backends: one compiling to RootPPL and one compiling to Miking Core. The
backend compiling to RootPPL is, mainly, part of contribution C3. However,
contribution C6 also extends the backend with support for the aligned SMC
inference algorithm. Contribution C1 (the main topic of the current section)
mainly concerns the design of the Miking CorePPL language itself, as well as the
overall organization of the backend compiling to Miking Core. Both backends
make use of the alignment analysis (contribution C5), but only the backend com-
piling to Miking Core uses the suspension analysis and corresponding selective
CPS transformation (contributions C7 and C8).

The RootPPL compiler produces highly efficient OpenMP C++ code that
executes in parallel on multicore CPUs, or CUDA C++ code executing in par-
allel on NVIDIA GPUs. However, the efficiency comes with a number of limi-
tations. For example, there are no higher-order functions in RootPPL, and it is
not possible to use CPS to suspend executions. The lack of CPS is the reason
why the backend compiling to RootPPL does not make use of the suspension
analysis and selective CPS transformation. We discuss the backend compiling
to RootPPL further in Section 3.3. RootPPL currently only supports inference
using the SMC bootstrap particle filter and its aligned version.

The backend compiling to Miking Core is more general-purpose and supports
a number of inference algorithms. The below list shows the inference algorithms
that the backend currently supports. Algorithms marked with † are contribu-
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Miking CorePPL 
Compiler

Target: RootPPLMiking 
CorePPL
Program Miking CorePPL 

Compiler
Target: Miking Core

RootPPL
Program

Miking 
Core

Program
Executable

Alignment 
Analysis

Suspension Analysis and 
Partial CPS Transformation

RootPPL
Compiler

Miking 
Core

Compiler

Executable

C7 and C8

C3 and C6

C1

C5

C1 and C6

Figure 3.1: An overview of the Miking CorePPL compiler, with emphasis on
the dissertation contributions. The gray rectangles are programs, and the blue
rounded rectangles are implementations of program analyses and transforma-
tions. The number on top of rectangles indicate corresponding contributions.
Solid white arrows indicate the compiler transformation pipeline. Dashed ar-
rows indicate that the source component uses the target component internally.
The input to the compiler is a Miking CorePPL program, and there are two
backends: one compiling the input to RootPPL and one compiling to Miking
Core. Both backends make use the alignment analysis, and the backend compil-
ing to Miking Core also uses the suspension analysis and corresponding selective
CPS transformation.

tions of the dissertation author. However, the dissertation author also assisted
in the development of all algorithms.

• Likelihood weighting†

• Lightweight Metropolis–Hastings MCMC† [27]

• Aligned lightweight Metropolis–Hastings MCMC† (contribution C6)

• The SMC bootstrap particle filter

• The aligned SMC bootstrap particle filter† (contribution C6)

• The SMC alive bootstrap particle filter [45]

• Particle-independent Metropolis–Hastings [46]

A precursor to the backend compiling to Miking Core is an OCaml PPL in-
terpreter implemented concurrently with contribution C2 by the dissertation
author. The interpreter is now obsolete, but helped develop many of the core
ideas for the Miking CorePPL compiler.

There are many ongoing research projects related to Miking CorePPL, in
which the dissertation author has a more supportive role. The first project con-
cerns the development of a domain-specific PPL for statistical phylogenetics,
called TreePPL [47]. TreePPL is built using Miking and compiles to Miking
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CorePPL. The second project concerns optimizations of Miking CorePPL pro-
grams using the runtime techniques introduced by Murray et al. [3]. The main
difference and research contribution is that the compiler applies the optimiza-
tions statically instead of at runtime. Finally, the third project concerns adding
inference problems and inference algorithm applications as first-class citizens in
Miking CorePPL. That is, make it possible to express more than one inference
problem within one Miking CorePPL program, and also to apply inference algo-
rithms to the problems within the programs themselves. A first version of this
third project is a contribution in publication P4.

The above concludes our summary of the Miking CorePPL language and
compiler. Next, we consider the correctness of SMC inference for PPLs.

3.2 Correctness of SMC Inference

This section presents contribution C2, part of publication P1. We first introduce
and motivate SMC inference in the context of PPLs, and then give a high-level
overview of the formalization and correctness proof.

Sequential Monte Carlo Inference

Recall that probabilistic programs define both a prior distribution and a like-
lihood function (see Section 1.1 and Chapter 2), and that likelihood weighting
(LW)—a fundamental importance sampling Monte Carlo inference algorithm—
operates by sampling from the prior and weighting the samples by the likelihood
function. A key insight is that LW produces each prior trace sample and its
weight gradually. That is, LW executes a probabilistic program, and gradually
builds the trace sample by sampling at individual assumes, and gradually builds
the weight by accumulating the arguments to weight. For example, LW for tcoin
(Figure 1.2a, p. 3) first samples the prior at line 1 (the only assume). Then, LW
gradually accumulates the likelihood at lines 2–5 from the individual contribu-
tions at observe: θ, θ, 1− θ, and θ (cf. (1.2)). Similarly, for tgeo (Figure 2.1a,
p. 19), LW gradually builds a trace sample from the prior by sampling at each
assume at line 2, and gradually accumulates the weight at line 4.

Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) inference exploits the gradual (or, sequen-
tial) construction of traces and their likelihoods. The gradual construction al-
lows SMC to discard less relevant executions early on and instead focus on
more promising executions. The basic approach is the same as for LW: execute
probabilistic programs to sample from the prior and compute the correspond-
ing likelihood for the sample. However, while executions in LW are indepen-
dent, SMC runs a number of executions concurrently and occasionally resamples
them according to their accumulated likelihoods. That is, at certain predeter-
mined points throughout program executions, all executions suspend and SMC
resamples them before resuming execution. There are many approaches to re-
sampling [48, 49], but the simplest one is multinomial resampling. Multinomial
resampling samples (with replacement) from all executions according to their
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Execution 1 21 31 33 21 31 33 21 31 21 31 21 31 21 31

Execution 2 31 33 31 33 31 31 31 31

Execution 3 21 31 33 22 21 31 33 21 31 21 31 21 31 21 31

Execution 4 22 31 33 22 22 31 33 22 31 31 31 31

Figure 3.2: The unaligned sequences of weights and observes (identified
through line numbers) for four executions of tCRBD from Figure 2.2a (p. 21).

current (normalized) likelihoods. For example, consider tcoin and Figure 1.2a
again, and assume that we run three executions concurrently and have sam-
pled 0.31, 0.67, and 0.55 for θ at line 1 and then stopped all executions just
after the observe at line 2. That is, the executions now also have the like-
lihoods 0.31, 0.67, and 0.55. With multinomial resampling, we sample three
times from the three executions with probabilities 0.31

0.31+0.67+0.55 ,
0.67

0.31+0.67+0.55 ,
and 0.55

0.31+0.67+0.55 . Thus, the execution with θ = 0.67 is most likely to survive
resampling. After resampling, a possible outcome would be that we now in-
stead have the three executions with θ equal to 0.67, 0.55, and 0.67. We have
discarded θ = 0.31 and instead have two executions with θ = 0.67. Also, im-
portantly, the likelihoods for the newly resampled executions are now 1, as we
have expended the accumulated likelihoods as part of the resampling operation.
For more details on SMC inference in general, Naesseth et al. [18] provide an
excellent introduction.

For most practical probabilistic programs, SMC is a major improvement
over LW in that it significantly improves inference accuracy. We have not yet,
however, discussed the most critical component of SMC in the context of PPLs—
how do we choose when to suspend executions in order to resample them? The
standard approach that, for instance, WebPPL [20] and Anglican [9] use, is
to suspend and resample executions immediately after encountering likelihood
updates (i.e., after weights). The problem with this approach in the context
of universal PPLs is that different executions may encounter a different number
of calls to weight, which causes executions to become unaligned—i.e., after
encountering a fixed number of weights, the executions have not made equal
progress through the program. For example, consider tCRBD again (Figure 2.2a,
p. 21). Here, the weights at lines 21 and 22 are within a stochastic branch and
executions encounter them a random number of times. Figure 3.2 illustrates the
encountered weights (and observes) for a few executions. The question is, is
SMC correct even if executions resample when unaligned and when encountering
a different number of weights (research problem R1)? A different, but related,
question is whether there are better approaches to selecting when executions
should suspend in order to resample, compared to suspending after all weights.
The answer to the second question is yes, and Section 3.4 describes such an
approach called aligned SMC. The answer to the first question is also yes, and
we show next that any approach to selecting when to suspend for resampling in
SMC inference is correct. This proof, for instance, establishes the correctness of
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1 let θ = assume Beta(2, 2) in
2 observe true Bernoulli(θ);
3 resample;
4 observe true Bernoulli(θ);
5 resample;
6 observe false Bernoulli(θ);
7 resample;
8 observe true Bernoulli(θ);
9 resample;

10 θ

(a) Version of tcoin with resample.

1 let rec geometric = λ_.
2 let x = assume Bernoulli(0.5) in
3 if x then
4 weight 1.5;
5 resample;
6 1 + geometric ()
7 else 1
8 in geometric ()

(b) Version of tgeo with resample.

Figure 3.3: Example programs with explicit resample annotations. Figure (a)
illustrates tcoin from Figure 1.2a and Figure (b) tgeo from Figure 2.1a.

aligned SMC. In the following, we present the intuition behind the correctness
proof.

Correctness of SMC for Universal PPLs

Recall Section 2.3 and the density function f̂t (as well as its unnormalized ver-
sion ft) over traces for a probabilistic program t. The ultimate goal of all
inference algorithms is to determine or approximate the probability distribu-
tion corresponding to f̂t. In its general form described by Chopin [32], SMC
inference approximates a distribution with density function f by approximating
a sequence of distributions with densities f1, f2, f3, . . . , f . In order to prove
correctness of SMC as applied in PPLs, we thus need to show that SMC oper-
ates over such a sequence for all probabilistic programs and that the sequence
eventually reaches f̂t. If we establish this, the correctness of SMC for PPLs
follows by standard SMC correctness results (see, e.g., Naesseth et al. [18] for a
summary).

To construct a sequence f̂t,1, f̂t,2, f̂t,3, . . . for an arbitrary program t, we first
extend (2.1) with an explicit resample term.

t += resample (3.1)

The resample term evaluates to () (i.e., nothing), and its only purpose is to mark
where executions must suspend for SMC resampling. The resample annotation
captures all approaches to selecting when to suspend for resampling, as it may
be placed arbitrarily in programs—for example, by a PPL compiler (or even
manually by PPL users). Most importantly, the resample annotation induces
the sequence f̂t,1, f̂t,2, f̂t,3, . . . , where f̂t,n is the density over traces of t where the
corresponding execution stopped just before the nth resample, as well as over
ordinary traces that have reached the end of the program while encountering at
most n−1 resamples. To illustrate the sequence of densities, consider Figure 3.3.
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The first example, in Figure 3.3a, shows tcoin with added resample annotations.
Here, f̂t,1 is the density over singleton traces [θ] conditioned only on the first
observe, f̂t,2 on the two first observes, and so forth. The second example,
in Figure 3.3b, shows tgeo with added resample annotations. Here, f̂t,n is the
density over all traces of length i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, consisting of values drawn
at line 2 with likelihood according to i weights at line 4.

We now have a sequence of distributions for every program t. If we suspend
at resample in executions and then resample them, we correctly approximate
the sequence f̂t,1, f̂t,2, f̂t,3, . . . (i.e., SMC correctly approximates the sequence).
The remaining question is whether or not the sequence eventually reaches f̂t.
The first contribution result is that the sequence clearly reaches f̂t if the number
of resamples in a program has a statically known upper bound. For example,
n = 5 is an upper bound for Figure 3.3a, but a theoretical upper bound does
not exist for Figure 3.3b. However, the result is sufficient to show correctness
of SMC for all practical cases, as we always work with finite computational
resources (which implies an indirect upper bound). In particular, the result es-
tablishes the correctness of all possible approaches to selecting when to suspend
for resampling due to the explicit resample annotation.

The second result is more theoretical, and considers situations in which there
is no upper bound on the number of resamples. Specifically, the result relates
the dominated convergence theorem (a fundamental theorem in measure theory)
to SMC inference in PPLs, and identifies conditions under which the sequence of
distributions f̂t,n reaches f̂t in the limit n→∞. For example, tgeo in Figure 3.3b
reaches f̂t only in the limit n → ∞. It is also possible to construct contrived
programs where f̂t,n fails to reach f̂t, even in the limit n→∞. Such programs
are theoretically interesting, but have no practical value as we can always set
a large but finite upper bound on the number of times SMC resamples, and
after reaching that number ignore any additional resamples that executions
encounter. This approach is correct for all possible programs by the result in
the previous paragraph.

The description of SMC in this section specifically describes the bootstrap
particle filter—the most fundamental and intuitive SMC algorithm. Note, how-
ever, that the correctness results are general, and also extends to other SMC
algorithms such as the resample-move SMC algorithm by Gilks and Berzuini
[50] and alive particle filter by Kudlicka et al. [45].

The above concludes our summary of the correctness of SMC inference for
PPLs. Next, we consider the PPL compilation approach targeting PPL control-
flow graphs.

3.3 Compilation to PCFGs

This section presents contribution C3, part of publication P2. We first introduce
PPL control-flow graphs (PCFGs) and their properties, and then present the
compilation approach from universal PPLs to PCFGs. Finally, we present the
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b0 b1

b2

b3

b4 bstop

(a) Example PCFG.

sim(b0, s0) 7→ (b1, s1, false)
sim(b1, s1) 7→ (b2, s2, true)
sim(b2, s2) 7→ (b4, s3, true)
sim(b4, s3) 7→ (bstop, s4, false)

(b) A possible PCFG execution.

Figure 3.4: An example PCFG and its execution (from publication P2). Fig-
ure (a) shows the PCFG. Solid arrows indicate possible transitions that suspend,
and open arrows possible transitions that do not suspend. Figure (b) shows the
execution of the PCFG corresponding to a particular initial state s0 (using the
sim function).

implementation of the compilation approach that translates Miking CorePPL
to RootPPL, and also the evaluation of the implementation.

PPL Control-Flow Graphs

We now address research problem R2: how to improve execution time for Monte
Carlo inference algorithms that require execution suspension. For example, as
we saw in Section 3.2, SMC requires suspension to resample executions. The
approach to improve execution time that we apply here involves compilation of
PPLs to low-level languages used for high-performance platforms. Specifically,
we operate under the assumption that the target platform does not support
higher-order functions—ruling out the direct use of a CPS transformation to
allow suspension—and that the target platform does not implement any form
of non-preemptive multitasking.

PCFGs formalize an approach to structuring probabilistic programs in which
suspension is central and explicit, rather than implicit and determined by the se-
lected inference algorithm as in universal PPLs. In particular, the main benefit
with probabilistic programs structured as PCFGs is that it is possible to com-
pile and run them on the type of high-performance platforms we are presently
concerned with. The benefit with PCFGs is also their disadvantage—requiring
users to explicitly deal with suspension makes it more difficult to write programs,
and PCFGs are better suited as a target for PPL compilers.

Formally, a PCFG is a tuple (B,S, sim, b0, bstop,L), where B is a set of ba-
sic blocks (i.e., blocks of program code), S a set of states (i.e., data used by
the program), sim : B × S → B × S × {false, true} a function modeling the
stepwise execution of a program, b0 ∈ B a start block, bstop ∈ B a stop block,
and L : S → R≥0 a function that extracts accumulated likelihoods from states.
Figure 3.4a illustrates a PCFG consisting of six basic blocks. The sim function
takes the current block and state as argument, and executes the current block
to produce a new state and also indicate the next block to execute. Figure 3.4b
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illustrates a possible transition from the start block b0 and a given initial state
s0 to the final block bstop and final state s4. The initial state determines the
entire execution and can, for instance, contain a seed value for a random number
generator. The sim function, additionally, indicates whether or not the transi-
tion from the current block to the next suspends (true indicates suspension). In
traditional compilers [29], basic blocks are blocks of machine instructions with-
out any internal jump or branch instructions—only the last instruction in the
block may be a jump or branch instruction. PCFGs instead require that basic
blocks do not suspend internally, and PCFG-structured probabilistic programs
may only suspend at the end of basic blocks. Another requirement is that the
state must store all data that lives across different PCFG blocks. With these
two requirements, it is straightforward to suspend a PCFG-structured program:
simply stop execution after a basic block and handle the suspension (e.g., re-
sample in SMC inference), and then resume execution by calling sim with the
next block and previous state as argument.

Note that PCFGs are quite abstract, and says nothing about the internal
structure of blocks, states, or the sim function. Instead, implementations of
PCFG-based PPLs themselves determine the internal structure. For example, in
RootPPL, the basic blocks are C functions and the state is a C struct threaded
through the execution of all blocks. The sim function simply corresponds to
compiling and executing the C functions.

Compilation to PCFGs

The main component of the compilation approach is the decomposition of uni-
versal PPL functions to PCFG basic blocks. The decomposition is vaguely sim-
ilar to how traditional compilers decompose assembly code into basic blocks.
The main difference is that the decomposition into PCFG blocks attempts to
decompose only as much as needed to fulfill the suspension requirements of a
specific inference algorithm. Less decomposition is, in fact, better, as it allows
more optimizations by the underlying compiler. For example, when compiling
RootPPL to an executable, it is easier for the underlying compiler (NVCC [51]
or GCC [52]) to efficiently compile a few large functions compared to many
small functions.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the decomposition of a contrived but illustrative toy
function in a program tPCFG, written using the syntax (2.1). The function is
in A-normal form (ANF) [53], which restricts function application arguments
to be either intrinsics or previously bound variables. Having programs in ANF
significantly simplifies compilation and program analysis, and we will use ANF
again in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. It is possible to automatically transform all
programs in functional-style programming languages to ANF.

For Figure 3.5a, we assume that we are compiling with SMC inference and
must suspend at resample. To decompose the program, the first PCFG re-
striction is that we may only suspend at the end of basic blocks. As such,
line 3 must terminate the first basic block, which we name b1. The second basic
block, b2, starts at the following line, and we see in Figure 3.5b that the transi-
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1 let rec f = lam p.
2 let t1 = assume Gamma(p, p) in
3 resample;
4 let t2 = t1 ≥ 1 in
5 let t3 = if t2 then 2 else 3 in
6 let t4 = t3 ≤ 4 in
7 let t5 =
8 if t4 then
9 let t6 = t3 = 5 in

10 let t7 = if t6 then 6 else f 7 in
11 t7 + t7
12 else 8 in
13 t5 · t5
14 in
15 · · ·

b1

b2

b3

b4

(a) Decomposed function in tPCFG.

b1 b2

b3 b4

(b) Basic block visualization.

Figure 3.5: An example of PCFG function decomposition for a toy program
tPCFG using the syntax (2.1) (adapted from publication P2). Figure (a) illus-
trates a function f in tPCFG and its decomposition into blocks. Figure (b) shows
a corresponding PCFG visualization, using the same notation as in Figure 3.4a.

tion from b1 to b2 suspends (solid arrow). Lines 4–9 and line 12 do not execute a
resample, and thus do not require suspension and block termination. However,
line 10 poses a problem—it recursively calls the function f itself (which does
require suspension), and therefore jumps to b1. In addition to closing blocks at
resample, we must ensure that all function applications that jump to another
block are in tail position of their block. Clearly, the application of f is not in tail
position due to line 11 and line 13. To put the application in tail position, we
start a new block, b3, at line 11. We cannot put line 13 in the same block, as it
may execute even if line 11 does not (due to the condition at line 8). Therefore,
we put line 13 in its own block, b4. Figure 3.5b illustrates all possible transi-
tions between the blocks. Some other unspecified block initially jumps to the b1
block (the initial caller of f) and another unspecified block is the corresponding
return block at the end of the final execution of b4. The transition from b4
to b3 occurs when a recursive application of f at line 10 returns and resumes
execution at b3. Note that, except the transition from b1 to b2, no transition
requires suspension—we only suspend at resample with SMC.

Figure 3.5 presents a simplified view of function decomposition, and omits
a number of important details. In particular, recall that all data that lives
across blocks (t1, for example) must reside in the PCFG state. Importantly,
the PCFG state must contain the call stack of the execution. For example, at
the application of f at line 10, we must push a new stack frame on the call
stack before jumping to b1, indicating, e.g., that after completing the function
application, we must return to block b3. To manipulate a call stack in this
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Figure 3.6: An overview of the Miking CorePPL backend compiling to RootPPL
(from publication P2). The gray rectangles are programs, and the blue rounded
rectangles are implementations of program analyses and transformations. Solid
white arrows indicate the compiler transformation pipeline.

way, it is beneficial to use a low-level language such as C (in particular when
optimizing for execution time). We illustrate this next.

Implementation

We now consider the implementation of the compilation approach. Figure 3.6
illustrates the Miking CorePPL backend compiling to RootPPL. The imple-
mentation of the function decomposition is a considerable part of the overall
contribution. The other compiler transformations are quite standard, and not
contributions. The initial compilation step (not shown in the figure for brevity)
is to parse the input Miking CorePPL program to an internal Miking CorePPL
abstract syntax tree (AST). The subsequent compiler phases transform the Mik-
ing CorePPL AST to ANF and apply a static analysis to determine functions
that do not require suspension (e.g., because they are guaranteed not to exe-
cute a resample in the case of SMC inference). The compiler does not have to
decompose such functions. After the static analysis, the intermediate represen-
tation is still a Miking CorePPL AST. The compiler then translates the Miking
CorePPL AST to an equivalent C AST. In particular, the compiler translates
record and variant types in Miking CorePPL to structs and tagged unions in C,
and translates pattern matching to C if statements. Next, the compiler applies
function decomposition to the C AST, which produces a RootPPL AST: a set
of C functions where each function corresponds to a basic block. Finally, the
code generator produces a complete RootPPL program from the basic blocks,
which the RootPPL compiler then translates to an executable (see Figure 3.1).
RootPPL currently supports SMC inference.

The overall approach, implemented in the backend compiling to RootPPL
and the RootPPL compiler itself, produces high-performance executables. A
consequence of this performance focus is that the current compiler does not sup-
port automatic memory management, as RootPPL does not include a garbage
collector (or, even a runtime system). We address this limitation in Section 3.5,
where we introduce techniques that allow short execution times (comparable
with RootPPL) when compiling PPLs with CPS to more feature-rich languages,
such as OCaml.
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Evaluation

The contribution includes a comprehensive evaluation of the implementation
that considers important real-world models from evolutionary biology and epi-
demiology. We implement the models in state-of-the-art PPLs with SMC in-
ference: Birch [10], WebPPL [20], and Pyro [12]. The evaluation experiments
compare both Miking CorePPL (compiled to RootPPL) and RootPPL (na-
tively) with the state of the art, all running on the same hardware (an Intel
Xeon Gold 6136 CPU with 12 cores and 24 hardware threads) and using multi-
threaded SMC. Both Miking CorePPL and RootPPL outperforms the state of
the art in all cases, with up to 6× speedups. The speedups are even more con-
siderable when running Miking CorePPL and RootPPL on an NVIDIA TITAN
RTX GPU, but the experiment is then unfair, as the alternatives cannot run
on GPUs. We also found that the difference in execution time between Miking
CorePPL and native RootPPL is marginal, both on CPU and GPU.

The above concludes our summary of the PPL compilation approach tar-
geting PPL control-flow graphs. Next, we consider the automatic alignment
technique.

3.4 Automatic Alignment

This section presents contributions C4, C5, and C6, all part of publication P3.
We first present two inference algorithms based on alignment: aligned SMC and
aligned lightweight MCMC. Next, we formally define alignment and introduce a
technique that automatically aligns probabilistic programs. Finally, we describe
the implementation and evaluation of the overall approach.

Aligned SMC and Aligned Lightweight MCMC

We now address research problem R3: how to use alignment to improve PPL
inference algorithms. Recall the introduction to SMC in Section 3.2, and in
particular the examples of unaligned sequences of weight and observe that the
program tCRBD (Figure 2.2a) encounters in Figure 3.2. We can identify a sub-
set of aligned likelihood updates in tCRBD that always occur in the same order
relative to each other, namely the observes at line 31 and line 33. Figure 3.7a
illustrates how to align the example executions from Figure 3.2. Only suspend-
ing and resampling at aligned likelihood updates, and simply accumulating the
likelihood similar to LW at unaligned likelihood updates, improves both SMC
inference accuracy and execution time, often significantly [1]. We call this mod-
ified version of SMC aligned SMC, and the approach is sound as a consequence
of Section 3.2.

The alignment property is general, and extends to all parts of probabilistic
programs (not only likelihood updates). For example, we can also align random
variables in probabilistic programs (defined with assume), which Figure 3.7b
illustrates for the random variables in tCRBD. Here, the random variables at
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Execution 1 21 31 33 21 31 33 21 31 21 31 21 31 21 31

Execution 2 31 33 31 33 31 31 31 31

Execution 3 21 31 33 22 21 31 33 21 31 21 31 21 31 21 31

Execution 4 22 31 33 22 22 31 33 22 31 31 31 31

(a) Aligning weight and observe.

Execution 1 6 7 28 28 20 11 28 20 11 28 20 11 28 28

Execution 2 6 7 28 28 28 28 28 28

Execution 3 6 7 28 20 11 13 28 28 28 28 28

Execution 4 6 7 28 28 28 28 20 11 13 28 28

(b) Aligning assume.

Figure 3.7: Alignment of executions of tCRBD from Figure 2.2 (adapted from
publication P3). The numbers refer to line numbers for weight, observe and
assume in Figure 2.2. Gray rectangles indicate aligned lines. Figure (a) shows
how to align weight and observe for the example executions in Figure 3.2.
Figure (b) shows how to align assume for four other example executions.

line 6, line 7, and line 28 are aligned, while the random variables at line 11,
line 13 and line 20 are unaligned.

We can improve the lightweight MCMC PPL inference algorithm, intro-
duced by Wingate et al. [27], through determining the alignment of assumes.
MCMC algorithms for PPLs construct Markov chains over program executions
(i.e., traces). As in LW and SMC, MCMC algorithms construct trace samples
by executing probabilistic programs. The difference is that for each new trace
sample, we start from the previous trace sample and propose a small change to
it—often only a single element of the trace. Then, we compute a probability
with which we accept the new trace. This probability takes into account, e.g.,
the likelihood of both traces. If the trace is rejected, we instead reuse the old
trace. To improve inference accuracy and reduce execution time, it is often best
to try and reuse as much as possible of the previous trace when proposing a new
trace. However, reusing traces is challenging in universal PPLs due to stochastic
branching—recall that executions may have differing numbers and types of ran-
dom variables (see, e.g., Figure 3.7b). Wingate et al. [27] reuse parts of the old
trace by matching random variables according to their stack traces. Here, stack
traces are the sequence of function applications leading up to an assume. To
illustrate stack traces, consider tCRBD (Figure 2.2a) again. Table 3.1 illustrates
the stack traces for every assume in execution 1 and 4 from Figure 3.7b. For
ease of presentation, we identify function applications and assumes by their line
numbers.2 For example, the stack trace 46, 40, 30, 20 indicates the assume at
line 20 within the function applications simTree (line 46), simBranch (line 40),

2In reality, the PPL compiler would assign each application and assume a unique identifier.
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Table 3.1: Stack traces for the assumes in Figure 3.7b. The numbers refer to
line numbers of function applications (normal font) and assumes (bold font).
The text uses the leftmost row numbers to refer to the rows.

Execution 1 Execution 4
1 6 6
2 7 7
3 46, 39, 28 46, 39, 28
4 46, 40, 28 46, 40, 28
5 46, 40, 30, 20
6 46, 40, 30, 21, 11
7 46, 41, 39, 28 46, 41, 39, 28
8 46, 41, 39, 30, 20
9 46, 41, 39, 30, 21, 11
10 46, 41, 40, 28 46, 41, 40, 28
11 46, 41, 40, 30, 20 46, 41, 40, 30, 20
12 46, 41, 40, 30, 21, 11 46, 41, 40, 30, 21, 11
13 46, 41, 40, 30, 21, 13
14 46, 42, 39, 28 46, 42, 39, 28
15 46, 42, 40, 28 46, 42, 40, 28

and simEvent (line 30). Note, in particular, that all aligned random draws in
Table 3.1 have the same stack traces in both executions. This fact is true in
general across all executions, which allows lightweight MCMC to always match
and reuse all aligned draws when proposing new trace samples.

Matching stack traces at assume requires keeping track of the current stack
trace at runtime, and reusing previous random draws additionally involves stack
trace lookups in a database of previous random draws. Overall, this approach
results in significant runtime overhead. We can instead use the fact that aligned
random draws always occur in the same relative order in every execution. There-
fore, aligned random draws are trivial to match when proposing a new trace—
simply count the number of aligned random draws so far in the execution. We
can use this property to design aligned lightweight MCMC, an alternative to
lightweight MCMC that reuses aligned random draws with minimal runtime
overhead. Similar to lightweight MCMC, aligned lightweight MCMC also al-
lows partial reuse of unaligned random draws. While lightweight MCMC uses
stack traces to match and reuse unaligned draws, aligned lightweight MCMC
uses the aligned random draws as synchronization points, and reuses unaligned
draws in between the synchronization points as long as their syntactic positions
in programs match. For example, in Table 3.1, the unaligned random draws at
rows 11 and 12 match because they have the same syntactic positions in the pro-
gram (20 and 11) and occur in between the same two aligned random variables.
The aligned lightweight MCMC inference algorithm significantly improves ex-
ecution time compared to standard lightweight MCMC, and at the same time
does not reduce inference accuracy.
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· · ·

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1
l1
〈λx.t, ρ′〉 ρ ` t2 s2⇓w2

l2
v2 ρ′, x 7→ v2 ` t s3⇓w3

l3
v

ρ ` t1 t2 s1‖s2‖s3⇓w1·w2·w3

l1‖l2‖l3 v
(App)

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1
l1

v1 ρ, x 7→ v1 ` t2 s2⇓w2
l2

v

ρ ` let x = t1 in t2 s1‖s2⇓w1·w2

l1‖[x]‖l2 v
(Let)

· · ·

Figure 3.8: A modification of the semantics in Figure 2.3 that additionally keeps
track of sequences of variables bound by let expressions. The omitted rules are
the same as in Figure 2.3, but also concatenate the sequence of let bindings
from subderivations (akin to l1 ‖ l2 ‖ l3 in App).

So far, we have manually aligned the program tCRBD in our examples. Next,
we instead consider how to automatically align probabilistic programs.

Automatic Alignment

As a first step to formalizing alignment, consider Figure 3.8, which modifies the
semantics in Figure 2.3 to also keep track of the sequence of variables bound by
lets during execution. Specifically, the semantics now defines a relation over
P × T × S ×R×L× V , where L is the set of all sequences over variable names
in X. The rule for (Let) adds the variable name x to the sequence of bound
variables, and all other rules concatenate the sequence of variables from their
subderivations. For example, the rule (App) combines the sequence of variables
l1, l2, and l3 from its subderivations to produce l1 ‖ l2 ‖ l3. Consider tgeo and
tcoin again. With the semantics from Figure 3.8 for tgeo, the evaluation in (2.4)
now becomes

∅ ` tgeo
[true,true,false]⇓0.5·1.5·0.5·1.5·0.5[geometric,x,x,x] 3, (3.2)

as we first encounter the let binding for geometric and then the three bindings
of x. For tcoin, there is only one let binding, and (2.5) becomes

∅ ` tcoin
[0.31]⇓fBeta(2,2)(0.31)·0.31·0.31·(1−0.31)·0.31

[θ] 0.31. (3.3)

If we write or transform all our programs to ANF, and additionally require
that let expressions bind all intermediate expressions in programs to unique
identifiers, the sequence of let variable bindings in Figure 3.8 captures the
complete evaluation order of expressions in programs. Figure 3.9 illustrates
a program talign of this form, and we will use it as an example to illustrate
the automatic alignment analysis. For now, note that let expressions bind
and uniquely identify all non-let expressions in the program. It is possible to
automatically transform any program to such a form.

We can now formally define alignment. First, we define the restriction of a
sequence s to a set A, denoted s|A, as the subsequence of s that only contains
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1 let n1 = ¬ in let n2 = ¬ in
2 let one = 1 in
3 let half = 0.5 in let c = true in
4 let f1 =λx1. let t1 = weight one in x1 in
5 let f2 =λx2. let t2 = weight one in t2 in
6 let f3 =λx3. let t3 = weight one in t3 in
7 let f4 =λx4. let t4 = weight one in t4 in
8 let bern = Bernoulli in
9 let d1 = bern half in

10 let a1 = assume d1
11 let v1 = f1 one in

12 let v2 = n1 a1 in
13 let v3 = n2 c in
14 let f5 =
15 if a1 then let t5 = f4 one in f2
16 else f3
17 in
18 let v4 = f5 one in
19 let i1 =
20 if c then let t6 = f1 one in t6
21 else one
22 in i1

Figure 3.9: An example toy program talign (from publication P3) in ANF illus-
trating the alignment analysis. The program binds all expressions to a unique
name using let expressions.

elements in A. For example, [x, y, z, y, x]|{x,z} = [x, z, x]. Now, for an arbitrary
term t, we define the aligned expressions At to be the largest set such that,
for arbitrary ∅ ` t s1⇓w1

l1
v1 and ∅ ` t s2⇓w2

l2
v2, it holds that l1|At = l2|At . A

trivial solution is always At = ∅, which is why we seek the largest set. Consider
an unspecified program t in which l = [x, y, x, z, x] or l = [x, y, x, z, x, y] are the
only two possibilities for ∅ ` t s⇓wl v. We then have At = {x, z}. Now, consider
ANF versions of tcoin, tgeo, and tCRBD. We have θ ∈ Atcoin , but not x ∈ Atgeo as
x occurs a random number of times. For tCRBD, we have, e.g., n ∈ AtCRBD . The
aligned weight, observe, and assume expressions that Figure 3.7 identifies are
all in AtCRBD (although most of them are not bound by a let in the non-ANF
version of tCRBD in Figure 2.2a).

The automatic alignment static analysis technique finds an approximation
Ât ⊂ At. The critical result that the contribution establishes is that unaligned
expressions emerge as a result of stochastic branching. Therefore, the overall
approach is to track the flow of stochastic values in the program in order to
track stochastic branching. The approach builds upon the 0-CFA algorithm [54,
55], and propagates abstract values representing, e.g., stochastic values, using
constraints. The analysis marks all expressions of the program that may execute
within a stochastic branch as unaligned, and all other expressions, denoted Ât,
as aligned. The contribution establishes a formal connection between stochastic
branching and aligned expressions. Specifically, the contribution proves that
Ât ⊂ At.

To illustrate the analysis technique, consider the contrived but illustrative
program talign in Figure 3.9. Our overall task is to determine which expressions
(uniquely identified by let variable names) may execute as a result of stochastic
branching. The first stochastic value, a1, occurs at line 10, due to assume. The
assume expressions in programs are the source of all stochastic values. Next,
line 12 uses a1 to define v2, which is then also stochastic. The if expression at
line 15 is a stochastic branch, because the condition, a1, is stochastic. We there-
fore must mark all expressions that execute within the branches as unaligned.
First, expression t5 is unaligned. However, t5 also applies the function f4 from
line 7. As a result, the expressions that execute within function f4 (namely, t4)
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are also unaligned. The variable f5 that binds the result of the if expression
at line 14 is necessarily stochastic because the condition is stochastic. Further-
more, we know that the result of the if is either f2 or f3. When we then apply
f5 at line 18, we encounter another stochastic branch. This time, it is because
the function f5 itself is stochastic. As a result, we must mark all expressions
that execute within f5 as unaligned. As f5 binds either f2 or f3, this means
that t2 and t3 are unaligned. Furthermore, the result value v4 of the application
is also stochastic.

More formally, the contribution defines a function analyzeAlign that per-
forms the alignment analysis on programs of the form (2.1) (transformed to
ANF with unique identifiers for all expressions). For every variable x in the
analyzed program, the function outputs a set Sx that indicates abstract values
that flow to x, and also a boolean value unalignedx that indicates if the expres-
sion identified by x is unaligned. For example, analyzeAlign(talign) produces
the output

Sn1
= {const 1} Sn2

= {const 1} Sf1 = {λx1}
Sf2 = {λx2} Sf3 = {λx3} Sf4 = {λx4}

Sa1 = {stoch} Sv2 = {stoch} Sf5 = {λx2, λx3, stoch}
Sv4 = {stoch} Sn = ∅ | all other n ∈ X

unalignedn = true | n ∈ {t2, t3, t4, t5}
unalignedn = false | all other n ∈ X.

(3.4)

The output confirms our earlier intuition for stochastic values (stoch) and un-
aligned expressions for talign. The abstract values λx and const n are standard
0-CFA constraints that track abstractions and intrinsic functions. A value λx
indicates all abstractions created at λx in the program, and const n all intrinsic
functions of arity n (const 1 represents, e.g., ¬ ∈ C).

Both the definition of aligned expressions At for a term, as well as the pro-
posed alignment analysis algorithm that produces Ât (according to the values
unalignedx), are context insensitive. Context insensitivity means that we con-
sider individual expressions in programs in only one context. For example,
assume we define a function f and then apply it in many different places in the
program. If a single such application is found to be unaligned, with context
insensitivity the expressions in the body of f are also unaligned (in all con-
texts). However, in reality, the expressions in the body may actually be aligned
in other applications. Context sensitive analyses may discover this fact. Adding
context sensitivity to the alignment definition and analysis is an interesting, but
challenging, direction for future work. The context insensitive approach, how-
ever, works well for most programs in practice. For example, no model in the
evaluation (that we consider next) benefits from a context sensitive analysis.

Implementation and Evaluation

The contribution includes an implementation of the alignment analysis in Mik-
ing CorePPL. The implementation extends the formal analysis algorithm to
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also handle stochastic branching resulting from pattern matching in Miking
CorePPL. Handling stochastic branching at pattern matching is significantly
more challenging than branching at standard if expressions, as the branching
depends not only on whether or not the value matched against the pattern is
stochastic, but also the structure of the pattern itself.

To evaluate the implementation and the automatic alignment approach, the
contribution considers important real-world models from evolutionary biology
and the equally important and widely used latent Dirichlet allocation model. We
implement the models in Miking CorePPL, and compare both inference accu-
racy and execution time for unaligned SMC, aligned SMC, lightweight MCMC,
and aligned lightweight MCMC, running on a single core of an Intel Xeon 656
Gold 6136 CPU. The SMC experiments use the RootPPL backend of Miking
CorePPL, and the MCMC experiments the Miking Core backend. The results
show that aligned SMC significantly outperforms unaligned SMC, both in terms
of accuracy and execution time. Furthermore, the results show that aligned
lightweight MCMC significantly outperforms lightweight MCMC in terms of
execution time, and is no worse in terms of inference accuracy. For reference,
the evaluation also runs WebPPL with lightweight MCMC. Lightweight MCMC
in WebPPL is significantly slower than aligned lightweight MCMC in Miking
CorePPL.

The above concludes our summary of the automatic alignment technique.
Next, we consider the suspension analysis and selective CPS transformation.

3.5 Suspension Analysis and Selective CPS

This section presents contributions C7 and C8, both part of publication P4. We
first illustrate continuation-passing style (CPS) transformations and how to use
CPS to suspend executions. Next, we illustrate the suspension analysis tech-
nique that allows selectively CPS transforming probabilistic programs. Finally,
we describe the implementation and evaluation of the overall approach.

Suspension through CPS

Recall research problem R2: how to improve execution time for Monte Carlo
inference algorithms that require execution suspension. In Section 3.3, we im-
proved execution time by compiling to low-level languages running on high-
performance platforms. An alternative and more common approach to support
suspension is to CPS transform programs and compile them to languages with
support for higher-order functions and garbage collection in their runtime sys-
tems (e.g., OCaml). The benefit with this approach is that CPS transforma-
tions are relatively easy to implement in high-level functional-style languages,
especially compared to non-CPS approaches such as compiling to PCFGs or
implementing non-preemptive multitasking.3

3The classical use case of CPS is as an intermediate representation in compilers [56]. In
this case, CPS does not introduce runtime overhead in compiled programs.
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1 let a1 = assume (Beta 2 2) in
2 let rec iter = λobs.
3 if null obs then () else
4 weight (fBernoulli a1 (head obs));
5 iter (tail obs)
6 in
7 iter [true,true,false,true];
8 a1

(a) A version of tcoin.

1 let k7 = λt6.
2 let k8 = λt7.
3 Suspensionassume(t7, λa1.
4 let rec iter = λk1. λobs.
5 let k2 = λt1.
6 if t1 then k1 () else
7 let k3 = λt2.
8 let k4 = λt3.
9 let k5 = λt4.

10 Suspensionweight(t4, λ_.
11 let k6 = λt5. iter k1 t5 in
12 tailCPS k6 obs)
13 in t2 k5 t3
14 in headCPS k4 obs
15 in fBernoulliCPS k3 a1
16 in nullCPS k2 obs
17 in iter (λ_. a1)
18 [true,true,false,true])
19 in t6 k8 2
20 in BetaCPS k7 2

(b) Full CPS.

1 Suspensionassume(Beta 2 2, λa1.
2 let rec iter = λobs.
3 if null obs then () else
4 weight (fBernoulli(a1)

5 (head obs));
6 iter (tail obs)
7 in
8 iter [true,true,false,true];
9 a1)

(c) Suspension at assume.

1 let a1 = assume (Beta 2 2) in
2 let rec iter = λk. λobs.
3 if null obs then k ()
4 else
5 Suspensionweight(

6 fBernoulli(a1) (head obs),
7 (λ_. iter k (tail obs)))
8 in
9 iter (λ_. a1)

10 [true,true,false,true];

(d) Suspension at weight.

Figure 3.10: CPS transformations of a version of tcoin (adapted from publica-
tion P4). Figure (a) illustrates a version of tcoin (Figure 1.2a) expressed using
recursion over a sequence of observations. The null , head , and tail functions are
standard operations over lists. Figure (b) illustrates a full CPS transformation
of the program in (a). Functions and intrinsics with the CPS subscript indicate
corresponding CPS versions of the function/intrinsic. Figure (c) and (d) illus-
trate selective CPS transformations sufficient to suspend at assume and weight,
respectively.
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Consider the version of tcoin in Figure 3.10a, expressed with a recursion
over a list of the four observations. The program is semantically equivalent to
tcoin in Figure 1.2a, but the recursion better illustrates CPS transformations.
Programs in CPS have the following properties: every function takes an addi-
tional continuation argument, and functions do not return—instead, they call
the continuation argument (a closure) with the computed return value. Because
functions do not return, every function call is a tail call, and the continuations
effectively represent the program’s entire call stack during execution. In partic-
ular, continuations allow arbitrary suspension of programs. To illustrate PPL
suspension, we extend the terms of (2.1) as follows.

t += Suspensionassume(t, t) | Suspensionweight(t, t). (3.5)

Suspensionassume is a data constructor taking two terms as argument: a prob-
ability distribution d ∈ D (the argument to assume) and a continuation. Sim-
ilarly, Suspensionweight is a data constructor taking two terms as argument:
a real number w ∈ R (the argument to weight) and a continuation. Now,
consider Figure 3.10b that illustrates tcoin transformed fully to CPS with sus-
pensions at both assume and weight. In particular, note the construction of
Suspensionassume at line 3, corresponding to line 1 in Figure 3.10a, and the
construction of Suspensionweight at line 10, corresponding to line 4 in Fig-
ure 3.10a. The program effectively terminates at lines 3 and 10, and returns a
Suspensionassume or Suspensionweight data value.

To illustrate how an inference algorithm would use the program in Fig-
ure 3.10b to suspend execution, let us consider generating a single sample using
LW inference. In the first step, LW executes the program, and the program
suspends at assume by returning

Suspensionassume(Beta(2, 2), k), (3.6)

where k is a continuation representing the suspended execution. LW now in-
ternally produces a Beta(2, 2) sample a1, and resumes execution by calling the
continuation function k with a1 as argument. The execution then suspends by
returning

Suspensionweight(fBernoulli(a1) true, k
′) (3.7)

where k′ is, again, a continuation. LW now internally updates the likelihood
of the execution with the value fBernoulli(a1) true, and resumes execution by
calling the continuation function k′ with () as argument (recall that weight
always returns ()). LW continues with the same procedure, and encounters the
suspensions

Suspensionweight(fBernoulli(a1) true, k
′′),

Suspensionweight(fBernoulli(a1) false, k
′′′), and

Suspensionweight(fBernoulli(a1) true, k
′′′′).

(3.8)

After the final Suspensionweight, the call to the final continuation k′′′′ runs the
program until it naturally terminates and returns a1. The LW sample is then
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a1 combined with the accumulated likelihood. Note that suspending executions
is not really required in LW, as executions are independent and do not interact
in any way. However, as we have seen, suspension is essential in SMC inference
to resample executions. Assume we resample at all weights and use CPS to
suspend. Then, SMC runs a number of executions concurrently and, when they
have all suspended at Suspensionweight or at the natural end of the program,
resamples them before resuming executions by calling the continuations.

Figure 3.10b contains many intermediate closure allocations, which intro-
duce significant overhead compared to Figure 3.10a. A key observation is that
we do not require a full CPS transformation for the purpose of suspending at
assume or weight. For example, consider Figure 3.10c, which shows a selective
CPS transformation of tcoin that suspends only at assume. We only execute
assume once in the beginning of the program—clearly, we can simply construct
a Suspensionassume at the beginning of the program that contains a single contin-
uation representing the remaining execution. There is no need to CPS transform
the remaining parts of the program, as we only require suspension at assume.
Similarly, consider Figure 3.10d that only suspends at weight. We only need to
CPS transform parts of the core iter recursion to achieve suspension at weight.
Compared to Figure 3.10b, Figures 3.10c and 3.10c do not allocate as many
closures and therefore introduce much less runtime overhead. In the following,
we present a static analysis technique that enable the automatic selective CPS
transformations that the Figures 3.10c and 3.10d illustrate.

Suspension Analysis

To determine which parts of programs require suspension, we first need to for-
malize what it means for an evaluation to require suspension. Consider Fig-
ure 3.11 that modifies Figure 2.3 to also keep track of whether or not eval-
uations suspend (a boolean value). Specifically, the semantics now defines a
relation over P × T × S × R× {false, true} × V . The modification is simple: a
derivation requires suspension if any of its subderivations require suspension, or
if the applied rule is (Assume) or (Weight). That is, encountering an assume
or weight is what causes an evaluation to require suspension. However, the
boolean variables suspendassume and suspendweight allows configuration of the
causes of suspension requirements for different inference algorithms. From now
on, we take suspendweight = true and suspendassume = false for simplicity. Sus-
pending at assume is useful in, e.g., lightweight MCMC optimizations [23]. To
illustrate the semantics, the previous evaluation (2.5) of tcoin becomes

∅ ` tcoin
[0.31]⇓fBeta(2,2)(0.31)·0.31·0.31·(1−0.31)·0.31

true 0.31, (3.9)

as, clearly, the evaluation encounters a weight and requires suspension.
To illustrate the suspension analysis, consider the program tcoin of Fig-

ure 3.10a transformed to ANF in Figure 3.12. Our task is to identify which
expressions may require suspension during evaluation of the program. Expres-
sion w1 at line 20 requires suspension, as it directly executes a weight. Further-
more, w1 executes as part of the if expression with identifier t8 at line 10, which
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ρ ` x []⇓1false ρ(x)
(Var)

ρ ` c []⇓1false c
(Intr)

ρ ` λx.t []⇓1false 〈λx.t, ρ〉
(Lam)

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1
u1
〈λx.t, ρ′〉 ρ ` t2 s2⇓w2

u2
v2 ρ′, x 7→ v2 ` t s3⇓w3

u3
v

ρ ` t1 t2 s1‖s2‖s3⇓w1·w2·w3
u1∨u2∨u3

v
(App)

· · ·

ρ ` t s⇓wu d w′ = fd(c)

ρ ` assume t s‖[c]⇓w·w
′

suspendassume∨u c
(Assume)

ρ ` t s⇓wu w′

ρ ` weight t s⇓w·w′
suspendweight∨u ()

(Weight)

Figure 3.11: A modification of the semantics in Figure 2.3 that additionally
keeps track of whether or not evaluations encounter an assume or weight (and
thus require suspension). The configurable boolean variables suspendassume and
suspendweight indicate whether or not to suspend at assume and weight, re-
spectively. The omitted rules are the same as in Figure 2.3, but also propagate
suspension from the subderivations (akin to u1 ∨ u2 ∨ u3 in App).

then also requires suspension. Next, t8 is part of the abstraction obs bound to
iter at line 7. Consequently, any applications of iter also require suspension.
The applications in question are t17 at line 23 and t23 at line 33.

More formally, the contribution defines a function analyzeSuspend, anal-
ogous to analyzeAlign. Instead of the booleans unalignedx in the alignment
analysis, the suspension analysis outputs booleans suspendx that indicate which
expressions require suspension. For example, analyzeSuspend(tcoin), where
tcoin is the program in Figure 3.12, produces the output

Siter = {λobs} St6 = {constt6 1}
St10 = {constt10 2} St11 = {constt10 1}
St12 = {constt12 1} St15 = {constt15 1}
Sn = ∅ | all other n ∈ X
suspendn = true | n ∈ {obs, w1, t8, t17, t23}
suspendn = false | all other n ∈ X.

(3.10)

The output confirms our earlier intuition for suspension requirements in Fig-
ure 3.12. The sets Sx for variables x in the program are the same as in the
alignment analysis. However, the suspension analysis must also keep track of
the source location of the abstract values const.

The suspension analysis technique shares many properties with the align-
ment analysis, as both analyses build upon the 0-CFA algorithm. In particular,
both analyses are context insensitive. As with the alignment analysis, we have
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1 let t1 = 2 in
2 let t2 = 2 in
3 let t3 = Beta in
4 let t4 = t3 t1 in
5 let t5 = t4 t2 in
6 let a1 = assume t5 in
7 let rec iter = λobs.
8 let t6 = null in
9 let t7 = t6 obs in

10 let t8 =
11 if t7 then
12 let t9 = () in
13 t9
14 else
15 let t10 = fBernoulli in
16 let t11 = t10 a1 in
17 let t12 = head in

18 let t13 = t12 obs in
19 let t14 = t11 t13 in
20 let w1 = weight t14 in
21 let t15 = tail in
22 let t16 = t15 obs in
23 let t17 = iter t16 in
24 t17
25 in
26 t8
27 in
28 let t18 = true in
29 let t19 = false in
30 let t20 = true in
31 let t21 = true in
32 let t22 = [t21,t20,t19,t18] in
33 let t23 = iter t22 in
34 a1

Figure 3.12: The tcoin example from Figure 3.10a transformed to ANF (from
publication P4). The program binds all expressions to a unique name using let
expressions.

not yet discovered a real-world program that benefits from a context sensitive
suspension analysis. In particular, no model in the evaluation (see the end of
this section) benefits from a context sensitive analysis.

The contribution proves that the suspension analysis is sound with respect to
the previous formalization of suspension requirements through the semantics in
Figure 3.11. Specifically, assume we have an ANF term t that uniquely binds all
expressions using let expressions (as in the alignment analysis). Also, assume
an arbitrary evaluation ∅ ` t s⇓wu v. The, somewhat technical, soundness result
is that, for every subderivation ρ ` let x = t1 in t2

s1‖s2⇓w1·w2
u1∨u2

v′ at any
depth of ∅ ` t s⇓wu v, it holds that u1 = true implies suspendx = true. That
is, all subterm of a program that require suspension in at least one possible
execution have suspendx = true. Note that suspendx = true for all x in the
program is a sound, but useless, solution (similarly to how the empty set is a
sound, but useless, solution in the alignment analysis).

We now turn to the selective CPS transformation. The transformation is
similar to a standard CPS transformation, but only transforms expressions that
require suspension according to the suspension analysis. For example, consider
the selective CPS transformation of tcoin in Figure 3.13 according to the re-
sult suspendn = true | n ∈ {obs, w1, t8, t17, t23} from (3.10). We see that the
transformation has wrapped weight w1 in a Suspensionweight, added a continu-
ation argument to the abstraction obs, and transformed all applications of the
abstraction obs (bound to iter) to take an additional continuation argument.
In particular, note that the transformed program is semantically equivalent to
Figure 3.10d.
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1 let t1 = 2 in
2 let t2 = 2 in
3 let t3 = Beta in
4 let t4 = t3 t1 in
5 let t5 = t4 t2 in
6 let a1 = assume t5 in
7 let rec iter = λk. λobs.
8 let t6 = null in
9 let t7 = t6 obs in

10 if t7 then
11 let t9 = () in
12 t9
13 else
14 let t10 = fBernoulli in
15 let t11 = t10 a1 in
16 let t12 = head in

17 let t13 = t12 obs in
18 let t14 = t11 t13 in
19 Suspensionweight(t14,
20 λ_.
21 let t15 = tail in
22 let t16 = t15 obs in
23 iter k t16)
24 in
25 let t18 = true in
26 let t19 = false in
27 let t20 = true in
28 let t21 = true in
29 let t22 = [t21,t20,t19,t18] in
30 let k′ = λ_. a1 in
31 iter k′ t22
32

Figure 3.13: The tcoin example from Figure 3.12 selectively CPS transformed
to suspend at weight (from publication P4).

Implementation and Evaluation

The contribution includes an implementation of the suspension analysis and
selective CPS transformation in Miking CorePPL. To evaluate the implemen-
tation and the approach, the contribution considers the important real-world
models also considered in previous contributions: models from evolutionary bi-
ology, epidemiology, and the latent Dirichlet allocation model. The evaluation
experiments compare the execution time between full CPS, selective CPS, and
no CPS (when possible) in Miking CorePPL compiled to Miking Core. Addi-
tionally, the experiment considers a number of different inference algorithms,
including LW, SMC, and lightweight MCMC. For reference, the evaluation also
implements one model in other PPLs: WebPPL, Anglican, and Miking CorePPL
compiled to RootPPL. All experiments run on a single core of an Intel Xeon
Gold 6148 CPU. WebPPL and Anglican are significantly slower than Miking
CorePPL. The results show that selective CPS is always faster, and most often
significantly so, than full CPS. Furthermore, for LW (where it is possible to
not use CPS at all), selective CPS is often only marginally slower than no CPS,
indicating the minimal amount of introduced runtime overhead compared to full
CPS. Finally, the experiments show that selective CPS in the Miking CorePPL
backend compiling to Miking Core is only two times slower compared to using
the Miking CorePPL backend compiling to RootPPL. A significant result con-
sidering the additional Miking CorePPL features supported by the Miking Core
backend (in particular, higher-order functions and garbage collection).

The above concludes our summary of the suspension analysis and selective
CPS transformation, and also Chapter 3. The next chapter gives an overview
of related work.
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Chapter 4

Related Work

This chapter gives an overview of previous work related to the contributions
in Chapter 3. Section 4.1 presents related work on PPLs and their imple-
mentations, including execution time optimizations and inference algorithms.
Section 4.2 presents theoretical related work on PPL semantics and correctness
results.

4.1 Implementations and Inference Algorithms

The main focus in this dissertation is the efficient implementation of universal
PPLs. This section presents related work on PPL implementations and their
inference algorithms.

The first universal PPL, Church, was introduced in the seminal paper by
Goodman et al. [13]. Church is a Lisp-style language and the paper presents a
predecessor to the lightweight MCMC algorithm [27]. The authors informally
justify the correctness of the algorithm, and do not consider efficiency in relation
to execution suspension or alignment. Church implementations are no longer
maintained in favor of more recent PPLs such as WebPPL.

WebPPL [20] is a functional-style universal PPL embedded in JavaScript.
Similarly to the work in this dissertation, WebPPL uses SMC and MCMC
Monte Carlo algorithms. In general, WebPPL focuses on programming con-
venience (e.g., WebPPL easily runs in web browsers thanks to the JavaScript
embedding) and experimentation with different inference algorithms to improve
inference accuracy. WebPPL is also reasonably fast thanks to high-performance
JavaScript engines such as V8. However, WebPPL uses a full CPS transforma-
tion to enable suspension, and does not consider execution time optimizations
such as selective CPS. WebPPL supports, e.g., the SMC bootstrap particle filter,
lightweight MCMC [27], and C3 [23] inference algorithms.

Section 3.4 introduces the lightweight MCMC algorithm, due to Wingate
et al. [27], and compares the algorithm in detail to aligned lightweight MCMC
(part of contribution C6). In their paper, Wingate et al. provide a Metropolis–
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Hastings acceptance ratio for the algorithm, but does not formally justify its
correctness. The C3 inference algorithm [23] additionally optimizes lightweight
MCMC through CPS and callsite caching. Specifically, C3 uses CPS and call-
site caching to avoid unnecessary re-execution when proposing new execution
traces. Similarly to much of the work in this dissertation, the goal is to improve
execution time (rather than inference accuracy). The C3 optimizations are or-
thogonal to the selective CPS optimization from Section 3.5, and combining the
two optimizations is a promising direction for future research.

Anglican [9] is a functional-style universal PPL embedded in Clojure that
is, in many aspects, similar to WebPPL. Clojure compiles to Java bytecode and
thus runs on Java virtual machines, which are, in general, quite performance
oriented. Anglican supports a large number of SMC, MCMC, and particle
MCMC (PMCMC) inference algorithms. To allow suspension, Anglican uses a
full CPS transformation, unlike the selective CPS transformation and the PCFG
compilation approach in this dissertation. Compared to the contributions in this
dissertation, Anglican does not emphasize execution time optimizations and
mainly focuses on inference accuracy through the exploration of new inference
algorithms. Anglican also, to some extent, considers alignment as part of its
SMC inference algorithm. Specifically, if not all executions encounter the same
number of calls to observe (the only likelihood update construct in Anglican),
Anglican aborts inference with an error “some observe directives are not global”.
However, the error is not further explained in Anglican’s documentation.

Birch [10] is an imperative and object-oriented universal PPL that imple-
ments SMC inference and, similarly to RootPPL, compiles to C++ and runs
in parallel using OpenMP for performance. However, compared to RootPPL
(and consequently Miking CorePPL through the RootPPL backend), Birch sac-
rifices some performance to support more high-level object-oriented features and
also automatic memory management [57]. SMC resampling (and consequently,
alignment) in Birch is explicit, because users write programs as a simulate
function that executes iteratively, with resampling in between the executions.
The approach is simple and transparent, but not automatic as in, e.g., Miking
CorePPL, WebPPL, and Anglican. A central feature in Birch is the inference
accuracy optimizations in Murray et al. [3] (a peripheral publication in this
dissertation; see Section 1.5) that use conjugate prior optimizations at run-
time. Birch also implements the extended alive particle filter SMC algorithm
due to Kudlicka et al. [45], which improves inference accuracy over the standard
bootstrap particle filter SMC algorithm. The SMC correctness result in this dis-
sertation also extends to the alive particle filter. Another PPL, LibBi [24], is a
predecessor to Birch that additionally supports compilation with SMC inference
to GPUs. However, LibBi is not universal.

Pyro [12] is a Python-based PPL that mainly leverages stochastic variational
inference, but also supports various MCMC algorithms and SMC inference with
explicit resampling (as in Birch). Pyro optimizes execution time through Py-
Torch, which runs on, e.g., GPUs. However, PyTorch can only parallelize parts
of probabilistic programs with simple enough control-flow. For example, Pyro
SMC inference cannot parallelize the CRBD model in Figure 2.2 due to the
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recursion and many stochastic branches. Pyro also allows the manual specifi-
cation of separate guide programs for probabilistic programs that help inform
variational inference. Users must then use strings to name random variables
in both the guide and main program in order to match (or, align) them with
random variables in the guide program. Such a naming scheme assumes that
the the number of random variables is statically known. A statically known
number of random variables is, seemingly, not compatible with the universal
PPLs of concern in this dissertation.

Stan [11] is a PPL compiling to C++ and applying Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo (HMC) as the main inference algorithm. Hamiltonian Monte Carlo is an
MCMC algorithm that uses automatic differentiation as a guide when produc-
ing execution trace proposals. Inference in Stan is highly efficient, but can only
operate over fixed and statically known sets of random variables due to HMC
requirements. That is, Stan has limited expressive power compared to the uni-
versal PPLs which are the topic of this dissertation. Consequently, the HMC
implementation in Stan does not require or make use of execution suspension
or alignment.

Turing [21] is a universal PPL implemented as a Julia library that sup-
ports a number of Monte Carlo algorithms, including SMC and various MCMC
algorithms. Julia compiles to native code for high performance, and Turing
suspends executions for SMC inference through Julia coroutines, which (the au-
thors claim) are more efficient than the full CPS transformations in WebPPL and
Anglican. The documentation of Turing also considers alignment in a manner
similar to Anglican. Specifically, the documentation states that “The observe
statements should be arranged so that every possible run traverses all of them in
exactly the same order. This is equivalent to demanding that they are not placed
inside stochastic control flow.” This description is, clearly, related to alignment.
However, the documentation provides no further motivation or references.

Gen [5] is a probabilistic programming system that provides a set of modeling
languages and inference libraries that users can combine to fine tune inference
for their particular inference problems. Similarly to Turing, Gen is also imple-
mented in Julia. Gen is based around the concept of compiling probabilistic
program components to generative functions—components with a well-defined
interface used by inference libraries. Gen, for example, includes inference li-
braries for SMC and MCMC, and also custom inference techniques such as the
incremental inference approach by Cusumano-Towner et al. [58] that uses the
alignment by Wingate et al. [27]. Gen is different from the approach in this
dissertation, as users jointly specify the inference and model. The joint spec-
ification is more low-level and subsequently gives users more control, but also
demands that users have more prior knowledge about inference algorithms. Gen
does not rely on suspension as part of inference.

Paige and Wood [46] introduce a low-level PPL C library, called probabilis-
tic C, that implements SMC-based inference algorithms executing in parallel.
Probabilistic C executes programs in parallel by using the POSIX fork sys-
tem call. Thus, every SMC execution is a separate operating system process.
To suspend the processes and resample, probabilistic C uses mutual exclusion
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locks (mutexes). In other words, probabilistic C uses the entire memory state
of processes as an alternative to PCFG states or current continuations in CPS.
Similarly to Anglican and Turing, probabilistic C assumes a fixed number of
observes in every execution. Therefore, alignment is not an issue. Similarly to
RootPPL, probabilistic C does not have automatic memory management or a
runtime system.

Augur [59] is a PPL embedded in Scala that compiles Bayesian networks
with parallel MCMC inference to data-parallel platforms, for example GPUs.
Augur is efficient, but not universal, as Bayesian networks do not have the
expressive power of universal PPLs. A successor to Augur, AugurV2 [25], intro-
duces further MCMC inference improvements. AugurV2 is not universal, and
also considers Bayesian networks.

Nori et al. [60] presents an approach, called R2, that propagates observes
backwards in a C-like imperative PPL, using a static analysis technique. The
backwards propagation of observes improves inference efficiency. A limitation
with the approach is that it does not support loops with an unbounded number
of iterations unless users manually supply loop invariants that guide the analysis.

Mansinghka et al. [61] introduces inference metaprogramming techniques
that allow users to implement custom inference algorithms tailored to their
specific inference problems. They implement the techniques in the Venture
PPL. The approach is different from the approach in this dissertation, where
users only express their inference problems and the PPL implementation fully
handles the inference algorithms.

Edward [62] is a Python library for probabilistic programming, leveraging
TensorFlow for performance. Like in Gen, users jointly specify the model and
inference. Edward includes, e.g., a modeling component for Bayesian networks
and inference components for various variational and Monte Carlo inference
algorithms.

Hakaru [63] is a probabilistic programming system compiling to Haskell
with inference algorithms implemented as program transformations. For ex-
ample, one available program transformation produces a program representing
an MCMC transition kernel. Hakaru also supports the use of computer algebra
to analytically simplify probabilistic programs.

There is previous research on general-purpose selective CPS transformations
that do not specifically consider suspension for PPL inference algorithms. The
early work by Nielsen [64] introduces a selective CPS transformation guided by
manual user annotations in programs. The purpose of the transformation is to
efficiently implement control effects such as call/cc. The work also introduces
an effect system that verifies the soundness of annotations. The approach to
selective CPS in this dissertation is automatic and does not rely on manual
user annotations. More recent work by Asai and Uehara [65] considers selective
CPS to efficiently implement shift and reset operators (i.e., delimited con-
tinuations). Unlike the approach based on 0-CFA in this dissertation, they use
type inference in a type system with answer types for delimited continuations
to guide their selective CPS transformation.

The above related work focuses on PPL implementations. In the next sec-
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tion, we instead consider more theoretical work on PPLs.

4.2 Semantics and Correctness

Many of the contributions in this dissertation build upon PPL semantics and
contribution C2 is a theoretical correctness proof for SMC inference. The below
gives an overview of related approaches to PPL semantics and existing correct-
ness proofs for PPL inference algorithms.

The formalization of the SMC correctness proof that is part of contribu-
tion C2 builds upon the approach by Borgström et al. [39]. They use the untyped
lambda calculus to formalize a PPL calculus, and develop sampling-based and
distribution-based big-step and small-step operational semantics. Their first
contribution is a proof that all semantics are equivalent. Their second contri-
bution is a proof of correctness for an MCMC algorithm in the context of the
PPL calculus. Their sampling-based big-step semantics inspired the semantics in
Figure 2.3 and corresponding extensions in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.11. Further-
more, the PPL formalization for contribution C2 in publication P1 builds upon
their sampling-based small-step semantics, and the formalization also builds
upon measurability proof strategies part of their contributions.

Ścibior et al. [22] proves the correctness of a number of PPL inference al-
gorithms, including SMC and MCMC algorithms. They use a simply-typed
lambda calculus with primitive recursion and a denotational semantics, in con-
trast to the untyped lambda calculus and operational semantics in this dis-
sertation. They decompose inference algorithms into sets of inference trans-
formations, and show that the individual transformations preserve the target
distribution of probabilistic programs. As a result, the inference algorithms
themselves are then also correct. Building upon the paper results, a companion
paper [66] implements the approach in the probabilistic programming system
MonadBayes.

Early work on PPL semantics is due to Staton et al. [67]. They develop
both operational and denotational semantics for a higher-order PPL calculus
and establish soundness, adequacy, and termination properties. They do not,
however, consider recursion, which is a key feature in universal PPLs.

Other work on PPL semantics include the papers by Staton [68], Vákár et al.
[69] and Jacobs [70]. Staton [68] gives a denotational semantics for a typed PPL
and show that the semantics is commutative. Vákár et al. [69] develop a domain
theoretic denotational semantics for recursion in PPLs, providing a denotational
equivalent of the operational semantics introduced by Borgström et al. [39].
Jacobs [70] discusses paradoxes in probabilistic programming resulting from
inconsistent units when conditioning (i.e., updating the likelihood) on measure-
zero events such as density functions evaluated at an observed value.

The popularity of HMC for PPL inference (in, e.g., Stan [11]) has resulted
in a number of papers related to automatic differentiation [71] for PPLs. Early
work on this topic is due to Wingate et al. [72], who explore the use of automatic
differentiation for PPLs. More recent work is due to Lew et al. [73] who define
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an automatic differentiation algorithm that allows unbiased estimation of the
derivatives of expected values of probabilistic programs. While we do not con-
sider HMC in this dissertation, the alignment and suspension techniques could
very well aid in future developments on automatic differentiation and HMC for
PPLs.

The above concludes the chapter on related work. The next chapter discusses
future work and concludes the dissertation.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This chapter presents possible directions for future work (Section 5.1) and con-
cludes the dissertation (Section 5.2).

5.1 Future Work

This dissertation reveals a number of promising directions for future work on
PPLs. We summarize such directions below.

The SMC correctness proof in contribution C2 shows that SMC for PPLs
converges to the target distribution asymptotically in the number of SMC sam-
ples. The result, however, does not establish the rate of convergence. A number
of such results are part of classical SMC literature (e.g., the central limit theo-
rem by Chopin [32]), and extending such results to SMC in the context of PPLs
is an interesting direction for future work.

Contribution C3 introduces the backend of Miking CorePPL compiling to
RootPPL. A limitation with the approach is that RootPPL does not support
garbage collection, which restricts the compiler to a subset of Miking CorePPL
programs. An interesting direction for future work is to explore strategies for
automatic memory management (e.g., garbage collection) in RootPPL, and in
particular on the GPU.

Another future research direction for the Miking CorePPL backend compil-
ing to RootPPL is to add support for inference algorithms other than SMC,
such as aligned lightweight MCMC. Such an addition requires further devel-
opment on both RootPPL itself (implementing efficient and low-level MCMC
inference) and the backend compiling to RootPPL (handling alignment similar
to the backend compiling to Miking Core).

The automatic alignment approach to selecting when to suspend for resam-
pling is correct as a result of the SMC correctness proof. However, any other
approach to selecting when to suspend for resampling is also correct, and the
motivation for the alignment approach is purely empirical. Although not yet
discovered in practice, it is possible to construct small contrived programs for
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which resampling according to automatic alignment is suboptimal. An inter-
esting, but challenging, direction for future work is therefore to formally reason
about strategies for selecting when to suspend for resampling—for a given pro-
gram, is it possible to determine a provably optimal resampling approach?

The alignment and suspension analyses are both context insensitive. The
corresponding empirical evaluations indicate that the context insensitivity is not
a problem in practice, but future work on PPLs may discover programs that
require less conservative analyses to further optimize inference accuracy. There
are a number of existing context sensitive program analysis techniques [55, 74],
and extending the alignment and suspension analyses to such techniques is a
possible direction for future work.

The final direction for future work concerns the lightweight MCMC opti-
mizations due to Ritchie et al. [23]. In particular, using aligned lightweight
MCMC in combination with selective CPS to enable the optimizations has the
potential to result in a highly efficient inference algorithm.

5.2 Conclusion
This dissertation presents research on Monte Carlo inference for universal prob-
abilistic programming languages. The dissertation contributions address prob-
lems in the general PPL problem areas of correctness, execution time, accuracy,
and language design. The particular research problems concern SMC correct-
ness, execution suspension as required for Monte Carlo inference algorithms,
use of alignment to improve efficiency of Monte Carlo inference algorithms,
and designing an intermediate representation PPL to simplify the implementa-
tion of PPL compiler optimizations. The contributions consist of the Miking
CorePPL language and compiler, a proof of correctness for SMC inference in
PPLs, the compilation approach that compiles universal PPLs to PCFGs, the
formalization of alignment, the automatic alignment analysis, the aligned SMC
and lightweight MCMC inference algorithms, and finally the suspension analysis
and selective CPS transformation. In conclusion, the contributions significantly
improve the efficiency of Monte Carlo inference in the context of universal PPLs.
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Abstract. Probabilistic programming is an approach to reasoning un-
der uncertainty by encoding inference problems as programs. In order
to solve these inference problems, probabilistic programming languages
(PPLs) employ different inference algorithms, such as sequential Monte
Carlo (SMC), Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), or variational meth-
ods. Existing research on such algorithms mainly concerns their imple-
mentation and efficiency, rather than the correctness of the algorithms
themselves when applied in the context of expressive PPLs. To rem-
edy this, we give a correctness proof for SMC methods in the context
of an expressive PPL calculus, representative of popular PPLs such as
WebPPL, Anglican, and Birch. Previous work have studied correctness
of MCMC using an operational semantics, and correctness of SMC and
MCMC in a denotational setting without term recursion. However, for
SMC inference—one of the most commonly used algorithms in PPLs as
of today—no formal correctness proof exists in an operational setting. In
particular, an open question is if the resample locations in a probabilistic
program affects the correctness of SMC. We solve this fundamental prob-
lem, and make four novel contributions: (i) we extend an untyped PPL
lambda calculus and operational semantics to include explicit resample
terms, expressing synchronization points in SMC inference; (ii) we prove,
for the first time, that subject to mild restrictions, any placement of the
explicit resample terms is valid for a generic form of SMC inference; (iii)
as a result of (ii), our calculus benefits from classic results from the SMC
literature: a law of large numbers and an unbiased estimate of the model
evidence; and (iv) we formalize the bootstrap particle filter for the cal-
culus and discuss how our results can be further extended to other SMC
algorithms.

Keywords: Probabilistic Programming · Sequential Monte Carlo · Op-
erational Semantics · Functional Programming · Measure Theory
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1 Introduction

Probabilistic programming is a programming paradigm for probabilistic mod-
els, encompassing a wide range of programming languages, libraries, and plat-
forms [8,16,17,31,39,44,45]. Such probabilistic models are typically created to
express inference problems, which are ubiquitous and highly significant in, for
instance, machine learning [3], artificial intelligence [38], phylogenetics [36,37],
and topic modeling [4].

In order to solve such inference problems, an inference algorithm is required.
Common general-purpose algorithm choices for inference problems include se-
quential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods [12], Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
methods [15], and variational methods [49]. In traditional settings, correctness
results for such algorithms often come in the form of laws of large numbers,
central limit theorems, or optimality arguments. However, for general-purpose
probabilistic programming languages (PPLs), the emphasis has predominantly
been on algorithm implementations and their efficiency [17,31,44], rather than
the correctness of the algorithms themselves. In particular, explicit connections
between traditional theoretical SMC results and PPL semantics have been lim-
ited. In this paper, we bridge this gap by formally connecting fundamental SMC
results to the context of an expressive PPL calculus.

Essentially, SMC works by simulating many executions of a probabilistic
program concurrently, occasionally resampling the different executions. In this
resampling step, SMC discards less likely executions, and replicates more likely
executions, while remembering the average likelihood at each resampling step in
order to estimate the overall likelihood. In expressive PPLs, there is freedom in
choosing where in a program this resampling occurs. For example, most SMC
implementations, such as WebPPL [17], Anglican [50], and Birch [31], always
resample when all executions have reached a call to the weighting construct in
the language. At possible resampling locations, Anglican takes a conservative
approach by dynamically checking during runtime if all executions have either
stopped at a weighting construct, or all have finished. If none of these two cases
apply, report a runtime error. In contrast, WebPPL does not perform any checks
and simply includes the executions that have finished in the resampling step.
There are also heuristic approaches [26] that automatically align resampling lo-
cations in programs, ensuring that all executions finish after encountering the
same number of them. The motivations for using the above approaches are all
based on experimental validation. As such, an open research problem is whether
there are any inherent restrictions when selecting resampling locations, or if the
correctness of SMC is independent of this selection. This is not only important
theoretically to guarantee the correctness of inference results, but also for infer-
ence performance, both since inference performance is affected by the locations
of resampling locations [26] and since dynamic checks result in direct runtime
overhead. We address this research problem in this paper.

In the following, we give an overview of the paper and our contributions. In
Section 2, we begin by giving a motivating example from phylogenetics, illus-
trating the usefulness of our results. Next, in Section 3, we define the syntax and
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operational semantics of an expressive functional PPL calculus based on the op-
erational formalization in Borgström et al. [6], representative of common PPLs.
The operational semantics assign to each pair of term t and initial random trace
(sequences of random samples) a non-negative weight. This weight is accumu-
lated during evaluation through a weight construct, which, in current calculi
and implementations of SMC, is (implicitly) always followed by a resampling.
To decouple resampling from weighting, we present our first contribution.

(i) We extend the calculus from Borgström et al. [6] to include explicit resample
terms, expressing explicit synchronization points for performing resampling
in SMC. With this extension, we also define a semantics which limits the
number of evaluated resample terms, laying the foundation for the remaining
contributions.

In Section 4, we define the probabilistic semantics of the calculus. The weight
from the operational semantics is used to define unnormalized distributions 〈〈t〉〉
over traces and JtK over result terms. The measure JtK is called the target mea-
sure, and finding a representation of this is the main objective of inference algo-
rithms.

We give a formal definition of SMC inference based on Chopin [9] in Section 5.
This includes both a generic SMC algorithm, and two standard correctness re-
sults from the SMC literature: a law of large numbers [9], and the unbiasedness
of the likelihood estimate [32].

In Section 6, we proceed to present the main contributions.

(ii) From the SMC formulation by Chopin [9], we formalize a sequence of dis-
tributions 〈〈t〉〉n, indexed by n, such that 〈〈t〉〉n allows for evaluating at most
n resamples. This sequence is determined by the placement of resamples
in t. Our first result is Theorem 1, showing that 〈〈t〉〉n eventually equals
〈〈t〉〉 if the number of calls to resample is upper bounded. Because of the
explicit resample construct, this also implies that, for all resample place-
ments such that the number of calls to resample is upper bounded, 〈〈t〉〉n
eventually equals 〈〈t〉〉. We further relax the finite upper bound restriction
and investigate under which conditions limn→∞〈〈t〉〉n = 〈〈t〉〉 pointwise. In
particular, we relate this equality to the dominated convergence theorem in
Theorem 2, which states that the limit converges as long as there exists a
function dominating the weights encountered during evaluation. This gives
an alternative set of conditions under which 〈〈t〉〉n converges to 〈〈t〉〉 (now
asymptotically, in the number of resamplings n).

The contribution is fundamental, in that it provides us with a sequence of approx-
imating distributions 〈〈t〉〉n of 〈〈t〉〉 that can be targeted by the SMC algorithm
of Section 5. As a consequence, we can extend the standard correctness results
of that section to our calculus. This is our next contribution.

(iii) Given a suitable sequence of transition kernels (ways of moving between the
〈〈t〉〉n), we can correctly approximate 〈〈t〉〉n with the SMC algorithm from
Section 5. The approximation is correct in the sense of Section 5: the law of
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large numbers and the unbiasedness of the likelihood estimate holds. As a
consequence of (ii), SMC also correctly approximates 〈〈t〉〉, and in turn the
target measure JtK. Crucially, this also means estimating the model evidence
(likelihood), which allows for compositionality [18] and comparisons between
different models [37]. This contribution is summarized in Theorem 3.

Related to the above contributions, Ścibior et al. [40] formalizes SMC and
MCMC inference as transformations over monadic inference representations us-
ing a denotational approach (in contrast to our operational approach). They
prove that their SMC transformations preserve the measure of the initial rep-
resentation of the program (i.e., the target measure). Furthermore, their for-
malization is based on a simply-typed lambda calculus with primitive recursion,
while our formalization is based on an untyped lambda calculus which naturally
supports full term recursion. Our approach is also rather more elementary, only
requiring basic measure theory compared to the relatively heavy mathematics
(category theory and synthetic measure theory) used by them. Regarding gen-
eralizability, their approach is both general and compositional in the different
inference transformations, while we abstract over parts of the SMC algorithm.
This allows us, in particular, to relate directly to standard SMC correctness
results.

Section 7 concerns the instantiation of the transition kernels from (iii), and
also discusses other SMC algorithms. Our last contribution is the following.

(iv) We define a sequence of sub-probability kernels kt,n induced by a given
program t, corresponding to the fundamental SMC algorithm known as the
bootstrap particle filter (BPF) for our calculus. This is the most common
version of SMC, and we present a concrete SMC algorithm corresponding
to these kernels. We also discuss other SMC algorithms and their relation
to our formalization: the resample-move [14], alive [24], and auxiliary [35]
particle filters.

Importantly, by combining the above contributions, we justify that the imple-
mentation strategies of the BPFs in WebPPL, Anglican, and Birch are indeed
correct. In fact, our results show that the strategy in Anglican, in which every
evaluation path must resample the same number of times, is too conservative.

Detailed proofs for many lemmas found in the paper are available in the
appendix. These lemmas are explicitly marked with †.

2 A Motivating Example from Phylogenetics

In this section, we give a motivating example from phylogenetics. The example
is written in a functional PPL3 developed as part of this paper, in order to verify

3 The implementation is an interpreter written in OCaml. It largely follows the same
approach as Anglican and WebPPL, and uses continuation-passing style in order to
pause and resume executions as part of inference. It is available at https://github.
com/miking-lang/miking-dppl/tree/pplcore. The example in Fig. 1 can be found
under examples/crbd/crbd-esop.ppl
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1 let tree = {
2 left:{left:{age:0},right:{age:0},age:4},
3 right:{left:{age:0},right:{age:0},age:6},
4 age:10
5 } in
6

7 let lambda = 0.2 in let mu = 0.1 in
8

9 let crbdGoesExtinct startTime =
10 let curTime = startTime
11 - (sample (exponential (lambda + mu)))
12 in
13 if curTime < 0 then false
14 else
15 let speciation = sample
16 (bernoulli (lambda / (lambda + mu))) in
17 if !speciation then true
18 else crbdGoesExtinct curTime
19 && crbdGoesExtinct curTime in
20

21 let simBranch startTime stopTime =
22 let curTime = startTime -
23 sample (exponential lambda) in
24 if curTime < stopTime then ()
25 else if not (crbdGoesExtinct curTime)
26 then weight (log 0) // #1
27 else (weight (log 2); // #2
28 simBranch curTime stopTime) in
29

30 let simTree tree parent =
31 let w = -mu * (parent.age - tree.age) in
32 weight w; // #3
33 simBranch parent.age tree.age;
34 match tree with
35 | {left,right,age} ->
36 simTree left tree; simTree right tree
37 | {age} -> () in
38

39 simTree tree.left tree;
40 simTree tree.right tree

Fig. 1: A simplified version of a phylogenetic birth-death model from [37]. See
the text for a description.

and experiment with the presented concepts and results. In particular, this PPL
supports SMC inference (Algorithm 2) with decoupled resamples and weights4,
as well as sampling from random distributions with a sample construct.

Consider the program in Fig. 1, encoding a simplified version of a phylo-
genetic birth-death model (see Ronquist et al. [37] for the full version). The
problem is to find the model evidence for a particular birth rate (lambda =

0.2) and death rate (mu = 0.1), given an observed phylogenetic tree. The tree
represents known lineages of evolution, where the leaves are extant (surviving
to the present) species. Most importantly, for illustrating the usefulness of the
results in this paper, the recursive function simBranch, with its two weight ap-
plications #1 and #2, is called a random number of times for each branch in the
observed tree. Thus, different SMC executions encounter differing numbers of
calls to weight. When resampling is performed after every call to weight (#1, #2,
and #3), it is, because of the differing numbers of resamples, not obvious that
inference is correct (e.g., the equivalent program in Anglican gives a runtime
error). Our results show that such a resampling strategy is indeed correct.

This strategy is far from optimal, however. For instance, only resampling at
#3, which is encountered the same number of times in each execution, performs
much better [26,37]. Our results show that this is correct as well, and that it gives
the same asymptotic results as the naive strategy in the previous paragraph.

Another strategy is to resample only at #1 and #3, again causing executions
to encounter differing numbers of resamples. Because #1 weights with (log) 0, this
approach gives the same accuracy as resampling only at #3, but avoids useless
computation since a zero-weight execution can never obtain non-zero weight.
Equivalently to resampling at #1, zero-weight executions can also be identified

4 The implementation uses log weights as arguments to weight for numerical reasons.
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and stopped automatically at runtime. This gives a direct performance gain,
and both are correct by our results. We compared the three strategies above for
SMC inference with 50 000 particles5: resampling at #1,#2, and #3 resulted in a
runtime of 15.0 seconds, at #3 in a runtime of 12.6 seconds, and at #1 and #3 in
a runtime of 11.2 seconds. Furthermore, resampling at #1,#2, and #3 resulted in
significantly worse accuracy compared to the other two strategies [26,37].

Summarizing the above, the results in this paper ensure correctness when
exploring different resampling placement strategies. As just demonstrated, this
is useful, because resampling strategies can have a large impact on SMC accuracy
and performance.

3 A Calculus for Probabilistic Programming Languages

In this section, we define the calculus used throughout the paper. In Section 3.1,
we begin by defining the syntax, and demonstrate how simple probability dis-
tributions can be encoded using it. In Section 3.2, we define the semantics and
demonstrate it on the previously encoded probability distributions. This seman-
tics is used in Section 4 to define the target measure for any given program. In
Section 3.3, we extend the semantics of Section 3.2 to limit the number of al-
lowed resamples in an evaluation. This extended semantics forms the foundation
for formalizing SMC in Sections 6 and 7.

3.1 Syntax

The main difference between the calculus presented in this section and the stan-
dard untyped lambda calculus is the addition of real numbers, functions oper-
ating on real numbers, a sampling construct for drawing random values from
real-valued probability distributions, and a construct for weighting executions.
The rationale for making these additions is that, in addition to discrete prob-
ability distributions, continuous distributions are ubiquitous in most real-world
models, and the weighting construct is essential for encoding inference problems.
In order to define the calculus, we let X be a countable set of variable names;
D ∈ D range over a countable set D of identifiers for families of probability
distributions over R, where the family for each identifier D has a fixed number
of real parameters |D|; and g ∈ G range over a countable set G of identifiers for
real-valued functions with respective arities |g|. More precisely, for each g, there
is a measurable function σg : R|g| → R. For simplicity, we often use g to denote
both the identifier and its measurable function. We can now give an inductive
definition of the abstract syntax, consisting of values v and terms t.

Definition 1.

v ::= c | λx.t t ::= v | x | t t | if t then t else t | g(t1, . . . , t|g|)

| sampleD(t1, . . . , t|D|) | weight(t) | resample (1)

5 We repeated each experiment 20 times on a machine running Ubuntu 20.04 with an
Intel i5-2500K CPU (4 cores) and 8GB memory. The standard deviation was under
0.1 seconds in all three cases.
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let rec geometric =

if sampleBern(0.6) then

1 + geometric ()
else 1

in geometric ()

(a)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0

0.2

0.4

· · ·
Outcome

P
ro

b
a
b
il
it
y

(b)

Fig. 2: The geometric distribution as a program tgeo in (a), and visualized in (b).

Here, c ∈ R, x ∈ X, D ∈ D, g ∈ G. We denote the set of all terms by T and the
set of all values by V.

The formal semantics is given in Section 3.2. Here, we instead give an informal
description of the various language constructs.

Some examples of distribution identifiers are N ∈ D, the identifier for the
family of normal distributions, and U ∈ D, the identifier for the family of con-
tinuous uniform distributions. The semantics of the term sampleN (0, 1) is, in-
formally, “draw a random sample from the normal distribution with mean 0 and
variance 1”. The weight construct is illustrated later in this section, and we
discuss the resample construct in detail in Sections 3.3 and 6.

We use common syntactic sugar throughout the paper. Most importantly, we
use false and true as aliases for 0 and 1, respectively, and () (unit) as another alias
for 0. Furthermore, we often write g ∈ G as infix operators. For instance, 1+2 is
a valid term, where + ∈ G. Now, let R+ denote the non-negative reals. We define
fD : R|D|+1 → R+ as the function fD ∈ G such that fD(c1, . . . , c|D|, ·) is the
probability density (continuous distribution) or mass function (discrete distribu-
tion) for the probability distribution corresponding to D ∈ D and (c1, . . . , c|D|).

For example, fN (0, 1, x) = 1√
2π
· e− 1

2 ·x2

is the standard probability density of

the normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1. Lastly, we will also use let

bindings, let rec bindings, sequencing using ;, and lists (all of which can be
encoded in the calculus). Sequencing is required for the side-effects produced by
weight (see Definition 5) and resample (see Sections 3.3 and 6).

The explicit if expressions in the language deserve special mention—as
is well known, they can also be encoded in the lambda calculus. The reason
for explicitly including them in the calculus is to connect the lambda calcu-
lus to the continuous parts of the language. That is, we need a way of mak-
ing control flow depend on the result of calculations on real numbers (e.g.,
if c1 < c2 then t1 else t2, where c1 and c2 are real numbers). An alternative
to adding if-expressions is to let comparison functions in G return Church
Booleans, but this requires extending the codomain of primitive functions.

We now consider a set of examples. In Section 3.2 and Section 4.3 these
examples will be further considered to illustrate the semantics, and target mea-
sure, respectively. Here, we first give the syntax, and informally discuss and
visualize the probability distributions (i.e., the target measures, as we will see
in Section 4.3) for the examples.
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8 D. Lundén et al.

sampleBeta(2, 2)

(a)

let p = sampleBeta(2, 2) in

let observe o =

weight(fBern(p, o)) in

iter observe [true, false, true]; p

(b)

0 0.5 1
0

1

2

Outcome

D
e
n
si
ty

(c)

Fig. 3: The Beta(2, 2) distribution as a program in (a), and visualized with a
solid line in (c). Also, the program tobs in (b), visualized with a dashed line
in (c). The iter function in (b) simply maps the given function over the given
list and returns (). That is, it calls observe true, observe false, and observe true
purely for the side-effect of weighting.

First, consider the program in Fig. 2a. This program encodes a slight varia-
tion on the standard geometric distribution: flip a coin with bias 0.6 (i.e., the flip
will result in heads, or true, 60% of the time) until a flip results in tails (false).
The probability distribution is over the number of flips before encountering tails
(including the final tails flip), and is illustrated in Fig. 2b.

The geometric distribution is a discrete distribution, meaning that the set
of possible outcomes is countable. We can also encode continuous distributions
in the language. Consider first the program in Fig. 3a, directly encoding the
Beta(2, 2) distribution, illustrated in Fig. 3c. This distribution naturally repre-
sents the uncertainty in the bias of a coin—in this case, the coin is most likely un-
biased (bias 0.5), and biases closer to 0 and 1 are less likely. In Fig. 3b, we extend
Fig. 3a by observing the sequence [true, false, true] when flipping the coin. These
observations are encoded using the weight construct, which simply accumulates
a product (as a side-effect) of all real-valued arguments given to it through-
out the execution. First, recall the standard mass function (σfBern(p, true) =
p; σfBern

(p, false) = (1 − p); σfBern
(p, x) = 0 otherwise) for the Bernoulli dis-

tribution corresponding to fBern ∈ G. The observations [true, false, true] are
encoded using the observe function, which uses the weight construct internally
to assign weights to the current value p according to the Bernoulli mass function.
As an example, assume we have drawn p = 0.4. The weight for this execution
is σfBern(0.4, true) · σfBern(0.4, false) · σfBern(0.4, true) = 0.42 · 0.6. Now consider
p = 0.6 instead. For this value of p the weight is instead 0.62 · 0.4. This explains
the shift in Fig. 3c—a bias closer to 1 is more likely, since we have observed two
true flips, but only one false.

3.2 Semantics

In this section, we define the semantics of our calculus. The definition is split
into two parts: a deterministic semantics and a stochastic semantics. We use
evaluation contexts to assist in defining our semantics. The evaluation contexts
E induce a call-by-value semantics, and are defined as follows.
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Correctness of Sequential Monte Carlo for Probabilistic Programming 9

Definition 2.

E ::= [·] | E t | (λx.t) E | if E then t else t

| g(c1, . . . , cm,E, tm+2, . . . , t|g|)

| sampleD(c1, . . . , cm,E, tm+2, . . . , t|D|) | weight(E)

(2)

We denote the set of all evaluation contexts by E.

With the evaluation contexts in place, we proceed to define the deterministic
semantics through a small-step relation →Det.

Definition 3.

E[(λx.t) v]→Det E[[x 7→ v]t]
(App)

c = σg(c1, . . . , c|g|)

E[g(c1, . . . , c|g|)]→Det E[c]
(Prim)

E[if true then t1 else t2]→Det E[t1]
(IfTrue)

E[if false then t1 else t2]→Det E[t2]
(IfFalse)

(3)

The rules are straightforward, and will not be discussed in further detail here.
We use the standard notation for transitive and reflexive closures (e.g. →∗Det),
and transitive closures (e.g. →+

Det) of relations throughout the paper.
Following the tradition of Kozen [23] and Park et al. [34], sampling in our

stochastic semantics works by consuming randomness from a tape of real num-
bers. We use inverse transform sampling, and therefore the tape consists of
numbers from the interval [0, 1]. In order to use inverse transform sampling, we
require that for each D ∈ D, there exists a measurable function F−1

D : R|D| ×
[0, 1] → R, such that F−1

D (c1, . . . , c|D|, ·) is the inverse cumulative distribution
function for the probability distribution corresponding to D and (c1, . . . , c|D|).
We call the tape of real numbers a trace, and make the following definition.

Definition 4. Let N0 = N ∪ {0}. The set of all traces is S =
⋃
n∈N0

[0, 1]n.

We use the notation (c1, c2, . . . , cn)S to indicate the trace consisting of the n
numbers c1, c2, . . . , cn. Given a trace s, we denote by |s| the length of the trace.
We also denote the concatenation of two traces s and s′ with s ∗ s′. Lastly, we
let c :: s denote the extension of the trace s with the real number c as head.

With the traces and F−1
D defined, we can proceed to the stochastic6 semantics

→ over T× R+ × S.

Definition 5.

tstop ::= v | E[sampleD(c1, . . . , c|D|)] | E[weight(c)] | E[resample] (4)

6 Note that the semantics models stochastic behavior, but is itself a deterministic
relation.
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t→+
Det tstop

t, w, s→ tstop, w, s
(Det)

c ≥ 0

E[weight(c)], w, s→ E[()], w · c, s (Weight)

c = F−1
D (c1, . . . , c|D|, p)

E[sampleD(c1, . . . , c|D|)], w, p :: s→ E[c], w, s
(Sample)

E[resample], w, s→ E[()], w, s
(Resample)

(5)

The rule (Det) encapsulates the→Det relation, and states that terms can move
deterministically only to terms of the form tstop. Note that terms of the form
tstop are found at the left-hand side in the other rules. The (Sample) rule de-
scribes how random values are drawn from the inverse cumulative distribution
functions and the trace when terms of the form sampleD(c1, . . . , c|D|) are en-
countered. Similarly, the Weight rule determines how the weight is updated
when weight(c) terms are encountered. Finally, the resample construct always
evaluates to unit, and is therefore meaningless from the perspective of this se-
mantics. We elaborate on the role of the resample construct in Section 3.3.

With the semantics in place, we define two important functions over S for a
given term. In the below definition, assume that a fixed term t is given.

Definition 6.

rt(s) =

{
v if t, 1, s→∗ v, w, ()S
() otherwise

ft(s) =

{
w if t, 1, s→∗ v, w, ()S
0 otherwise

(6)

Intuitively, rt is the function returning the result value after having repeatedly
applied → on the initial trace s. Analogously, ft gives the density or weight
of a particular s. Note that, if (t, 1, s) gets stuck or diverges, the result value
is (), and the weight is 0. In other words, we disregard such traces entirely,
since we are in practice only interested in probability distributions over values.
Furthermore, note that if the final s 6= ()S, the value and weight are again ()
and 0, respectively. The motivation for this is discussed in Section 4.3.

To illustrate rt and ft, first consider the geometric program tgeo in Fig. 2a,
and a trace s = (0.5, 0.3, 0.7)S. Let E = if [·] then 1 + geometric () else 1.
It is easy to check that tgeo →+

Det E[sampleBern(0.6)]. Now, note that, since
Bern(0.6) is the probability distribution for flipping a coin with bias 0.6,

F−1
Bern(0.6, x) = 1 if x ≤ 0.6 F−1

Bern(0.6, x) = 0 if x > 0.6. (7)

As such, we have

tgeo , 1, (0.5, 0.3, 0.7)S → E[sampleBern(0.6)], 1, (0.5, 0.3, 0.7)S

→ E[F−1
Bern(0.6, 0.5)], 1, (0.3, 0.7)S = E[1], 1, (0.3, 0.7)S

→+ 1 + E[F−1
Bern(0.6, 0.3)], 1, (0.7)S →+ 1 + 1 + E[F−1

Bern(0.6, 0.7)], 1, ()S

= 1 + 1 + E[0], 1, ()S → 3, 1, ()S.

(8)
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It follows that rtgeo (s) = 3, and that ftgeo (s) = 1. Now, instead consider the trace
s2 = (0.5, 0.7, 0.3)S. We have

tgeo , 1, (0.5, 0.7, 0.3)S →+ E[1], 1, (0.7, 0.3)S

→+ 1 + E[0], 1, (0.3)S = 1 + 1, 1, (0.3)S → 2, 1, (0.3)S.
(9)

The term is now stuck, and because we have not used up the entire trace, we
have rtgeo (s2) = (), ftgeo (s2) = 0. The opposite of the above can also occur—
given the trace s3 = (0.5, 0.3)S, it holds that rtgeo (s3) = () and ftgeo (s3) = 0,
since the provided trace is not long enough. In general, we have that rtgeo (s) = n
and ftgeo (s) = 1 whenever s ∈ [0, 0.6]n−1 × (0.6, 1]. Otherwise, rtgeo (s) = () and
ftgeo (s) = 0. We will apply this conclusion when reconsidering this example in
Section 4.3.

To illustrate the weight construct, consider the program tobs in Fig. 3b,
and the singleton trace (0.8)S. This program will, in total, evaluate one call to
sample, and three calls to weight. Now, let h(c) = F−1

Beta(2, 2, c) and recall the
function σfBern from Section 3.1. Using the notation φ(c, x) = σfBern(h(c), x), we
have, for some evaluation contexts E1,E2,E3,E4,

tobs , 1, (0.8)S = E1[sampleBeta(2, 2)], 1, (0.8)S → E1[h(0.8)], 1, ()S

→ E2[weight(φ(0.8, true))], 1, ()S → E2[()], φ(0.8, true), ()S

= E2[()], h(0.8), ()S →+ E3[()], φ(0.8, false) · h(0.8), ()S

→+ E4[()], φ(0.8, true) · (1− h(0.8)) · h(0.8), ()S

→+ h(0.8), h(0.8) · (1− h(0.8)) · h(0.8), ()S.

(10)

That is, rtobs ((0.8)S) = h(0.8) and ftobs ((0.8)S) = h(0.8)2(1 − h(0.8)). For arbi-
trary c, we see that rtobs ((c)S) = h(c) and ftobs ((c)S) = h(c)2(1− h(c)). For any
other trace s with |s| 6= 1, rtobs (s) = () and ftobs (s) = 0. We will apply this result
when reconsidering this example in Section 4.3.

3.3 Resampling Semantics

In order to connect SMC in PPLs to the classical formalization of SMC presented
in Section 5—and thus enabling the theoretical treatments in Sections 6 and 7—
we need a relation in which terms “stop” after a certain number n of encountered
resample terms. In this section, we define such a relation, denoted by ↪→. Its
definition is given below.

Definition 7.

t 6= E[resample] t, w, s→ t′, w′, s′

t, w, s, n ↪→ t′, w′, s′, n
(Stoch-Fin)

n > 0 E[resample], w, s→ E[()], w, s

E[resample], w, s, n ↪→ E[()], w, s, n− 1
(Resample-Fin)

(11)
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This relation is → extended with a natural number n, indicating how many
further resample terms can be evaluated. We implement this limitation by re-
placing the rule (Resample) of → with (Resample-Fin) of ↪→ above which
decrements n each time it is applied, causing terms to get stuck at the n+ 1th
resample encountered.

Now, assume that a fixed term t is given. We define rt,n and ft,n similar to
rt and ft.

Definition 8. rt,n(s) =





v if t, 1, s, n ↪→∗ v, w, ()S, n′

E[resample] if t, 1, s, n ↪→∗ E[resample], w, ()S, 0

() otherwise

Definition 9. ft,n(s) =





w if t, 1, s, n ↪→∗ v, w, ()S, n′

w if t, 1, s, n ↪→∗ E[resample], w, ()S, 0

0 otherwise

As for rt and ft, these functions return the result value and weight, respectively,
after having repeatedly applied ↪→ on the initial trace s. There is one difference
compared to→: besides values, we now also allow stopping with non-zero weight
at terms of the form E[resample].

To illustrate ↪→, rt,n(s), and ft,n(s), consider the term tseq defined by

let observe x o = weight(fN (x, 4, o)); resample in

let sim xn−1 on =

let xn = sampleN (xn−1 + 2, 1) in observe xn on; xn in

let x0 = sampleU (0, 100) in

let f = foldl sim in f x0 [c1, c2, . . . , ct−1, ct].

(12)

This term encodes a model in which an object moves along a real-valued axis
in discrete time steps, but where the actual positions (x1, x2, . . . ) can only be
observed through a noisy sensor (c1, c2, . . . ). The inference problem consists
of finding the probability distribution for the very last position, xt, given all
collected observations (c1, c2, . . . , ct). Most importantly, note the position of
resample in (12)—it is evaluated just after evaluating weight in every folding
step. Because of this, for n < t and all traces s such that ftseq ,n(s) > 0, we have
rtseq ,n(s) = En

seq[resample; xn], where En
seq = f [·] [cn+1, cn+2, . . . , ct−1, ct] and

where xn is the value sampled in sim at the nth folding step. That is, we can
now “stop” evaluation at resamples. We will revisit this example in Section 6.

4 The Target Measure of a Program

In this section, we define the target measure induced by any given program in our
calculus. We assume basic familiarity with measure theory, Lebesgue integration,
and Borel spaces. McDonald and Weiss [28] provide a pedagogical introduction to
the subject. We also summarize the definitions and lemmas used in this article in
Appendix B.1. In order to define the target measure of a program as a Lebesgue
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integral (Section 4.3), we require a measure space on traces (Section 4.1), and
a measurable space on terms (Section 4.2). For illustration, we derive the target
measures for two of the example programs from Section 3 in Section 4.3. The
concepts presented in this section are quite standard, and experienced readers
might want to quickly skim it, or even skip it entirely.

4.1 A Measure Space over Traces

We use a standard measure space over traces of samples [27]. First, we define
a measurable space over traces. We denote the Borel σ-algebra on Rn with Bn,
and the Borel σ-algebra on [0, 1] with Bn[0,1].

Definition 10. The σ-algebra S on S is the σ-algebra consisting of sets of the
form S =

⋃
n∈N0

Bn with Bn ∈ Bn[0,1]. Naturally, [0, 1]0 is the singleton set

containing the empty trace. In other words, ([0, 1]0,B0
[0,1]) = ({()S}, {{()S}, ∅}),

where ()S denotes the empty trace.

Lemma 1. (S,S) is a measurable space.†

The most common measure on Bn is the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure, de-
noted λn. For n = 0, we let λ0 = δ()S , where δ denotes the standard Dirac
measure. By combining the Lebesgue measures for each n, we construct a mea-
sure µS over (S,S).

Definition 11. µS(S) = µS
(⋃

n∈N0
Bn
)

=
∑
n∈N0

λn(Bn)

Lemma 2. (S,S, µS) is a measure space. Furthermore, µS is σ-finite.†

A comment on notation: we denote universal sets by blackboard bold capital
letters (e.g., S), σ-algebras by calligraphic capital letters (e.g., S), members of
σ-algebras by capital letters (e.g., S), and individual elements by lower case
letters (e.g., s).

4.2 A Measurable Space over Terms

In order to show that rt is measurable, we need a measurable space over terms.
We let (T, T ) denote the measurable space that we seek to construct, and follow
the approach in Staton et al. [42] and Vákár et al. [46]. Because our calculus in-
cludes the reals, we would like to at least have B ⊂ T . Furthermore, we would also
like to extend the Borel measurable sets Bn to terms with n reals as subterms.
For instance, we want sets of the form {(λx. (λy. x+ y) c2) c1 | (c1, c2) ∈ B2}
to be measurable, where B2 ∈ B2. This leads us to consider terms in a language
in which constants (i.e., reals) are replaced with placeholders [·].
Definition 12. Let vp ::= [·] | λx.t replace the values v from Definition 1. The
set of all terms in the resulting new calculus is denoted with Tp.

Most importantly, it is easy to verify that Tp is countable. Next, we make the
following definitions.
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Definition 13. For n ∈ N0, we denote by Tnp ⊂ Tp the set of all terms with
exactly n placeholders.

Definition 14. We let tnp range over the elements of Tnp . The tnp can be regarded
as functions tnp : Rn → tnp (Rn) which replaces the n placeholders with the n reals
given as arguments.

Definition 15. Ttnp = {tnp (Bn) | Bn ∈ Bn}.
From the above definitions, we construct the required σ-algebra T .

Definition 16. The σ-algebra T on T is the σ-algebra consisting of sets of the
form T =

⋃
n∈N0

⋃
tnp∈Tnp tnp (Bn).

Lemma 3. (T, T ) is a measurable space.†

4.3 The Target Measure

We are now in a position to define the target measure. We will first give the for-
mal definitions, and then illustrate the definitions with examples. The definitions
rely on the following result.

Lemma 4. rt : (S,S)→ (T, T ) and ft : (S,S)→ (R+,B+) are measurable.†

We can now proceed to define the measure 〈〈t〉〉 over S induced by a term t using
Lebesgue integration.

Definition 17. 〈〈t〉〉(S) =
∫
S
ft(s) dµS(s)

Importantly, by Lemma 15 and Lemma 2, it holds that the density ft is unique
µS-ae if 〈〈t〉〉 is σ-finite.

Using Definition 17 and the measurability of rt, we can also define a corre-
sponding pushforward measure JtK over T.

Definition 18. JtK(T ) = 〈〈t〉〉(r−1
t (T )) =

∫
r−1
t (T )

ft(s) dµS(s).

The measure JtK is our target measure, i.e., the measure encoded by our program
that we are interested in.

Let us now consider the target measures for our earlier examples. Consider
first the program in Fig. 2a. Recall that the density ftgeo of a given trace s is 1
if s ∈ [0, 0.6]n−1 × (0.6, 1], and 0 otherwise. Hence, we can write

〈〈tgeo〉〉(S) =

∫

S

ftgeo (s) dµS(s) = µS

(⋃

n∈N
S ∩

(
[0, 0.6]n−1 × (0.6, 1]

)
)

=
∑

n∈N
λn(S ∩

(
[0, 0.6]n−1 × (0.6, 1]

)
)).

(13)

Since tgeo is a distribution over N, we always have

r−1
tgeo

(T ) = r−1
tgeo

(T ∩ N) =
⋃

n∈T∩N
[0, 0.6]n−1 × (0.6, 1]. (14)
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Consequently,

JtgeoK(T ) = 〈〈tgeo〉〉(r−1
tgeo

(T )) =
∑

n∈N
λn

(
r−1
tgeo

(T ) ∩
(
[0, 0.6]n−1 × (0.6, 1]

)
)
)

=
∑

n∈T∩N
λn
(
[0, 0.6]n−1 × (0.6, 1]

)
=

∑

n∈T∩N
0.6n−1 · 0.4.

(15)

As expected, by taking JtgeoK({1}), JtgeoK({2}), JtgeoK({3}), . . ., we exactly re-
cover the graph from Fig. 2b.

Now consider the continuous distribution given by program tobs , and recall
that h = F−1

Beta(2, 2, ·). Furthermore, recall that ftobs ((c)S) = h(c)
2
(1 − h(c)),

rtobs ((c)S) = h(c), ftobs (s) = 0, and rtobs (s) = () if |s| 6= 1. Because only traces of
length 1 have non-zero f , we have

〈〈tobs〉〉(S) =

∫

S

ftobs (s) dµS(s) =

∫

S∩[0,1]

ftobs (c) dλ(c)

=

∫

S∩[0,1]

h(c)
2
(1− h(c)) dλ(c)

(16)

The Beta distributions have strictly increasing cumulative distribution functions
FBeta(a, b, ·) for all a and b. It follows that h is the true inverse of this function,
and is therefore bijective7. Because of this,

JtobsK(T ) =

∫

r−1
tobs

(T )

ftobs (s) dµS(s) =

∫

r−1
tobs

(T∩R)

ftobs (s) dµS(s)

=

∫

h−1(T∩R)

h(c)
2
(1− h(c)) dλ(c)

=

∫

T∩R
h(h−1(c))

2
(1− h(h−1(c)))(h−1)′(c) dλ(c)

=

∫

T∩R
c2(1− c)σfBeta

(2, 2, c) dλ(c)

∝
∫

T∩R
c2(1− c)c(1− c) dλ(c)

=

∫

T∩R
c3(1− c)2

dλ(c).

(17)

In the third equality, we have used integration by substitution. We also used
the fact that (h−1)′ is the derivative of the cumulative distribution function
FBeta(2, 2, ·). That is, (h−1)′ is the probability density function σfBeta

(2, 2, x) ∝
x(1− x).

We should in some way ensure the target measure is finite (i.e., can be normal-
ized to a probability measure), since we are in the end most often only interested

7 This property does not hold for probability distributions in general. In particular, if
D is discrete, FD has no inverse, and F−1

D is defined differently (making the standard
−1 notation confusing).
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in probability measures. Unfortunately, as observed by Staton [41], there is no
known useful syntactic restriction that enforces finite measures in PPLs while
still admitting weights > 1. We will discuss this further in Section 6.2 in relation
to SMC in our calculus.

Lastly, from Section 3.2, recall that we disallow non-empty final traces in
ft and rt. We see here why this is needed: if allowed, for every trace s with
ft(s) > 0, all extensions s∗s′ have the same density ft(s∗s′) = ft(s) > 0. From
this, it is easy to check that if JtK 6= 0 (the zero measure), then JtK(T) =∞ (i.e.,
the measure is not finite). In fact, for any T ∈ T , JtK(T ) > 0 =⇒ JtK(T ) =∞.
Clearly, this is not a useful target measure.

5 Formal SMC

In this section, we give a generic formalization of SMC based on Chopin [9].
We assume a basic understanding of SMC. For a concrete SMC example, see
Appendix A. For a complete introduction to SMC, we recommend Naesseth et
al. [32] and Doucet and Johansen [13].

First, in Section 5.1, we introduce transition kernels, which is a fundamental
concept used in the remaining sections of the paper. Second, in Section 5.2, we
describe Chopin’s generic formalization of SMC as an algorithm for approximat-
ing a sequence of distributions based on a sequence of approximating transition
kernels. Lastly, in Section 5.3, we give standard correctness results for the algo-
rithm.

5.1 Preliminaries: Transition Kernels

Intuitively, transition kernels describe how elements move between measurable
spaces. For a more comprehensive introduction, see Vákár and Ong [47].

Definition 19. Let (A,A) and (A′,A′) be measurable spaces, and let B∗+ = {B |
B \ {∞} ∈ B+}. A function k : A×A′ → R∗+ is a (transition) kernel if (1) for
all a ∈ A, k(a, ·) : A′ → R∗+ is a measure on A′, and (2) for all A′ ∈ A′,
k(·, A′) : (A,A)→ (R∗+,B∗+) is measurable.

Additionally, we can classify transition kernels according to the below definition.

Definition 20. Let (A,A) and (A′,A′) be measurable spaces. A kernel k : A×
A′ → R∗+ is a sub-probability kernel if k(a, ·) is a sub-probability measure for
all a ∈ A; a probability kernel if k(a, ·) is a probability measure for all a ∈ A;
and a finite kernel if supa∈A k(a,A′) <∞.

5.2 Algorithm

The starting point in Chopin’s formulation of SMC is a sequence of probability
measures πn (over respective measurable spaces (An,An), with n ∈ N0) that are
difficult or impossible to directly draw samples from.
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Algorithm 1 A generic formulation of sequential Monte Carlo inference based
on Chopin [9]. In each step, we let 1 ≤ j ≤ J , where J is the number of samples.

1. Initialization: Set n = 0. Draw aj0 ∼ q0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ J .
The empirical distribution given by {aj0}Jj=1 approximates q0.

2. Correction: Calculate wj
n =

fπ̃n (ajn)

fq̃n (a
j
n)

.

The empirical distribution given by {(ajn, wj
n)}Jj=1 approximates πn.

3. Selection: Resample the empirical distribution {(ajn, wj
n)}Jj=1.

The new empirical distribution is unweighted and is given by {âjn}Jj=1. This dis-
tribution also approximates πn.

4. Mutation: Increment n.
Draw ajn ∼ kn(âjn−1, ·) for 1 ≤ j ≤ J . The empirical distribution given by {ajn}Jj=1

approximates qn. Go to (2).

The SMC approach is to generate samples from the πn by first sampling
from a sequence of proposal measures qn, and then correcting for the discrep-
ancy between these measures by weighting the proposal samples. The proposal
distributions are generated from an initial measure q0 and a sequence of transi-
tion kernels kn : An−1 ×An → [0, 1], n ∈ N as

qn(An) =

∫

An−1

kn(an−1, An) dπn−1(an−1). (18)

In order to approximate πn by weighting samples from qn, we need some way
of obtaining the appropriate weights. Hence, we require each measurable space
(An,An) to have a default σ-finite measure µAn , and the measures πn and qn to
have densities fπn and fqn with respect to this default measure. Furthermore,
we require that the functions fπn and fqn can be efficiently computed pointwise,
up to an unknown constant factor per function and value of n. More precisely,
we can efficiently compute the densities fπ̃n = Zπ̃n · fπn and fq̃n = Zq̃n · fqn ,
corresponding to the unnormalized measures π̃n = Zπ̃n · πn and q̃n = Zq̃n · qn.
Here, Zπ̃n = π̃n(An) ∈ R+ and Zq̃n = q̃n(An) ∈ R+ denote the unknown
normalizing constants for the distributions π̃n and q̃n.

Algorithm 1 presents a generic version of SMC [9] for approximating πn. We
make the notion of approximation used in the algorithm precise in Section 5.3.
Note that in the correction step, the unnormalized pointwise evaluation of fπn
and fqn is used to calculate the weights. In the algorithm description, we also use
some new terminology. First, an empirical distribution is the discrete probability
measure formed by a finite set of possibly weighted samples {(ajn, wjn)}Jj=1, where

ajn ∈ An and wjn ∈ R+. Second, when resampling an empirical distribution,
we sample J times from it (with replacement), with each sample having its
normalized weight as probability of being sampled. More specifically, this is
known as multinomial resampling. Other resampling schemes also exist [11], and
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18 D. Lundén et al.

are often used in practice to reduce variance. After resampling, the set of samples
forms a new empirical distribution with J unweighted (all wjn = 1) samples.

An important feature of SMC compared to other inference algorithms is
that SMC produces, as a by-product of inference, unbiased estimates Ẑπ̃n of
the normalizing constants Zπ̃n . Stated differently, this means that Algorithm 1
not only approximates the πn, but also the unnormalized versions π̃n. From the
weights wjn in Algorithm 1, the estimates are given by

Ẑπ̃n =
n∏

i=0

1

J

J∑

j=1

wji ≈ Zπ̃n (19)

for each π̃n. We give the unbiasedness result of Ẑπ̃n in Lemma 5 (item 2) below.
The normalizing constant is often used to compare the accuracy of different
probabilistic models, and as such, it is also known as the marginal likelihood, or
model evidence. For an example application, see Ronquist et al. [37].

To conclude this section, note that many sequences of probability kernels
kn can be used to approximate the same sequence of measures πn. The only
requirement on the kn is that fπn(an) > 0 =⇒ fqn(an) > 0 must hold for all
n ∈ N0 and an ∈ An (i.e., the proposals must “cover” the πn) [12]. We call such a
sequence of kernels kn valid. Different choices of kn induce different proposals qn,
and hence capture different SMC algorithms. The most common example is the
BPF, which directly uses the kernels from the model as the sequence of kernels
in the SMC algorithm (hence the “bootstrap”). In Section 7.1, we formalize the
bootstrap kernels in the context of our calculus. However, we may want to choose
other probability kernels that satisfy the covering condition, since the choice of
kernels can have major implications for the rate of convergence [35].

5.3 Correctness

We begin by defining the notion of approximation used in Algorithm 1.

Definition 21 (Based on Chopin [9, p. 2387]). Let (A,A) denote a measur-
able space, {{(aj,J , wj,J)}Jj=1}J∈N a triangular array of random variables in A×
R, and π : A → R∗+ a probability measure. We say that {{(aj,J , wj,J)}Jj=1}J∈N

approximates π if the equality lim
J→∞

∑J
j=1 w

j,Jϕ(aj,J)
∑J
j=1 w

j,J
= Eπ(ϕ) holds almost

surely for all measurable functions ϕ : (A,A) → (R,B) such that Eπ(ϕ)—the
expected value of the function ϕ over the distribution π—exists.

First, note that the triangular array can also be viewed as a sequence of ran-
dom empirical distributions (indexed by J). Precisely such sequences are formed
by the random empirical distributions in Algorithm 1 when indexed by the in-
creasing number of samples J . For simplicity, we often let context determine the
sequence, and directly state that a random empirical distribution approximates
some distribution (as in Algorithm 1).
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Two classical results in SMC literature are given in the following lemma: a
law of large numbers and the unbiasedness of the normalizing constant estimate.
We take these results as the definition of SMC correctness used in this paper.

Lemma 5. Let πn, n ∈ N0, be a sequence of probability measures over measur-
able spaces (An,An) with default σ-finite measures µAn , such that the πn have
densities fπn with respect to these default measures. Furthermore, let q0 be a
probability measure with density fq0 with respect to µA0 , and kn a sequence of
probability kernels inducing a sequence of proposal probability measures qn, given
by (18), over (An,An) with densities fqn with respect to µAn . Also, assume the
kn are valid, i.e., that that fπn(an) > 0 =⇒ fqn(an) > 0 holds for all n ∈ N0

and an ∈ An. Then

1. the empirical distributions {(ajn, wjn)}Jj=1 and {âjn}
J

j=1 produced by Algo-
rithm 1 approximate πn for each n ∈ N0; and

2. E(Ẑπ̃n) = Zπ̃n for each n ∈ N0, where the expectation is taken with respect

to the weights produced when running Algorithm 1, and Ẑπ̃n is given by (19).

Proof. As referenced in Naesseth et al. [32], see Del Moral [10][Theorem 7.4.3]
for 1. For 2, see Naesseth et al. [32][Appendix 4.A].

Chopin [9][Theorem 1] gives another SMC convergence result in the form of a
central limit. This result, however, requires further restrictions on the weights wjn
in Algorithm 1. It is not clear when these restrictions are fulfilled when applying
SMC on a program in our calculus. This is an interesting topic for future work.

6 Formal SMC for Probabilistic Programming Languages

This section contains our main contribution: how to interpret the operational se-
mantics of our calculus as the unnormalized sequence of measures π̃n in Chopin’s
formalization (Section 6.1), as well as sufficient conditions for this sequence of
approximating measures to converge to 〈〈t〉〉 and for the normalizing constant
estimate to be correct (Section 6.2).

An important insight during this work was that it is more convenient to
find an approximating sequence of measures 〈〈t〉〉n to the trace measure 〈〈t〉〉,
compared to finding a sequence of measures JtKn directly approximating the
target measure JtK. In Section 6.1, we define 〈〈t〉〉n similarly to 〈〈t〉〉, except that
at most n evaluations of resample are allowed. This upper bound on the number
of resamples is formalized through the relation ↪→ from Section 3.3.

In Section 6.2, we obtain two different conditions for the convergence of the
sequence 〈〈t〉〉n to 〈〈t〉〉: Theorem 1 states that for programs with an upper bound
N on the number of resamples they evaluate, 〈〈t〉〉N = 〈〈t〉〉. This precondition
holds in many practical settings, for instance where each resampling is connected
to a datum collected before inference starts. Theorem 2 states another conver-
gence result for programs without such an upper bound but with dominated
weights. Because of these convergence results, we can often approximate 〈〈t〉〉 by
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approximating 〈〈t〉〉n with Algorithm 1. When this is the case, Lemma 5 implies
that Algorithm 1, either after a sufficient number of time steps or asymptotically,
correctly approximates 〈〈t〉〉 and the normalizing constant Z〈〈t〉〉. This is the con-
tent of Theorem 3. We conclude Section 6.2 by discussing resample placements
and their relation to Theorem 3, as well as practical implications of Theorem 3.

6.1 The Sequence of Measures Generated by a Program

We now apply the formalization from Section 4.3 again, but with ft,n and rt,n
(from Section 3.3) replacing ft and rt. Intuitively, this yields a sequence of
measures JtKn indexed by n, which are similar to JtK, but only allow for evaluating
at most n resamples. To illustrate this idea, consider again the program tseq in
(12). Here, JtseqK0 is a distribution over terms of the form E1

seq[resample; x1],
JtseqK1 a distribution over terms of the form E2

seq[resample; x2], and so forth.
For n ≥ t, JtseqKn = JtseqK, because it is clear that t is an upper bound on the
number of resamples evaluated in tseq .

While the measures JtKn are useful for giving intuition, it is easier from a
technical perspective to define and work with 〈〈t〉〉n, the sequence of measures
over traces where at most n resamples are allowed. First, we need the following
result, analogous to Lemma 4.

Lemma 6. rt,n : (S,S)→ (T, T ) and ft,n : (S,S)→ (R+,B+) are measurable.†

This allows us to define 〈〈t〉〉n (cf. Definition 17).

Definition 22. 〈〈t〉〉n(S) =
∫
S
ft,n(s) dµS(s)

Analogously to Definition 17, by Lemma 15 and Lemma 2, it holds that the
density ft,n is unique µS-ae if 〈〈t〉〉n is σ-finite. We can now also clarify how the
resample construct relates to the resampling in the selection step of Algorithm 1.
If we approximate the sequence 〈〈t〉〉n with Algorithm 1, at the nth selection
step of the algorithm, all traces s with non-zero weight must have rt,n(s) =
v or rt,n(s) = E[resample], by Definitions 8 and 9. That is, having a qn in
Algorithm 1 proposing traces other than these is wasteful, since they will in any
case have weight zero. We illustrate this further when considering the bootstrap
kernel in Section 7.1.

6.2 Correctness

We begin with a convergence result for when the number of calls to resample

in a program is upper bounded.

Theorem 1. If there is N ∈ N such that ft,n = ft whenever n > N , then
〈〈t〉〉n = 〈〈t〉〉 for all n > N .

This follows directly since ft,n not only converges to ft, but is also equal to ft
for all n > N . However, even if the number of calls to resample in t is upper
bounded, there is still one concern with using 〈〈t〉〉n as π̃n in Algorithm 1: there is
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no guarantee that the measures 〈〈t〉〉n can be normalized to probability measures
and have unique densities (i.e., that they are finite). This is a requirement for
the correctness results in Lemma 5. Unfortunately, recall from Section 4.3 that
there is no known useful syntactic restriction that enforces finiteness of the target
measure. This is clearly true for the measures 〈〈t〉〉n as well, and as such, we need
to make the assumption that the 〈〈t〉〉n are finite—otherwise, it is not clear that
Algorithm 1 produces the correct result, since the conditions in Lemma 5 are
not fulfilled. Fortunately, this assumption is valid for most, if not all, models of
practical interest. Nevertheless, investigating whether or not the restriction to
probability measures in Lemma 5 can be lifted to some extent is an interesting
topic for future work. Note that, even if the target measure is finite, this does
not necessarily imply that all measures 〈〈t〉〉n are finite. For example, consider
the program

let rec inflate =

if sampleBern(0.5) then weight 2; 1 + inflate ()
else 0 in

let deflate n = weight 1/2n in

let n = inflate () in

resample; deflate n; n,

adapted from [6]. Clearly, 〈〈t〉〉0 is not finite (in fact, it is not even σ-finite), while
〈〈t〉〉1 = 〈〈t〉〉 is.

Although of limited practical interest, programs with an unbounded number
of calls to resample are of interest from a semantic perspective. If we have
limn→∞〈〈t〉〉n = 〈〈t〉〉 pointwise, then any SMC algorithm approximating the
sequence 〈〈t〉〉n also approximates 〈〈t〉〉, at least asymptotically in the number of
steps n. First, consider the variation tgeo-res of the geometric program tgeo in
Fig. 2 given by

let rec geometric =

resample; if samplebern(0.6) then 1 + geometric () else 1

in geometric ().

(20)

The only difference is the added resample (marked with a box). Here 〈〈tgeo〉〉 =
〈〈tgeo-res〉〉, since, in general, 〈〈t〉〉 is unaffected by placing resamples in t. Note
that tgeo-res has no upper bound on the number of calls to resample, and there-
fore Theorem 1 is not applicable. We have, however, that

〈〈tgeo-res〉〉n(S) =

n−1∑

i=1

λi(S ∩
(
[0, 0.6]i−1 × (0.6, 1]

)
)) + λn(S ∩

(
[0, 0.6]i−1 × [0, 1]

)
),

(21)

and as a consequence, limn→∞〈〈tgeo-res〉〉n = 〈〈tgeo-res〉〉 pointwise. The question
is then if limn→∞〈〈t〉〉n = 〈〈t〉〉 pointwise holds in general? The answer is no, as
we demonstrate next.

For limn→∞〈〈t〉〉n = 〈〈t〉〉 to hold pointwise, it must hold that limn→∞ ft,n =
ft pointwise µS-ae. Unfortunately, this does not hold for all programs. Consider
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the program tloop defined by let rec loop _ = resample; loop () in loop ().
Here, ftloop = 0 since the program diverges deterministically, but ftloop ,n(()S) = 1
for all n. Because µS({()S}) 6= 0, we do not have limn→∞ ftloop ,n = ftloop pointwise
µS-ae.

Even if we have limn→∞ ft,n = ft pointwise µS-ae, we might not have
limn→∞〈〈t〉〉n = 〈〈t〉〉 pointwise. Consider, for instance, the program tunit given
by

let s = sampleU (0, 1) in

let rec foo n =

if s ≤ 1/n then resample; weight 2; foo (2 · n) else weight 0 in

foo 1

(22)

We have ftunit = 0 and ftunit ,n = 2n · 1[0,1/2n] for n > 0. Also, limn→∞ ftunit ,n =
ftunit pointwise. However,

lim
n→∞

〈〈tunit〉〉n(S) = lim
n→∞

∫

S
ftunit ,ndµS(s) = lim

n→∞

∫

[0,1]

ftunit ,ndλ(x)

= lim
n→∞

∫

[0,1/2n]

2ndλ(x) = 1

6= 0 =

∫

S
ftunitdµS(s) = 〈〈tunit〉〉(S).

(23)

This shows that the limit may fail to hold, even for programs that terminate
almost surely, as is the case for the program tunit in (22). In fact, this program
is positively almost surely terminating [7] since the expected number of recursive
calls to foo is 1.

Guided by the previous example, we now state the dominated convergence
theorem—a fundamental result in measure theory—in the context of SMC in-
ference in our calculus.

Theorem 2. Assume that limn→∞ ft,n = ft holds pointwise µS-ae. Further-
more, assume that there exists a measurable function g : (S,S)→ (R+,B+) such
that ft,n ≤ g µS-ae for all n, and

∫
S g(s)dµS(s) <∞. Then limn→∞〈〈t〉〉n = 〈〈t〉〉

pointwise.

For a proof, see McDonald and Weiss [28, Theorem 4.9]. It is easy to check that
for our example in (22), there is no dominating and integrable g as is required
in Theorem 2. We have already seen that the conclusion of the theorem fails
to hold here. As a corollary, if there exists a dominating and integrable g, the
measures 〈〈t〉〉n are always finite.

Corollary 1. If there exists a measurable function g : (S,S) → (R+,B+) such
that ft,n ≤ g µS-ae for all n, and

∫
S g(s)dµS(s) < ∞, then 〈〈t〉〉n is finite for

each n ∈ N0.

This holds because 〈〈t〉〉n(S) =
∫
S ft,n(s)dµS(s) ≤

∫
S g(s)dµS(s) <∞. Hence, we

do not need to assume the finiteness of 〈〈t〉〉n in order for Algorithm 1 to be
applicable, as was the case for the setting of Theorem 1.

In Theorem 3, we summarize and combine the above results with Lemma 5.
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Theorem 3. Let t be a term, and apply Algorithm 1 with 〈〈t〉〉n as π̃n, and with
arbitrary valid kernels kn. If the condition of Theorem 1 holds and 〈〈t〉〉n is finite
for each n ∈ N0, then Algorithm 1 approximates 〈〈t〉〉 and its normalizing con-
stant after a finite number of steps. Alternatively, if the condition of Theorem 2
holds, then Algorithm 1 approximates 〈〈t〉〉 and its normalizing constant in the
limit n→∞.

This follows directly from Theorem 1, Theorem 2, and Lemma 5.
We conclude this section by discussing resample placements, and the prac-

tical implications of Theorem 3. First, we define a resample placement for a
term t as the term resulting from replacing arbitrary subterms t′ of t with
resample; t′. Note that such a placement directly corresponds to constructing
the sequence 〈〈t〉〉n. Second, note that the measure 〈〈t〉〉 and the target measure
JtK are clearly unaffected by such a placement—indeed, resample simply eval-
uates to (), and for 〈〈t〉〉 and JtK, there is no bound on how many resamples
we can evaluate. As such, we conclude that all resample placements in t ful-
filling one of the two conditions in Theorem 3 leads to a correct approximation
of 〈〈t〉〉 when applying Algorithm 1. Furthermore, there is always, in practice,
an upper bound on the number of calls to resample, since any concrete run of
SMC has an (explicit or implicit) upper bound on its runtime. This is a power-
ful result, since it implies that when implementing SMC for PPLs, any method
for selecting resampling locations in a program is correct under mild conditions
(Theorem 1 or Theorem 2) that are most often, if not always, fulfilled in practice.
Most importantly, this justifies the basic approach for placing resamples found
in WebPPL, Anglican, and Birch, in which every call to weight is directly fol-
lowed (implicitly) by a call to resample. It also justifies the approach to placing
resamples described in Lundén et al. [26]. This latter approach is essential in,
e.g., Ronquist et al. [37], in order to increase inference efficiency.

Our results also show that the restriction in Anglican requiring all executions
to encounter the same number of resamples, is too conservative. Clearly, this is
not a requirement in either Theorem 1 or Theorem 2. For instance, the number
of calls to resample varies significantly in (20).

7 SMC Algorithms

In this section, we take a look at how the kernels kn in Algorithm 1 can be
instantiated to yield the concrete SMC algorithm known as the bootstrap particle
filter (Section 7.1), and also discuss other SMC algorithms and how they relate
to Algorithm 1 (Section 7.2).

7.1 The Bootstrap Particle Filter

We define for each term t a particular sequence of kernels kt,n, that gives rise
to the SMC algorithm known as the bootstrap particle filter (BPF). Informally,
these kernels correspond to simply continuing to evaluate the program until
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either arriving at a value v or a term of the form E[resample]. For the bootstrap
kernel, calculating the weights wjn from Algorithm 1 is particularly simple.

Similarly to 〈〈t〉〉n, it is more convenient to define and work with sequences
of kernels over traces, rather than terms. We will define kt,n(s, ·) to be the sub-
probability measure over extended traces s ∗ s′ resulting from evaluating the
term rt,n−1(s) until the next resample or value v, ignoring any call to weight.
First, we immediately have that the set of all traces that do not have s as prefix
must have measure zero. To make this formal, we will use the inverse images of
the functions prepends(s

′) = s ∗ s′, s ∈ S in the definition of the kernel.

Lemma 7. The functions prepends : (S,S)→ (S,S) are measurable.†

The next ingredient for defining the kernels kt,n is a function pt,n that indicates
what traces are possible when executing t until the n+ 1th resample or value.

Definition 23. pt,n(s) =





1 if t, ·, s, n ↪→∗ v, ·, ()S, ·
1 if t, ·, s, n ↪→∗ E[resample], ·, ()S, 0
0 otherwise

Note the similarities to Definition 9. In particular, ft,n(s) > 0 implies pt,n(s) = 1.
However, note that ft,n(s) = 0 does not imply pt,n(s) = 0, since pt,n ignores
weights. As an example, f(weight 0),n(()S) = 0, while p(weight 0),n(()S) = 1.

Lemma 8. pt,n : (S,S)→ (R+,B+) is measurable.

The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 6. We can now formally define the
kernels kt,n.

Definition 24. kt,n(s, S) =
∫
prepend−1

s (S)
prt,n−1(s),1(s′) dµS(s′)

By the definition of pt,n, the kt,n are sub-probability kernels rather than proba-
bility kernels. Intuitively, the reason for this is that during evaluation, terms can
get stuck, deterministically diverge, or even stochastically diverge. Such traces
are assigned 0 weight by pt,n.

Lemma 9. The functions kt,n : S× S → R+ are sub-probability kernels.†8

We get a natural starting measure q0 from the sub-probability distribution
resulting from running the initial program t until reaching a value or a call to
resample, ignoring weights.

Definition 25. 〈t〉0(S) =
∫
S
pt,0(s)dµS(s).

Now we have all the ingredients for the general SMC algorithm described
in Section 5.2: a sequence of target measures 〈〈t〉〉n = π̃n (Definition 22), a
starting measure 〈t〉0 ∝ q0 (Definition 25), and a sequence of kernels kt,n ∝ kn
(Definition 24). These then induce a sequence of proposal measures 〈t〉n = q̃n as
in Equation (18), which we instantiate in the following definition.

8 We only give a partial proof of this lemma.
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Definition 26. 〈t〉n(S) =
∫
S kt,n(s, S)ft,n−1(s)dµS(s), n > 0

Intuitively, the measures 〈t〉n are obtained by evaluating the terms in the
support of the measure 〈〈t〉〉n−1 until reaching the next resample or value. For
an efficient implementation, we need to factorize this definition into the history
and the current step, which amounts to splitting the traces. Each feasible trace
can be split in such a way.

Lemma 10. Let n > 0. If ft,n(s) > 0, then ft,n(s) = ft,n−1(s)frt,n−1(s),1(s) for
exactly one decomposition s∗s = s. If ft,n(s) = 0, then ft,n−1(s)frt,n−1(s),1(s) =
0 for all decompositions s ∗ s = s. As a consequence, if ft,n(s) > 0, then
prt,n−1(s),1(s) = 1.†

This gives a more efficiently computable definition of the density.

Lemma 11. For n ∈ N, 〈t〉n(S) =
∫
S
ft,n−1(s)prt,n−1(s),1(s)dµS(s), where s ∗

s = s is the unique decomposition from Lemma 10.†9

Analogously to Definitions 17 and 22, by Lemma 15 and Lemma 2, it holds that
the density s 7→ prt,n−1(s),1(s)ft,n−1(s) is unique µS-ae if 〈t〉n is σ-finite.

Since the kernels kt,n are sub-probability kernels, the measures 〈t〉n are finite
given that the 〈〈t〉〉n are finite.

Lemma 12. 〈t〉0 is a sub-probability measure. Also, if 〈〈t〉〉n−1 is finite, then
〈t〉n is finite.†

As discussed in Section 6.2, the 〈〈t〉〉n are finite, either by assumption (Theo-
rem 1) or as a consequence of the dominating function of Theorem 2. From this
and Lemma 12, the 〈t〉n are also finite. Furthermore, checking that 〈t〉n are
valid, i.e. that the density f〈t〉n of each 〈t〉n covers the density f〈〈t〉〉n of 〈〈t〉〉n
is trivial. As such, by Lemma 5, we can now correctly approximate 〈〈t〉〉n using
Algorithm 1. The details are given in Algorithm 2, which closely resembles the
standard SMC algorithm in WebPPL. For ease of notation, we assume it possible
to draw samples from 〈t〉0 and kt,n(s, ·), even though these are sub-probability
measures. This essentially corresponds to assuming evaluation never gets stuck
or diverges. Making sure this is the case is not within the scope of this paper.
The weights in Algorithm 2 at time step n can easily be calculated according to
the following lemma.

Lemma 13. wn(s) =
f〈〈t〉〉n(s)

f〈t〉n(s)
=

{
frt,n−1(s),1(s) if n > 0

ft,0(s) if n = 0
when f〈t〉n(s) > 0.

Here, s ∗ s = s is the unique decomposition from Lemma 10.†

Finally, it is now obvious how the resample construct relates to the resampling
in the selection step in Algorithm 2—only traces for which rt,n(sjn) is a term of
the form E[resample], or a value, will issue from the mutation step and thus
participate in resampling at the selection step. As a consequence of how the
kernels kt,n are constructed, we only stop at such terms in steps (1) and (5) when
running the program. This is the reason for naming the construct resample.

9 We only give a proof sketch for this lemma.
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Algorithm 2 A concrete instantiation of Algorithm 1 with π̃n = 〈〈t〉〉n, kn ∝
kt,n, q0 ∝ 〈t〉0, and as a consequence q̃n = 〈t〉n (for n > 0). In each step, we let
1 ≤ j ≤ J , where J is the number of samples.

1. Initialization: Set n = 0. Draw sj0 ∼ 〈t〉0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ J .
That is, run the program t, and draw from U(0, 1) whenever required by a sampleD.
Record these draws as the trace sj0. Stop when reaching a term of the form
E[resample] or a value v. The empirical distribution {sj0}Jj=1 approximates 〈t〉0.

2. Correction: Calculate wj
n =

f〈〈t〉〉n (sjn)

f〈t〉n (s
j
n)

for 1 ≤ j ≤ J .

As a consequence of Lemma 13, this is trivial. Simply set wj
n to the weight ac-

cumulated while running t in step (1), or rt,n−1(ŝjn−1) in step (5). The empirical

distribution given by {(sjn, wj
n)}Jj=1 approximates 〈〈t〉〉n/Z〈〈t〉〉n .

3. Termination: If all samples rt(s
j
n) are values, terminate and output

{(sjn, wj
n)}Jj=1. If not, go to the next step.

We cannot evaluate values further, so running the algorithm further if all samples
are values is pointless. When terminating, assuming the conditions in Theorem 1 or
Theorem 2 holds, {(sjn, wj

n)}Jj=1 approximates 〈〈t〉〉/Z〈〈t〉〉n . Also, by the definition
of JtK, {(rt(sjn), wj

n)}Jj=1 approximates JtK/ZJtKn , the normalized version of JtK.
4. Selection: Resample the empirical distribution {(sjn, wj

n)}Jj=1. The new empirical
distribution is unweighted and given by {ŝjn}Jj=1. This distribution also approxi-
mates 〈〈t〉〉n/Z〈〈t〉〉n .

5. Mutation: Increment n. Draw sjn ∼ kt,n(ŝjn−1, ·) for 1 ≤ j ≤ J .

That is, simply run the intermediate program rt,n−1(ŝjn−1), and draw from U(0, 1)

whenever required by a sampleD. Record these draws and append them to ŝjn−1,
resulting in the trace sjn. Stop when reaching a term of the form E[resample] or a
value v. The empirical distribution {sjn}Jj=1 approximates 〈t〉n/Z〈t〉n . Go to (2).

7.2 Other SMC Algorithms

In this section, we discuss SMC algorithms other than the BPF.
First, we have the resample-move algorithm by Gilks and Berzuini [14], which

is also implemented in WebPPL [16], and treated by Chopin [9] and Ścibior et
al. [40]. In this algorithm, the SMC kernel is composed with a suitable MCMC
kernel, such that one or more MCMC steps are taken for each sample after
each resampling. This helps with the so-called degeneracy problem in SMC,
which refers to the tendency of SMC samples to share a common ancestry as a
result of resampling. We can directly achieve this algorithm in our context by
simply choosing appropriate transition kernels in Algorithm 1. Let kMCMC,n be
MCMC transition kernels with π̃n−1 = 〈〈t〉〉n−1 as invariant distributions. Using
the bootstrap kernels as the main kernels, we let kn = kt,n ◦ kMCMC,n where ◦
denotes kernel composition. The sequence kn is valid because of the validity of
the main SMC kernels and the invariance of the MCMC kernels.

While Algorithm 1 captures different SMC algorithms by allowing the use of
different kernels, some algorithms require changes to Algorithm 1 itself. The first
such variation of Algorithm 1 is the alive particle filter, recently discussed by
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Kudlicka et al. [24], which reduces the tendency to degeneracy by not including
sample traces with zero weight in resampling. This is done by repeating the
selection and mutation steps (for each sample individually) until a trace with
non-zero weight is proposed; the corresponding modifications to Algorithm 1 are
straightforward. The unbiasedness result of Kudlicka et al. [24] can easily be
extended to our PPL context, with another minor modification to Algorithm 1.

Another variation of Algorithm 1 is the auxiliary particle filter [35]. Infor-
mally, this algorithm allows the selection and mutation steps of Algorithm 1 to
be guided by future information regarding the weights wn. For many models,
this is possible since the weighting functions wn from Algorithm 1 are often
parametric in an explicitly available sequence of observation data points, which
can also be used to derive better kernels kn. Clearly, such optimizations are
model-specific, and can not directly be applied in expressive PPL calculi such as
ours. However, the general idea of using look-ahead in general-purpose PPLs to
guide selection and mutation is interesting, and should be explored.

8 Related Work

The only major previous work related to formal SMC correctness in PPLs is
Ścibior et al. [40] (see Section 1). They validate both the BPF and the resample-
move SMC algorithms in a denotational setting. In a companion paper, Ścibior
et al. [39] also give a Haskell implementation of these inference techniques.

Although formal correctness proofs of SMC in PPLs are sparse, there are
many languages that implement SMC algorithms. Goodman and Stuhlmüller [17]
describe SMC for the probabilistic programming language WebPPL. They im-
plement a basic BPF very similar to Algorithm 2, but do not show correctness
with respect to any language semantics. Also, related to WebPPL, Stuhlmüller
et al. [43] discuss a coarse-to-fine SMC inference technique for probabilistic pro-
grams with independent sample statements.

Wood et al. [50] describe PMCMC, an MCMC inference technique that uses
SMC internally, for the probabilistic programming language Anglican [44]. Sim-
ilarly to WebPPL, Anglican also includes a basic BPF similar to Algorithm 2,
with the exception that every execution needs to encounter the same number of
calls to resample. They use various types of empirical tests to validate correct-
ness, in contrast to the formal proof found in this paper. Related to Anglican,
a brief discussion on resample placement requirements can be found in van de
Meent et al. [48].

Birch [31] is an imperative object-oriented PPL, with a particular focus
on SMC. It supports a number of SMC algorithms, including the BPF [19]
and the auxiliary particle filter [35]. Furthermore, they support dynamic an-
alytical optimizations, for instance using locally-optimal proposals and Rao–
Blackwellization [30]. As with WebPPL and Anglican, the focus is on perfor-
mance and efficiency, and not on formal correctness.

There are quite a few papers studying the correctness of MCMC algorithms
for PPLs. Using the same underlying framework as for their SMC correctness
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proof, Ścibior et al. [40] also validates a trace MCMC algorithm. Another proof
of correctness for trace MCMC is given in Borgström et al. [6], which instead
uses an untyped lambda calculus and an operational semantics. Much of the
formalization in this paper is based on constructions used as part of their paper.
For instance, the functions ft and rt are defined similarly, as well as the measure
space (S,S, µS) and the measurable space (T, T ). Our measurability proofs of
ft, rt, ft,n, and rt,n largely follow the same strategies as found in their paper.
Similarly to us, they also relate their proof of correctness to classical results from
the MCMC literature. A difference is that we use inverse transform sampling,
whereas they use probability density functions. As a result of this, our traces
consist of numbers on [0, 1], while their traces consist of numbers on R. Also,
inverse transform sampling naturally allows for built-in discrete distributions.
In contrast, discrete distributions must be encoded in the language itself when
using probability densities. Another difference is that they restrict the arguments
to weight to [0, 1], in order to ensure the finiteness of the target measure.

Other work related to ours include Jacobs [21], Vákár et al. [46], and Staton et
al. [42]. Jacobs [21] discusses problems with models in which observe (related
to weight) statements occur conditionally. While our results show that SMC
inference for such models is correct, the models themselves may not be useful.
Vákár et al. [46] develops a powerful domain theory for term recursion in PPLs,
but does not cover SMC inference in particular. Staton et al. [42] develops both
operational and denotational semantics for a PPL calculus with higher-order
functions, but without recursion. They also briefly mention SMC as a program
transformation.

Classical work on SMC includes Chopin [9], which we use as a basis for our
formalization. In particular, Chopin [9] provides a general formulation of SMC,
placing few requirements on the underlying model. The book by Del Moral [10]
contains a vast number of classical SMC results, including the law of large num-
bers and unbiasedness result from Lemma 5. A more accessible summary of the
important SMC convergence results from Del Moral [10] can be found in Naes-
seth et al. [32].

9 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have formalized SMC inference for an expressive functional
PPL calculus, based on the formalization by Chopin [9]. We showed that in this
context, SMC is correct in that it approximates the target measures encoded
by programs in the calculus under mild conditions. Furthermore, we illustrated
a particular instance of SMC for our calculus, the bootstrap particle filter, and
discussed other variations of SMC and their relation to our calculus.

As indicated in Section 2, the approach used for selecting resampling locations
can have a large impact on SMC accuracy and performance. This leads us to
the following general question: can we select optimal resampling locations in a
given program, according to some formally defined measure of optimality? We
leave this important research direction for future work.
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Fig. 4: An illustration of the BPF for estimating the position of an aircraft. A
detailed description is given in the text.

A SMC: an Illustrative Example

In order to fully appreciate the contributions of this paper, we devote this section
to introducing SMC inference for the unfamiliar with an informal example. The
example is based on Lindholm [25].

A.1 Model

Consider the following scenario: a pilot is flying an aircraft in bad weather with
zero visibility, and is attempting to estimate the aircraft’s position. In order
to do this, available is an elevation map of the area, a noisy altimeter, and a
noisy sensor for measuring the vertical distance to the ground (see Fig. 4 for an
illustration). Concretely, assume that

(a) X0:t = X0, X1, . . . , Xt are real-valued random variables representing the true
horizontal position of the aircraft at the discrete time steps 0, 1, . . . , t, and

(b) Y0:t = Y0, Y1, . . . , Yt are real-valued random variables for the measurements
given by subtracting the vertical distance sensor reading from the altimeter
sensor reading.

The problem we consider is to estimate the positions Xn, n ≤ t, given all com-
bined sensor measurements Y0:n collected up until time n. This random variable
is denoted Xn | Y0:n, and the distribution for this random variable is known as
the target measure. In general, X | Y denotes the random variable X conditioned
on Y having been observed.

Concretely, we assume the following model for n ∈ N:

X0 ∼ U(0, 100) Xn | Xn−1 ∼ N (Xn−1 + 2, 1)

Yn | Xn ∼ N (elevation(Xn), 2).
(24)
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In other words, we have that the initial position X0 of the aircraft is uni-
formly distributed between 0 and 100, and at each time step n, Xn is normally
distributed around Xn−1 + 2 with variance 1 (the conditional distribution of
Xn | Xn−1 is known as a transition kernel). Finally the combined measurement
Yn from the sensors is normally distributed around the true elevation of the
ground at the current horizontal position Xn with variance 2, where the true
position is given by our elevation map, here modeled as a function elevation.

A.2 Inference

With the model in place, we can proceed to sequentially estimating the proba-
bility distributions for the random variables Xn | Y0:n using the BPF, a funda-
mental SMC algorithm. In Section 7.1, we will give a formal definition of this
algorithm for models encoded in our calculus. Here, we instead give an informal
description for our current aircraft model. In Fig. 4, we show the true initial
aircraft position (1), and the true position at three later time steps, denoted by
(2), (3), and (4). In addition, for each of these time steps, we show the empirical
SMC approximations to the distributions for Xn | Y0:n, where n is increasing
for each of the four positions. Step (1) is further broken down into substeps
(1.1)-(1.4). The empirical approximations are given by a set of weighted random
samples, where the weights are indicated by the sizes of each individual sample.
We give the details for each time step in Fig. 4 below.

(1.1) Begin by drawing many samples from U(0, 100). These samples represent
the distribution for X0, the initial horizontal position.

(1.2) Consider the first observation Y0, given by the sensors at time step 0. For
each drawn sample in (1.1), the relative likelihood of seeing the particular
observation Y0 varies. For example, the position (1) in Fig. 4 is much more
likely to have produced the sensor reading Y0 compared to (3) (since (1) is
in fact the true position). Because of this, we weight each sample according
to the observation Y0. Logically, we see that positions with ground elevation
similar to the true position (1) are assigned the most weight.

(1.3) Next, we take the set of weighted particles from the previous time step
and resample them according to their weights. That is, we draw (with re-
placement) a set of new samples from the previous set of samples, based on
their relative weights. We see that the samples with high weight are indeed
the ones to survive this resampling step. Note that after resampling, we also
reset the weights (which is required for correctness).

(1.4) For each sample of X0, draw from the distribution of X1 | X0 to propagate
it forwards by one time step.

(2) At this point, we have completed many iterations of the above four sub-
steps—the exception being that in the first sub-step, we don’t draw from
U(0, 100), but instead reuse the set of particles from the previous step. We
see that the set of samples now correctly cluster on the true position.

(3) Here, we have flown over a body of water for some time. Due to this, the
recent sensor readings have not been very informative, and the set of samples
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let observations = [c0, c1, c2, . . . , ct−1] in

let observe x o = weight(fN (elevation x, 2, o)) in

let sim xn o = observe xn o; sampleN (xn + 2, 1) in

let x0 = sampleU (0, 100) in

let xt = foldl sim x0 observations in

observe xt ct; xt

Fig. 5: The aircraft model, encoded as a program tair . We assume that the
elevation function is previously defined, and that foldl implements a standard
left fold. For various empirical visualizations of this model (for increasing sets of
observations), see Fig. 4.

have diverged slightly, representing the increased uncertainty in the aircraft’s
position.

(4) When encountering more varied terrain once again, the uncertainty is re-
duced, and the set of samples again cluster more closely on the true position.

The key step in every SMC algorithm is the resampling step illustrated above.
Resampling allows for focusing the empirical approximations on regions of the
sample space with high probability, yielding efficient inference for many models
of practical interest. For instance, SMC is commonly used in tracking problems
[1,20].

It is also possible to encode the example as a program in the calculus from
Section 3. This is done in Fig. 5. The real numbers c0, c1, c2, . . . , ct in the program
correspond to the observations of Y0:t.

B Definitions and Proofs

In this appendix, we prove lemmas found throughout the main article. First, we
introduce measure theory and Borel spaces (Section B.1), and define pointwise
convergence of functions (Section B.2). Then, we introduce metric spaces and
their properties (Section B.3), and look closer at the measure space (S,S, µS)
(Section B.4) and the measurable space (T, T ) (Section B.5). In Section B.6 and
Section B.7, we establish further results required for proving the measurability
of rt and ft (Section B.8), and rt,n and ft,n (Section B.9). Lastly, we look at
the bootstrap particle filter kernels kt,n and induced proposal measures 〈t〉n
(Section B.10).

B.1 Preliminaries: Measure Theory and Borel Spaces

This section gives fundamental definitions and lemmas from measure theory,
and defines Borel spaces. For a more pedagogical introduction to the subject, we
recommend McDonald and Weiss [28].

Definition 27. Let A be a set. We say that A ⊂ P(A) is a σ-algebra on A if
(1) A 6= ∅, (2) if A ∈ A, then Ac ∈ A, and (3) if {An}n ⊂ A is countable, then
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⋃
nAn ∈ A. Furthermore, we call (A,A) a measurable space if A is a σ-algebra

on A.

Definition 28. Let (A,A) and (A′,A′) be measurable spaces. A function f :
A → A′ is called measurable if f−1(A′) ∈ A for each A′ ∈ A′. To indicate
that a function is measurable with respect to specific measurable spaces, we write
f : (A,A)→ (A′,A′).
Definition 29. Let (A,A) be a measurable space, and let R∗+ = R+ ∪ {∞}. A
function µ : A → R∗+ is called a measure if (1) µ(A) ≥ 0 for all A ∈ A, (2)
µ(∅) = 0, and (3) if {An}n ⊂ A is countable, and such that Ai ∩ Aj = ∅ for
i 6= j, then µ (

⋃
nAn) =

∑
n µ(An). Furthermore, we call (A,A, µ) a measure

space if A is a σ-algebra on A, and µ is a measure on A.

Definition 30. Let (A,A, µ) be a measure space. We say that the measure µ
is a sub-probability measure if µ(A) < 1, a probability measure if µ(A) = 1,
finite if µ(A) < ∞, and σ-finite if there exists a countable set {An}n such that⋃
nAn = A and µ(An) <∞ for each An.

Definition 31. Let A be a set, and A ⊂ P(A). We denote by σ(A) the smallest
σ-algebra such that A ⊂ σ(A) ⊂ P(A).

Definition 32. Let A ⊂ P(A) and A ⊂ A. We define A|A = {A′∩A | A′ ∈ A}.
A|A is known as the restriction of A on A.

Lemma 14. If (A,A) is a measurable space, and A ∈ A, then A|A = {A′ ⊂ A |
A′ ∈ A}. Furthermore, (A,A|A) is a measurable space.

Proof. See Papadimitrakis [33, Proposition 1.8].

Definition 33. Denote by On the standard set of all open sets in Rn. We let
Bn = σ(On), Bn+ = Bn|Rn+ , and Bn[0,1] = Bn|[0,1]n . Bn is known as the Borel

σ-algebra on Rn. Furthermore, we define B = B1, B+ = B1
+, and B[0,1] = B1

[0,1].

Definition 34. Let (A,A, µ) be a measure space and f : (A,A) → (R,B) be
a measurable function. For A ∈ A, we denote by

∫
A
f(a)dµ(a) the standard

Lebesgue integral of f over A with respect to µ.

Definition 35. Let (A,A, µ) be a measure space. We say that a property holds
µ almost everywhere, or µ-ae for short, if there is a set B ∈ A of µ-measure 0
such that the property holds on A \B.

When µ is a (sub-)probability measure, the term “almost surely” is used inter-
changeably with “almost everywhere”.

Lemma 15. Let (A,A, µ) be a measure space. If f : (A,A) → (R+,B+) is a
measurable function, then µ′(A) =

∫
A
f(a)dµ(a) is a measure on (A,A). We say

that f is a density of µ′ with respect to µ. Also, if µ and µ′ are σ-finite measures
on (A,A), then f is unique µ-ae and is denoted with fµ′ .

Proof. See, e.g., Papadimitrakis [28, Exercise 4.61 and Theorem 6.10].
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B.2 Preliminaries: Convergence

In this section, we recall the definition of pointwise convergence of sequences of
functions. Convergence is used to define correctness in Section 5.3 and Sec-
tion 6.2. For a more comprehensive introduction to convergence, we recom-
mend McDonald and Weiss [28].

Definition 36. Let {xn}n∈N be a sequence of real numbers, and x a real number.
We say that limn→∞ xn = x if for all ε > 0, there exists an N such that |xn−x| <
ε for all n > N .

Definition 37. Let {fn : A→ R}n∈N be a sequence of functions, and f : A→ R
a function. We say that limn→∞ fn = f pointwise if for all x ∈ A, it holds that
limn→∞ fn(x) = f(x).

In particular, we say that limn→∞ fn = f µ-ae if the sequence fn converges
pointwise to f , except on a set of µ-measure 0.

B.3 Preliminaries: Metric Spaces

Definition 38. Given a space M, a function d : M×M→ R∗+ is called a metric
on M if for all m,m′ ∈M

1. d(m,m′) = 0 ⇐⇒ m = m′

2. d(m,m′) = d(m′,m)
3. d(m,m′′) ≤ d(m,m′) + d(m′,m′′)

Furthermore, we call (M, d) a metric space if d : M ×M → R∗+ is a metric on
M.

Definition 39. For n ∈ N, we let

dRn((x1, x2, . . . , xn), (y1, y2, . . . , yn)) = |x1−y1|+ |x2−y2|+ · · ·+ |xn−yn|, (25)

and dR = dR1 . It is easy to verify that dRn is a metric for each n.

Definition 40. Let d : M×M → R∗+ be a metric, and let M ⊂ M. We denote
by d|M : M ×M → R∗+ the restriction of d to M . It is easy to verify that d|M is
in fact a metric.

Definition 41. We let dR+ = dR|R+ and d[0,1] = dR|[0,1].

Definition 42. A subset M ⊂ M of a metric space is called dense if for all
m ∈M and ε > 0, there exists m′ ∈M such that d(m,m′) < ε.

Definition 43. A metric space is called separable if it has a countable dense
subset.

Lemma 16. For every n ∈ N, (Rn, dRn) is a separable metric space.
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Proof. Standard result which follows from the fact that Qn is a countable dense
subset.

Definition 44. The Borel σ-algebra induced by a separable metric space (M, d)
is defined as

B(M,d) = σ({B(M,d)(r,m) | m ∈M, r ∈ R+}) (26)

where B(M,d)(r,m) = {m′ ∈ M | d(m,m′) < r} is known as the ball of radius r
centered at m (in M). We call the tuple (M,B(M,d)) the Borel space corresponding
to (M, d).

Lemma 17. B(Rn,dRn ) = Bn,

Proof. Standard result in topology.

Lemma 18. Let A ⊂ P(A) and ∅ 6= A ⊂ A. Then σ(A|A) = σ(A)|A.

Proof. See Papadimitrakis [33, Theorem 1.2].

Lemma 19. Let (M, d) be a separable metric space, (M,B(M,d)) the correspond-
ing Borel space, and ∅ 6= M ∈ B(M,d). Then (M,d|M ) is a separable metric space,
and B(M,d|M ) = B(M,d)|M .

Proof. That (M,d|M ) is separable is a standard result in topology. The second
part follows from Munkres [29, Exercise 1, p. 133] together with Lemma 18. We
will not give the details here, since this requires more definitions and results
from topology.

Lemma 20. B(Rn+,dR+ ) = Bn+ and B([0,1]n,d[0,1]) = Bn[0,1].

Proof. By Lemma 17 and Lemma 19.

B.4 The Measure Space (S,S, µS)

Lemma 1. (S,S) is a measurable space.

Proof. We have to show that S is a σ-algebra:

1. Clearly, S 6= ∅.
2. S ∈ S =⇒ Sc ∈ S.

Sc =

( ⋃

n∈N0

Bn

)c
=
⋃

n∈N0

Bcn (27)

Since Bcn ∈ Bn[0,1], the implication holds.

3. {Si}i ⊂ S =⇒ ⋃
i Si ∈ S.

⋃

i

Si =
⋃

i

⋃

n∈N0

Bn,i =
⋃

n∈N0

⋃

i

Bn,i (28)

Since
⋃
iBn,i ∈ Bn[0,1], the implication holds.
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Lemma 2. (S,S, µS) is a measure space. Furthermore, µS is σ-finite.

Proof. We begin by showing that µS is a measure.

1. µS(S) ≥ 0, S ∈ S. Follows since

µS(S) = µS

( ⋃

n∈N0

Bn

)
=
∑

n∈N0

λn(Bn) ≥
∑

n∈N0

0 = 0. (29)

2. µS(∅) = 0. Follows since

µS(∅) = µS

( ⋃

n∈N0

∅
)

=
∑

n∈N0

λn(∅) = 0. (30)

3. If {Si}i ⊂ S with Sj ∩ Sk = ∅ for j 6= k, then µS (
⋃
i Si) =

∑
i µS(Si)

µS

(⋃

i

Si

)
= µS

(⋃

i

⋃

n∈N0

Bi,n

)

= µS

( ⋃

n∈N0

⋃

i

Bi,n

)

=
∑

n∈N0

λn

(⋃

i

Bi,n

)
(By definition of µS)

=
∑

n∈N0

∑

i

λn (Bi,n) (The Bi,n are disjoint)

=
∑

i

∑

n∈N0

λn (Bi,n)

=
∑

i

µS(Si)

(31)

Next, we need to show that µS is σ-finite. To do this, we show that there is a
sequence {Si}i ⊂ S, µS(Si) < ∞ for all i, such that

⋃
i Si = S. We can choose

these Si simply as Si = [0, 1]
i
, i ∈ N0. Trivially,

⋃
i Si = S, and µS(Si) =

λn([0, 1]
i
) = 1 <∞.

We now define a metric on S.

Definition 45. Let ci and c′i denote the ith element of s ∈ S and s′ ∈ S,
respectively.

dS(s, s′) =

{∑|s|
i=1 |ci − c′i| if |s| = |s′|

∞ otherwise
(32)

Lemma 21. (S, dS) is a separable metric space.
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Proof. Consider SQ =
⋃
n∈N0

([0, 1] ∩Q)
n
. It is easy to verify that SQ is a count-

able dense subset of S, from which the result follows.

Lemma 22. B(S,dS) = S.

Proof. Informally, this follows since S is the union of a countable set of isolated
subspaces (the distance from each element in a subset to all elements of other
subsets is ∞) which are all isomorphic to Rn, for some n ∈ N0.

More formally, note that S = σ
(⋃

n∈N0
Bn[0,1]

)
. Clearly, by definition,

⋃

n∈N0

Bn[0,1] ⊂ B(S,dS). (33)

Hence,

S = σ

( ⋃

n∈N0

Bn[0,1]

)
⊂ σ(B(S,dS)) = B(S,dS). (34)

Next, because the distance between traces of different length is ∞, we note
that

B(S,dS) = σ({B(S,dS)(r, s) | s ∈ S, r ∈ R+}) ⊂ σ
( ⋃

n∈N0

Bn[0,1]

)
= S. (35)

The result follows.

B.5 The Measurable Space (T,T )

Lemma 23. The tnp are bijections.

Proof. It is easy to verify that tnp is both one-to-one and onto.

Lemma 24. Ttnp is a σ-algebra.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 23, and because Bn is a σ-algebra for each n ∈ N0.

Lemma 3. (T, T ) is a measurable space.

Proof. We have to show that T is a σ-algebra.

1. Clearly, T 6= ∅.
2. T ∈ T =⇒ T c ∈ T .

T c =


 ⋃

n∈N0

⋃

tnp∈Tnp

tnp (Bn)



c

=
⋃

n∈N0

⋃

tnp∈Tnp

tnp (Bn)
c

(36)

Since tnp (Bn)
c ∈ Ttnp , the implication holds.
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3. {Ti}i ⊂ T =⇒ ⋃
i Ti ∈ T .

⋃

i

Ti =
⋃

i

⋃

n∈N0

⋃

tnp∈Tnp

tnp (Bn,i) =
⋃

n∈N0

⋃

tnp∈Tnp

⋃

i

tnp (Bn,i) (37)

Since
⋃
i t
n
p (Bn,i) ∈ Ttnp , the implication holds.

Definition 46.

dT(c1, c2) = |c1 − c2|
dT(λx.t, λx.t′) = dT(t, t′)

dT(x, x) = 0

dT(t1 t2, t
′
1 t′2) = dT(t1, t2) + dT(t′1, t

′
2)

dT(if t1 then t2 else t3,

if t′1 then t′2 else t′3) = dT(t1, t
′
1) + dT(t2, t

′
2) + dT(t3, t

′
3)

dT(g(t1, . . . , t|g|), G(t′1, . . . , t
′
|g|)) = dT(t1, t

′
1) + · · ·+ dT(t|g|, t

′
|g|)

dT(sampleD(t1, . . . , t|D|),

sampleD(t′1, . . . , t
′
|D|)) = dT(t1, t

′
1) + · · ·+ dT(t|D|, t

′
|D|)

dT(weight(t), weight(t′)) = dT(t, t′)

dT(t, t′) =∞ if none of the above applies

(38)

Note that distances between terms are taken modulo α-conversion. Hence,

dT(λx.x, λy.y) = 0, (39)

but

dT(λx.λy.x, λx.λy.y) =∞ (40)

Lemma 25. (T, dT) is a separable metric space.

Proof. Replace T with a language where constants are rational. This is a count-
able dense subset of T, and the result follows.

Lemma 26. B(T,dT) = T .

Proof. As for Lemma 22, the result follows since T is the union of a countable
set of isolated subsets which are all isomorphic to Rn, for some n ∈ N0.

We now extend the above metric to evaluation contexts.
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Definition 47.

dE([·], [·]) = 0

dE(E1 t1,E2 t2) = dE(E1,E2) + dE(t1, t2)

dE((λx.t1) E1, (λx.t2) E2) = dE(t1, t2) + dE(E1,E2)

dE(if E then t1 else t2,

if E′ then t′1 else t′2) = dE(E1,E
′) + dE(t1, t

′
1)

+ dE(t2, t
′
2)

dE(g(c1, . . . , cm,E, tm+2, . . . , t|g|),

g(c′1, . . . , c
′
m,E

′, t′m+2, . . . , t
′
|g|)) = dE(c1, c

′
1) + · · ·+ dE(cm, c

′
m)

+ dE(E,E′)

+ dE(tm+2, t
′
m+2)

+ · · ·+ dE(t|g|, t
′
|g|)

dE(sampleD(c1, . . . , cm,E, tm+2, . . . , t|D|),

sampleD(c′1, . . . , c
′
m,E

′, t′m+2, . . . , t
′
|D|)) = dE(c1, c

′
1) + · · ·+ dE(cm, c

′
m)

+ dE(E,E′)

+ dE(tm+2, t
′
m+2)

+ · · ·+ dE(t|g|, t
′
|g|)

dE(weight(E1), weight(E2)) = dE(E1,E2)

dE(E,E′) =∞ if none of the above applies
(41)

Definition 48. The set of reducible expressions is given by

r ::= (λx.t) v | g(c1, . . . , c|g|) | sampleD(c1, . . . , c|D|)

| if true then t1 else t2 | if false then t1 else t2

| weight(c) | resample
(42)

Lemma 27. dT(E1[t1],E2[t2]) ≤ dE(E1,E2) + dT(t1, t2).

Proof. Follows by induction over the structure of E1 and E2. For a partial proof,
see Borgström et al. [5, Lemma 63].

Lemma 28. If dE(E1,E2) =∞, then dT(E1[r1],E2[r2]) =∞ for all r1 and r2.

Proof. Follows by induction over the structure of E1. For a partial proof, see
Borgström et al. [5, Lemma 64].

Lemma 29. dT(E1[r1],E2[r2]) = dE(E1,E2) + dT(r1, r2).

Proof. Follows by induction over the structure of E1 and E2. The proof uses
Lemma 28 and is otherwise similar to Lemma 27.

Lemma 30. dT(E1[v1],E2[v2]) = dE(E1,E2) + dT(v1,v2).
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Proof. Analogous to the proof for Lemma 29.

Lemma 31. dT([x 7→ v1]t1, [x 7→ v2]t2) ≤ dT(t1, t2) + k · dT(v1,v2), where k is
the maximum of the number of occurrences of x in t1 and t2.

Proof. The result follows immediately if dT(t1, t2) = ∞. Therefore, assume
dT(t1, t2) < ∞. We now proceed by induction over the structure of t1 and
t2.

– Case t1 = c1, t2 = c2. We have

dT([x 7→ v1]c1, [x 7→ v2]c2) = dT(c1, c2). (43)

The result follows immediately.
– Case t1 = (λx′.t′1), t2 = (λx′.t′2). By using the induction hypothesis, we

have
dT([x 7→ v1](λx′.t′1), [x 7→ v2](λx′.t′2))

= dT([x 7→ v1]t′1, [x 7→ v2]t′2)

≤ dT(t′1, t
′
2) + k · dT(v1,v2)

= dT(λx′.t′1, λx
′.t′2) + k · dT(v1,v2)

(44)

because the number of occurrences k of x are the same in (λx′.t) and t.
– Case t1 = x′, t2 = x′. In this case, we have two subcases: either x = x′ or
x 6= x′. In the case x = x′,

dT([x 7→ v1]x′, [x 7→ v2]x′) = dT(v1,v2) (45)

and the result follows immediately (k = 1). In the case x 6= x′,

dT([x 7→ v1]x′, [x 7→ v2]x′) = dT(x′, x′) = 0. (46)

and the result follows immediately (k = 0).
– Case t1 = t′1 t′2, t2 = t′′1 t′′2 . By using the induction hypothesis, we have

dT([x 7→ v1](t′1 t′2),

[x 7→ v2](t′′1 t′′2)) = dT([x 7→ v1]t′1 [x 7→ v1]t′2,

[x 7→ v2]t′′1 [x 7→ v2]t′′2)

= dT([x 7→ v1]t′1, [x 7→ v2]t′′1)

+ dT([x 7→ v1]t′2, [x 7→ v2]t′′2)

≤ dT(t′1, t
′′
1) + k1 · dT(v1,v2)

+ dT(t′2, t
′′
2) + k2 · dT(v1,v2)

(47)

where k1 + k2 = k, by definition. Now

dT(t′1, t
′′
1) + k1 · dT(v1,v2) + dT(t′2, t

′′
2)

+k2 · dT(v1,v2) = dT(t′1, t
′′
1) + dT(t′2, t

′′
2)

+ k · dT(v1,v2)

= dT(t1, t2) + k · dT(v1,v2).

(48)

– The remaining cases follow by largely similar arguments.
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B.6 Preliminaries: Measure Theory and Metric Spaces, Continued

Definition 49. Given a finite set of measurable spaces {(Ai,Ai)}ni=1, we define
the product σ-algebra on×n

i=1
Ai as

n⊗

i=1

Ai = σ

({
n×
i=1

Ai | Ai ∈ Ai
})

. (49)

where× denotes the usual Cartesian product of sets.

Lemma 32. Let

– (A,A) and (A′,A′) be measurable spaces,
– f : A→ A′ be a function,
– {Ai}i be a countable set of elements of A such that

⋃
iAi = A,

– Ai = {A ∈ A | A ⊂ Ai}, and
– fi = f |Ai be the restriction of f to Ai.

Then f : (A,A) → (A′,A′) is measurable iff fi : (Ai,Ai) → (A′,A′) is measur-
able for each i.

Proof. See Billingsley [2, Problem 13.1].

Definition 50. Given a finite set of metric spaces {(Mi, di)}ni=1, we can form
the product metric space (

n×
i=1

Mi,
n∑

i=1

di

)
, (50)

where
∑n
i=1 di is the Manhattan metric formed from the component metrics di.

Lemma 33. Let {(Mi, di)}ni=1 be a set of separable metric spaces. Then

(
n×
i=1

Mi,

n∑

i=1

di

)
(51)

is a separable metric space, and

B(×ni=1 Mi,
∑n
i=1 di)

=

n⊗

i=1

B(Mi,di). (52)

Proof. See Kallenberg [22, Lemma 1.2].

Definition 51. Given metric spaces (M1, dM1
) and (M2, dM2

), a function f :
M1 → M2 is continuous if for each m ∈ M1 and ε > 0, there is a δ > 0 such
that for all m′ ∈M1, dM1(m,m′) < δ =⇒ dM2(f(m), f(m′)) < ε.

Lemma 34. If a function f : M1 → M2 between metric spaces (M1, dM1) and
(M2, dM2) is continuous, it is measurable with respect to the induced Borel σ-
algebras B(M1,dM1

) and B(M2,dM2
).
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Correctness of Sequential Monte Carlo for Probabilistic Programming 45

Proof. See Kallenberg [22, Lemma 1.5].

Lemma 35. Let A ⊂ P(A). Furthermore, let (A′,A′), and (A, σ(A)) be mea-
surable spaces. Then f : (A′,A′)→ (A, σ(A)) is measurable iff f−1(A) ∈ A′ for
each A ∈ A.

Proof. The “only if” part is trivial. We now show the “if” part. Consider the
set B = {A ∈ P(A) | f−1(A) ∈ A′}. Obviously, A ⊂ B. Furthermore, from
properties of the preimage, it is easy to check that B is a σ-algebra. Therefore,
σ(A) ⊂ B, and f−1(A) ∈ A′ for each A ∈ σ(A). Hence, f is measurable.

Lemma 36. Let
{fi : (A,A)→ (Ai,Ai)}ni=1 (53)

be a finite set of measurable functions. Then

f = (f1, f2, . . . , fn) : (A,A)→
(

n×
i=1

Ai,
n⊗

i=1

Ai
)

(54)

is measurable.

Proof. By Lemma 35, it suffices to check that f−1(A×) ∈ A, for all A× ∈
{×n

i=1
Ai | Ai ∈ Ai}. Hence, for all A× =×n

i=1
Ai, by properties of the preimage

and the measurability of the fi,

f−1(A×) = f−1

(
n×
i=1

Ai

)
=

n⋂

i=1

f−1
i (Ai) ∈ A. (55)

The result follows.

B.7 The Big-Step Function Induced by a Small-Step Relation.

Assume there is a small-step relation → which can be regarded as a measurable
function

→: (A′,A|A′)→ (A,A), (56)

with A′ ∈ A. We complete this function, forming the function step→ : A→ A.

Definition 52. step→ = → ∪ id|A\A′ .

Lemma 37. step→ : (A,A)→ (A,A) is measurable.

Proof. It holds that A = (A ∩A′) ∪ (A ∩A′c) for any A ∈ A. Hence,

step−1
→ (A) = step−1

→ ((A ∩A′) ∪ (A ∩A′c))
= step−1

→ (A ∩A′) ∪ step−1
→ (A ∩A′c)

= →−1(A ∩A′) ∪ id−1(A ∩A′c)
(57)

Because → and id are measurable, we have step−1
→ (A) ∈ A, as required.
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46 D. Lundén et al.

In the following, we use the notation

stepn→ = step→ ◦ step→ ◦ . . . ◦ step→︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

(58)

with n ∈ N0. Next, assume that we have a measurable function extract :
(A,A)→ (H,H). We require that H has a bottom element ⊥ (such that {⊥} ∈
H) and that H is equipped with a flat partial order ≤H (i.e., the smallest partial
order with ⊥ ≤H h for all h ∈ H). Furthermore, we require that extract has the
following property with respect to the function step→.

Condition 1 extract(a) ≤H extract(step→(a))

Lemma 38. extract(a) 6= ⊥ =⇒ ∀n > 0. extract(a) = extract(stepn→(a))

Proof. If extract(a) 6= ⊥, then extract(a) ≤H h implies extract(a) = h. From this
and by Condition 1, we must have extract(a) = extract(step→(a)). The result
now follows by induction.

Now, we make the following definition.

Definition 53. final→,extract = sup{extract ◦ stepn→ | n ∈ N0} where the supre-
mum is taken with respect to the pointwise order on functions induced by ≤H.

Lemma 39. final→,extract exists.

Proof. Take an arbitrary a ∈ A. From (1) and Lemma 38, we must have

∃n ∈ N. ∀m ≥ n. extract ◦ stepn→(a) = extract ◦ stepm→(a) = h(a). (59)

The function mapping a to h(a) for all a is the only upper bound of the set.
Hence, the supremum necessarily exists.

Lemma 40. final→,extract : (A,A)→ (H,H) is measurable.

Proof. This proof is based on Borgström et al. [5, Lemma 89]. Let fn = extract ◦
stepn→. The function fn is clearly measurable, since it is a composition of mea-
surable functions (stepn→ is measurable as a consequence of Lemma 37). Next,
let sup fn = final→,extract , and pick an arbitrary H ∈ H such that ⊥ 6∈ H. Then

(sup fn)
−1

(H) =
⋃

n

f−1
n (H), (60)

which is measurable by definition. Also,

(sup fn)
−1

({⊥}) =
⋂

n

f−1
n ({⊥}) (61)

is also measurable by definition. Now assume ⊥ ∈ H. Then

(sup fn)
−1

(H) = (sup fn)
−1

((H \ {⊥}) ∪ {⊥})
= (sup fn)

−1
(H \ {⊥}) ∪ (sup fn)

−1
({⊥}),

(62)

which is also measurable by (60) and (61).
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We summarize all of the above in the following lemma.

Lemma 41. Given

1. a measurable function →: (A′,A|A′)→ (A,A), and
2. a measurable space (H,H) equipped with a flat partial order ≤H (we require
{⊥} ∈ H), and

3. a measurable function extract : (A,A)→ (H,H), such that for all a ∈ A,

extract(a) ≤H extract(step→(a)) (63)

where step→ = → ∪ id|A\A′ ,
the function final→,extract = sup{extract ◦ stepn→ | n ∈ N0} : (A,A) → (H,H)
exists and is measurable

B.8 The Measurable Functions rt and ft

In this section, we prove that rt and ft are measurable. We follow the proof
strategy from Borgström et al. [5].

Condition 2 We require that, for each identifier D ∈ D, the function

F−1
D : (R|D| × [0, 1],B|D| ⊗ B[0,1])→ (R,B) (64)

is measurable.

Condition 3 We require that, for each identifier g ∈ G, the function

σg : (R|g|,B|g|)→ (R,B) (65)

is measurable.

Definition 54.

TApp = {E[(λx.t) v] | E ∈ E, ((λx.t) v) ∈ T}
TPrim = {E[g(c1, . . . , c|g|)] | E ∈ E, g ∈ G, (c1, . . . , c|g|) ∈ R|g|}

TIfTrue = {E[if true then t1 else t2] | E ∈ E, t1 ∈ T, t2 ∈ T}
TIfFalse = {E[if false then t1 else t2] | E ∈ E, t1 ∈ T, t2 ∈ T}

Td = TApp ∪ TPrim ∪ TIfTrue ∪ TIfFalse

(66)

Lemma 42. TApp, TPrim, TIfTrue, TIfFalse, and Td are T -measurable.

Proof. We can write all of these sets as countable unions of sets of the form
tnp (Rn). Hence, they must be T -measurable.

Definition 55.

TApp = T |TApp
TPrim = T |TPrim

TIfTrue = T |TIfTrue
TIfFalse = T |TIfFalse

Td = T |Td .
(67)
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48 D. Lundén et al.

Lemma 43. TApp, TPrim, TIfTrue, TIfFalse, and Td are σ-algebras.

Proof. By Lemma 14.

Lemma 44.

B(TApp,dT) = TApp B(TPrim,dT) = TPrim
B(TIfTrue,dT) = TIfTrue B(TIfFalse,dT) = TIfFalse

B(Td,dT) = Td.
(68)

Proof. By Lemma 26 and Lemma 19.

Definition 56.

stepApp(E[(λx.t) v]) = E[[x 7→ v]t] (69)

stepPrim(E[g(c1, . . . , c|g|)]) = E[σg(c1, . . . , c|g|)] (70)

stepIfTrue(E[if true then t1 else t2]) = E[t1] (71)

stepIfFalse(E[if false then t1 else t2]) = E[t2] (72)

Lemma 45. →Det= stepApp ∪ stepPrim ∪ stepIfTrue ∪ stepIfFalse

Proof. By inspection.

Lemma 46. The relation →Det is a function.

Proof. The functions stepApp, stepPrim, stepIfTrue, and stepIfFalse have disjoint
domains. It follows that →Det is a function.

Lemma 47. stepApp : (TApp, TApp)→ (T, T ) is measurable.

Proof. We show that stepApp is continuous as a function between the metric
spaces (TApp, dT) and (T, dT). By Lemma 44 and Lemma 34, the result then
follows.

Pick arbitrary E[(λx.t) v] ∈ TApp and ε > 0. Following Definition 51, we
want to show that there exists a δ > 0 such that for all E′[(λx.t′) v′] ∈ TApp,

dT(E[(λx.t) v],E′[(λx.t′) v′]) < δ =⇒ dT(E[[x 7→ v]t],E′[[x 7→ v′]t′]) < ε
(73)

By applying Lemma 27, Lemma 31, and Lemma 29 (in that order), we have

dT(E[[x 7→ v]t],

E′[[x 7→ v′]t′]) ≤ dE(E,E′) + dT([x 7→ v]t, [x 7→ v′]t′)

≤ dE(E,E′) + dT(t, t′) + k · dT(v,v′)

≤ (k + 1) · (dE(E,E′) + dT(t, t′) + dT(v,v′))

= (k + 1) · (dE(E,E′) + dT((λx.t) v, (λx.t′) v′))

= (k + 1) · dT(E[(λx.t) v],E′[(λx.t′) v′])

(74)

Hence, we see that by selecting δ = ε
k+1 , we get the implication (73) and the

function is continuous, and hence measurable.
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Correctness of Sequential Monte Carlo for Probabilistic Programming 49

Lemma 48. stepPrim : (TPrim, TPrim)→ (T, T ) is measurable.

Proof. Define
unbox (E[g(c1, . . . , c|g|)]) = (c1, . . . , c|g|)

boxE(c) = (E[c]).
(75)

For any E′[g(c′1, . . . , c
′
|g|)] ∈ TPrim, by Lemma 29, we have

dR|g|((c1, . . . , c|g|),

(c′1, . . . , c
′
|g|)) = dR(c1, c2) + · · ·+ dR(c|g|, c

′
|g|)

≤ dE(E,E′) + dT(c1, c2) + · · ·+ dT(c|g|, c
′
|g|)

= dE(E[g(c1, . . . , c|g|)],E[g(c1, . . . , c|g|)])

(76)

From this, it follows that unbox is continuous (set δ = ε) and hence measurable.
Furthermore,

dT(E[c],E[c′]) = dE(E,E) + dT(c, c′) = dT(c, c′), (77)

implying that boxE is continuous (set δ = ε) and measurable as well.
Lastly, we have

stepPrim =
⋃

E∈E

⋃

g∈G
boxE ◦ σg ◦ unbox . (78)

It holds that boxE ◦ σg ◦ unbox is measurable (composition of measurable func-
tions) for each g and E. Because E and G are countable, by Lemma 32, stepPrim

is measurable.

Lemma 49. stepIfTrue : (TIfTrue, TIfTrue)→ (T, T ) is measurable.

Proof. We show that stepIfTrue is continuous as a function between the metric
spaces (TIfTrue, dT) and (T, dT). By Lemma 44 and Lemma 34, the result then
follows.

Pick arbitrary E[if true then t1 else t2] ∈ TIfTrue and ε > 0. Following
Definition 51, we want to show that there exists a δ > 0 such that for all
E′[if true then t′1 else t′2] ∈ TIfTrue,

dT(E[if true then t1 else t2],E′[if true then t′1 else t′2]) < δ

=⇒ dT(E[t1],E′[t′1]) < ε
(79)

We have

dT(E[t1],E′[t′1]) ≤ dE(E,E′) + dT(t1, t
′
1)

≤ dE(E,E′) + dT(t1, t
′
1) + dT(t2, t

′
2)

= dT(E[if true then t1 else t2],

E′[if true then t′1 else t′2])

(80)

Hence, we see that by selecting δ = ε, we get the implication (79) and the
function is continuous, and hence measurable.
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Lemma 50. stepIfFalse : (TIfFalse, TIfFalse)→ (T, T ) is measurable.

Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 49

Lemma 51. →Det: (Td, Td)→ (T, T ) is measurable.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 45 and Lemma 32.

Let us now make the following definition

Definition 57. extract→Det
(t) =

{
t if t 6∈ Td
⊥ otherwise.

With T⊥ = T∪{⊥}, and T⊥ the corresponding least σ-algebra such that T ⊂ T⊥
(which must necessarily contain {⊥}), we have the following lemma.

Lemma 52. extract→Det
: (T, T )→ (T⊥, T⊥) is measurable.

Proof. We have extract→Det
= id|Tcd ∪ ⊥|Td , where ⊥ here denotes the constant

function producing ⊥. Because id, ⊥, and Td are measurable, the result follows
by Lemma 32.

Definition 58. The partial order ≤d is the least partial order on T⊥ with ⊥ ≤d
t.

Lemma 53.

extract→Det
(t) ≤d extract→Det

(step→Det
(t)), (81)

where step→Det
= →Det ∪ id|T\Td .

Proof. Consider first t ∈ Td. We then have extract→Det
(t) = ⊥ by definition, and

the result holds immediately. Now consider t 6∈ Td. By definition, step→Det
(t) =

t, and the result holds.

Lastly, we apply Lemma 41 to get the measurable function final→Det
.

Definition 59. final→Det
= final→Det,extract→Det

: (T, T )→ (T⊥, T⊥)

We now proceed to the stochastic semantics.

Definition 60.

TSample = {E[sampleD(c1, . . . , c|D|)] | E ∈ E, D ∈ D, (82)

(c1, . . . , c|D|) ∈ R|D|} (83)

TWeight = {E[weight(c)] | E ∈ E, c ∈ R+} (84)

TResample = {E[resample] | E ∈ E, c ∈ R+} (85)

TDet = final−1
→Det

(V ∪ TSample ∪ TWeight ∪ TResample) (86)

\ (V ∪ TSample ∪ TWeight ∪ TResample) (87)

Ts = TDet ∪ TSample ∪ TWeight ∪ TResample (88)
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Lemma 54. TSample, TWeight, TResample, TDet, and Ts are T -measurable.

Proof. We can write the sets TSample, TWeight, and TResample as countable unions
of sets of the form tnp (Rn). Hence, they must be T -measurable. TDet is measur-
able because final→Det

is a measurable function, and V, TSample, TWeight, and
TResample are measurable. Finally, Ts is measurable because it is a finite union
of measurable sets.

The below Lemma allows us to ignore the element ⊥ introduced by the
function extract→Det

.

Lemma 55. final→Det
(Ts) ⊂ T

Proof. By definition, final→Det
(Ts) ⊂ V ∪ T′Sample ∪ T′Weight ∪ T′Resample. The

result follows.

Lemma 56. final→Det
|Ts : (T, T )→ (T, T ) is measurable.

Proof. The restriction of a measurable function to a measurable set is also a
measurable function (follows from Lemma 32). Furthermore, we can restrict the
codomain from (T⊥, T⊥) to (T, T ) as a result of Lemma 55 and by the definition
of (T⊥, T⊥).

Lemma 57. For T ⊂ Ts, T ∈ T , final→Det
|T : (T, T )→ (T, T ) is measurable.

Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 56.

Definition 61.

TDet = T |TDet
TSample = T |TSample

TWeight = T |TWeight
TResample = T |TResample

Ts = T |Ts .
(89)

Lemma 58. TDet, TSample, TWeight, TResample, and Ts are σ-algebras.

Proof. By Lemma 14.

Lemma 59.

B(TDet,dT) = TDet B(TSample,dT) = TSample B(TWeight,dT) = TWeight

B(TResample,dT) = TResample B(Ts,dT) = Ts.
(90)

Proof. By Lemma 26 and Lemma 19.

Definition 62. Let {Mi}ni=1 be a finite set of spaces. We define the j-th pro-
jection πj :×n

i=1
Mi →Mj as

πj(m1, . . . ,mj , . . . ,mn) = mj (91)

Lemma 60. If {Mi, di}ni=1 is a set of metric spaces, then πj is continuous as
a function between the product metric space

(×n

i=1
Mi,

∑n
i=1 di

)
and the metric

space (Mj , dj).
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Proof. Pick

(m1, . . . ,mj , . . . ,mn) ∈
n×
i=1

Mi (92)

and ε > 0. Now, for all

(m′1, . . . ,m
′
j , . . . ,m

′
n) ∈

n×
i=1

Mi, (93)

we have

dj(mj ,m
′
j) ≤

n∑

i=1

di(mi,m
′
i) (94)

Hence, by choosing δ = ε, we see that πj is continuous.

Definition 63.

stepDet = (final→Det
|TDet

◦ π1, π2, π3)

stepSample(E[sampleD(c1, . . . , c|D|)],

w, p :: s) = E[F−1
D (c1, . . . , c|D|, p)], w, s

stepWeight(E[weight(c)], w, s) = E[()], w · c, s
stepResample(E[resample], w, s) = E[()], w, s

(95)

Lemma 61. →= stepDet ∪ stepSample ∪ stepWeight ∪ stepResample.

Proof. By inspection.

Lemma 62. The relation → is a function.

Proof. The functions stepDet, stepSample, stepWeight, and stepResample have dis-
joint domains. It follows that → is a function.

Now, let S1: = S \ {()S}. We make the following definitions.

Definition 64. X = T× R+ × S and X = T ⊗ B+ ⊗ S.

Definition 65.

XDet = TDet × R+ × S
XSample = TSample × R+ × S1:

XWeight = TWeight × R+ × S
XResample = TResample × R+ × S,

Xs = XDet ∪ XSample ∪ XWeight ∪ XResample

(96)

Lemma 63. XDet,XSample,XWeight,XResample, and Xs are all X -measurable.

Proof. XDet,XSample,XWeight, and XResample are the Cartesian products of mea-
surable sets, hence measurable. Xs is a finite union of measurable sets, hence
measurable.
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Definition 66.

XDet = X|XDet
XSample = X|XSample

XWeight = X|XWeight
XResample = X|XResample

Xs = X|Xs
(97)

Lemma 64. XDet,XSample,XWeight,XResample, and Xs are σ-algebras.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 14.

Lemma 65. Let dX = dT + dR+ + dS. Then

B(X,dX) = X B(XDet,dX) = XDet B(XSample,dX) = XSample

B(XWeight,dX) = XWeight B(XResample,dX) = XResample B(Xs,dX) = Xs.
(98)

Furthermore, (X, dX) is a separable metric space.

Proof. Follows from Lemmas 25, 16, 19, 21, and 33.

Lemma 66. stepDet : (XDet,XDet)→ (X,X ) is measurable.

Proof. The projections π1,π2, and π3 are continuous and hence measurable. From
Lemma 57, final→Det

|TDet
is measurable, and therefore, so is the composition

final→Det
|TDet

◦ π1. By Lemma 36, the result now follows.

Lemma 67. stepSample : (XSample,XSample)→ (X,X ) is measurable.

Proof. Pick arbitrary E ∈ E and D ∈ D, and define

unbox (E[sampleD(c1, . . . , c|D|)]) = (c1, . . . , c|D|)

boxE(c) = (E[c]).
(99)

By copying the arguments from the proof of Lemma 48, unbox and boxE are
measurable. Next, define

head(p :: s) = p

tail(p :: s) = s.
(100)

Pick an arbitrary p :: s ∈ S1:. Clearly, by Lemma 19, (S1:, dS) is a separable
metric space. For any p′ :: s′ ∈ S1:, we have

dR(p, p′) ≤ dR(p, p′) + dS(s, s′) = dS(p :: s, p′ :: s′). (101)

By letting δ = ε, we see that head is continuous and hence measurable. Further-
more, by a similar argument, tail is continuous and measurable.

Now, we note that

stepSample =
⋃

E∈E

⋃

D∈D
(boxE ◦ F−1

D ◦ (unbox ◦ π1, head ◦ π2), π2, tail ◦ π3). (102)

By the measurability of the component functions, Lemma 36 (applied twice),
and Lemma 32, the result follows.
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Lemma 68. stepWeight : (XWeight,XWeight)→ (X,X ) is measurable.

Proof. Pick arbitrary E ∈ E and define

unbox (E[weight(c)]) = c

boxE(c)(c) = E[c]
(103)

By using similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 48, it holds that unbox
and box are measurable.

Now, we note that

stepWeight =
⋃

E∈E
(boxE ◦ unbox ◦ π1, (unbox ◦ π1) · π2, π3) (104)

Here, · denotes the pointwise function product. That is, for two functions f and g,
(f ·g)(x) = f(x) ·f(g). It is a standard result in measure theory that the function
product of two measurable functions is measurable. By the measurability of the
component functions, Lemma 36, and Lemma 32, the result now follows.

Lemma 69. stepResample : (XResample,XResample)→ (X,X ) is measurable.

Proof. Let eval(E[resample]) = E[()]. Clearly, eval is continuous and hence
measurable. Now,

stepResample =
⋃

E∈E
(eval ◦ π1, π2, π3). (105)

By the measurability of the component functions, Lemma 36, and Lemma 32,
the result now follows.

Lemma 70. →: (XDet,XDet)→ (X,X ) is measurable.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 45 and Lemma 32.

We make the following definitions.

Definition 67. extract→,term(t, w, s) =

{
t if t ∈ V, s = ()S
() otherwise

Definition 68. extract→,weight(t, w, s) =

{
w if t ∈ V, s = ()S
0 otherwise

Lemma 71. extract→,term : (X,X )→ (T, T ) is measurable.

Proof. Let S0 = {()S} and X = V × R+ × S0. We have extract→,term = π1|X ∪
()|Xc , where () here denotes the constant function producing (). Because id, (),
and X are measurable, the result follows by Lemma 32.

Lemma 72. extract→,weight : (X,X )→ (R+,B+) is measurable.
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Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 71.

Definition 69. ≤s,term is the least partial order on T such that () ≤s,term t.

Definition 70. ≤s,weight is the least partial order on R+ such that 0 ≤s,weight w.

With step→ = → ∪ id|X\Xs , we have the below lemmas.

Lemma 73. extract→,term(x) ≤s,term extract→,term(step→(x))

Proof. Consider first x ∈ Xs. Clearly, extract→,term(x) = () by definition and
the result holds immediately. Now consider x 6∈ Xs. By definition, step→(x) = x
and the result holds.

Lemma 74. extract→,weight(x) ≤s,weight extract→,weight(step→(x))

Proof. Analogous to Lemma 73.

Applying Lemma 41 twice, we get the measurable functions final→,term and
final→,weight.

Definition 71. final→,term = final→,extract→,term : (X,X )→ (T, T )

Definition 72. final→,weight = final→,extract→,weight
: (X,X )→ (R+,B+)

Lemma 75. rt(s) = final→,term(t, 1, s)

Proof. By construction.

Lemma 76. ft(s) = final→,weight(t, 1, s)

Proof. By construction.

Lemma 4. rt : (S,S)→ (T, T ) and ft : (S,S)→ (R+,B+) are measurable.

Proof. Because final→,term is measurable.

B.9 The Measurable Functions rt,n and ft,n

In this section, we prove that rt,n and ft,n are measurable. We follow the proof
strategy from Borgström et al. [5].

We start with the following definition.

Definition 73. Y = X× N0 and Y = Y⊗ P(N0).

Also, we require the following simple lemma.

Lemma 77. (N0, dR|N0
) is a separable metric space

Proof. N0 is a countable dense subset of itself.

We can now define sets corresponding to the domains for the rules Stoch-Fin
and Resample-Fin, and a domain for the relation ↪→ as a whole.
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Definition 74.

YStoch-Fin = (XDet ∪ XSample ∪ XWeight)× N0

YResample-Fin = XResample × N
Ys = YStoch-Fin ∪ YResample-Fin

(106)

Lemma 78. YStoch-Fin,YResample-Fin, and Ys are all Y-measurable.

Proof. YStoch-Fin and YResample-Fin are Cartesian products of measurable sets,
hence measurable. Ys is a finite union of measurable sets, hence measurable.

The following functions correspond to the rules Stoch-Fin and Resample-Fin.

Definition 75.

stepStoch-Fin = (→ ◦ π1, π2)|YStoch-Fin

stepResample-Fin = (stepResample ◦ π1, (n 7→ n− 1) ◦ π2)|YResample-Fin

(107)

Lemma 79. ↪→= stepStoch-Fin ∪ stepResample-Fin.

Proof. By inspection.

Lemma 80. ↪→ is a function.

Proof. The domains of the functions stepStoch-Fin and stepResample-Fin are dis-
joint. It follows that ↪→ is a function.

Definition 76.

YStoch-Fin = Y|YStoch-Fin
, YResample-Fin = Y|YResample-Fin

, Ys = Y|Ys (108)

Lemma 81. YStoch-Fin,YResample-Fin, and Ys are σ-algebras.

Proof. By Lemma 14.

Lemma 82. Let dY = dX + dR|N0
. Then

B(Y,dY) = Y, B(YStoch-Fin,dY) = YStoch-Fin,
B(YResample-Fin,dY) = YResample-Fin, B(Ys,dY) = Ys

(109)

Furthermore, (Y, dY) is a separable metric space.

Proof. Follows from Lemmas 65, 77, and 33.

Lemma 83. stepStoch-Fin : (YStoch-Fin,YStoch-Fin)→ (Y,Y) is measurable.

Proof. The projections π1 and π2 are clearly continuous and hence measurable.
Furthermore, from Lemma 70,→ is measurable. Because restrictions of measur-
able functions to measurable sets are measurable, and because compositions of
measurable functions are measurable, the result follows.
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Lemma 84. stepResample-Fin : (YResample-Fin,YResample-Fin)→ (Y,Y) is measur-
able.

Proof. From Lemma 69, it holds that stepResample is measurable. Clearly, (n 7→
n − 1) : P(N) → P(N0) is measurable (in fact, every function f : (X,P(X)) →
(Y,P(Y )) is measurable by the definition of P). Now, by using the same argu-
ment as in the proof of Lemma 83, the result follows.

Lemma 85. ↪→: (Ys,Ys)→ (Y,Y) is measurable.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 79 and Lemma 32.

With the measurability of ↪→ in place, we can define extract functions analo-
gously to Appendix B.8.

Definition 77.

extract ↪→,term(t, w, s, n) =





t if t ∈ V, s = ()S
t if t = E[resample], s = ()S, n = 0

() otherwise

(110)

Definition 78.

extract ↪→,weight(t, w, s, n) =





w if t ∈ V, s = ()S
w if t = E[resample], s = ()S, n = 0

0 otherwise

(111)

Lemma 86. extract ↪→,term : (Y,Y)→ (T, T ) is measurable.

Proof. Let Y = ((V×R+×S0)×P(N0))∪((TResample×R+×S0)×{0}). Clearly,
Y ∈ Y. We have extract ↪→,term = (π1 ◦ π1)|Y ∪ ()|Xc , where () here denotes the
constant function producing (). Because id, (), and Y are measurable, the result
follows by Lemma 32.

Lemma 87. extract ↪→,weight : (Y,Y)→ (R+,B+) is measurable.

Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 86.

Definition 79. ≤↪→,term is the least partial order on T such that () ≤↪→,term t.

Definition 80. ≤↪→,weight is the least partial order on R+ such that 0 ≤↪→,term
w.

With step↪→ = ↪→ ∪ id|Y\Ys , we have the below lemmas.

Lemma 88. extract ↪→,term(a) ≤↪→,term extract ↪→,term(step↪→(a))

Proof. Consider first y ∈ Ys. Clearly, extract→,term(y) = () by definition and
the result holds immediately. Now consider y 6∈ Ys. By definition, step→(x) = x
and the result holds.
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Lemma 89. extract ↪→,weight(a) ≤↪→,weight extract ↪→,weight(step↪→(a))

Proof. Analogous to Lemma 88.

Applying Lemma 41 twice, we get the measurable functions final ↪→,term and
final ↪→,weight.

Definition 81. final ↪→,term = final ↪→,extract↪→,term : (Y,Y)→ (T, T )

Definition 82. final ↪→,weight = final ↪→,extract↪→,weight
: (Y,Y)→ (R+,B+)

Lemma 90. rt,n(s) = final ↪→,term((t, 1, s), n)

Proof. By construction.

Lemma 91. ft,n(s) = final ↪→,weight((t, 1, s), n)

Proof. By construction.

Lemma 6. rt,n : (S,S)→ (T, T ) and ft,n : (S,S)→ (R+,B+) are measurable.

Proof. Because final ↪→,term is measurable.

B.10 The Kernels kt,n and the Measures 〈t〉n
In the below, assume a fixed t and n ∈ N.

Lemma 7. The functions prepends : (S,S)→ (S,S) are measurable.

Proof. We prove this by showing that prepends is continuous. Pick an arbitrary
s′ ∈ S and ε > 0. For any s′′ ∈ S, it holds that

dS(s ∗ s′, s ∗ s′′) = dS(s′, s′′) (112)

Hence, we can select δ = ε, and the function is continuous.

Lemma 92. If p : S→ {0, 1} is such that p(s) = 1 implies that p(s′) = 0 for all
proper prefixes and extensions s′ of s, then

∫

[0,1]k
p dµS ≤ 1−

∑

i<k

∫

[0,1]i
p dµS. (113)

It follows that
∫
S p dµS ≤ 1.

Proof. First, note that

∫

[0,1]k
p dµS ≤

∫

[0,1]k
1 dµS = 1. (114)
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Second, using that proper extensions s′ of s have p(s′) = 0 if p(s) = 1, we have

∫

[0,1]k
p dµS = 1−

∫

p−1({0})∩[0,1]k
1 dµS

≤ 1−
∑

i<k

∫

(p−1({1})∩[0,1]i)×[0,1]k−i
1 dµS

= 1−
∑

i<k

∫

p−1({1})∩[0,1]i
1 dµS

= 1−
∑

i<k

∫

[0,1]i
p dµS.

(115)

Thus, we have the first part of the lemma. For the second part,

∫

S
p dµS = lim

k→∞

( ∑

i<k+1

∫

[0,1]i
p dµS

)

≤ lim
k→∞

(∑

i<k

∫

[0,1]i
p+ 1−

∑

i<k

∫

[0,1]i
p dµS

)
= 1.

(116)

Lemma 10. Let n > 0. If ft,n(s) > 0, then ft,n(s) = ft,n−1(s)frt,n−1(s),1(s) for
exactly one decomposition s∗s = s. If ft,n(s) = 0, then ft,n−1(s)frt,n−1(s),1(s) =
0 for all decompositions s ∗ s = s. As a consequence, if ft,n(s) > 0, then
prt,n−1(s),1(s) = 1.

Proof. Assume that ft,n(s) > 0. Then, we have evaluated exactly |s| calls to
sampleD during evaluation before reaching the n+ 1th resample. Consider now
the density ft,n−1. Clearly, by the definition of ↪→ and →, there is exactly one
s ≺ s such that ft,n−1 > 0. For any s′ such that s 6= s′ ≺ s, the trace either
depletes and gets stuck on a sampleD before reaching the nth resample, or the
trace will not be empty when reaching the nth resample. The result follows.

Now, assume that ft,n(s) = 0, and consider again the density ft,n−1 and an
arbitrary s ∗ s = s. If ft,n−1(s) = 0, the result follows immediately. Therefore,
assume that ft,n−1(s) > 0. Because ft,n(s) = 0, the cause for getting the weight
0 must then have occurred in between the nth and n + 1th resample. In other
words, it must hold that frt,n−1(s),1(s) = 0, and the result follows.

For the last part, if ft,n(s) > 0, it clearly holds that frt,n−1(s),1(s) > 0, and
prt,n−1(s),1(s) = 1 by definition.

Lemma 9. The functions kt,n : S× S → R+ are sub-probability kernels.

Proof (Partial). We need to show that kt,n(s, ·) is a measure, and that kt,n(·, S)
is a measurable function. We show only the former here. To show that the kt,n
are sub-probability kernels, we also need to prove that sups∈S kt,n(s,S) ≤ 1.
First, we check the measure properties:

1. Clearly, kt,n(s, S) ≥ 0 for all S ∈ S.
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2. Also, kt,n(s, ∅) = 0.
3. Assume {Sn}n is a pairwise disjoint sequence of sets in S. Then

kt,n(s,
⋃

n

Sn) =

∫

prepend−1
s (
⋃
n Sn)

prt,n−1(s),1(s′) dµS(s′)

=
∑

n

∫

prepend−1
s (Sn)

prt,n−1(s),1(s′) dµS(s′)

=
∑

n

kt,n(s, Sn).

(117)

by properties of the inverse image.

It follows that kt,n(s, ·) is a measure. Second, note that if prt,n−1(s),1(s′) = 1, then
prt,n−1(s),1(s′′) = 0 for all proper prefixes and extensions s′′ of s′ (consequence
of Lemma 10). From Lemma 92, we then have, for any s ∈ S,

kt,n(s,S) =

∫

prepend−1
s (S)

prt,n−1(s),1(s′) dµS(s′)

=

∫

S
prt,n−1(s),1(s′) dµS(s′) ≤ 1.

(118)

Then sups∈S kt,n(s,S) ≤ 1, so the kernel is a sub-probability kernel.

Lemma 11. For n ∈ N, 〈t〉n(S) =
∫
S
ft,n−1(s)prt,n−1(s),1(s)dµS(s), where s ∗

s = s is the unique decomposition from Lemma 10.

Proof (Sketch).

〈t〉n(S) =

∫

S
kt,n(s, S)ft,n−1(s)dµS(s)

=

∫

S

(∫

prepend−1
s (S)

prt,n−1(s),1(s′) dµS(s′)

)
ft,n−1(s)dµS(s)

=

∫

S

(∫

prepend−1
s (S)

ft,n−1(s)prt,n−1(s),1(s′) dµS(s′)

)
dµS(s)

=

∫

{s|s∗s∈S}

(∫

prepend−1
s (S)

ft,n−1(s)prt,n−1(s),1(s) dµS(s)

)
dµS(s)

=

∫

S

ft,n−1(s)prt,n−1(s),1(s)dµS(s)

(119)
In the last step, s ∗ s = s is the unique decomposition given by Lemma 10.
Because there is only one such decomposition for which the integrand is non-
zero, we can replace the double integral with a single integral over S (this needs
to be made more precise). If there is no such unique decomposition for a certain
s, then, also by Lemma 10, the integrand for this s is 0 in any case, and can be
ignored.
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Lemma 93. Let (A,A, µ) be a measure space, µ finite, (A′,A′) a measurable
space, and k : A×A′ → R+ a finite kernel. Then µ′(A′) =

∫
A k(a,A′)dµ(a) is a

finite measure on A′.

Proof. From linearity of the Lebesgue integral, it follows that µ′ is a measure.
Also, let

sup
a∈A

k(a,A′) = c <∞. (120)

Clearly, since µ is finite,

µ′(A′) =

∫

A
k(a,A′)dµ(a) < c · µ(A). (121)

It follows that µ′ is finite.

A result analogous to Lemma 93 holds for probability kernels and measures.
That is, integrating a probability kernel over a probability measure results in a
probability measure.

Lemma 12. 〈t〉0 is a sub-probability measure. Also, if 〈〈t〉〉n−1 is finite, then
〈t〉n is finite.

Proof. The proof that 〈t〉0 is a sub-probability measure follows from Lemma 92,
similarly to the second part of Lemma 9. That 〈t〉n is finite given finite 〈〈t〉〉n−1

is a direct consequence of Lemma 9 and Lemma 93.

Lemma 13. wn(s) =
f〈〈t〉〉n(s)

f〈t〉n(s)
=

{
frt,n−1(s),1(s) if n > 0

ft,0(s) if n = 0
when f〈t〉n(s) > 0.

Here, s ∗ s = s is the unique decomposition from Lemma 10.

Proof. Consider first the case n > 0, and note that f〈t〉n(s) > 0 and Lemma 10
implies prt,n−1(s),1(s) = 1. Now,

wn(s) =
f〈〈t〉〉n(s)

f〈t〉n(s)
=

ft,n(s)

ft,n−1(s)prt,n−1(s),1(s)

=
ft,n−1(s)frt,n−1(s),1(s)

ft,n−1(s)prt,n−1(s),1(s)
= frt,n−1(s),1(s).

(122)

Next, f〈t〉0(s) > 0 directly implies pt,0(s) = 1, and

wn(s) =
f〈〈t〉〉0(s)

f〈t〉0(s)
=
ft,0(s)

pt,0(s)
= ft,0(s) (123)
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Abstract. Probabilistic programming languages (PPLs) allow users to
encode arbitrary inference problems, and PPL implementations provide
general-purpose automatic inference for these problems. However, con-
structing inference implementations that are efficient enough is challeng-
ing for many real-world problems. Often, this is due to PPLs not fully ex-
ploiting available parallelization and optimization opportunities. For ex-
ample, handling probabilistic checkpoints in PPLs through continuation-
passing style transformations or non-preemptive multitasking—as is done
in many popular PPLs—often disallows compilation to low-level lan-
guages required for high-performance platforms such as GPUs. To solve
the checkpoint problem, we introduce the concept of PPL control-flow
graphs (PCFGs)—a simple and efficient approach to checkpoints in low-
level languages. We use this approach to implement RootPPL: a low-level
PPL built on CUDA and C++ with OpenMP, providing highly effi-
cient and massively parallel SMC inference. We also introduce a general
method of compiling universal high-level PPLs to PCFGs and illustrate
its application when compiling Miking CorePPL—a high-level universal
PPL—to RootPPL. The approach is the first to compile a universal PPL
to GPUs with SMC inference. We evaluate RootPPL and the CorePPL
compiler through a set of real-world experiments in the domains of phylo-
genetics and epidemiology, demonstrating up to 6× speedups over state-
of-the-art PPLs implementing SMC inference.
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1 Introduction

Probabilistic programming languages (PPLs) allow for encoding a wide range of
statistical inference problems and provide inference algorithms as part of their
implementations. Specifically, PPLs allow language users to focus solely on en-
coding their statistical problems, which the language implementation then solves
automatically. Many such languages exist and are applied in, e.g., statistics, ma-
chine learning, and artificial intelligence. Some example PPLs are WebPPL [20],
Birch [31], Anglican [39], and Pyro [10].

However, implementing efficient PPL inference algorithms is challenging for
many real-world problems. Most often, universal6 PPLs implement general-
purpose inference algorithms—most commonly sequential Monte Carlo (SMC)
methods [14], Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods [18], Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo (HMC) methods [12], variational inference (VI) [38], or a combina-
tion of these. In some cases, poor efficiency may be due to an inference algorithm
not well suited to the particular PPL program. However, in other cases, the PPL
implementations do not fully exploit opportunities for parallelization and opti-
mization on the available hardware. Unfortunately, doing this is often tricky
without introducing complexity for end-users of PPLs.

A critical performance consideration is handling probabilistic checkpoints [36]
in PPLs. Checkpoints are locations in probabilistic programs where inference al-
gorithms must interject, for example, to resample in SMC inference or record
random draw locations where MCMC inference can explore alternative execution
paths. The most common approach to checkpoints—used in universal PPLs such
as WebPPL [20], Anglican [39], and Birch [31]—is to associate them with PPL-
specific language constructs. In general, PPL users can place these constructs
without restriction, and inference algorithms interject through continuation-
passing style (CPS) transformations [9,20,39] or non-preemptive multitasking
[31] (e.g., coroutines) that enable pausing and resuming executions. These so-
lutions are often not available in languages such as C and CUDA [1] used for
high-performance platforms such as graphics processing units (GPUs), making
compiling PPLs to these languages and platforms challenging. Some approaches
for running PPLs on GPUs do exist, however. LibBi [28] runs on GPUs with
SMC inference but is not universal. Stan [12] and AugurV2 [22] partially run
MCMC inference on GPUs but have limited expressive power. Pyro [10] runs on
GPUs, but currently not in combination with SMC. In this paper, we compile a
universal PPL and run it with SMC on GPUs for the first time.

A more straightforward approach to checkpoints, used for SMC in Birch [31]
and Pyro [10], is to encode models with a step function called iteratively. Check-
points then occur each time step returns. This paper presents a new approach to
checkpoint handling, generalizing the step function approach. We write prob-
abilistic programs as a set of code blocks connected in what we term a PPL

6 A term due to Goodman et al. [19]. No precise definition exists, but in principle, a
universal PPL program can perform probabilistic operations at any point. In partic-
ular, it is not always possible to statically determine the number of random variables.
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Section 4 Section 3Section 2
Miking

CorePPL
Model

Compiler

RootPPL SMC 
Inference Engine

RootPPL
 Model

C++ or CUDA
 Compiler Executable

Fig. 1: The CorePPL and RootPPL toolchain. Solid rectangular components
(gray) represent programs and rounded components (blue) translations. The
dashed rectangles indicate paper sections.

control-flow graph (PCFG). PPL checkpoints are restricted to only occur at
tail position in these blocks, and communication between blocks is only allowed
through an explicit PCFG state. As a result, pausing and resuming executions
is straightforward: it is simply a matter of stopping after executing a block and
then resuming by running the next block. A variable in the PCFG state, set from
within the blocks, determines the next block. This variable allows for loops and
branching and gives the same expressive power as other universal PPLs. We im-
plement the above approach in RootPPL: a low-level universal PPL framework
built using C++ and CUDA with highly efficient and parallel SMC inference.
RootPPL consists of both an inference engine and a simple macro-based PPL.

A problem with RootPPL is that it is low-level and, therefore, challenging
to write programs in. In particular, sending data between blocks through the
PCFG state can quickly get difficult for more complex models. To solve this, we
develop a general technique for compiling high-level universal PPLs to PCFGs.
The key idea is to decompose functions in the high-level language to a set of
PCFG blocks, such that checkpoints in the original function always occur at
tail position in blocks. As a result of the decomposition, the PCFG state must
store a part of the call stack. The compiler adds code for handling this call
stack explicitly in the PCFG blocks. We illustrate the compilation technique by
introducing a high-level source language, Miking CorePPL, and compiling it to
RootPPL. Fig. 1 illustrates the overall toolchain.

In summary, we make the following contributions.

– We introduce PCFGs, a framework for checkpoint handling in PPLs, and use
it to implement RootPPL: a low-level universal PPL with highly efficient and
parallel SMC inference (Section 3).

– We develop an approach for compiling high-level universal PPLs to PCFGs
and use it to compile Miking CorePPL to RootPPL. In particular, we give an
algorithm for decomposing high-level functions to PCFG blocks (Section 4).

Furthermore, we introduce Miking CorePPL in Section 2 and evaluate the
performance of RootPPL and the CorePPL compiler in Section 5 on real-world
models from phylogenetics and epidemiology, achieving up to 6× speedups over
the state-of-the-art. An artifact accompanying this paper supports the evalua-
tion [26].
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2 Miking CorePPL

This section introduces the Miking CorePPL language, used as a source language
for the compiler in Section 4. We discuss design considerations (Section 2.1) and
present the syntax and semantics (Section 2.2).

2.1 Design Considerations

Miking CorePPL (or CorePPL for short) is an intermediate representation (IR)
PPL, similar to IRs used by LLVM [6] and GCC [2]. This allows the reuse
of CorePPL as a target for domain-specific high-level PPLs and PPL compiler
back-ends. Consequently, CorePPL needs to be expressive enough to allow easy
translation from various domain-specific PPLs and simple enough for practical
use as a shared IR for compilers. Therefore, we base CorePPL on the lambda
calculus, extended with standard data types and constructs.

We must also consider which PPL-specific constructs to include. Critically,
most PPLs include constructs for defining random variables and likelihood up-
dating [21]. CorePPL includes such constructs, including first-class probability
distributions, to match the expressive power of existing PPLs.

2.2 Syntax and Semantics

We build CorePPL on top of the Miking framework [11]: a meta-language system
for creating domain-specific and general-purpose languages. This allows reusing
many existing Miking language components and transformations when building
the CorePPL language. More precisely, CorePPL extends Miking Core—a core
functional programming language in Miking—with PPL constructs.

A CorePPL program t is inductively defined by

t ::= x | lam x. t | t1 t2 | let x = t1 in t2 | C t | c
| recursive [let x = t] in

| match t1 with p then t2 else t3 | [t1, t2, . . ., tn]
| {l1 = t1, l2 = t2, . . ., l3 = t3}
| assume t | weight t | observe t1 t2 | D t1 t2 . . . t|D|

(1)

where the metavariable x ranges over a set of variable names; C over a set of data
constructor names; p over a set of patterns; l over a set of record labels; and c over
various literals, such as integers, floating-point numbers, booleans, and strings, as
well as over various built-in functions in prefix form such as addi (adds integers).
The notation [let x = t] indicates a sequence of mutually recursive let bindings.
The metavariable D ranges over a set of probability distribution names, with |D|
indicating the number of parameters for a distribution D. For example, for the
normal distribution, |N | = 2. In addition to (1), we will also use the standard
syntactic sugar ; to indicate sequencing, as well as if t1 then t2 else t3 for
match t1 with true then t2 else t3.
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1 recursive let geometric = lam p.
2 let x = assume (Bernoulli p) in
3 if x then
4 weight (log 1.5);
5 addi 1 (geometric p)
6 else 1
7 in geometric 0.5

(a)
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(b)

Fig. 2: A toy example encoding a skewed geometric distribution, illustrating
CorePPL. Part (a) gives the CorePPL program, and part (b) the corresponding
distribution. The upper part of (b) shows the distribution for (a) with line 4
omitted, and the lower part of (b) shows it with line 4 included.

Consider the simple but illustrative CorePPL program in Fig. 2a. The pro-
gram encodes a variation of the geometric distribution, for which the result is the
number of times a coin is flipped until the result is tails. The program’s core is
the recursive function geometric, defined using a function over the probability
of heads for the coin, p. We initially call this function at line 7 with the argument
0.5, indicating a fair coin. On line 2, we define the random variable x to have a
Bernoulli distribution (i.e., a single coin flip) using the assume construct (often
known as sample in PPLs with sampling-based inference). If the random variable
is false (tails), we stop and return the result 1. If the random variable is true
(heads), we keep flipping the coin by a recursive call to geometric and add 1 to
this result. To illustrate likelihood updating, we make a contrived modification
to the standard geometric distribution by adding weight (log 1.5) on line 4.
This construct weights the execution by a factor of 1.5 each time the result is
heads. Note that CorePPL weight computations are in log-space for numerical
stability (hence the log 1.5 to factor by 1.5). Thus, the unnormalized probabil-
ity of seeing n coin flips, including the final tails, is 0.5n ·1.5n−1—where 1.5n−1 is
the factor introduced by the n−1 calls to weight. The difference compared to the
standard geometric distribution is illustrated in Fig. 2b. The weight construct
is also commonly named factor or score in other PPLs.

What separates PPLs from ordinary programming languages is the ability to
modify the likelihood of execution paths, akin to the use of weight in Fig. 2a. We
often use likelihood modification to condition a probabilistic model on observed
data. For this purpose, CorePPL includes an explicit observe construct, which
allows for modifying the likelihood based on observed data assumed to originate
from a given probability distribution. For instance, observe 0.3 (Normal 0 1)
updates the likelihood with fN (0,1)(0.3) (note that this can equivalently be ex-
pressed through weight), where fN (0,1) is the probability density function of
the standard normal distribution. This conditioning can be related to Bayes’
theorem: the random variables defined in a program define a prior distribution
(e.g., the upper part of Fig. 2b), the use of the weight and observe primitives a
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likelihood function, and the inference algorithm of the PPL infers the posterior
distribution (e.g., the lower part of Fig. 2b)

CorePPL includes sequences, recursive variants, records, and pattern match-
ing, standard in functional languages. For example, [1, 2, 3] defines a se-
quence of length 3, {a = false, b = 1.2} a record with labels a and b, and
Leaf {age = 1.0} a variant with the constructor name Leaf, containing a
record with the label age. The match construct allows pattern matching. For ex-
ample, match a with Leaf {age = f} then f else 0.0 checks if a is a Leaf
and returns its age if so, or 0.0 otherwise. Here, f is a pattern variable that is
bound to the value of the age element of a in the then branch of the match.

The data types and pattern matching features in Miking, and consequently
CorePPL, are not directly related to the paper’s key contributions. Therefore,
we do not discuss them further. However, the CorePPL compiler in Section 4.3
supports the features, and the CorePPL models in Section 5 make frequent use
of them. We consider CorePPL again in Section 4 when compiling to PCFGs.

3 PPL Control-Flow Graphs and RootPPL

This section introduces the new PCFG concept (Section 3.1) and shows how to
apply SMC over these (Section 3.2). Finally, we present the PCFG and SMC-
based RootPPL framework (Section 3.3).

3.1 PPL Control-Flow Graphs

In order to handle checkpoints efficiently without CPS or non-preemptive mul-
titasking, we introduce PPL control-flow graphs (PCFGs). In contrast to tra-
ditional PPLs, where checkpoints are most often implicit, we make them ex-
plicit and central in the PCFG framework. The main benefit of this approach
is that the handling of checkpoints in inference algorithms is greatly simplified,
which allows for implementing the framework in low-level languages. However,
the explicit checkpoint approach makes PCFGs relatively low-level, and they are
mainly intended as a target when compiling from high-level PPLs. We introduce
such a compiler in Section 4.

Formally, we define a PCFG as a 6-tuple (B,S, sim, b0, bstop,L). The first
component B is a set of basic blocks inspired by basic blocks used as a part
of the control-flow analysis in traditional compilers [8]. In practice, the blocks
in B are pieces of code that together make up a complete probabilistic pro-
gram. Unlike basic blocks used in traditional compilers, we allow these pieces of
code to contain branches internally. The second component S is a set of states,
representing collections of information that flow between basic blocks. In prac-
tice, this state often contains local variables that live between blocks and an
accumulated likelihood. The blocks and states form the domain of the function
sim : B×S → B×S×{false, true}. This function performs computation specific
for the given block over the given state and outputs a successor block indicating
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b0 b1

b2

b3

b4 bstop

(a)

sim(b0, s0) 7→ (b1, s1, false)
sim(b1, s1) 7→ (b2, s2, true)
sim(b2, s2) 7→ (b4, s3, true)
sim(b4, s3) 7→ (bstop, s4, false)

(b)

Fig. 3: A PCFG illustration. Part (a) shows an example PCFG. The arrows de-
note the possible flows of control between the blocks, with regular arrows denot-
ing checkpoint transitions and arrows with open tips non-checkpoint transitions.
Part (b) shows a possible execution sequence with sim for (a).

Algorithm 1 A standard SMC algorithm applied to PCFGs.
Input: A PCFG (B,S, sim, b0, bstop,L). A set of initial states {sn}Nn=1.
Output: An updated set of states {sn}Nn=1.

1. Initialization: For each 1 ≤ n ≤ N , let an := b0 and cn := false.
2. Propagation: If all an = bstop, terminate and output {sn}Nn=1. If not, for each

1 ≤ n ≤ N where cn = false, let (an, sn, cn) := sim(an, sn). If all cn = true, go
to 3. If not, repeat 2.

3. Resampling: For each 1 ≤ n ≤ N , let pn := L(sn)/
∑N

i=1 L(si). For each 1 ≤
n ≤ N , draw a new index i from {i}Ni=1 with probabilities {pi}Ni=1. Let (s′n, b′n) :=
(si, bi). Finally, for each 1 ≤ n ≤ N , let (sn, bn, cn) := (s′n, b

′
n, false). Go to 2.

what to execute next, an updated state, and a boolean indicating whether or
not there is a checkpoint at the end of the executed block.

To illustrate this formalization, consider the PCFG in Fig. 3a for which
B = {b0, b1, . . . , b4, bstop}. The block b0 is present in every PCFG and represents
its entry point. Similarly, the block bstop is a unique block indicating termination,
which must be reachable from all other blocks. For some initial state s0 ∈ S,
Fig. 3b illustrates a possible execution sequence starting at b0 in Fig. 3a before
terminating at bstop. The structure of a PCFG restricts checkpoints to only occur
at the end of basic blocks and confines communication between blocks to the
state. These restrictions greatly simplify inference algorithm implementations.
More precisely, rather than relying on CPS or non-preemptive multitasking, the
inference algorithm can simply run a block b with sim, handle the checkpoint,
and then run the successor block indicated by the output of sim.

3.2 SMC and PCFGs

To prepare for introducing RootPPL in Section 3.3, we present how to apply
SMC inference to PCFGs. The work by Naesseth et al. [32] contains a more
general and pedagogical introduction to SMC. At a high level, SMC inference
works by simulating many instances—known as particles in SMC literature—of
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a PCFG program concurrently, occasionally resampling the different particles
based on their current likelihoods. In CorePPL, for example, such likelihoods
are determined by weight and observe. Resampling allows the downstream
simulation to focus on particles with a higher likelihood.

In order to apply SMC inference over PCFGs, we need some way of deter-
mining the likelihood of the SMC particles. For this, we use the final component
of the PCFG definition, L : S → R≥0, which is a function mapping states to a
likelihood (a non-negative real number). Concretely, this likelihood is most often
stored directly in the state as a real number, and L simply extracts it.

Algorithm 1 defines an SMC algorithm over PCFGs. It takes a PCFG as
input, together with a set of N states {sn}Nn=1, which represent the SMC par-
ticles. Step 1 in the algorithm sets up variables an and cn, indicating for each
particle its current block and whether or not a checkpoint has occurred in it.
Step 2 simulates all particles that have not yet reached a checkpoint using sim.
This step repeats until all particles have reached a checkpoint (this is a synchro-
nization point for parallel implementations). Step 3 uses the likelihood function
L to compute the relative likelihoods of all particles and then resamples them
based on this. That is, we sample N particles from the existing N particles (with
replacement) based on the relative likelihoods. After resampling, we return to
step 2. If all particles have reached the termination block bstop, the algorithm
terminates and returns the current states.

Note in Algorithm 1 that the input states are not required to be identical. For
example, each state should have a unique seed used to generate random num-
bers (e.g., with assume in CorePPL). Non-identical initial states in Algorithm 1
imply that different particles may traverse the blocks in B differently and reach
checkpoints at different times. Although this means that different particles can
be at different blocks concurrently, the SMC algorithm is still correct [24]. This
PCFG property is essential as it allows for the encoding of universal probabilis-
tic programs in PCFG-based PPLs. Furthermore, it implies that some particles
may reach bstop earlier than others. To solve this, we require in Algorithm 1 that
sim(bstop, s) = (bstop, s, true) holds for all states s. That is, particles that have
finished also participate in resampling and cannot cause step 2 to loop infinitely.

Next, we describe our implementation of PCFGs with SMC: RootPPL.

3.3 RootPPL

We make use of the PCFG framework when implementing RootPPL: a new
low-level PPL framework built on top of CUDA C++ and C++, intended
for highly optimized and massively parallel SMC inference on general-purpose
GPUs. RootPPL consists of two major components: a macro-based C++ PPL
for encoding probabilistic models and an SMC inference engine.

The macro-based language has two purposes: to support compiling the same
program to either CPU or GPU and to simplify the encoding of models for
programmers. As a result, the macros hide all hardware details from the pro-
grammer. To illustrate this macro-based PPL, consider the example RootPPL
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1 BBLOCK(init, progState_t, {
2 PSTATE.x = SAMPLE(normal, 0.0, 100);
3 PSTATE.t = 0;
4 NEXT=iter;
5 BBLOCK_JUMP(iter);
6 })
7
8 BBLOCK(iter, progState_t, {
9 PSTATE.x = SAMPLE(normal, PSTATE.x + 2.0, 1);

10 OBSERVE(normal, PSTATE.x, 5.0, data[PSTATE.t]);
11 if (++PSTATE.t == T) NEXT=NULL;
12 })

(a) RootPPL program

struct progState_t {
double x;
int t;

};

(b) Program state

Fig. 4: Part (a) illustrates a RootPPL program encoding the state-space model
in (2). The text provides details. We set NEXT at line 4 rather than in iter as an
optimization. Part (b) defines the RootPPL program state type progState_t.

program in Fig. 4a. This program encodes a simple state-space model for an
object moving along an axis in R, given by

X0 ∼ N (0, 100), Xt ∼ N (Xt−1 + 2, 1), Yt ∼ N (Xt, 5), 1 ≤ t ≤ T. (2)

Here, X0 is the initial position, Xt the following positions, and Yt a set of noisy
observations of the object position. The inference goal is to determine the dis-
tribution of XT (the final position of the object) conditioned on all Yt.

Fig. 4a implements (2) with two basic blocks, introduced with the BBLOCK
macro in RootPPL. The first block init draws X0 using the SAMPLE macro
(equivalent to assume in CorePPL) on line 2 and stores the drawn value in the
program state variable x through the PSTATE macro. This program state is the
RootPPL instantiation of the PCFG state introduced in Section 3.1. Another
program state variable, t (corresponding to the index t in the model), is ini-
tialized on line 3. As preparation for iterating over the iter block, we set the
NEXT construct to iter at line 4. Finally, the block exits by making a direct
non-checkpoint transition to iter using the BBLOCK_JUMP macro at line 5.

In iter, we sample X1 at line 9 and write the result to x (overwriting the
previous X0, which is no longer needed). Line 10 updates the likelihood using
the OBSERVE macro (equivalent to observe in CorePPL), corresponding to ob-
serving Y1 in the model. We access all Yt through the data array, a shared global
constant, avoiding memory duplication in the program state. Finally, at line 11,
we check if we are at time T (a shared global constant for T ). If this is the case,
NEXT is set to NULL, indicating termination. This is equivalent to moving to bstop
in the PCFG formalization. Otherwise, NEXT keeps its value set at line 4 and
jumps to the beginning of the iter block. Not using BBLOCK_JUMP allows iter
to return to the inference engine between iterations, indicating checkpoint tran-
sitions. In RootPPL, this means that SMC inference will resample the instances
before returning to iter for the next iteration.

The programmer defines the RootPPL program state for each RootPPL pro-
gram as an arbitrary C++ struct type and passes this type (e.g., progState_t
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in Fig. 4a) to each basic block. The PSTATE macro accesses the variables in the
struct. Fig. 4b illustrates the program state for the example program in Fig. 4a.
As described in Section 3.1, this program state is the only possible means to
pass data from one basic block to another in RootPPL.

This minimal example does not illustrate all RootPPL language features (e.g.,
WEIGHT). Further details on the RootPPL language are available at GitHub [4].

The second part of the RootPPL framework is the SMC inference engine.
It is crucial to take advantage of the highly parallel nature of SMC and avail-
able hardware for parallelization to achieve high performance. For this purpose,
RootPPL supports compilation to either C++ on single-core, C++ on multicore
through OpenMP [3], and CUDA C++ [1] with massive parallelism on the GPU.

We present the main inference loop in RootPPL below (cf. Algorithm 1).

1. Initialize random seeds.
2. Execute the basic block indicated by NEXT for all particles. This execution

may include a chain of blocks with non-checkpoint transitions between them
(using the BBLOCK_JUMP macro) before returning to the inference engine.

3. If all particles have terminated (i.e., NEXT = NULL), stop.
4. Resample all particles and go to 2.

The random seeds in step 1 are initialized differently depending on the compile
target. For plain C++ on a single core, one seed is shared between all particles
because they are executed sequentially. However, for OpenMP and CUDA, the
parallel execution requires that we assign each thread a unique seed shared
between all particles running on it. For CUDA, these seeds are placed in thread-
local CUDA memory for each particle to minimize memory overhead when using
SAMPLE (which is performance-critical). In addition, when compiling to CUDA,
we initialize the seeds in parallel using a CUDA compute kernel.

Step 2 executes the particles sequentially, in parallel using OpenMP threads,
or in parallel using a CUDA compute kernel. Step 3 then performs a termi-
nation check. First, we check if the first particle has terminated. If it has not
terminated, we directly move to the resampling step. If it has terminated, we it-
eratively check other particles to either find a particle that has not terminated or
conclude that all particles have terminated and stop the inference. This approach
both allows for particles terminating at different times and introduces minimal
overhead for the case when all particles terminate simultaneously (which is quite
common). When all particles terminate simultaneously, it is enough to check the
first particle in all iterations of step 3 except the last.

The resampling step is the most difficult one to parallelize efficiently. The
reason is the normalizing sum (e.g.,

∑N
i=1 L(si) in Algorithm 1) that we must

compute in order to determine resampling probabilities. We use systematic re-
sampling for single-core and OpenMP and parallel systematic resampling for
CUDA, as described in Murray et al. [30] (we do not use in-place propagation).
We compute the normalizing sum in parallel via the Thrust library [7] for CUDA.

Another important consideration for the inference engine is memory allo-
cation. In particular, the memory allocated for NEXT, the likelihood, and the
PSTATE for each particle, is laid out as separate arrays in memory, rather than
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one big array of structs. This approach, known as memory coalescing, avoids
strided memory accesses in global memory and is preferred for parallel opera-
tions, particularly for CUDA. Another memory consideration is particle dupli-
cation during resampling. For this, we use a custom aligned memory transfer
in CUDA because the standard memcpy implementation in CUDA proved to be
a bottleneck. With a single core and OpenMP, memcpy runs without issue. Ad-
ditionally, we perform a specific optimization when copying the program state
used in the CorePPL compiler. This program state consists of a possibly large
stack (with user-definable size) together with a stack pointer, and we ensure not
to copy the unused part of the stack located beyond the stack pointer. This is a
critical optimization for the CorePPL compiler.

Other things supported in RootPPL are the estimation of normalizing con-
stants for encoded models and adaptive resampling based on the current effective
sample size (ESS). These are standard concepts in SMC inference. For more de-
tails, see, e.g., Naesseth et al. [32].

Next, we use RootPPL as the target language for the CorePPL compiler.

4 Compiling to PCFGs

This section introduces the ideas for compiling high-level universal PPLs to
PCFGs. We present the key transformation—function decomposition into basic
blocks—using a toy example (Section 4.1), a formal algorithm (Section 4.2), a
high-level overview of the CorePPL-to-RootPPL compiler (Section 4.3), and the
compilers strengths and limitations (Section 4.4).

4.1 Function Decomposition Example

The major challenge when compiling high-level PPLs is implementing pausing
and resuming at checkpoints to yield control to an inference algorithm temporar-
ily. Pausing and resuming in low-level languages is especially difficult due to run-
time limitations. We solve this problem by compiling to the PCFGs introduced in
Section 3, specifically designed for implementation in low-level target languages.
A challenge with this approach is that checkpoints can occur at arbitrary loca-
tions in high-level probabilistic programs, whereas in PCFGs, checkpoints must
always occur at tail position in basic blocks. We solve this by decomposing func-
tions in the source language into a set of basic blocks. Our approach is similar
to how functions are decomposed into basic blocks in standard compilers such
as GCC [2] and LLVM [6] (see, e.g., Aho et al. [8]). The difference is that we
only decompose as needed, based on where checkpoints occur. In particular, we
do not decompose functions, and parts of functions, in which checkpoints are
guaranteed not to occur. This allows for more optimizations by the underlying
compiler (e.g., NVCC or GCC for RootPPL).

Consider the toy CorePPL function in Fig. 5a and the resulting compila-
tion to a RootPPL PCFG in Fig. 5c. For this example, we introduce an explicit
SMC checkpoint resample in CorePPL, indicating where SMC should pause
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1 recursive let f: Float -> Float =
2 lam p.
3 let s1 = assume (Gamma p p) in
4 resample;
5 let s2 =
6 if geqf s1 1. then 2.
7 else 3. in
8 let s3 =
9 if leqf s2 4. then

10 let s4 =
11 if eqf s2 5. then 6.
12 else f 7. in
13 addf s4 s4
14 else 8. in
15 mulf s3 s3
16 in

(a) Source CorePPL program.

1 recursive let f: Float -> Float =
2 lam p.
3 let s1 = assume (Gamma p p) in
4 resample;
5 let t1 = geqf s1 1. in
6 let s2 = if t1 then 2. else 3. in
7 let t2 = leqf s2 4. in
8 let s3 =
9 if t2 then

10 let t3 = eqf s2 5. in
11 let s4 =
12 if t3 then 6. else f 7. in
13 addf s4 s4
14 else 8. in
15 mulf s3 s3
16 in

1

2

3

4

(b) Intermediate ANF representation.

1 struct STACK_f *sf =
2 PSTATE.stack
3 + PSTATE.stackPtr
4 - sizeof(struct STACK_f);
5 sf->s1 =
6 SAMPLE(gamma, sf->p, sf->p);
7 NEXT = 2;

1 1 struct STACK_f *sf = . . .;
2 char t1 = sf->s1 >= 1.;
3 double s2;
4 if (t1 == 1) { s2 = 2.; }
5 else { s2 = 3.; }
6 char t2 = s2 <= 4.;
7 if (t2 == 1) {
8 char t3 = s2 == 5.;
9 if (t3 == 1) {

10 sf->s4 = 6.;
11 BBLOCK_JUMP(3);
12 } else {
13 struct STACK_f *callsf =
14 PSTATE.stack
15 + PSTATE.stackPtr;
16 callsf->ra = 3;
17 callsf->p = 7.;
18 callsf->retValLoc =
19 &(sf->s4)
20 - PSTATE.stack;
21 PSTATE.stackPtr =
22 PSTATE.stackPtr
23 + sizeof(struct STACK_f);
24 BBLOCK_JUMP(1);
25 }
26 } else {
27 sf->s3 = 8.;
28 BBLOCK_JUMP(4);
29 }

2

1 struct STACK_f *sf = . . .;
2 sf->s3 = sf->s4 + sf->s4;
3 BBLOCK_JUMP(4);

3

1 struct STACK_f *sf = . . .;
2 double t = sf->s3 * sf->s3;
3 *(PSTATE.stack + sf->retValLoc) = t;
4 PSTATE.stackPtr =
5 PSTATE.stackPtr
6 - sizeof(struct STACK_f);
7 BBLOCK_JUMP(sf->ra);

4

(c) Compiled RootPPL PCFG illustration. Some RootPPL constructs are omitted or
slightly modified for readability. In particular, we omit the BBLOCK construct used in
Fig. 4a. Instead, we illustrate the blocks as nodes in a graph, numbered by indices. The
arrows indicate control flow between the blocks, with the incoming arrow to block 1
representing the call to f and the outgoing arrow from block 4 representing the return
from f.

Fig. 5: Compilation of a CorePPL program (a) to a RootPPL PCFG (c). Part
(b) illustrates an intermediate ANF representation of (a) and also indicates the
parts of the program corresponding to the blocks in (c). We provide further
details in the text.
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executions in order to resample. The resample construct is the sole checkpoint
considered in this example (and the CorePPL compiler), but the method gener-
ally applies for arbitrary checkpoints. Optimally, the resample construct should
be automatically inserted by the compiler [25]. However, we do not consider this
problem in this paper and assume resamples are inserted prior to compilation.
The first step in the decomposition is to translate the program into A-normal
form (ANF) [15], illustrated in Fig. 5b. ANF is commonly used in compilers and
ensures that non-trivial expressions (e.g., function applications and checkpoints)
are always name-bound. For CorePPL, ANF guarantees that the body of each
let expression, or expression in tail position, is trivial, contains at most one
function application, or is an if expression with a trivial condition, resulting
in simplified decomposition. We will use the program in Fig. 5b as the target
for decomposition in the following. Note that variables introduced by ANF start
with a t in Fig. 5b, while the original variables from Fig. 5a start with an s.

The goal with the decomposition is to ensure that we immediately return
control to the inference engine at checkpoints. In the PCFG framework, the only
way to fulfill this is to ensure that checkpoints occur at tail position in basic
blocks. First, consider the resample checkpoint at line 4 in Fig. 5b, causing a
split into blocks 1 and 2 in the compiled RootPPL PCFG in Fig. 5c. Note that in
block 1, NEXT is set to 2 at line 7 before returning, indicating that the inference
engine should resume execution at block 2 after handling the checkpoint, also
illustrated by a closed arrow. Note the stack frame pointer sf in block 1 for
this invocation of f, which points to a location in an explicit call stack in the
RootPPL program state PSTATE. We require such a call stack due to compiling
to PCFGs—any data that lives between basic blocks (e.g., a call stack), such
as s1, must be put in the program state. We define the stack frame pointer sf
equivalently at the top of all blocks for the decomposed function f in Fig. 5c but
replace the definition with . . . in blocks other than the first for brevity.

It is not sufficient to split into blocks at explicit checkpoints. Consider, for
example, the recursive call to f in the else branch on line 12 in Fig. 5b. During
this function call, we encounter at least one resample, resulting in at least one
block split within the function, meaning that all data required by f must be put
in an explicit stack frame and stored in the program state. If not, we lose the
data between the basic blocks of f. In particular, the block return address ra is
stored in the stack frame, indicating which block to return to at the end of the
function call. In the case of the call to f at line 12 in Fig. 5b, we must return
to line 13. Therefore, we must place line 13 at the beginning of a basic block in
Fig. 5c (block 3). In general, we must place all calls to decomposed functions (i.e.,
functions that may, directly or indirectly, encounter a checkpoint) at tail position
in basic blocks. Besides line 13 in Fig. 5b, this also means that line 15 in Fig. 5b
cannot be part of block 2. It cannot be part of block 3 either because it may be
executed independently of line 13 in Fig. 5b if we take the else branch of the
if at line 9 in Fig. 5b. Consequently, we must put it in a separate block (block
4 in Fig. 5c). The decomposition of function applications and if expressions is
similar to how standard compilers decompose machine instructions into basic
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blocks (sequences of instructions without any internal jumps or branches) [8].
The difference, however, is that we do not split into blocks at all if expressions
and function calls. For example, the if at line 6 in Fig. 5b is guaranteed not to
include a checkpoint and can be left untouched (lines 4–5 in Fig. 5c). Similarly,
the call to geqf at line 5 in Fig 5b is guaranteed not to encounter any checkpoints.
Conservatively determining which functions are guaranteed not to encounter any
checkpoints can be done through static analysis. Such a static analysis phase is
part of the CorePPL compiler, described in Section 4.3.

We now take a closer look at the call stack handling in Fig. 5c. The following
description is specific for RootPPL, but similar solutions must be applied if
compiling to other target languages utilizing PCFGs. First, the program state
PSTATE consists of a byte array stack and a pointer to the top of this stack named
stackPtr. We increment and decrement this stack pointer when stack frames
are added and removed, respectively, at function calls and returns. The type
STACK_f represents the stack frame for the function f (such a stack frame type
must be determined and set up for each function we decompose) and contains
its block return address ra, its parameter p (functions with multiple parameters
have one entry for each parameter), and an address retValLoc at which we write
its return value. Additionally, it contains the local variables s1, s3, and s4 that
travel across the blocks in f. Note, however, that local variables used only within
a single block do not need to go in the stack frame (e.g., t1 and s2), and the
underlying target language (e.g., CUDA for RootPPL) can instead handle them
directly. Lines 13–24 in block 2 in Fig. 5c illustrate the recursive call to f at line
12 in Fig. 5b. Here, we allocate a new complete stack frame callsf and initialize
ra, p, and retValLoc. Allocating the complete stack frame prior to the function
call is different from most standard compilers, which most often allocate the part
of the stack frame containing local variables at the start of the called function.
This strategy allows for making the allocation size dependent on, e.g., function
arguments. Here, we instead know all stack frame sizes at compile time. After
setting up the stack frame, we increment the stack pointer at lines 21–23 and
pass control to the recursive invocation of f by using BBLOCK_JUMP at line 24.
Inversely, we illustrate function return in block 4 on lines 3–7. First, we set the
return value, and second, we decrement the stack pointer. Finally, we retrieve
the return block from the stack frame and pass control to this block at line 7.

4.2 Function Decomposition Algorithm

We now turn to a formal description of the decomposition algorithm. To avoid
going into specifics of the underlying target language, and in particular the call
stack handling, we take an abstract view of function bodies and regard them as
lists of statements of the form

stmt ::= checkpoint | call | if [stmt] [stmt] | other. (3)

Here, the [stmt] syntax indicates a list of stmts. Thus, the if construct induc-
tively contains two lists of stmts—one for each branch.
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1 [
2 other,
3 checkpoint,
4 other,
5 if [other] [other],
6 other,
7 if [
8 other,
9 if

10 [other]
11 [call],
12 other,
13 ] [other],
14 other
15 ]

(a) The program from Fig. 5b
translated to type [stmt].

1 [
2 other,
3 checkpoint 2
4 ]

1
1 [
2 other
3 if
4 [ other ]
5 [ other ]
6 other
7 if [
8 other
9 if [

10 other,
11 jump 3
12 ] [
13 call 3
14 ]
15 ] [
16 other,
17 jump 4
18 ]
19 ]

2

1 [
2 other,
3 jump 4
4 ]

3

1 [
2 other,
3 jump return
4 ]

4

(b) Decomposition of (a) into [tstmt] basic blocks.

Fig. 6: Illustrating Algorithm 2 on the example from Fig. 5.

We illustrate the representation stmt through an example. Consider the pro-
gram in Fig. 5b and its mapping to stmts in Fig. 6a. Due to ANF, we can view
the body of f as a sequence of let bindings and operations separated by ;,
each performing a single operation of some kind (e.g., a checkpoint or a function
application). We map each such operation to a stmt in Fig. 6a. The resample
checkpoint at line 4 in Fig. 5b maps to a checkpoint at line 3 in Fig. 6a, and
the application of f at line 12 maps to a call at line 11. However, other applica-
tions, such as geqf and leqf, are guaranteed not to encounter any checkpoints.
Therefore, they map to others, and not calls. The three ifs at lines 6, 9, and
12 map to ifs. Note that we always lift the if conditions in Fig. 5b to a separate
let as a result of ANF, and they are therefore not part of the if representation
in stmt. We map all remaining operations to others.

While the illustration above only shows how to map a CorePPL function body
to stmts, the representation is general. For example, in the CorePPL compiler
(Section 4.3), the decomposition is performed after translation to C, and not at
the CorePPL stage. The reason is that there are no basic blocks in CorePPL. It
is, therefore, more natural to perform this translation closer to RootPPL.

We now turn to the full decomposition algorithm over lists of stmts, given
in Algorithm 2. The target language representation is a small extension of stmt,
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Algorithm 2 A functional-style algorithm for function decomposition into basic
blocks. We denote tuples with comma-separated expressions within parentheses
and sequences with comma-separated items within square brackets. We denote
type annotation with the : character, the cons operator with :: characters, and se-
quence concatenation with ++. The non-pure function newIndex returns a unique
number from N at every call.
1 function decompose srcs: [stmt]→ (N→ [tstmt]) =
2 let (block, blocks, _) = rec ([], ∅, return) srcs in
3 blocks ∪ (newIndex (), block)
4
5 function initNext next: next+ → next =
6 match next with none → newIndex () | _ → next
7
8 function rec (block, blocks, next) srcs: acc→ [stmt]→ acc =
9 match srcs with

10 | []→ match next with
11 | none→ (block, blocks, next)
12 | n | return→ (block ++ [jump next], blocks, next)
13 | src :: srcs → match src with
14 | checkpoint | call → match srcs with
15 | []→
16 let next = initNext next in
17 (block ++ [src next], blocks, next)
18 | _ −>
19 let index = newIndex () in
20 let block = block ++ [src index] in
21 let (nextBlock, blocks, next) = rec ([], blocks, initNext next) srcs in
22 (block, blocks ∪ (index, nextBlock), next)
23 | other→ rec (block ++ [other], blocks, next) srcs
24 | if thn els → match srcs with
25 | []→
26 let (thn, thnBlocks, thnNext) = rec ([], blocks, next) thn in
27 let (els, elsBlocks, elsNext) = rec ([], thnBlocks, thnNext) els in
28 let thn = if next 6= elsNext ∧ thnNext = none
29 then thn ++ [jump elsNext] else thn in
30 (block ++ [if thn els], elsBlocks, elsNext)
31 | _ →
32 let (thn, thnBlocks, thnNext) = rec ([], blocks, none) thn in
33 let (els, elsBlocks, elsNext) = rec ([], thnBlocks, thnNext) els in
34 if elsNext = none then rec (block ++ [if thn els], elsBlocks, next) srcs
35 else
36 let thn = if thnNext = none then thn ++ [jump elsNext] else thn in
37 let (nextBlock, blocks, next) =
38 rec ([], elsBlocks, initNext next) srcs in
39 (block ++ [if thn els], blocks ∪ (elsNext, nextBlock), next)
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adding transitions between N-indexed basic blocks. It is given by

tstmt ::= checkpoint next | call next
| if [tstmt] [tstmt] | jump next | other. (4)

In particular, we annotate checkpoints and calls with the type next, given by
next ::= return | n, where n ∈ N. For checkpoints, the next indicates which
block to jump to after handling the checkpoint, and for calls, it indicates the
block to return to (e.g., the value set for ra in Fig 5c) at the end of the function
invocation. We also include a jump in tstmt for directly jumping to another block
(corresponding to BBLOCK_JUMP in Fig. 5c). The return case of next indicates
that the return address gives the next block for the current function call. For
example, BBLOCK_JUMP(sf->ra) is equivalent to jump return.

Fig. 6b shows the result of applying Algorithm 2 on the [stmt] in Fig. 6a.
Note that the block structure in Fig. 6b mirrors that of Fig. 5c. The entry point
in Algorithm 2 is the function decompose, which accepts a [stmt] as input,
and produces a map from indices to [tstmt] as output (e.g., Fig 6b). The core of
Algorithm 2 is the function rec, which recursively constructs the basic blocks.
It is called from decompose, and makes use of the function initNext. The
accumulator is the triple (block, blocks, next) of type acc ::= [stmt] × (N →
[stmt]) × next+, where block is the current block being constructed, blocks are
all blocks constructed so far, and next indicates the action to take at tail position
in the current block. The type next+ is defined as next+ ::= next | none. When
reaching the end of a block, a value none for next means do nothing, a value
return indicates that the next block is the return block for the current function
invocation, and a natural number n means that the next block has index n.

We now walk through the translation of Fig. 6a to Fig. 6b. We set the ac-
cumulator to ([], ∅, return) at line 2 in Algorithm 2 just before the initial call
to rec, indicating that the current block is empty, that we have accumulated
no complete blocks so far, and that we must use the return block address when
reaching the end of the current block. In the first call to rec, the other at
line 2 in Fig. 6a triggers the case at line 23 in Algorithm 2, which accumulates
the other in the current block. Next, the checkpoint triggers the case at line
14, followed by line 18, since the checkpoint is not at tail position. At line
19, we create a new index for the following block. We then close the current
block by tagging the checkpoint with the new index, resulting in block 1 in
Fig. 6b. Next, we recursively create the block following the checkpoint at line
21. Finally, we add the recursively created block with the new index to the map
of complete blocks (now also populated by the recursive call) and return the
updated accumulator triple at line 22.

The complex part of Algorithm 2 involves handling of ifs. In particular, we
must handle cases where there are block splits within the branches with care.
In our example, the first if at line 5 in Fig. 6a triggers the case at line 31 since
it is not in tail position. To determine whether or not there is at least one split
within the branches, we set next to none for the call on line 32. If a block is split
during this call, initNext will be applied on next, and thnNext at line 32 will
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Miking 
CorePPL

ANF 
Transformation

C Translation
RootPPL 
Language

Code 
Generation

Function 
Decomposition

Static Analysis

Fig. 7: The main components of the CorePPL-to-RootPPL compiler. Grey blocks
are programs, and blue blocks are transformations or analyzes.

be a natural number, indicating where the branch jumped to (either through a
jump, checkpoint, or call) at tail position. However, if there is no split in the
branch, the resulting thnNext remains none. There is no split in the first branch
of the if at line 5 in Fig. 6a, and none is passed to the recursive call at line 33
as well. Again, there is no split in the second branch, triggering the then case at
line 34, and we accumulate the if in the same way as an other.

The ifs at lines 7 and 9 in Fig. 6a do contain a split due to the call at line
11, resulting in blocks 2, 3, and 4, shown in Fig. 6b. The elsNext is a natural
number for these ifs, and the else case at line 35 is triggered. Here, we must
take particular care if there is only a split in the second branch of the if and not
the first. In that case, thnNext is none, and unlike the second branch, we do not
add a block jump to the end of this branch in the call at line 32. Therefore, we
must instead add it at line 36. We add the jump at line 11 in block 2 in Fig. 6b
in this way. Note that we do not require an equivalent step to the above for the
second branch if the split is only in the first branch, since we pass the next from
the first branch to the recursive call for the second branch. After handling the if
itself, we recursively create the new block following the if at lines 37–38 (note
that we pass the next given as argument to rec here, and use initNext on it
to indicate a split has occurred), and give it the index elsNext at line 39.

The case where if is at tail position, at line 25, is handled similarly to the
case at line 31. The difference is that we do not pass none to the first branch
since there is nothing following the if which we can jump to. Instead, we directly
pass the current next to the first call at line 26.

In the blocks resulting from Algorithm 2, call and checkpoint only occurs
in tail-position by construction. As discussed in Section 4.1, this is precisely the
required property when compiling to PCFGs.

4.3 CorePPL-to-RootPPL Compiler

Fig. 7 gives an overview of the CorePPL-to-RootPPL compiler components. Be-
sides the techniques described previously, an integral part of the compiler is the C
translation step, which translates many of the CorePPL language features to C,
including data type definitions and pattern matching. More precisely, CorePPL
records and variants are translated to C structs and tagged unions, respectively,
while pattern matching is compiled to C if statements.

A simple static analysis phase discovering functions that are guaranteed not
to encounter any resamples is also part of the compiler. It iterates through all
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functions and marks a function as containing a resample if it either directly
contains a resample or calls another function containing a resample. We do
not need to decompose resample-free functions, and invocations can be handled
directly by the C++ or CUDA compiler (and we do not need to set up an explicit
stack frame). An example of such a function invocation is the geqf s1 1. at line
5 in Fig. 5b. We disallow passing functions as arguments to other functions as
it complicates the analysis. A solution to allow passing functions as arguments
is to use static analysis techniques such as 0-CFA [34] instead.

The code generation stage in Fig. 7 adds RootPPL boilerplate code and emits
a complete RootPPL program that is provided as input to a C++ or CUDA
compiler together with the RootPPL inference engine (see Fig. 1). The CorePPL
compiler implementation is hosted at GitHub [4] and consists of approximately
3000 lines of code (a contribution of this paper). Note that the ANF, static
analysis, and C translation steps are quite standard, with no new contributions.

An important detail concerning memory allocation in the compiler is the
translation between relative and absolute addresses. Fig. 5c illustrates this trans-
lation. On line 3 in block 4, we convert the retValLoc relative pointer to an
absolute pointer prior to dereferencing, and at lines 18–20 in block 2, the ad-
dress of s4 is translated to a relative address with respect to the start of the
stack before being assigned to retValLoc. This translation is needed because,
at checkpoints in RootPPL, resampling copies and moves SMC executions in
memory. Therefore, we cannot use absolute addresses to refer to data on the
PSTATE stack and must instead use addresses relative to the start of the stack.

4.4 Compiler Strengths and Limitations

The main strength of the CorePPL compiler, compared to using other PPL com-
pilers and tools, is the execution time of the compiled programs. In particular,
the compilation from a universal PPL to CUDA is the first of its kind and allows
for utilizing GPUs for massively parallel SMC inference.

The compiler does, however, have some limitations. Most importantly, the
lack of standard garbage collectors in C++ and CUDA leads to restrictions for
automatic data allocation. Currently, we support only stack-based allocation,
which means that CorePPL programs that allocate and return dynamically sized
data structures (e.g., trees or linked lists) from functions are not supported. Con-
sequently, the current compiler cannot handle probabilistic programs encoding
distributions over such data structures (e.g., phylogenetic trees)—the distribu-
tion must be over fixed-size data types. However, as the evaluation in Section 5
suggests, practically significant universal probabilistic programs over fixed-sized
data types are plentiful. In general, the compiler supports universal CorePPL
programs including both stochastic branching and an unbound number of (stack-
allocated) random variables. Automatic heap-based data allocation is a general
challenge when compiling to GPUs and not specific to our approach. Exploring
the use of garbage collectors or other means for automatic memory management
on GPUs is an interesting direction for future research.
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The compiler also lacks support for some features, which we foresee no sub-
stantial technical challenges in implementing in the near future. In particu-
lar, the compiler does not support first-class distributions—we restrict distri-
butions to occur immediately at assumes (e.g., the Bernoulli distribution in
assume (Bernoulli p) in Fig. 2a). Another possible feature is to add limited
support for nested and higher-order functions.

5 Evaluation

This section evaluates RootPPL and the CorePPL-to-RootPPL compiler. The
source code for all experiments is publicly available [26]. We compare RootPPL
and CorePPL to state-of-the-art SMC PPL implementations on two models: a
constant rate birth-death (CRBD) model from evolutionary biology (Sections 5.1
and 5.3) and a vector-borne disease model from epidemiology (Section 5.2).
Previous work shows that SMC handles these models particularly well [35,27],
and they are therefore good candidates for this evaluation. Comparison with
other types of inference algorithms is a challenging problem and beyond the
scope of this paper. For example, comparing SMC with variational inference
(VI) is challenging as VI is approximate and SMC is asymptotically exact.

In addition to CorePPL (compiled to RootPPL) and RootPPL (hand-tuned),
we implement the models above in a set of state-of-the-art PPLs with SMC
inference: Birch [31], WebPPL [20], and Pyro [10]. For each PPL, we implement
the two models as efficiently as possible, given the available language features. We
compile RootPPL with GCC 7.5.0 for single-core and multicore and with CUDA
11.4 for GPU. We compile Birch 1.634 with GCC 7.5.0. We use WebPPL 0.9.15
with Node.js 14.17.6. We use Pyro 1.7.0 with PyTorch 1.9.0 and CUDA 10.2.
Additionally, we use Numba 0.54.0—a just-in-time (JIT) compiler for Python—
to improve the Pyro performance for the Section 5.1 experiment.

To aid the comparison between languages both in the text and in the figures,
we use the (S), (M), and (G) symbols suffixed to PPL names to indicate if
they run on single-core, multicore, or GPU, respectively. Despite the CUDA
dependency for Pyro, we did not observe any GPU usage during Pyro SMC
runs. In Pyro, SMC is a minor inference algorithm, with variational inference
instead being the main focus. This may explain this lack of GPU support for
SMC. Consequently, we classify SMC in Pyro as (M) and not (G).

We ran all experiments on a machine with a 12-core (24 threads) Intel Xeon
Gold 6136 CPU, 64 GB of memory, and an NVIDIA TITAN RTX GPU with 24
GB of memory and 4608 CUDA cores.

5.1 Experiment: Constant-Rate Birth Death

In this experiment, we consider the non-trivial CRBD model described in Ron-
quist et al. [35]. This model encodes the posterior distributions of the rates with
which new evolutionary lineages arise (birth rate) and die out (death rate), con-
ditioned on the input of a fixed evolutionary tree (phylogeny). We use the dated
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Fig. 8: Execution times for the CRBD experiment, for different numbers of parti-
cles N . The vertical line at the top of each bar indicates one standard deviation.
PPLs with an (S) runs on a single core, (M) on multicore, and (G) on the GPU.

Alcedinidae phylogeny (Kingfisher birds) referenced in Ronquist et al. [35], and
introduced in Jetz et al. [23]. A notable feature of this model is that it con-
tains recursive tree constructions, which are only expressible in universal PPLs.
Appendix B contains the CorePPL implementation of this model (118 lines of
code).

We measure execution time. To ensure fairness, we disabled variance-reducing
techniques such as delayed sampling [27] and ESS-triggered resampling in all
PPLs where available. Consequently, all implementations use precisely the same
SMC inference algorithm. We checked this and the implementations’ correctness
by considering the output normalizing constant estimates in all runs (see Ap-
pendix A). The variance and mean of these estimates were comparable for all
PPLs.

The results of the experiment are shown in Fig. 8 for three different numbers
of SMC particles: 10 000, 100 000, and 1 000 000. We ran the PPL implementa-
tions for 100 iterations (a number determined by available time and hardware)
for each number of SMC particles. The exception to this is WebPPL (S) and
Pyro (M), which we ran only for 10 000 particles due to excessive execution
times. For 10 000 particles, WebPPL (S) ran for 55 seconds (standard deviation
0.63 seconds), and Pyro (M) for 250 seconds (standard deviation 28 seconds).
We omit WebPPL (S) and Pyro (M) from Fig. 8. Pyro relies heavily upon vec-
torization through PyTorch, and the expensive operations in the CRBD model
are recursive and stochastic tree constructions, which are difficult to vectorize.
This explains the particularly abnormal execution times for Pyro (M).

RootPPL is the best alternative in all categories. We conjecture that the
difference compared to CorePPL is due to hand-tuned details in the RootPPL
model. The RootPPL model uses efficient array encodings of the observed tree,
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Fig. 9: Execution times for the Vector-Borne Disease experiment, for different
numbers of particles N . The vertical line at the top of each bar indicates one
standard deviation. PPLs with an (S) runs on a single core, (M) on multicore,
and (G) on the GPU.

precomputes the recursion order over this tree, and encodes it as an iterative pro-
cedure. CorePPL instead compiles the tree as a tagged union type with pointers
to subtrees in each node and traverses it via recursion. Automatically discovering
this transformation from trees to arrays and recursion to iteration is non-trivial
and not considered here but could have potential for future work.

To improve the performance of Pyro, we also applied Numba to parallelize
the recursive tree construction in the model manually. The parallelization we ap-
ply is more fine-grained than the natural SMC particle parallelism and resulted
in an order-of-magnitude performance boost over Pyro (M). Unlike CorePPL,
RootPPL, and Birch, the execution times for Pyro/Numba (M) seems to grow
sub-linearly when going from 100 000 to 1 000 000 particles, as this only increases
mean execution time from 6.72 seconds to 13.76. We conjecture that this is re-
lated to the different type of parallelism introduced with Numba, in combina-
tion with its JIT compilation. Therefore, looking at adding such parallelism to
RootPPL and CorePPL is an interesting direction for future work.

5.2 Experiment: Vector-Borne Disease

Next, we consider the vector-borne disease model from Funk et al. [16], which
is also studied further in Murray et al. [27]. This epidemiological model encodes
a dengue outbreak in Micronesia and includes the spread of disease between
mosquito and human populations. The inference is over the number of suscepti-
ble, exposed, infectious, and recovered (SEIR) individuals in the populations at
discrete time steps (days), and the observations are daily numbers of reported
new cases at health centers (the data is available in Funk et al. [16]). Appendix B
contains the CorePPL implementation of this model (140 lines of code).
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Fig. 10: Execution times for the CRBD experiment with variance-reducing tech-
niques for different numbers of particles N . The vertical line at the top of each
bar indicates one standard deviation. PPLs with an (S) runs on a single core,
(M) on multicore, and (G) on the GPU. Note the 6× speedup of RootPPL (M)
over Birch (M) for N = 100 000.

The experiment setup is identical to Section 5.1 but with fewer SMC particles
due to more demanding computations in the model. Fig. 9 shows the results. We
omit WebPPL (S) entirely due to high execution times. However, we include Pyro
(M) because the simple non-stochastic control-flow in this model allows much
better vectorization than the CRBD model. The Numba optimization in Sec-
tion 5.1 relied on the recursive structure of the model. We exclude Pyro/Numba
(M) here, as such an optimization is not possible in this model.

This time, CorePPL is the best option, by a small margin, over RootPPL.
We conjecture that this is due to how RootPPL preallocates memory, which is
instead dynamically allocated in CorePPL. This results in copying slightly more
memory during resampling for this model in RootPPL.

The difference between GPU and CPU for CorePPL and RootPPL is not as
significant as in Fig. 8. We conjecture that this is due to the lower numbers of
SMC particles used and RootPPL using different implementations for binomial
distribution sampling on the CPU and GPU. The GPU uses a custom, and less
efficient version, because the C++ standard library binomial sampling imple-
mentation is not available in CUDA. Because binomial sampling is the most
expensive operation in this model, this can improve GPU performance further.

5.3 Experiment: CRBD with Variance-Reducing Techniques

In this experiment, we again consider the CRBD model from Section 5.1, but
with delayed sampling and ESS-triggered resampling allowed. Also, we now con-
sider a different, more challenging phylogeny of Tyrant flycatchers [35,23].
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Fig. 10 shows the results. Other than the changes above, the setup is identical
to Section 5.1. We added static delayed sampling manually to all models to
ensure fairness. Note, however, that automatic and dynamic delayed sampling,
as introduced in Murray et al. [27], is also natively supported in Birch (but
introduces some unfair overhead). CorePPL is omitted here, as adding efficient
delayed sampling to the model is rendered more difficult by the current lack of
support for mutable data structures. Based on the experiment in Section 5.1,
WebPPL (S) and Pyro (M) are also not considered here.

The results offer no surprise over Fig 8, and RootPPL is again the best
alternative. Note the increased execution times here compared to Fig 8 due to
the more challenging phylogeny and delayed sampling overhead (which is greatly
compensated by increased inference accuracy).

6 Related Work

There are quite a few PPL implementations making use of SMC inference. Most
closely related to the contributions in this paper is Birch [31]. Similarly to
RootPPL, Birch implements SMC inference, and the target language for com-
pilation is C++. However, while performance is one of the main goals with
Birch, some overhead is inevitably introduced by supporting various quality-of-
life C++ features—including automatic heap allocation [29] and object-oriented
features. RootPPL does not support such features in favor of performance. Simi-
larly to RootPPL, Birch supports CPU parallelism through the use of OpenMP.
Compilation to GPUs is, however, currently not supported in Birch.

The PCFG concept can also be related to Birch. In Birch, users write models
for SMC inference as a method simulate which the inference algorithm calls
iteratively. Resampling only occurs between calls to this method. Furthermore,
data is passed between calls to simulate through particle variables stored in an
object defined as part of the model (similar to the PCFG state). We can view
PCFG basic blocks as a natural generalization of the Birch simulate method,
conceptually allowing for many simulate methods with arbitrary control-flow
in between them. In particular, SMC particles can take different paths through
the PCFG. As with PCFG blocks, the explicit simulate function used in Birch
can potentially make it more challenging to express models for programmers.
This is not a problem when using our approach of compiling into PCFGs, as we
then do the block decomposition automatically.

Besides Birch, parallelism for SMC inference in PPLs is surprisingly absent
in previous work. The predecessor of Birch, LibBi [28], is an exception to this
and implements highly performant SMC inference through SIMD instructions,
OpenMP, and CUDA. However, in contrast with RootPPL and CorePPL, the
LibBi modeling language is not universal. In other words, LibBi can not express
many probabilistic models.

Pyro [10] is a PPL mainly focused on stochastic variational inference, sup-
porting MCMC and SMC in addition. SMC in Pyro is similar to Birch in that
models are constructed using an explicit step function (equivalent to simulate
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in Birch). In general, Pyro supports parallelism through vectorization using Py-
Torch [5] tensors, which is powerful but also restrictive. We saw this in Sec-
tion 5.1, where we could not use Pyro tensors to parallelize the tree recursion.

Other universal PPLs implementing SMC inference include WebPPL [20]
and Anglican [39]. These languages are embedded in JavaScript, and Clojure, re-
spectively, and implement several inference algorithms (including SMC) through
CPS transformations. The focus is on ease of modeling through functional-style
constructs supported by complex runtimes (V8 for JavaScript and the JVM
for Clojure) and supporting many different inference algorithms. Parallelism for
SMC is not directly supported, which is different from CorePPL and RootPPL,
where the focus is parallelism and performance.

Stan [12] and AugurV2 [22] support GPU parallelization of MCMC. Their
modeling languages are, however, more restricted than CorePPL. Stan supports
explicit parallelization of specific functions, and the AugurV2 compiler can com-
pile to MCMC algorithms running partially in parallel on CUDA. This is quite
different from the natural SMC parallelism in CorePPL and RootPPL.

There are also many other probabilistic programming tools, libraries, and
languages available, for instance, Gen [13], Turing [17], Hakaru [33], and Ed-
ward [37]. Generally, these either focus on assisting users in manually construct-
ing inference algorithms tailored for their specific models or on providing efficient
inference for a restricted set of models.

7 Conclusion

This paper introduced the concept of PCFGs and a general method for compil-
ing universal PPLs to PCFGs. We illustrated these contributions further through
the RootPPL implementation and the CorePPL compiler. This is the first work
compiling a universal PPL to GPU with SMC inference. Furthermore, the evalua-
tion showed that CorePPL and RootPPL can deal with real-world SMC inference
problems and outperform the current state-of-the-art with up to 6× speedups
for challenging models (and even more when compared across CPU and GPU).
This gives strong empirical support for the usefulness of the contributions.

Possible improvements upon this work include the exploration of more com-
plex CUDA and C++ runtimes for RootPPL, e.g., runtimes with automatic
memory management through garbage collection. Additionally, high-performance
implementations similar to RootPPL for other inference methods (e.g., MCMC)
are highly relevant for many probabilistic models—for instance, various models
from phylogenetics [35]. We leave these topics for future work.
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A Normalizing Constant Experiment Estimates

This section contains normalizing constant estimates produced during the ex-
periments in Section 5 and justifies the equivalence and correctness of the imple-
mentations in the various PPLs. Fig. 11, Fig. 12, and Fig. 13 show the estimates.
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Fig. 11: Box plots of the (log) normalizing constant estimates Z for the CRBD
experiment in Section 5.1. Mirrors the structure of Fig. 8.

B CorePPL Experiment Source Code

This section contains the models used for CorePPL in the experiments presented
in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2. These are presented in Listing 1 and Listing 2,
respectively.

Listing 1: The CRBD model used for Section 5.1
1 ------------------------------------------------
2 -- The Constant-Rate Birth-Death (CRBD) model --
3 ------------------------------------------------
4
5 -- The prelude includes a few PPL helper functions
6 include "pplprelude.mc"
7
8 -- The tree.mc file defines the general tree structure
9 include "tree.mc"

10
11 -- The tree-instance.mc file includes the actual tree and the rho constant
12 include "tree-instance.mc"
13
14 mexpr
15
16 -- CRBD goes undetected, including iterations. Mutually recursive functions.
17 recursive
18 let iter: Int -> Float -> Float -> Float -> Float -> Float -> Bool =
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Fig. 12: Box plots of the (log) normalizing constant estimates Z for the SSM
experiment in Section 5.2. Mirrors the structure of Fig. 9.
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Fig. 13: Box plots of the (log) normalizing constant estimates Z for the CRBD
experiment with variance-reducing techniques in Section 5.3. Mirrors the struc-
ture of Fig. 10.
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19 lam n: Int.
20 lam startTime: Float.
21 lam branchLength: Float.
22 lam lambda: Float.
23 lam mu: Float.
24 lam rho: Float.
25 if eqi n 0 then
26 true
27 else
28 let eventTime = assume (Uniform (subf startTime branchLength) startTime) in
29 if crbdGoesUndetected eventTime lambda mu rho then
30 iter (subi n 1) startTime branchLength lambda mu rho
31 else
32 false
33
34 let crbdGoesUndetected: Float -> Float -> Float -> Float -> Bool =
35 lam startTime: Float.
36 lam lambda: Float.
37 lam mu: Float.
38 lam rho: Float.
39 let duration = assume (Exponential mu) in
40 let cond =
41 -- ‘and‘ does not use short-circuiting: using ‘if‘ as below is more
42 -- efficient
43 if (gtf duration startTime) then
44 (eqBool (assume (Bernoulli rho)) true)
45 else false
46 in
47 if cond then
48 false
49 else
50 let branchLength = if ltf duration startTime then duration else startTime in
51 let n = assume (Poisson (mulf lambda branchLength)) in
52 iter n startTime branchLength lambda mu rho
53 in
54
55 -- Simulation of branch
56 recursive
57 let simBranch: Int -> Float -> Float -> Float -> Float -> Float -> Float =
58 lam n: Int.
59 lam startTime: Float.
60 lam stopTime: Float.
61 lam lambda: Float.
62 lam mu: Float.
63 lam rho: Float.
64 if eqi n 0 then 0.
65 else
66 let currentTime = assume (Uniform stopTime startTime) in
67 if crbdGoesUndetected currentTime lambda mu rho then
68 let v = simBranch (subi n 1) startTime stopTime lambda mu rho in
69 addf v (log 2.)
70 else
71 negf inf
72 in
73
74 -- Simulating along the tree structure
75 recursive
76 let simTree: Tree -> Tree -> Float -> Float -> Float -> () =
77 lam tree: Tree.
78 lam parent: Tree.
79 lam lambda: Float.
80 lam mu: Float.
81 lam rho: Float.
82 let lnProb1 = mulf (negf mu) (subf (getAge parent) (getAge tree)) in
83 let lnProb2 = match tree with Node _ then log lambda else log rho in
84
85 let startTime = getAge parent in
86 let stopTime = getAge tree in
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87 let n = assume (Poisson (mulf lambda (subf startTime stopTime))) in
88 let lnProb3 = simBranch n startTime stopTime lambda mu rho in
89
90 weight (addf lnProb1 (addf lnProb2 lnProb3));
91 resample;
92
93 match tree with Node { left = left, right = right } then
94 simTree left tree lambda mu rho;
95 simTree right tree lambda mu rho
96 else ()
97 in
98
99 -- Priors

100 let lambda = assume (Gamma 1.0 1.0) in
101 let mu = assume (Gamma 1.0 0.5) in
102
103 -- Adjust for normalizing constant
104 let numLeaves = countLeaves tree in
105 let corrFactor =
106 subf (mulf (subf (int2float numLeaves) 1.) (log 2.)) (lnFactorial numLeaves) in
107 weight corrFactor;
108 resample;
109
110 -- Start of the simulation along the two branches
111 (match tree with Node { left = left, right = right } then
112 simTree left tree lambda mu rho;
113 simTree right tree lambda mu rho
114 else ());
115
116 lambda
117
118 -- Returns the posterior for the lambda

Listing 2: The SSM model used for Section 5.2
1 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
2 -- The SEIR model from https://docs.birch.sh/examples/VectorBorneDisease/ --
3 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
4
5 -- Include pow and exp
6 include "math.mc"
7
8 -- Include data
9 include "data.mc"

10
11 mexpr
12
13 -- Human parameters
14 let hNu: Float = 0. in
15 let hMu: Float = 1. in
16 let hLambda: Float = assume (Beta 1. 1.) in
17 let hDelta: Float =
18 assume (Beta (addf 1. (divf 2. 4.4)) (subf 3. (divf 2. 4.4))) in
19 let hGamma: Float =
20 assume (Beta (addf 1. (divf 2. 4.5)) (subf 3. (divf 2. 4.5))) in
21
22 -- Mosquito parameters
23 let mNu: Float = divf 1. 7. in
24 let mMu: Float = divf 6. 7. in
25 let mLambda: Float = assume (Beta 1. 1.) in
26 let mDelta: Float =
27 assume (Beta (addf 1. (divf 2. 6.5)) (subf 3. (divf 2. 6.5))) in
28 let mGamma: Float = 0. in
29
30 -- Other parameters
31 let rho: Float = assume (Beta 1. 1.) in
32 let z: Int = 0 in
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33
34 -- Human SEIR component
35 let n: Int = 7370 in
36 let hI: Int = addi 1 (assume (Poisson 5.0)) in
37 let hE: Int = assume (Poisson 5.0) in
38 let hR: Int =
39 floorfi (assume (Uniform 0. (int2float (addi 1 (subi (subi n hI) hE))))) in
40 let hS: Int = subi (subi (subi n hE) hI) hR in
41
42 -- Human initial deltas
43 let hDeltaS: Int = 0 in
44 let hDeltaE: Int = hE in
45 let hDeltaI: Int = hI in
46 let hDeltaR: Int = 0 in
47
48 -- Mosquito SEIR component
49 let u: Float = assume (Uniform (negf 1.) 2.) in
50 let mS: Int = floorfi (mulf (int2float n) (pow 10. u)) in
51 let mE: Int = 0 in
52 let mI: Int = 0 in
53 let mR: Int = 0 in
54
55 -- Mosquito initial deltas
56 let mDeltaS: Int = 0 in
57 let mDeltaE: Int = 0 in
58 let mDeltaI: Int = 0 in
59 let mDeltaR: Int = 0 in
60
61 -- Conditioning function
62 let condition: Int -> Int -> Int -> Int =
63 lam t: Int. lam zP: Int. lam hDeltaI: Int.
64 let z: Int = addi zP hDeltaI in
65 let y: Int = get ys t in
66 let z: Int = if neqi (negi 1) y then
67 observe y (Binomial z rho); 0
68 else z in
69 resample;
70 z
71 in
72
73 -- Initial conditioning
74 let z = condition 0 z hDeltaI in
75
76 -- Simulation function
77 recursive let simulate:
78 Int -> Int -> Int -> Int -> Int -> Int -> Int -> Int -> Int -> Int -> ()
79 =
80 lam t: Int.
81 lam hSP: Int.
82 lam hEP: Int.
83 lam hIP: Int.
84 lam hRP: Int.
85 lam mSP: Int.
86 lam mEP: Int.
87 lam mIP: Int.
88 lam mRP: Int.
89 lam zP: Int.
90
91 -- Humans
92 let hN: Int = addi (addi (addi hSP hEP) hIP) hRP in
93 let hTau: Int =
94 assume (Binomial hSP (subf 1. (exp (negf (divf
95 (int2float mIP)
96 (int2float hN)))))) in
97 let hDeltaE: Int = assume (Binomial hTau hLambda) in
98 let hDeltaI: Int = assume (Binomial hEP hDelta) in
99 let hDeltaR: Int = assume (Binomial hIP hGamma) in

100 let hS: Int = subi hSP hDeltaE in
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101 let hE: Int = subi (addi hEP hDeltaE) hDeltaI in
102 let hI: Int = subi (addi hIP hDeltaI) hDeltaR in
103 let hR: Int = addi hRP hDeltaR in
104
105 -- Mosquitos
106 let mTau: Int =
107 assume (Binomial mSP (subf 1. (exp (negf (divf
108 (int2float hIP)
109 (int2float hN)))))) in
110 let mN: Int = addi (addi (addi mSP mEP) mIP) mRP in
111 let mDeltaE: Int = assume (Binomial mTau mLambda) in
112 let mDeltaI: Int = assume (Binomial mEP mDelta) in
113 let mDeltaR: Int = assume (Binomial mIP mGamma) in
114 let mS: Int = subi mSP mDeltaE in
115 let mE: Int = subi (addi mEP mDeltaE) mDeltaI in
116 let mI: Int = subi (addi mIP mDeltaI) mDeltaR in
117 let mR: Int = addi mRP mDeltaR in
118
119 let mS: Int = assume (Binomial mS mMu) in
120 let mE: Int = assume (Binomial mE mMu) in
121 let mI: Int = assume (Binomial mI mMu) in
122 let mR: Int = assume (Binomial mR mMu) in
123
124 let mDeltaS: Int = assume (Binomial mN mNu) in
125 let mS: Int = addi mS mDeltaS in
126
127 let z: Int = condition t zP hDeltaI in
128
129 -- Recurse
130 let tNext: Int = addi t 1 in
131 if eqi (length ys) t then
132 -- We do not return anything here, but simply run the model for
133 -- estimating the normalizing constant.
134 ()
135 else
136 simulate tNext hS hE hI hR mS mE mI mR z
137 in
138
139 -- Initiate recursion
140 simulate 1 hS hE hI hR mS mE mI mR z
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Abstract. Probabilistic Programming Languages (PPLs) allow users to
encode statistical inference problems and automatically apply an infer-
ence algorithm to solve them. Popular inference algorithms for PPLs,
such as sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) and Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC), are built around checkpoints—relevant events for the inference
algorithm during the execution of a probabilistic program. Deciding the
location of checkpoints is, in current PPLs, not done optimally. To solve
this problem, we present a static analysis technique that automatically
determines checkpoints in programs, relieving PPL users of this task. The
analysis identifies a set of checkpoints that execute in the same order in
every program run—they are aligned. We formalize alignment, prove the
correctness of the analysis, and implement the analysis as part of the
higher-order functional PPL Miking CorePPL. By utilizing the align-
ment analysis, we design two novel inference algorithm variants: aligned
SMC and aligned lightweight MCMC. We show, through real-world ex-
periments, that they significantly improve inference execution time and
accuracy compared to standard PPL versions of SMC and MCMC.

Keywords: Probabilistic programming · Operational semantics · Static
analysis.

1 Introduction

Probabilistic programming languages (PPLs) are languages used to encode sta-
tistical inference problems, common in research fields such as phylogenetics [38],

? This project is financially supported by the Swedish Foundation for Strategic Re-
search (FFL15-0032 and RIT15-0012), and also partially supported by the Wallen-
berg Al, Autonomous Systems and Software Program (WASP) funded by the Knut
and Alice Wallenberg Foundation, and the Swedish Research Council (grants 2018-
04620 and 2021-04830). The research has also been carried out as part of the Vinnova
Competence Center for Trustworthy Edge Computing Systems and Applications at
KTH Royal Institute of Technology.
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computer vision [16], topic modeling [5], data cleaning [23], and cognitive sci-
ence [15]. PPL implementations automatically solve encoded problems by ap-
plying an inference algorithm. In particular, automatic inference allows users
to solve inference problems without having in-depth knowledge of inference al-
gorithms and how to apply them. Some examples of PPLs are WebPPL [14],
Birch [30], Anglican [47], Miking CorePPL [25], Turing [12], and Pyro [3].

Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) are
general-purpose families of inference algorithms often used for PPL implemen-
tations. These algorithms share the concept of checkpoints: relevant execution
events for the inference algorithm. For SMC, the checkpoints are likelihood up-
dates [47,14] and determine the resampling of executions. Alternatively, users
must sometimes manually annotate or write the probabilistic program in a cer-
tain way to make resampling explicit [25,30]. For MCMC, checkpoints are instead
random draws, which allow the inference algorithm to manipulate these draws to
construct a Markov chain over program executions [46,37]. When designing SMC
and MCMC algorithms for universal PPLs4, both the placement and handling
of checkpoints are critical to making the inference both efficient and accurate.

For SMC, a standard inference approach is to resample at all likelihood
updates [14,47]. This approach produces correct results asymptotically [24] but
is highly problematic for certain models [38]. Such models require non-trivial
and SMC-specific manual program rewrites to force good resampling locations
and make SMC tractable. Overall, choosing the likelihood updates at which to
resample significantly affects SMC execution time and accuracy.

For MCMC, a standard approach for inference in universal PPLs is lightweight
MCMC [46], which constructs a Markov chain over random draws in programs.
The key idea is to use an addressing transformation and a runtime database of
random draws. Specifically, the database enables matching and reusing random
draws between executions according to their stack traces, even if the random
draws may or may not occur due to randomness during execution. However, the
dynamic approach of looking up random draws in the database through their
stack traces is expensive and introduces significant runtime overhead.

To overcome the SMC and MCMC problems in universal PPLs, we present
a static analysis technique for higher-order functional PPLs that automatically
determines checkpoints in a probabilistic program that always occur in the same
order in every program execution—they are aligned. We formally define align-
ment, formalize the alignment analysis, and prove the soundness of the analysis
with respect to the alignment definition. The novelty and challenge in developing
the static analysis technique is to capture alignment properties through the iden-
tification of expressions in programs that may evaluate to stochastic values and
expressions that may evaluate due to stochastic branching. Stochastic branching
results from if expressions with stochastic values as conditions or function ap-
plications where the function itself is stochastic. Stochastic values and branches
pose a significant challenge when proving the soundness of the analysis.

4 A term coined by Goodman et al. [13]. Essentially, it means that the types and
numbers of random variables cannot be determined statically.
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We design two new inference algorithms that improve accuracy and execu-
tion time compared to current approaches. Unlike the standard SMC algorithm
for PPLs [47,14], aligned SMC only resamples at aligned likelihood updates. Re-
sampling only at aligned likelihood updates guarantees that each SMC execution
resamples the same number of times, which makes expensive global termination
checks redundant [25]. We evaluate aligned SMC on two diversification models
from Ronquist et al. [38] and a state-space model for aircraft localization, demon-
strating significantly improved inference accuracy and execution time compared
to traditional SMC. Both models—constant rate birth-death (CRBD) and clado-
genetic diversification rate shift (ClaDS)—are used in real-world settings and are
of considerable interest to evolutionary biologists [32,27]. The documentations
of both Anglican [47] and Turing [12] acknowledge the importance of alignment
for SMC and state that all likelihood updates must be aligned. However, Turing
and Anglican neither formalize nor enforce this property—it is up to the users
to manually guarantee it, often requiring non-standard program rewrites [38].

We also design aligned lightweight MCMC, a new version of lightweight
MCMC [46]. Aligned lightweight MCMC constructs a Markov chain over the
program using the aligned random draws as synchronization points to match
and reuse aligned random draws and a subset of unaligned draws between execu-
tions. Aligned lightweight MCMC does not require a runtime database of random
draws and therefore reduces runtime overhead. We evaluate aligned lightweight
MCMC for latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [5] and CRBD [38], demonstrat-
ing significantly reduced execution times and no decrease in inference accuracy.
Furthermore, automatic alignment is orthogonal to and easily combines with the
lightweight MCMC optimizations introduced by Ritchie et al. [37].

We implement the analysis, aligned SMC, and aligned lightweight MCMC
in Miking CorePPL [25,7]. In addition to analyzing stochastic if-branching, the
implementation analyzes stochastic branching at a standard pattern-matching
construct. Compared to if expressions, the pattern-matching construct requires
a more sophisticated analysis of the pattern and the value matched against it to
determine if the pattern-matching causes a stochastic branch.

In summary, we make the following contributions.

– We invent and formalize alignment for PPLs. Aligned parts of a program
occur in the same order in every execution (Section 4.1).

– We formalize and prove the soundness of a novel static analysis technique
that determines stochastic value flow and stochastic branching, and in turn
alignment, in higher-order probabilistic programs (Section 4.2).

– We design aligned SMC inference that only resamples at aligned likelihood
updates, improving execution time and inference accuracy (Section 5.1).

– We design aligned lightweight MCMC inference that only reuses aligned
random draws, improving execution time (Section 5.2).

– We implement the analysis and inference algorithms in Miking CorePPL.
The implementation extends the alignment analysis to identify stochastic
branching resulting from pattern matching (Section 6).
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Section 7 describes the evaluation and discusses its results. The paper also has
an accompanying artifact that supports the evaluation [26]. Section 8 discusses
related work and Section 9 concludes. Next, Section 2 considers a simple mo-
tivating example to illustrate the key ideas. Section 3 introduces syntax and
semantics for the calculus used to formalize the alignment analysis.

2 A Motivating Example

This section presents a motivating example that illustrates the key alignment
ideas in relation to aligned SMC (Section 2.1) and aligned lightweight MCMC
(Section 2.2). We assume basic knowledge of probability theory. Knowledge of
PPLs is helpful, but not a strict requirement. The book by van de Meent et
al. [45] provides a good introduction to PPLs.

Probabilistic programs encode Bayesian statistical inference problems with
two fundamental constructs: assume and weight. The assume construct defines
random variables, which make execution nondeterministic. Intuitively, a proba-
bilistic program then encodes a probability distribution over program executions
(the prior distribution), and it is possible to sample from this distribution by
executing the program with random sampling at assumes. The weight construct
updates the likelihood of individual executions. Updating likelihoods for execu-
tions modifies the probability distribution induced by assumes, and the inference
problem encoded by the program is to determine or approximate this modified
distribution (the posterior distribution). The main purpose of weight in real-
world models is to condition executions on observed data.5

Consider the probabilistic program in Fig. 1a. The program is contrived
and purposefully constructed to compactly illustrate alignment, but the real-
world diversification models in Ronquist et al. [38] that we also consider in
Section 7 inspired the program’s general structure. The program defines (line 1)
and returns (line 18) a Gamma-distributed random variable rate. Figure 1b
illustrates the Gamma distribution. To modify the likelihood for values of rate,
the program executes the iter function (line 10) three times, and the survives
function (line 2) a random number of times n (line 13) within each iter call.

Conceptually, to infer the posterior distribution of the program, we execute
the program infinitely many times. In each execution, we draw samples for the
random variables defined at assume, and accumulate the likelihood at weight.
The return value of the execution, weighted by the accumulated likelihood, rep-
resents one sample from the posterior distribution. Fig. 1c shows a histogram
of such weighted samples of rate resulting from a large number of executions
of Fig. 1a. The fundamental inference algorithm that produces such weighted
samples is called likelihood weighting (a type of importance sampling [31]). We
see that, compared to the prior distribution for rate in Fig. 1b, the posterior is
more sharply peaked due to the likelihood modifications.

5 A number of more specialized constructs for likelihood updating are also available
in various PPLs, for example observe [47,14] and condition [14].
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1 let rate = assume Gamma(2, 2) in
2 let rec survives = λn.
3 if n = 0 then () else
4 if assume Bernoulli(0.9) then
5 weight 0.5;
6 survives (n− 1)
7 else
8 weight 0
9 in

10 let rec iter = λi.
11 if i = 0 then () else
12 weight rate;
13 let n = assume Poisson(rate) in
14 survives n;
15 iter (i− 1)
16 in
17 iter 3;
18 rate

(a) Probabilistic program.

0 5 10 15

(b) Gamma(2, 2).

0 5 10 15

(c) Histogram.

w1 12 12 5 5 5 12 5 5
w2 12 5 5 12 8 12 5
w1 12 12 5 5 5 12 5 5
w2 12 5 5 12 8 12 5

(d) Aligning weight.

s1 1 13 4 13 4 4 4 13
s2 1 13 4 4 13 4 4 13 4
s1 1 13 4 13 4 4 4 13
s2 1 13 4 4 13 4 4 13 4

(e) Aligning assume.

Fig. 1: A simple example illustrating alignment. Fig. (a) gives a probabilis-
tic program using functional-style PPL pseudocode. Fig. (b) illustrates the
Gamma(2, 2) probability density function. Fig. (c) illustrates a histogram over
weighted rate samples produced by running the program in (a) a large num-
ber of times. Fig. (d) shows two line number sequences w1 and w2 of weights
encountered in two program runs (top) and how to align them (bottom). Fig.
(e) shows two line number sequences s1 and s2 of assumes encountered in two
program runs (top) and how to align them (bottom).

2.1 Aligned SMC

Likelihood weighting can only handle the simplest of programs. In Fig. 1a, a
problem with likelihood weighting is that we assign the weight 0 to many exe-
cutions at line 8. These executions contribute nothing to the final distribution.
SMC solves this by executing many program instances concurrently and occa-
sionally resampling them (with replacement) based on their current likelihoods.
Resampling discards executions with lower weights (in the worst case, 0) and re-
places them with executions with higher weights. The most common approach in
popular PPLs is to resample just after likelihood updates (i.e., calls to weight).

Resampling at all calls to weight in Fig. 1a is suboptimal. The best option is
instead to only resample at line 12. This is because executions encounter lines 5
and 8 a random number of times due to the stochastic branch at line 3, while they
encounter line 12 a fixed number of times. As a result of resampling at lines 5 and
8, executions become unaligned ; in each resampling, executions can have reached
either line 5, line 8, or line 12. On the other hand, if we resample only at line 12,
all executions will always have reached line 12 for the same iteration of iter in
every resampling. Intuitively, this is a sensible approach since, when resampling,
executions have progressed the same distance through the program. We say that
the weight at line 12 is aligned, and resampling only at aligned weights results
in our new inference approach called aligned SMC. Fig. 1d visualizes the weight
alignment for two sample executions of Fig. 1a.
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2.2 Aligned Lightweight MCMC

Another improvement over likelihood weighting is to construct a Markov chain
over program executions. It is beneficial to propose new executions in the Markov
chain by making small, rather than large, modifications to the previous execu-
tion. The lightweight MCMC [46] algorithm does this by redrawing a single
random draw in the previous execution, and then reusing as many other ran-
dom draws as possible. Random draws in the current and previous executions
match through stack traces—the sequences of applications leading up to a ran-
dom draw. Consider the random draw at line 13 in Fig. 1a. It is called exactly
three times in every execution. If we identify applications and assumes by line
numbers, we get the stack traces [17, 13], [17, 15, 13], and [17, 15, 15, 13] for these
three assumes in every execution. Consequently, lightweight MCMC can reuse
these draws by storing them in a database indexed by stack traces.

The stack trace indexing in lightweight MCMC is overly complicated when
reusing aligned random draws. Note that the assumes at lines 1 and 13 in Fig 1a
are aligned, while the assume at line 4 is unaligned. Fig. 1e visualizes the assume
alignment for two sample executions of Fig. 1a. Aligned random draws occur in
the same same order in every execution, and are therefore trivial to match and
reuse between executions through indexing by counting. The appeal with stack
trace indexing is to additionally allow reusing a subset of unaligned draws.

A key insight in this paper is that aligned random draws can also act as
synchronization points in the program to allow reusing unaligned draws without a
stack trace database. After an aligned draw, we reuse unaligned draws occurring
up until the next aligned draw, as long as they syntactically originate at the
same assume as the corresponding unaligned draws in the previous execution.
As soon as an unaligned draw does not originate from the same assume as in
the previous execution, we redraw all remaining unaligned draws up until the
next aligned draw. Instead of a trace-indexed database, this approach requires
storing a list of unaligned draws (tagged with identifiers of the assumes at which
they originated) for each execution segment in between aligned random draws.
For example, for the execution s1 in Fig. 1e, we store lists of unaligned Bernoulli
random draws from line 4 for each execution segment in between the three aligned
random draws at line 13. If a Poisson random draw n at line 13 does not change
or decreases, we can reuse the stored unaligned Bernoulli draws up until the
next Poisson random draw as survives executes n or fewer times. If the drawn n
instead increases to n′, we can again reuse all stored Bernoulli draws, but must
supplement them with new Bernoulli draws to reach n′ draws in total.

As we show in Section 7, using aligned draws as synchronization points works
very well in practice and avoids the runtime overhead of the lightweight MCMC
database. However, manually identifying aligned parts of programs and rewrit-
ing them so that inference can make use of alignment is, if even possible, te-
dious, error-prone, and impractical for large programs. This paper presents an
automated approach to identifying aligned parts of programs. Combining static
alignment analysis and using aligned random draws as synchronization points
form the key ideas of the new algorithm that we call aligned lightweight MCMC.
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3 Syntax and Semantics

In preparation for the alignment analysis in Section 4, we require an idealized
base calculus capturing the key features of expressive PPLs. This section intro-
duces such a calculus with a formal syntax (Section 3.1) and semantics (Sec-
tion 3.2). We assume a basic understanding of the lambda calculus (see, e.g.,
Pierce [36] for a complete introduction). Section 6 further describes extending
the idealized calculus and the analysis in Section 4 to a full-featured PPL.

3.1 Syntax

We use the untyped lambda calculus as the base for our calculus. We also add
let expressions for convenience, and if expressions to allow intrinsic booleans
to affect control flow. The calculus is a subset of the language used in Fig. 1a.
We inductively define terms t and values v as follows.

Definition 1 (Terms and values).

t ::= x | c | λx. t | t t | let x = t in t v ::= c | 〈λx. t, ρ〉
| if t then t else t | assume t | weight t

x, y ∈ X ρ ∈ P c ∈ C {false, true, ()} ∪ R ∪D ⊆ C.
(1)

X is a countable set of variable names, C a set of intrinsic values and operations,
and D ⊂ C a set of probability distributions. The set P contains all evaluation
environments ρ, that is, partial functions mapping names in X to values v. We
use T and V to denote the set of all terms and values, respectively.

Values v are intrinsics or closures, where closures are abstractions with an en-
vironment binding free variables in the abstraction body. We require that C
include booleans, the unit value (), and real numbers. The reason is that weight
takes real numbers as argument and returns () and that if expression conditions
are booleans. Furthermore, probability distributions are often over booleans and
real numbers. For example, we can include the normal distribution constructor
N ∈ C that takes real numbers as arguments and produces normal distributions
over real numbers. For example, N 0 1 ∈ D, the standard normal distribution.
We often write functions in C in infix position or with standard function appli-
cation syntax for readability. For example, 1 + 2 with + ∈ C means + 1 2, and
N (0, 1) means N 0 1. Additionally, we use the shorthand t1; t2 for let _ = t1
in t2, where _ is the do-not-care symbol. That is, t1; t2 evaluates t1 for side
effects only before evaluating t2. Finally, the untyped lambda calculus supports
recursion through fixed-point combinators. We encapsulate this in the shorthand
let rec f = λx.t1 in t2 to conveniently define recursive functions.

The assume and weight constructs are PPL-specific. We define random vari-
ables from intrinsic probability distributions with assume (also known as sam-
ple in PPLs with sampling-based inference). For example, the term let x =
assume N (0, 1) in t defines x as a random variable with a standard normal
distribution in t. Boolean random variables combined with if expressions result
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1 let rec geometric = λ_.
2 let x = assume Bernoulli(0.5) in
3 if x then
4 weight 1.5;
5 1 + geometric ()
6 else 1
7 in geometric ()

(a) Probabilistic program tgeo .

Standard geometric

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Weighted geometric

(b) Probability distributions.

Fig. 2: A probabilistic program tgeo [25], illustrating (1). Fig. (a) gives the pro-
gram, and (b) the corresponding probability distributions. In (b), the y-axis gives
the probability, and the x-axis gives the outcome (the number of coin flips). The
upper part of (b) excludes the shaded weight at line 4 in (a).

in stochastic branching—causing the alignment problem. Lastly, weight (also
known as factor or score) is a standard construct for likelihood updating (see,
e.g., Borgström et al. [6]). Next, we illustrate and formalize a semantics for (1).

3.2 Semantics

Consider the small probabilistic program tgeo ∈ T in Fig. 2a. The program
encodes the standard geometric distribution via a function geometric, which
recursively flips a fair coin (a Bernoulli(0.5) distribution) at line 2 until the
outcome is false (i.e., tails). At that point, the program returns the total number
of coin flips, including the last tails flip. The upper part of Fig. 2b illustrates the
result distribution for an infinite number of program runs with line 4 ignored.

To illustrate the effect of weight, consider tgeo with line 4 included. This
weight modifies the likelihood with a factor 1.5 each time the flip outcome is
true (or, heads). Intuitively, this emphasizes larger return values, illustrated in
the lower part of Fig. 2b. Specifically, the (unnormalized) probability of seeing
n coin flips is 0.5n · 1.5n−1, compared to 0.5n for the unweighted version. The
factor 1.5n−1 is the result of the calls to weight.

We now introduce a big-step operational semantics for single runs of programs
t. Such a semantics is essential to formalize the probability distributions encoded
by probabilistic programs (e.g., Fig. 2b for Fig. 2a) and to prove the correctness
of PPL inference algorithms. For example, Borgström et al. [6] define a PPL
calculus and semantics similar to this paper and formally proves the correctness
of an MCMC algorithm. Another example is Lundén et al. [24], who also define a
similar calculus and semantics and prove the correctness of PPL SMC algorithms.
In particular, the correctness of our aligned SMC algorithm (Section 5.1) follows
from this proof. The purpose of the semantics in this paper is to formalize
alignment and prove the soundness of our analysis in Section 4. We use a big-
step semantics as the finer granularity in a small-step semantics is redundant.
We begin with a definition for intrinsics.
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ρ ` x []⇓1[] ρ(x)
(Var)

ρ ` c []⇓1[] c
(Const)

ρ ` λx.t []⇓1[] 〈λx.t, ρ〉
(Lam)

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1
l1
〈λx.t, ρ′〉 ρ ` t2 s2⇓w2

l2
v2 ρ′, x 7→ v2 ` t s3⇓w3

l3
v

ρ ` t1 t2 s1‖s2‖s3⇓w1·w2·w3

l1‖l2‖l3 v
(App)

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1
l1

c1 ρ ` t2 s2⇓w2
l2

c2

ρ ` t1 t2 s1‖s2⇓w1·w2

l1‖l2 δ(c1, c2)
(Const-App)

ρ ` t s⇓wl d w′ = fd(c)

ρ ` assume t s‖[c]⇓w·w
′

l c
(Assume)

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1
l1

v1 ρ, x 7→ v1 ` t2 s2⇓w2
l2

v

ρ ` let x = t1 in t2 s1‖s2⇓w1·w2

l1‖[x]‖l2 v
(Let)

ρ ` t s⇓wl w′

ρ ` weight t s⇓w·w′l ()
(Weight)

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1
l1

true ρ ` t2 s2⇓w2
l2

v2

ρ ` if t1 then t2 else t3 s1‖s2⇓w1·w2

l1‖l2 v2
(If-True)

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1
l1

false ρ ` t3 s3⇓w3
l3

v3

ρ ` if t1 then t2 else t3 s1‖s3⇓w1·w3

l1‖l3 v3
(If-False)

Fig. 3: A big-step operational semantics for terms, formalizing single runs of pro-
grams t ∈ T . The operation ρ, x 7→ v produces a new environment extending ρ
with a binding v for x. For each distribution d ∈ D, fd is its probability density
or probability mass function—encoding the relative probability of drawing par-
ticular values from the distribution. For example, fBernoulli(0.3)(true) = 0.3 and
fBernoulli(0.3)(false) = 1− 0.3 = 0.7. We use · to denote multiplication.

Definition 2 (Intrinsic functions). For every c ∈ C, we attach an arity
|c| ∈ N. We define a partial function δ : C × C → C such that δ(c, c1) = c2 is
defined for |c| > 0. For all c, c1, and c2, such that δ(c, c1) = c2, |c2| = |c| − 1.

Intrinsic functions are curried and produce intrinsic or intrinsic functions of one
arity less through δ. For example, for + ∈ C, we have δ(δ(+, 1), 2) = 3, |+| = 2,
|δ(+, 1)| = 1, and |δ(δ(+, 1), 2)| = 0. Next, randomness in our semantics is
deterministic via a trace of random draws in the style of Kozen [22].

Definition 3 (Traces). The set S of traces is the set such that, for all s ∈ S,
s is a sequence of intrinsics from C with arity 0.

In the following, we use the notation [c1, c2, . . . , cn] for sequences and ‖ for
sequence concatenation. For example, [c1, c2] ‖ [c2, c4] = [c1, c2, c3, c4]. We also
use subscripts to select elements in a sequence, e.g., [c1, c2, c3, c4]2 = c2. In
practice, traces are often sequences of real numbers, e.g., [1.1, 3.2, 8.4] ∈ S.

Fig. 3 presents the semantics as a relation ρ ` t s⇓wl v over P × T × S ×R×
L× V . L is the set of sequences over X, i.e., sequences of names. For example,
[x, y, z] ∈ L, where x, y, z ∈ X. We use l ∈ L to track the sequence of let-
bindings during evaluation. For example, evaluating let x = 1 in let y = 2
in x + y results in l = [x, y]. In Section 4, we use the sequence of encountered
let-bindings to define alignment. For simplicity, from now on we assume that
bound variables are always unique (i.e., variable shadowing is impossible).
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It is helpful to think of ρ, t, and s as the input to ⇓, and l, w and v as the out-
put. In the environment ρ, t, with trace s, evaluates to v, encounters the sequence
of let bindings l, and accumulates the weight w. The trace s is the sequence of
all random draws, and each random draw in (Assume) consumes precisely one
element of s. The rule (Let) tracks the sequence of bindings by adding x at the
correct position in l. The number w is the likelihood of the execution—the prob-
ability density of all draws in the program, registered at (Assume), combined
with direct likelihood modifications, registered at (Weight). The remaining as-
pects of the semantics are standard (see, e.g., Kahn [20]). To give an example of
the semantics, we have

∅ ` tgeo
[true,true,true,false]⇓0.5·1.5·0.5·1.5·0.5·1.5·0.5[geometric,x,x,x,x] 4 (2)

for the particular execution of tgeo making three recursive calls. Next, we for-
malize and apply the alignment analysis to (1).

4 Alignment Analysis

This section presents the main contribution of this paper: automatic alignment
in PPLs. Section 4.1 introduces A-normal form and gives a precise definition of
alignment. Section 4.2 formalizes and proves the correctness of the alignment
analysis. Lastly, Section 4.3 discusses a dynamic version of alignment.

4.1 A-Normal Form and Alignment

To reason about all subterms t′ of a program t and to enable the analysis in
Section 4.2, we need to uniquely label all subterms. A straightforward approach
is to use variable names within the program itself as labels (remember that
we assume bound variables are always unique). This leads us to the standard
A-normal form (ANF) representation of programs [11].

Definition 4 (A-normal form).

tANF ::= x | let x = t′ANF in tANF
t′ANF ::= x | c | λx. tANF | x y

| if x then tANF else tANF | assume x | weight x

(3)

We use TANF to denote the set of all terms tANF. Unlike t ∈ T , tANF ∈ TANF
enforces that a variable bound by a let labels each subterm in the program.
Furthermore, we can automatically transform any program in T to a semantically
equivalent TANF program, and TANF ⊂ T . Therefore, we assume in the remainder
of the paper that all terms are in ANF.

Given the importance of alignment in universal PPLs, it is somewhat surpris-
ing that there are no previous attempts to give a formal definition of its meaning.
Here, we give a first such formal definition, but before defining alignment, we
require a way to restrict, or filter, sequences.
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Definition 5 (Restriction of sequences). For all l ∈ L and Y ⊆ X, l|Y (the
restriction of l to Y ) is the subsequence of l with all elements not in Y removed.

For example, [x, y, z, y, x]|{x,z} = [x, z, x]. We now formally define alignment.

Definition 6 (Alignment). For t ∈ TANF, the set At ⊆ X is the largest set
such that, for arbitrary ∅ ` t s1⇓w1

l1
v1 and ∅ ` t s2⇓w2

l2
v2, l1|At = l2|At .

The aligned expressions—the expressions in a program bound by a let to a
variable name in At—are those that occur in the same order in every program
execution, regardless of random draws. Note that we seek the largest set, as
At = ∅ is always a trivial solution. Assume we have a program such that l =
[x, y, x, z, x] or l = [x, y, x, z, x, y] are the only possibilities. Then, At = {x, z}.
Next, assume that we transform the programs in Fig. 2a and Fig. 1a to ANF. The
expression labeled by x in Fig. 2a is then clearly not aligned, as random draws
determine how many times it executes (l could be, e.g., [x, x] or [x, x, x, x]). On
the other hand, the expression n (line 13) in Fig. 1a is aligned, as its number
and order of evaluations do not depend on any random draws.

Definition 6 is context insensitive: for each name x in the program, the ex-
pression bound by x is either aligned or unaligned. One could also consider a
context-sensitive definition of alignment in which x can be aligned in some con-
texts and unaligned in others. A context could, for example, be the sequence of
function applications (i.e., the call stack) leading up to an expression. Consider-
ing different contexts for x is complicated and difficult to take full advantage of.
We justify the choice of context-insensitive alignment with the real-world models
in Section 7, neither of which requires a context-sensitive alignment.

With alignment defined, we now move on to the static alignment analysis.

4.2 Alignment Analysis

The basis for the alignment analysis is 0-CFA [33,41]—a static analysis frame-
work for higher-order functional programs. The prefix 0 indicates that 0-CFA is
context insensitive. There is also a set of analyses k-CFA [29] that adds increas-
ing amounts (with k ∈ N) of context sensitivity to 0-CFA. We could use such
analyses with a context-sensitive version of Definition 6. However, the potential
benefit of k-CFA is also offset by the worst-case exponential time complexity,
already at k = 1. In contrast, the time complexity of 0-CFA is polynomial (cu-
bic in the worst-case). The alignment analysis for the models in Section 7 runs
instantaneously, justifying that the time complexity is not a problem in practice.

The extensions to 0-CFA required to analyze alignment are non-trivial to
design, but the resulting formalization is surprisingly simple. The challenge is
instead to prove that the extensions correctly capture the alignment property
from Definition 6. We extend 0-CFA to analyze stochastic values and alignment
in programs t ∈ TANF. As with most static analyses, our analysis is sound
but conservative (i.e., sound but incomplete)—the analysis may mark aligned
expressions of programs as unaligned, but not vice versa. That the analysis is
conservative does not degrade the alignment analysis results for any model in
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1 let n1 = ¬ in let n2 = ¬ in
2 let one = 1 in
3 let half = 0.5 in let c = true in
4 let f1 = λx1. let t1 = weight one in x1 in
5 let f2 = λx2. let t2 = weight one in t2 in
6 let f3 = λx3. let t3 = weight one in t3 in
7 let f4 = λx4. let t4 = weight one in t4 in
8 let bern = Bernoulli in
9 let d1 = bern half in

10 let a1 = assume d1
11 let v1 = f1 one in

12 let v2 = n1 a1 in
13 let v3 = n2 c in
14 let f5 =
15 if a1 then let t5 = f4 one in f2
16 else f3
17 in
18 let v4 = f5 one in
19 let i1 =
20 if c then let t6 = f1 one in t6
21 else one
22 in i1

Fig. 4: A program texample ∈ TANF illustrating the analysis.

Section 7, which justifies the approach. We divide the formal analysis into two
algorithms. Algorithm 1 generates constraints for t that a valid analysis solution
must satisfy. This section describes Algorithm 1 and the generated constraints.
Appendix B.1 provides the second algorithm, Algorithm 4, that computes a
solution satisfying the generated constraints. We provide examples of applying
Algorithm 4 here, but defer the complete description to Appendix B.1.

For soundness of the analysis, we require 〈λx. t, ρ〉 6∈ C (recall that C is
the set of intrinsics). That is, closures are not in C. By Definition 3, this im-
plies that closures are not in the sample space of probability distributions in D
and that evaluating intrinsics never produces closures (this would unnecessarily
complicate the analysis without any benefit).

In addition to standard 0-CFA constraints, Algorithm 1 generates new con-
straints for stochastic values and unalignment. We use the contrived but illus-
trative program in Fig. 4 as an example. Note that, while omitted from Fig. 4
for ease of presentation, the analysis also supports recursion introduced through
let rec. Stochastic values are values in the program affected by random vari-
ables. Stochastic values initially originate at assume and then propagate through
programs via function applications and if expressions. For example, a1 (line 10)
is stochastic because of assume. We subsequently use a1 to define v2 via n1
(line 12), which is then also stochastic. Similarly, a1 is the condition for the if
resulting in f5 (line 14), and the function f5 is therefore also stochastic. When
we apply f5, it results in yet another stochastic value, v4 (line 18). In conclusion,
the stochastic values are a1, v2, f5, and v4.

Consider the flow of unalignment in Fig. 4. We mark expressions that may
execute due to stochastic branching as unaligned. From our analysis of stochastic
values, the program’s only stochastic if condition is at line 15, and we determine
that all expressions directly within the branches are unaligned. That is, the
expression labeled by t5 is unaligned. Furthermore, we apply the variable f4
when defining t5. Thus, all expressions in bodies of lambdas that flow to f4 are
unaligned. Here, it implies that t4 is unaligned. Finally, we established that the
function f5 produced at line 15 is stochastic. Due to the application at line 18, all
names bound by lets in bodies of lambdas that flow to f5 are unaligned. Here,
it implies that t2 and t3 are unaligned. In conclusion, the unaligned expressions
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Algorithm 1 Constraint generation function for t ∈ TANF. We denote the power
set of a set E with P(E).
function generateConstraints(t): TANF → P(R) =

1 match t with
2 | x→ ∅
3 | let x = t1 in t2 →
4 generateConstraints(t2) ∪
5 match t1 with
6 | y → {Sy ⊆ Sx}
7 | c→ if |c| > 0 then {const |c| ∈ Sx}
8 else ∅
9 | λy. ty → generateConstraints(ty)

10 ∪ {λy. name(ty) ∈ Sx}
11 ∪ {unalignedy ⇒ unalignedn
12 | n ∈ names(ty)}
13 | lhs rhs → {
14 ∀z∀y λz.y ∈ Slhs

15 ⇒ (Srhs ⊆ Sz) ∧ (Sy ⊆ Sx),
16 ∀n (const n ∈ Slhs) ∧ (n > 1)
17 ⇒ const n− 1 ∈ Sx,
18 stoch ∈ Slhs ⇒ stoch ∈ Sx,
19 const _ ∈ Slhs

20 ⇒ (stoch ∈ Srhs ⇒ stoch ∈ Sx),
21 unalignedx
22 ⇒ (∀y λy._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ unalignedy),
23 stoch ∈ Slhs

24 ⇒ (∀y λy._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ unalignedy)

25 }

26 | if y then tt else te →
27 generateConstraints(tt)
28 ∪ generateConstraints(te)
29 ∪ {Sname(tt) ⊆ Sx, Sname(te) ⊆ Sx,
30 stoch ∈ Sy ⇒ stoch ∈ Sx}
31 ∪ {unalignedx ⇒ unalignedn
32 | n ∈ names(tt) ∪ names(te)}
33 ∪ {stoch ∈ Sy ⇒ unalignedn
34 | n ∈ names(tt) ∪ names(te)}
35 | assume _→ {stoch ∈ Sx}
36 | weight _→ ∅
37
38 function name(t): TANF → X =
39 match t with
40 | x→ x
41 | let x = t1 in t2 → name(t2)
42
43 function names(t): TANF → P(X) =
44 match t with
45 | x→ ∅
46 | let x = _ in t2 → {x} ∪ names(t2)
47
48
49
50

are named by t2, t3, t4, and t5. For example, aligned SMC therefore resamples
at the weight at t1, but not at the weights at t2, t3, and t4.

Consider the program in Fig. 1a again, and assume it is transformed to ANF.
The alignment analysis must mark all names bound within the stochastic if at
line 3 as unaligned because a stochastic value flows to its condition. In particular,
the weight expressions at lines 5 and 8 are unaligned (and the weight at line 12
is aligned). Thus, aligned SMC resamples only at line 12.

To formalize the flow of stochastic values, we define abstract values a ∈ A,
that flow within the program, as follows.

Definition 7 (Abstract values). a ::= λx.y | stoch | const n where x, y ∈
X and n ∈ N.

The stoch abstract value is new and represents stochastic values. The λx.y
and const n abstract values are standard and represent abstract closures and
intrinsics, respectively. For each variable name x in the program, we define a
set Sx containing abstract values that may occur at x. For example, in Fig. 4,
we have stoch ∈ Sa1 , (λx2.t2) ∈ Sf2 , and (const 1) ∈ Sn1

. The abstract value
λx2.t2 represents all closures originating at λx2, and const 1 represents intrinsic
functions in C of arity 1 (in our example, ¬). The body of the abstract lambda is
the variable name labeling the body, not the body itself. For example, t2 labels
the body let t2 = one in t2 of λx2. Due to ANF, all terms have a label, which
the function name in Algorithm 1 formalizes.
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We also define booleans unalignedx that state whether or not the expression
labeled by x is unaligned. For example, we previously reasoned that unalignedx =
true for x ∈ {t2, t3, t4, t5} in Fig. 4. The alignment analysis aims to deter-
mine minimal sets Sx and boolean assignments of unalignedx for every pro-
gram variable x ∈ X. A trivial solution is that all abstract values (there is a
finite number of them in the program) flow to each program variable and that
unalignedx = true for all x ∈ X. This solution is sound but useless. To compute
a more precise solution, we follow the rules given by constraints c ∈ R (see
Appendix B for a formal definition).

We present the constraints through the generateConstraints function in
Algorithm 1 and for the example in Fig. 4. There are no constraints for variables
that occur at the end of ANF let sequences (line 2 in Algorithm 1), and the
case for let expressions (lines 3–36) instead produces all constraints. The cases
for aliases (line 6), intrinsics (line 7), assume (line 35), and weight (line 36) are
the most simple. Aliases of the form let x = y in t2 establish Sy ⊆ Sx. That
is, all abstract values at y are also in x. Intrinsic operations results in a const
abstract value. For example, the definition of n1 at line 1 in Fig. 4 results in the
constraint const 1 ∈ Sn1 . Applications of assume are the source of stochastic
values. For example, the definition of a1 at line 10 results in the constraint stoch
∈ Sa1 . Note that assume cannot produce any other abstract values, as we only
allow distributions over intrinsics with arity 0 (see Definition 3). Finally, we use
weight only for its side effect (likelihood updating), and therefore weights do
not produce any abstract values and consequently no constraints.

The cases for abstractions (line 9), applications (line 13), and ifs (line 26)
are more complex. The abstraction at line 4 in Fig. 4 generates (omitting the
recursively generated constraints for the abstraction body ty) the constraints
{λx1.x1 ∈ Sf1} ∪ {unalignedx1

⇒ unaligned t1}. The first constraint is standard:
the abstract lambda λx1.x1 flows to Sf1 . The second constraint states that if the
abstraction is unaligned, all expressions in its body (here, only t1) are unaligned.
We define the sets of expressions within abstraction bodies and if branches
through the names function in Algorithm 1 (line 43).

The application f5 one at line 18 in Fig. 4 generates the constraints

{∀z∀y λz.y ∈ Sf5 ⇒ (Sone ⊆ Sz) ∧ (Sy ⊆ Sv4),
∀n (const n ∈ Sf5) ∧ (n > 1)⇒ const n− 1 ∈ Sv4 ,
stoch ∈ Sf5 ⇒ stoch ∈ Sv4 ,
const _ ∈ Sf5 ⇒ (stoch ∈ Sone ⇒ stoch ∈ Sv4),
unalignedv4 ⇒ (∀y λy._ ∈ Sf5 ⇒ unalignedy),

stoch ∈ Sf5 ⇒ (∀y λy._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ unalignedy)}

(4)

The first constraint is standard: if an abstract value λz.y flows to f5, the abstract
values of one (the right-hand side) flow to z. Furthermore, the result of the appli-
cation, given by the body name y, must flow to the result v4 of the application.
The second constraint is also relatively standard: if an intrinsic function of arity
n is applied, it produces a const of arity n − 1. The other constraints are new
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and specific for stochastic values and unalignment. The third constraint states
that if the function is stochastic, the result is stochastic. The fourth constraint
states that if we apply an intrinsic function to a stochastic argument, the result is
stochastic. We could also make the analysis of intrinsic applications less conser-
vative through intrinsic-specific constraints. The fifth and sixth constraints state
that if the expression (labeled by v4) is unaligned or the function is stochastic,
all abstract lambdas that flow to the function are unaligned.

The if resulting in f5 at line 14 in Fig. 4 generates (omitting the recursively
generated constraints for the branches tt and te) the constraints

{Sname(f2) ⊆ Sf5 , Sname(f3) ⊆ Sf5 , stoch ∈ Sa1 ⇒ stoch ∈ Sf5}
∪ {unalignedf5 ⇒ unaligned t5} ∪ {stoch ∈ Sa1 ⇒ unaligned t5}

(5)

The first two constraints are standard and state that the result of the branches
flows to the result of the if expression. The remaining constraints are new. The
third constraint states that if the condition is stochastic, the result is stochastic.
The last two constraints state that if the if is unaligned or if the condition is
stochastic, all names in the branches (here, only t5) are unaligned.

Given constraints for a program, we need to compute a solution satisfying all
constraints. We do this by repeatedly iterating through all the constraints and
propagating abstract values accordingly. We terminate when we reach a fixed
point, i.e., when no constraint results in an update of either Sx or unalignedx
for any x in the program. Algorithm 4 in Appendix B.1 formalizes our extension
of the 0-CFA constraint propagation algorithm that also handles the constraints
generated for tracking stochastic values and unalignment. The analysis function
analyzeAlign: TANF → ((X → P(A))×P(X)) returns a map associating each
variable to a set of abstract values and a set of unaligned variables. In other
words, analyzeAlign computes a solution to Sx and unalignedx for each x in
the analyzed program. For example, analyzeAlign(texample) results in

Sn1 = {const 1} Sn2 = {const 1} Sf1 = {λx1.x1} Sf2 = {λx2.t2}
Sf3 = {λx3.t3} Sf4 = {λx4.t4} Sa1 = {stoch} Sv2 = {stoch}

Sf5 = {λx2.t2, λx3.t3, stoch} Sv4 = {stoch} Sn = ∅ | other n ∈ X
unalignedn = true | n ∈ {t2, t3, t4, t5} unalignedn = false | other n ∈ X.

(6)

The example confirms our earlier intuition: an intrinsic (¬) flows to n1, stoch
flows to a1, f5 is stochastic and originates at either (λx2.t2) or (λx3.t3), and the
unaligned variables are t2, t3, t4, and t5. We now give soundness results.

Lemma 1 (0-CFA soundness). For every t ∈ TANF, the solution produced by
analyzeAlign(t) satisfies the constraints generateConstraints(t).

Proof. The well-known soundness of 0-CFA extends to the new alignment con-
straints. See, e.g., Nielson et al. [33, Chapter 3] and Shivers [41]. ut

Theorem 1 (Alignment analysis soundness). Assume t ∈ TANF, At from
Definition 6, and an assignment to Sx and unalignedx for x ∈ X according
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to analyzeAlign(t). Let Ât = {x | ¬unalignedx} and take arbitrary ∅ `
t s1⇓w1

l1
v1 and ∅ ` t s2⇓w2

l2
v2. Then, l1|Ât

= l2|Ât
and consequently Ât ⊆ At.

Proof. Follows by Lemma 3 in Appendix B.2 with t′ = t and ρ1 = ρ2 = ∅. The
proof uses simultaneous structural induction over the derivations ∅ ` t s1⇓w1

l1
v1

and ∅ ` t s2⇓w2

l2
v2. At corresponding stochastic branches or stochastic function

applications in the two derivations, a separate structural induction argument
shows that, for the let-sequences l′1 and l′2 of the two stochastic subderivations,
l′1|Ât

= l′2|Ât
= []. Combined, the two arguments give the result. ut

The result Ât ⊆ At (cf. Definition 6) shows that the analysis is conservative.

4.3 Dynamic Alignment

An alternative to static alignment is dynamic alignment, which we explored
in early stages when developing the alignment analysis. Dynamic alignment is
fully context sensitive and amounts to introducing variables in programs that
track (at runtime) when evaluation enters stochastic branching. To identify these
stochastic branches, dynamic alignment also requires a runtime data structure
that keeps track of the stochastic values. Similarly to k-CFA, dynamic alignment
is potentially more precise than the 0-CFA approach. However, we discovered
that dynamic alignment introduces significant runtime overhead. Again, we note
that the models in Section 7 do not require a context-sensitive analysis, justifying
the choice of 0-CFA over dynamic alignment and k-CFA.

5 Aligned SMC and MCMC

This section presents detailed algorithms for aligned SMC (Section 5.1) and
aligned lightweight MCMC (Section 5.2). For a more pedagogical introduction
to the algorithms, see Section 2. We assume a basic understanding of SMC and
Metropolis–Hastings MCMC algorithms (see, e.g., Bishop [4]).

5.1 Aligned SMC

We saw in Section 2.1 that SMC operates by executing many instances of t
concurrently, and resampling them at calls to weight. Critically, resampling
requires that the inference algorithm can both suspend and resume executions.
Here, we assume that we can create execution instances e of the probabilistic
program t, and that we can arbitrarily suspend and resume the instances. The
technical details of suspension are beyond the scope of this paper. See Goodman
and Stuhlmüller [14], Wood et al. [47], and Lundén et al. [25] for further details.

Algorithm 2 presents all steps for the aligned SMC inference algorithm. Af-
ter running the alignment analysis and setting up the n execution instances,
the algorithm iteratively executes and resamples the instances. Note that the
algorithm resamples only at aligned weights (see Section 2.1).
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Algorithm 2 Aligned SMC. The input is a program t ∈ TANF and the number
of execution instances n.
1. Run the alignment analysis on t, resulting in Ât (see Theorem 1).
2. Initiate n execution instances {ei | i ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} of t.
3. Execute all ei and suspend execution upon reaching an aligned weight (i.e., let x = weight

w in t and x ∈ Ât) or when the execution terminates naturally. The result is a new set of
execution instances e′i with weights w′i accumulated from unaligned weights and the single final
aligned weight during execution.

4. If all e′i = v′i (i.e., all executions have terminated and returned a value), terminate inference and
return the set of weighted samples (v′i, w

′
i). The samples approximate the posterior probability

distribution encoded by t.
5. Resample the e′i according to their weights w′i. The result is a new set of unweighted execution

instances e′′i . Set ei ← e′′i . Go to 3.

1 if assume Bernoulli(0.5) then
2 weight 1; weight 10; true
3 else
4 weight 10; weight 1; false

(a) Aligned better than unaligned.

1 if assume Bernoulli(0.1) then
2 weight 9;
3 if assume Bernoulli(0.5)
4 then weight 1.5 else weight 0.5;
5 true
6 else (weight 1; false)

(b) Unaligned better than aligned.

Fig. 5: Programs illustrating properties of aligned and unaligned SMC. Fig. (a)
shows a program better suited for aligned SMC. Fig. (b) shows a program better
suited for unaligned SMC.

We conjecture that aligned SMC is preferable over unaligned SMC for all
practically relevant models, as the evaluation in Section 7 justifies. However, it
is possible to construct contrived programs in which unaligned SMC has the
advantage. Consider the programs in Fig. 5, both encoding Bernoulli(0.5) distri-
butions in a contrived way using weights. Fig. 5a takes one of two branches with
equal probability. Unaligned SMC resamples at the first weights in each branch,
while aligned SMC does not because the branch is stochastic. Due to the differ-
ence in likelihood, many more else executions survive resampling compared to
then executions. However, due to the final weights in each branch, the branch
likelihoods even out. That is, resampling at the first weights is detrimental, and
unaligned SMC performs worse than aligned SMC. Fig. 5b also takes one of two
branches, but now with unequal probabilities. However, the two branches still
have equal posterior probability due to the weights. The nested if in the then
branch does not modify the overall branch likelihood, but adds variance. Aligned
SMC does not resample for any weight within the branches, as the branch is
stochastic. Consequently, only 10% of the executions in aligned SMC take the
then branch, while half of the executions take the then branch in unaligned SMC
(after resampling at the first weight). Therefore, unaligned SMC better explores
the then branch and reduces the variance due to the nested if, which results in
overall better inference accuracy. We are not aware of any real model with the
property in Fig. 5b. In practice, it seems best to always resample when using
weight to condition on observed data. Such conditioning is, in practice, always
done outside of stochastic branches, justifying the benefit of aligned SMC.
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Algorithm 3 Aligned lightweight MCMC. The input is a program t ∈ TANF,
the number of steps n, and the global step probability g > 0.
1. Run the alignment analysis on t, resulting in Ât (see Theorem 1).
2. Set i← 0, k ← 1, and l← 1. Call Run.
3. Set i ← i + 1. If i = n, terminate inference and return the samples {vj | j ∈ N, 0 ≤ j < n}.

They approximate the probability distribution encoded by t.
4. Uniformly draw an index 1 ≤ j ≤ |si−1| at random. Set global ← true with probability g, and

global ← false otherwise. Set w′−1 ← 1, w′ ← 1, k ← 1, l← 1, and reuse ← true. Call Run.

5. Compute the Metropolis–Hastings acceptance ratio A = min

(
1,

wi

wi−1

w′

w′−1

)
.

6. With probability A, accept vi and go to 3. Otherwise, set vi ← vi−1, wi ← wi−1, si ← si−1,
pi ← pi−1, s′i ← s′i−1, p

′
i ← p′i−1, and n

′
i ← n′i−1. Go to 3.

function run() = Run t and do the following:
– Record the total weight wi accumulated from calls to weight.
– Record the final value vi.
– At unaligned terms let c = assume d in t (c 6∈ Ât), do the following.

1. If reuse = false, global = true, n′i−1,k,l 6= c, or if s′i−1,k,l does not exist, sample a
value x from d and set reuse ← false. Otherwise, reuse the sample x = s′i−1,k,l and set
w′−1 ← w′−1 · p′i−1,k,l and w

′ ← w′ · fd(c).
2. Set s′i,k,l ← x, p′i,k,l ← fd(x), and n′i,k,l ← c.
3. Set l← l + 1. In the program, bind c to the value x and resume execution.

– At aligned terms let c = assume d in t (c ∈ Ât), do the following.
1. If j = k, global = true, or if si−1,k does not exist, sample a value x from d normally.

Otherwise, reuse the sample x = si−1,k. Set w′−1 ← w′−1 · pi−1,k and w′ ← w′ · fd(x).
2. Set si,k ← x and pi,k ← fd(x).
3. Set k ← k+1, l← 1, and reuse ← true. In the program, bind c to the value x and resume

execution.

5.2 Aligned Lightweight MCMC

Aligned lightweight MCMC is a version of lightweight MCMC [46], where the
alignment analysis provides information about how to reuse random draws be-
tween executions. Algorithm 3, a Metropolis–Hastings algorithm in the context
of PPLs, presents the details. Essentially, the algorithm executes the program
repeatedly using the Run function, and redraws one aligned random draw in
each step, while reusing all other aligned draws and as many unaligned draws as
possible (illustrated in Section 2.2). We provide a derivation of the Metropolis–
Hastings acceptance ratio in step 5 in Appendix E. A key property in Algorithm 3
due to alignment (Definition 6) is that the length of si (and pi) is constant, as
executing t always results in the same number of aligned random draws.

In addition to redrawing only one aligned random draw, each step has a
probability g > 0 of being global—meaning that inference redraws every random
draw in the program. Occasional global steps fix problems related to slow mixing
and ergodicity of lightweight MCMC identified by Kiselyov [21]. In a global step,
the Metropolis–Hastings acceptance ratio reduces to A = min

(
1, wi

wi−1

)
.

6 Implementation

We implement the alignment analysis (Section 4), aligned SMC (Section 5.1),
and aligned lightweight MCMC (Section 5.2) for the functional PPL Miking
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CorePPL [25], implemented as part of the Miking framework [7]. We implement
the alignment analysis as a core component in the Miking CorePPL compiler,
and then use the analysis when compiling to two Miking CorePPL backends:
RootPPL and Miking Core. RootPPL is a low-level PPL with built-in highly
efficient SMC inference [25], and we extend the CorePPL to RootPPL compiler
introduced by Lundén et al. [25] to support aligned SMC inference. Furthermore,
we implement aligned lightweight MCMC inference standalone as a translation
from Miking CorePPL to Miking Core. Miking Core is the general-purpose pro-
gramming language of the Miking framework, currently compiling to OCaml.

The idealized calculus in (1) does not capture all features of Miking CorePPL.
In particular, the alignment analysis implementation must support records, vari-
ants, sequences, and pattern matching over these. Extending 0-CFA to such lan-
guage features is not new, but it does introduce a critical challenge for the align-
ment analysis: identifying all possible stochastic branches. Determining stochas-
tic ifs is straightforward, as we simply check if stoch flows to the condition.
However, complications arise when we add a match construct (and, in general,
any type of branching construct). Consider the extension

t ::= . . . | match t with p then t else t | {k1 = x1, . . ., kn = xn}

p ::= x | true | false | {k1 = p, . . ., kn = p}

x, x1, . . . , xn ∈ X k1, . . . , kn ∈ K n ∈ N
(7)

of (1), adding records and simple pattern matching.K is a set of record keys. As-
sume we also extend the abstract values as a ::= . . . | {k1 = X1, . . . , kn = Xn},
where X1, . . . , Xn ⊆ X. That is, we add an abstract record tracking the names
in the program that flow to its entries. Consider the program match t1 with {
a = x1, b = false } then t2 else t3. This match is, similar to ifs, stochastic
if stoch ∈ St1 . It is also, however, stochastic in other cases. Assume we have
two program variables, x and y, such that stoch ∈ Sx and stoch 6∈ Sy. Now,
the match is stochastic if, e.g., {a = {y}, b = {x}} ∈ St1 , because the random
value flowing from x to the pattern false may not match because of randomness.
However, it is not stochastic if, instead, St1 = {{a = {x}, b = {y}}}. The ran-
domness of x does not influence whether or not the branch is stochastic—the
variable pattern x1 for label a always matches.

Our alignment analysis implementation handles the intricacies of identify-
ing stochastic match cases for nested record, variant, and sequence patterns. In
total, the alignment analysis, aligned SMC, and aligned lightweight MCMC im-
plementations consist of approximately 1000 lines of code directly contributed
as part of this paper. The code is available on GitHub [2].

7 Evaluation

This section evaluates aligned SMC and aligned lightweight MCMC on a set
of models encoded in Miking CorePPL: CRBD [32,38] in Sections 7.1 and 7.5,
ClaDS [27,38] in Section 7.2, state-space aircraft localization in Section 7.3,
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and latent Dirichlet allocation in Section 7.4. CRBD and ClaDS are non-trivial
models of considerable interest in evolutionary biology and phylogenetics [38].
Similarly, LDA is a non-trivial topic model [5]. Running the alignment analysis
took approximately 5 ms–30 ms for all models considered in the experiment,
justifying that the time complexity is not a problem in practice.

We compare aligned SMC with standard unaligned SMC [14], which is iden-
tical to Algorithm 2, except that it resamples at every call to weight (see Ap-
pendix C). We carefully checked that automatic alignment corresponds to previ-
ous manual alignments of each model. For all SMC experiments, we estimate the
normalizing constant produced as a by-product of SMC inference rather than
the complete posterior distributions. The normalizing constant, also known as
marginal likelihood or model evidence, frequently appears in Bayesian inference
and gives the probability of the observed data averaged over the prior. The
normalizing constant is useful for model comparison as it measures how well dif-
ferent probabilistic models fit the data (a larger normalizing constant indicates
a better fit).

We ran aligned and unaligned SMC with Miking CorePPL and the RootPPL
backend configured for a single-core (compiled with GCC 7.5.0). Lundén et
al. [25] shows that the RootPPL backend is significantly more efficient than other
state-of-the-art PPL SMC implementations. We ran aligned and unaligned SMC
inference 300 times (and with 3 warmup runs) for each experiment for 104, 105,
and 106 executions (also known as particles in SMC literature).

We compare aligned lightweight MCMC to lightweight MCMC (see Ap-
pendix D). We implement both versions as compilers from Miking CorePPL to
Miking Core, which in turn compiles to OCaml (version 4.12). The lightweight
MCMC databases are functional-style maps from the OCaml Map library. We
set the global step probability to 0.1 for both aligned lightweight MCMC and
lightweight MCMC. We ran aligned lightweight and lightweight MCMC infer-
ence 300 times for each experiment. We burned 10% of samples in all MCMC
runs.

For all experiments, we used an Intel Xeon 656 Gold 6136 CPU (12 cores)
and 64 GB of memory running Ubuntu 18.04.5.

7.1 SMC: Constant Rate Birth-Death (CRBD)

This experiment considers the CRBD diversification model from [38] applied to
the Alcedinidae phylogeny (Kingfisher birds, 54 extant species) [19]. We use fixed
diversification rates to simplify the model, as unaligned SMC inference accuracy
is too poor for the full model with priors over diversification rates. Aligned SMC
is accurate for both the full and simplified models. We provide the source code
for the complete model in Listing 1 of Appendix A.1 (130 lines of code). The
total experiment execution time was 16 hours.

Fig. 6 presents the experiment results. Aligned SMC is roughly twice as fast
and produces superior estimates of the normalizing constant. Unaligned SMC
has not yet converged to the correct value −304.75 (available for this particular
model due to the fixing the diversification rates) for 106 particles, while aligned
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106105104

57.49

5.410.4

122.53

11.910.82

(a) Execution times.

104 105 106

−315

−330

−304.75

(b) Log normalizing constant estimates.

Fig. 6: SMC experiment results for CRBD. The x-axes give the number of parti-
cles. Fig. (a) shows execution times (in seconds) for aligned (gray) and unaligned
(white) SMC. Error bars show one standard deviation. Fig. (b) shows box plot log
normalizing constant estimates for aligned (gray) and unaligned (white) SMC.
The analytically computed log normalizing constant is −304.75.

106105104

92.41
8.880.6

634.07

59.33.56

(a) Execution times.

104 105 106

−400

−500

−314.35

(b) Log normalizing constant estimates.

Fig. 7: SMC experiment results for ClaDS. The x-axes give the number of parti-
cles. Fig. (a) shows execution times (in seconds) for aligned (gray) and unaligned
(white) SMC. Error bars show one standard deviation. Fig. (b) shows box plot log
normalizing constant estimates for aligned (gray) and unaligned (white) SMC.
The average estimate for aligned SMC with 106 particles is −314.35.

SMC produces precise estimates already at 104 particles. Excess resampling is a
significant factor in the increase in execution time for unaligned SMC, as each
execution encounters far more resampling checkpoints than in aligned SMC.

7.2 SMC: Cladogenetic Diversification Rate Shift (ClaDS)

A limitation of CRBD is that the diversification rates are constant. ClaDS [27,38]
is a set of diversification models that allow shifting rates over phylogenies. We
evaluate the ClaDS2 model for the Alcedinidae phylogeny. As in CRBD, we
use fixed (initial) diversification rates to simplify the model on account of un-
aligned SMC. The source code for the complete model is available in Listing 2
of Appendix A.2 (147 lines of code). Automatic alignment simplifies the ClaDS2
model significantly, as manual alignment requires collecting and passing weights
around in unaligned parts of the program, which are later consumed by aligned
weights. The total experiment execution time was 67 hours.

Fig. 7 presents the experiment results. 12 unaligned runs for 106 particles
and nine runs for 105 particles ran out of the preallocated stack memory for
each particle (10 kB). We omit these runs from Fig. 7. The consequence of not
aligning SMC is more severe than for CRBD. Aligned SMC is now almost seven
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106105104
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(a) Execution times.
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−55

−65
−61.26

(b) Log normalizing constant estimates.

Fig. 8: SMC experiment results for the state-space aircraft localization model.
The x-axes give the number of particles. Fig. (a) shows execution times (in
seconds) for aligned (gray) and unaligned (white) SMC. Error bars show one
standard deviation. Fig. (b) shows box plot log normalizing constant estimates on
the y-axis for aligned (gray) and unaligned (white) SMC. The average estimate
for aligned SMC with 106 particles is −61.26.

times faster than unaligned SMC and the unaligned SMC normalizing constant
estimates are significantly worse compared to the aligned SMC estimates. The
unaligned SMC estimates do not even improve when moving from 104 to 106

particles (we need even more particles to see improvements). Again, aligned
SMC produces precise estimates already at 104 particles.

7.3 SMC: State-Space Aircraft Localization

This experiment considers an artificial but non-trivial state-space model for air-
craft localization. Appendix A.3 presents the model as well as the source code
in Listing 3 (62 lines of code). The total experiment execution time was 1 hour.

Fig. 8 presents the experiment results. The execution time difference is not as
significant as for CRBD and ClaDS. However, the unaligned SMC normalizing
constant estimates are again much less precise. Aligned SMC is accurate (cen-
tered at approximately −61.26) already at 104 particles. The model’s straightfor-
ward control flow explains the less dramatic difference in execution time—there
are at most ten unaligned likelihood updates in the aircraft model, while the
number is, in theory, unbounded for CRBD and ClaDS. Therefore, the cost of
extra resampling compared to aligned SMC is not as significant.

7.4 MCMC: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

This experiment considers latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), a topic model used
in the evaluations by Wingate et al. [46] and Ritchie et al. [37]. We use a synthetic
data set, comparable in size to the data set used by Ritchie et al. [37], with a
vocabulary of 100 words, 10 topics, and 25 documents each containing 30 words.
Note that we are not using methods based on collapsed Gibbs sampling [17], and
the inference task is therefore computationally challenging even with a rather
small number of words and documents. The source code for the complete model
is available in Listing 4 of Appendix A.4 (31 lines of code). The total experiment
execution time was 41 hours.
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105104103

125.24

11.821.17

325.25

32.473.23

Fig. 9: MCMC experiment results for LDA showing execution time (in seconds)
for aligned lightweight MCMC (gray) and lightweight MCMC (white). Error bars
show one standard deviation and the x-axis the number of MCMC iterations.

The LDA model consists of only aligned random draws. As a consequence,
aligned lightweight and lightweight MCMC reduces to the same inference algo-
rithm, and we can compare the algorithms by just considering the execution
times. We justify the correctness of both algorithms in Appendix A.4.

Fig. 9 presents the experiment results. Aligned lightweight MCMC is al-
most three times faster than lightweight MCMC. To justify the execution times
with our implementations, we also implemented and ran the experiment with
lightweight MCMC in WebPPL [14] for 105 iterations, repeated 50 times (and
with 3 warmup runs). The mean execution time was 383 s with standard devia-
tion 5 s. We used WebPPL version 0.9.15 and Node version 16.18.0.

7.5 MCMC: Constant Rate Birth-Death (CRBD)

This experiment again considers CRBD. MCMC is not as suitable for CRBD as
SMC, and therefore we use a simple synthetic phylogeny with six leaves and an
age span of 5 age units (Alcedinidae used for the SMC experiment has 54 leaves
and an age span of 35 age units). The source code for the complete model is the
same as in Section 7.1, but we now allow the use of proper prior distributions
for the diversification rates. The total experiment execution time was 7 hours.

Unlike LDA, the CRBD model contains both unaligned and aligned random
draws. Because of this, aligned lightweight MCMC and standard lightweight
MCMC do not reduce to the same algorithm. To judge the difference in infer-
ence accuracy, we consider the mean estimates of the birth diversification rate
produced by the two algorithms, in addition to execution times. The experiment
results shows that the posterior distribution over the birth rate is unimodal
(see Appendix A.5), which motivates using the posterior mean as a measure of
accuracy.

Fig. 10 presents the experiment results. Aligned lightweight MCMC is ap-
proximately 3.5 times faster than lightweight MCMC. There is no obvious dif-
ference in accuracy. To justify the execution times and correctness of our im-
plementations, we also implemented and ran the experiment with lightweight
MCMC in WebPPL [14] for 3 · 106 iterations, repeated 50 times (and with 3
warmup runs). The mean estimates agreed with Fig. 10. The mean execution
time was 37.1 s with standard deviation 0.8 s. The speedup compared to stan-
dard lightweight MCMC in Miking CorePPL is likely explained by the use of
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3 · 1063 · 1053 · 104

18.54

1.820.2

63.95

6.210.63

(a) Execution times.

3 · 104 3 · 105 3 · 106

0.4

0.45

0.33

(b) Birth rate mean estimates.

Fig. 10: MCMC experiment results for CRBD. The x-axes give the number of
iterations. Fig. (a) shows execution times (in seconds) for aligned lightweight
MCMC (gray) and lightweight MCMC (white). Error bars show one standard
deviation. Fig. (b) shows box plot posterior mean estimates of the birth rate for
aligned lightweight MCMC (gray) and lightweight MCMC (white). The average
estimate for aligned lightweight MCMC with 3 · 106 iterations is 0.33.

early termination in WebPPL, which benefits CRBD. Early termination easily
combines with alignment but relies on execution suspension, which we do not
currently use in our implementations. Note that aligned lightweight MCMC is
faster than WebPPL even without early termination.

In conclusion, the experiments clearly demonstrate the need for alignment.

8 Related Work

The approach by Wingate et al. [46] is closely related to ours. A key similarity
with alignment is that executions reaching the same aligned checkpoint also
have matching stack traces according to Wingate et al.’s addressing transform.
However, Wingate et al. do not consider the separation between unaligned and
aligned parts of the program, their approach is not static, and they do not
generalize to other inference algorithms such as SMC.

Ronquist et al. [38], Turing [12], Anglican [47], Paige and Wood [35], and van
de Meent et al. [45] consider the alignment problem. Manual alignment is critical
for the models in Ronquist et al. [38] to make SMC inference tractable, which
strongly motivates the automatic alignment approach. The documentation of
Turing states that: “The observe statements [i.e., likelihood updates] should be
arranged so that every possible run traverses all of them in exactly the same
order. This is equivalent to demanding that they are not placed inside stochastic
control flow” [1]. Turing does not include any automatic checks for this property.
Anglican [47] checks, at runtime (resulting in overhead), that all SMC executions
encounter the same number of likelihood updates, and thus resamples the same
number of times. If not, Anglican reports an error: “some observe directives [i.e.,
likelihood updates] are not global”. This error refers to the alignment problem,
but the documentation does not explain it further. Probabilistic C, introduced by
Paige and Wood [35], similarly assumes that the number of likelihood updates
is the same in all executions. Van de Meent et al. [45] state, in reference to
SMC: “Each breakpoint [i.e., checkpoint] needs to occur at an expression that
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is evaluated in every execution of a program”. Again, they do not provide any
formal definition of alignment nor an automatic solution to enforce it.

Lundén et al. [24] briefly mention the general problem of selecting optimal
resampling locations in PPLs for SMC but do not consider the alignment problem
in particular. They also acknowledge the overhead resulting from not all SMC
executions resampling the same number of times, which alignment avoids.

The PPLs Birch [30], Pyro [3], and WebPPL [14] support SMC inference.
Birch and Pyro enforce alignment for SMC as part of model construction. Note
that this is only true for SMC in Pyro—other Pyro inference algorithms use
other modeling approaches. The approaches in Birch and Pyro are sound but
demand more of their users compared to the alignment approach. WebPPL does
not consider alignment and resamples at all likelihood updates for SMC.

Ritchie et al. [37] and Nori et al. [34] present MCMC algorithms for proba-
bilistic programs. Ritchie et al. [37] optimize lightweight MCMC by Wingate et
al. [46] through execution suspensions and callsite caching. The optimizations are
independent of and potentially combines well with aligned lightweight MCMC.
Another MCMC optimization which potentially combines well with alignment
is due to Nori et al. [34]. They use static analysis to propagate observations
backwards in programs to improve inference.

Information flow analyses [39] may determine if particular parts of a program
execute as a result of different program inputs. Specifically, if program input is
random, such approaches have clear similarities to the alignment analysis.

Many other PPLs exist, such as Gen [10], Venture [28], Edward [43], Stan [8],
and AugurV2 [18]. Gen, Venture, and Edward focus on simplifying the joint
specification of a model and its inference to give users low-level control, and do
not consider automatic alignment specifically. However, the incremental inference
approach [9] in Gen does use the addressing approach by Wingate et al. [46]. Stan
and AugurV2 have less expressive modeling languages to allow more powerful
inference. Alignment is by construction due to the reduced expressiveness.

Borgström et al. [6], Staton et al. [42], Ścibior et al. [40], and Vákár et al. [44]
treat semantics and correctness for PPLs, but do not consider alignment.

9 Conclusion

This paper gives, for the first time, a formal definition of alignment in PPLs.
Furthermore, we introduce a static analysis technique and use it to align check-
points in PPLs and apply it to SMC and MCMC inference. We formalize the
alignment analysis, prove its correctness, and implement it in Miking CorePPL.
We also implement aligned SMC and aligned lightweight MCMC, and evaluate
the implementations on non-trivial CRBD and ClaDS models from phylogenet-
ics, the LDA topic model, and a state-space model, demonstrating significant
improvements compared to standard SMC and lightweight MCMC.
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A Evaluation, Continued

This section presents further details related to the evaluation in Section 7. In
particular, we attach code listings for the experiment models. Note that these
listings only give the model code. The code for the analysis itself and all inference
algorithms are available on GitHub [2].

A.1 SMC: Constant Rate Birth-Death (CRBD)

Listing 1 gives the Miking CorePPL source code used for the case study model
in Section 7.1.

Listing 1: The source code for the experiment in Sections 7.1 and 7.5
1 ------------------------------------------------
2 -- The Constant-Rate Birth-Death (CRBD) model --
3 ------------------------------------------------
4
5 -- The prelude includes a few PPL helper functions
6 include "pplprelude.mc"
7
8 -- The tree.mc file defines the general tree structure
9 include "tree.mc"

10
11 -- The tree-instance.mc file includes the actual tree and the rho constant
12 include "tree-instance.mc"
13
14 mexpr
15
16 -- CRBD goes undetected, including iterations. Mutually recursive functions.
17 recursive
18 let iter: Int -> Float -> Float -> Float -> Float -> Float -> Bool =
19 lam n: Int.
20 lam startTime: Float.
21 lam branchLength: Float.
22 lam lambda: Float.
23 lam mu: Float.
24 lam rho: Float.
25 if eqi n 0 then
26 true
27 else
28 let eventTime = assume (Uniform (subf startTime branchLength) startTime) in
29 if crbdGoesUndetected eventTime lambda mu rho then
30 iter (subi n 1) startTime branchLength lambda mu rho
31 else
32 false
33
34 let crbdGoesUndetected: Float -> Float -> Float -> Float -> Bool =
35 lam startTime: Float.
36 lam lambda: Float.
37 lam mu: Float.
38 lam rho: Float.
39 let duration = assume (Exponential mu) in
40 let cond =
41 -- ‘and‘ does not use short-circuiting: using ‘if‘ as below is more
42 -- efficient
43 if (gtf duration startTime) then
44 (eqBool (assume (Bernoulli rho)) true)
45 else false
46 in
47 if cond then
48 false
49 else
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50 let branchLength = if ltf duration startTime then duration else startTime in
51 let n = assume (Poisson (mulf lambda branchLength)) in
52 iter n startTime branchLength lambda mu rho
53 in
54
55 -- Simulation of branch
56 recursive
57 let simBranch: Int -> Float -> Float -> Float -> Float -> Float -> () =
58 lam n: Int.
59 lam startTime: Float.
60 lam stopTime: Float.
61 lam lambda: Float.
62 lam mu: Float.
63 lam rho: Float.
64 if eqi n 0 then ()
65 else
66 let currentTime = assume (Uniform stopTime startTime) in
67 if crbdGoesUndetected currentTime lambda mu rho then
68 let w1 = weight (log 2.) in
69 simBranch (subi n 1) startTime stopTime lambda mu rho
70 else
71 let w2 = weight (negf inf) in
72 ()
73 in
74
75 -- Simulating along the tree structure
76 recursive
77 let simTree: Tree -> Tree -> Float -> Float -> Float -> () =
78 lam tree: Tree.
79 lam parent: Tree.
80 lam lambda: Float.
81 lam mu: Float.
82 lam rho: Float.
83 let lnProb1 = mulf (negf mu) (subf (getAge parent) (getAge tree)) in
84 let lnProb2 = match tree with Node _ then log lambda else log rho in
85
86 let startTime = getAge parent in
87 let stopTime = getAge tree in
88 let n = assume (Poisson (mulf lambda (subf startTime stopTime))) in
89 simBranch n startTime stopTime lambda mu rho;
90
91 let w3 = weight (addf lnProb1 lnProb2) in
92
93 match tree with Node { left = left, right = right } then
94 simTree left tree lambda mu rho;
95 simTree right tree lambda mu rho
96 else ()
97 in
98
99 -- Fixed priors used for the SMC experiment

100 -- let lambda = 0.2 in
101 -- let mu = 0.1 in
102
103 --
104 let lambda = assume (Gamma 1.0 1.0) in
105 let mu = assume (Gamma 1.0 0.5) in
106
107 -- Adjust for normalizing constant
108 let numLeaves = countLeaves tree in
109 let corrFactor =
110 subf (mulf (subf (int2float numLeaves) 1.) (log 2.)) (lnFactorial numLeaves) in
111 weight corrFactor;
112
113 -- Start of the simulation along the two branches
114 (match tree with Node { left = left, right = right } then
115 simTree left tree lambda mu rho;
116 simTree right tree lambda mu rho
117 else ());
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118
119 -- Compute the joint posterior over lambda and mu ...
120 (lambda,mu)
121
122 -- ... or the marginal posterior over lambda (MCMC experiment) ...
123 -- lambda
124
125 -- ... or nothing for just estimating the normalizing constant (SMC experiment)
126 -- ()

A.2 SMC: Cladogenetic Diversification Rate Shift (ClaDS)

Listing 2 gives the Miking CorePPL source code used for the case study model
in Section 7.2.

Listing 2: The source code for the experiment in Section 7.2
1 ------------------------------------------------------------------
2 -- The ClaDogenetic Diversification Shifts model (ClaDS2) model --
3 ------------------------------------------------------------------
4
5 -- The prelude includes a few PPL helper functions
6 include "pplprelude.mc"
7
8 -- The tree.mc file defines the general tree structure
9 include "tree.mc"

10
11 -- The tree-instance.mc file includes the actual tree and the rho constant
12 include "tree-instance.mc"
13
14 mexpr
15
16 -- Multiplier guards
17 let maxM = 10e5 in
18 let minM = 0. in
19
20 -- Clads2 goes undetected.
21 recursive
22 let clads2GoesUndetected: Float -> Float -> Float -> Float
23 -> Float -> Float -> Float -> Bool =
24 lam startTime_Mya: Float.
25 lam lambda0: Float.
26 lam mu0: Float.
27 lam m: Float. -- Multiplier
28 lam logAlpha: Float. -- Logarithm of alpha
29 lam sigma: Float. -- Standard deviation
30 lam rho: Float.
31
32 -- Guard: m is not allowed to exceed maxM or be 0.
33 if or (gtf m maxM) (leqf m minM) then false
34 else
35 let eventTime_My =
36 assume (Exponential (addf (mulf m lambda0) (mulf m mu0))) in
37 let currentTime_Mya = subf startTime_Mya eventTime_My in
38 if ltf currentTime_Mya 0. then
39 if assume (Bernoulli rho) then false
40 else true
41 else
42 let extinction =
43 assume (Bernoulli (divf (mulf m mu0)
44 (addf (mulf m lambda0) (mulf m mu0)))) in
45 if extinction then true
46 else
47 let m1 = mulf m (exp (assume (Gaussian logAlpha sigma))) in
48 let m2 = mulf m (exp (assume (Gaussian logAlpha sigma))) in
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49 if clads2GoesUndetected currentTime_Mya
50 lambda0 mu0 m1 logAlpha sigma rho then
51 clads2GoesUndetected currentTime_Mya
52 lambda0 mu0 m2 logAlpha sigma rho
53 else false
54 in
55
56 -- Simulation of branch
57 recursive
58 let simBranch: Float -> Float -> Float -> Float
59 -> Float -> Float -> Float -> Float -> Float =
60 lam startTime_Mya: Float.
61 lam stopTime_Mya: Float.
62 lam lambda0: Float.
63 lam mu0: Float.
64 lam m: Float. -- multiplier
65 lam logAlpha: Float.
66 lam sigma: Float.
67 lam rho: Float.
68
69 -- Guard: m is not allowed to exceed maxM or be 0.
70 if or (gtf m maxM) (ltf m minM) then
71 let w0 = weight (negf inf) in
72 m
73 else
74 let tSpeciation_My = assume (Exponential (mulf m lambda0)) in
75 let currentTime_Mya = subf startTime_Mya tSpeciation_My in
76 let branchLength_My = subf startTime_Mya stopTime_Mya in
77 if (ltf currentTime_Mya stopTime_Mya) then
78 let w1 = weight (mulf (negf (mulf m mu0)) branchLength_My) in
79 m
80 else
81 let m1 = mulf m (exp (assume (Gaussian logAlpha sigma))) in
82 if clads2GoesUndetected currentTime_Mya lambda0
83 mu0 m1 logAlpha sigma rho then
84 let m2 = mulf m (exp (assume (Gaussian logAlpha sigma))) in
85 let w2 = weight (log 2.) in
86 let w3 = weight (mulf (negf (mulf m mu0)) tSpeciation_My) in
87 simBranch currentTime_Mya stopTime_Mya
88 lambda0 mu0 m2 logAlpha sigma rho
89 else -- side branch detected
90 let w4 = weight (negf inf) in
91 m
92 in
93
94 -- Simulating along the tree structure
95 recursive
96 let simTree: Tree -> Tree -> Float -> Float
97 -> Float -> Float -> Float -> Float -> () =
98 lam tree: Tree.
99 lam parent: Tree.

100 lam lambda0: Float.
101 lam mu0: Float.
102 lam m: Float.
103 lam logAlpha: Float.
104 lam sigma: Float.
105 lam rho: Float.
106
107 let startTime_Mya = getAge parent in
108 let stopTime_Mya = getAge tree in
109
110 let mEnd =
111 simBranch startTime_Mya stopTime_Mya lambda0 mu0 m logAlpha sigma rho in
112 (match tree with Node _
113 then weight (log (mulf mEnd lambda0)) else weight (log rho));
114
115 let m1 = mulf mEnd (exp (assume (Gaussian logAlpha sigma))) in
116 let m2 = mulf mEnd (exp (assume (Gaussian logAlpha sigma))) in
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117 match tree with Node { left = left, right = right } then
118 simTree left tree lambda0 mu0 m1 logAlpha sigma rho;
119 simTree right tree lambda0 mu0 m2 logAlpha sigma rho
120 else ()
121 in
122
123 -- Priors
124 let lambda0 = 0.2 in
125 let mu0 = 0.1 in
126 let logAlpha = negf 0.3 in
127 let sigma = sqrt 0.1 in
128 let m = 1.0 in
129
130 -- Adjust for normalizing constant
131 let numLeaves = countLeaves tree in
132 let corrFactor =
133 subf (mulf (subf (int2float numLeaves) 1.) (log 2.)) (lnFactorial numLeaves) in
134 weight corrFactor;
135
136 let m1 = mulf m (exp (assume (Gaussian logAlpha sigma))) in
137 let m2 = mulf m (exp (assume (Gaussian logAlpha sigma))) in
138
139 -- Start of the simulation along the two branches
140 (match tree with Node { left = left, right = right } then
141 simTree left tree lambda0 mu0 m1 logAlpha sigma rho;
142 simTree right tree lambda0 mu0 m2 logAlpha sigma rho
143 else ());
144
145 -- Returns nothing, as the current model is only used to compute the
146 -- normalizing constant
147 ()

A.3 SMC: State-Space Aircraft Localization

Fig. 11 presents the aircraft model used for the experiment in Section 7.3. An
aircraft flies along a one-dimensional axis in discrete time steps, and the crew
needs to estimate the aircraft’s current position using noisy satellite position
data available for the ten most recent time steps (defined at line 1). A second
model component—the aircraft’s altitude—further complicates the model as the
crew cannot observe it (the altimeter is not functioning). The aircraft’s velocity
and the precision of the satellite observations depend on the altitude, as dictated
by the functions velocity (defined at line 13) and positionObsStDev (defined at
line 18). The velocity (in meters per second) increases linearly with increasing
altitude (less air resistance) but is capped to the range [100, 500]. On the other
hand, the observation standard deviation (in meters) decreases linearly with
increasing altitude (less interference between the satellites and the aircraft) but
is never less than ten.

Lines 25 to 44 define the main function simulate iterating over the ten data
items. The critical component illustrating the need for alignment is the weight
0.5 at line 32. This weight encodes that the pilot adjusts the aircraft’s pitch
when air traffic control signals altitude deviations more than 100 feet from the
assigned altitude of 35 000 feet. Each time step where the actual altitude deviates
more than 100 feet from the assigned altitude thus gives a penalty factor of 0.5.
Unlike the weight at line 29, this weight is unaligned.

The simulation also accounts for variations in, e.g., wind resistance when
updating the position at line 34 through a standard deviation of positionStDev
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1 let data = [
2 603.57, 860.42, 1012.07, 1163.53,
3 1540.29, 1818.10, 2045.38, 2363.49,
4 2590.77, 2801.91
5 ]
6 let holdingAltitude = 35 000 in
7 let altitudeRange = 100 in
8 let position = assume Uniform(0, 1000) in
9 let altitude =

10 assume N (holdingAltitude, 2002) in
11 let positionStDev = 50 in
12 let baseVelocity = 250 in
13 let velocity = λaltitude.
14 let k = baseVelocity

holdingAltitude in
15 min (500,max (100, (k · altitude)))
16 in
17 let basePositionObsStDev = 50 in
18 let positionObsStDev : = λaltitude.
19 let m = 100 in
20 let k = − basePositionObsStDev

holdingAltitude in
21 max (10,m+ k · altitude)
22 in
23 let altitudeStDev = 100 in

24 let rec simulate =
25 λdata. λposition. λaltitude.
26 match data with d :: ds then
27 let σ =
28 positionObsStDev altitude in
29 weight fN(position,σ2)(d)

30 if |altitude − holdingAltitude|
31 > altitudeRange then
32 weight 0.5
33 else ();
34 let position =
35 assume N (
36 position + velocity altitude,

37 positionStDev2

38 ) in
39 let altitude =
40 assume N (altitude, altitudeStDev2)
41 in
42 simulate ds position altitude
43 else position
44 in
45 simulate data position altitude

Fig. 11: A state-space model for estimating an aircraft’s position given a set of
noisy position estimates. The text contains further details. The program uses
the syntax (1), extended with sequences, pattern matching over sequences, and
the pattern :: for sequence deconstruction. The function fN (µ,σ2) is the PDF of
the normal distribution at µ with variance σ2.

meters. Similarly, the altitude varies with a standard deviation of altitudeStDev
feet when updating the altitude at line 39.

We generated the ten data points used for the experiment in Section 7.3
by running the model (ignoring line 32) and sampling from N (position, σ2) at
line 29.

Listing 3 gives the Miking CorePPL source code used for the case study
model in Section 7.3.

A.4 MCMC: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

Listing 4 gives the Miking CorePPL source code used for the case study model
in Section 7.4. Furthermore, we conduct an additional LDA experiment justi-
fying the correctness of the aligned lightweight MCMC and lightweight MCMC
implementations. The experiment uses a simplified generated data set with only
two topics, a vocabulary of two words, and three documents with 10 words each.
To generate the data, we use the true values θ1 = 0.95, θ2 = 0.05, and θ3 = 0.5
for the document topic distributions, and φ1 = 0.99 and φ2 = 0.01 for the
word distribution within the two topics. Note that the true proportions above
are uniquely determined by the proportion of the first topic and first word, as
there are only two topics and two words in the vocabulary. The simplicity of the
model and rather extreme true values used to generate the data allows for easy
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Listing 3: The source code for the experiment in Section 7.3
1 ---------------------------------------------------
2 -- A state-space model for aircraft localization --
3 ---------------------------------------------------
4
5 include "math.mc"
6
7 mexpr
8
9 -- Noisy satellite observations of position (accuracy is improved at higher

10 -- altitude)
11 let ysPos: [Float] = [
12 603.5736741666899, 860.4207338929477, 1012.0766100484578, 1163.5339974878366,
13 1540.2972028551385, 1818.1023092741882, 2045.3888580253108,
14 2363.4902615131796, 2590.773153142429, 2801.9143537470927
15 ] in
16
17 let holdingAltitude = 35000. in
18 let altitudeRange = 100. in
19 let position: Float = assume (Uniform 0. 1000.) in
20 let altitude: Float = assume (Gaussian holdingAltitude 200.) in
21
22 let positionStDev = 50. in
23
24 let baseVelocity = 250. in
25 let velocity: Float -> Float = lam altitude.
26 let k = divf baseVelocity holdingAltitude in
27 minf 500. (maxf 100. (mulf k altitude))
28 in
29
30 let basePositionObsStDev = 50. in
31 let positionObsStDev: Float -> Float = lam altitude.
32 let m = 100. in
33 let k = negf (divf basePositionObsStDev holdingAltitude) in
34 maxf 10. (addf m (mulf k altitude))
35 in
36
37 let altitudeStDev = 100. in
38
39 recursive let simulate: Int -> Float -> Float -> Float =
40 lam t: Int. lam position: Float. lam altitude: Float.
41
42 -- Observe position
43 let dataPos: Float = get ysPos t in
44 observe dataPos (Gaussian position (positionObsStDev altitude));
45 let t = addi t 1 in
46
47 -- Penalize altitude divergence of more than ‘altitudeRange‘ feet from
48 -- holding altitude
49 (if gtf (absf (subf altitude holdingAltitude)) altitudeRange then
50 weight (log 0.5)
51 else ());
52
53 -- Transition
54 let position: Float =
55 assume (Gaussian (addf position (velocity altitude)) positionStDev) in
56 let altitude: Float = assume (Gaussian altitude altitudeStDev) in
57
58 if eqi (length ysPos) t then position
59 else simulate t position altitude
60 in
61
62 simulate 0 position altitude
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Fig. 12: Fig. (a) and (b) plots aligned lightweight MCMC and lightweight MCMC
posterior distributions for the three documents θ1, θ2, and θ3 in the simplified
LDA data set in Section A.4. The posteriors are the combined samples of 300
independent MCMC runs, each with 3 · 106 iterations and 10% burn.

visualization of the document topic posteriors and justification of their correct-
ness. Fig. 12 presents the posterior topic distributions for the three documents
for a very large number of MCMC iterations. As expected, aligned lightweight
MCMC and lightweight MCMC produce identical results agreeing with the true
values for θ1, θ2, and θ3. The bimodal posteriors for θ1 and θ2 are due to the
interchangeability of topics in LDA.

A.5 MCMC: Constant Rate Birth-Death (CRBD)

Listing 1 gives the Miking CorePPL source code used for the case study model in
Section 7.5. Furthermore, Fig 13 shows the posterior distributions over lambda,
justifying the use of the mean as a measure of accuracy as the posterior is clearly
unimodal.

B Alignment Analysis, Continued

This section presents the full alignment constraint propagation algorithm (Sec-
tion B.1) and proof of soundness of the alignment analysis (Section B.2).

B.1 Algorithm

Algorithm 4 presents the full alignment algorithm that produces a solution to
the constraints generated by Algorithm 1. For reference, we now also give a more
formal definition of constraints c.
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Listing 4: The source code for the experiment in Section 7.4
1 include "common.mc"
2 include "string.mc"
3 include "seq.mc"
4 include "ext/dist-ext.mc"
5
6 -- The data.mc file contains the generated data
7 include "data.mc"
8
9 mexpr

10
11 let alpha: [Float] = make numtopics 1. in
12 let beta: [Float] = make vocabsize 1. in
13 let phi = create numtopics (lam. assume (Dirichlet beta)) in
14 let theta = create numdocs (lam. assume (Dirichlet alpha)) in
15 repeati (lam w.
16 let word = get docs w in
17 let counts = assume (Multinomial word.1 (get theta (get docids w))) in
18 iteri (lam z. lam e.
19 weight (mulf (int2float e)
20 (bernoulliLogPmf (get (get phi z) word.0) true))
21 ) counts
22 ) (length docs);
23
24 -- Returns the joint posterior distribution over theta and phi ...
25 (theta, phi)
26
27 -- ... or the marginal posterior over theta (simple data set) ...
28 -- theta
29
30 -- ... or nothing if only comparing exeuction time (C3 data set)
31 -- ()
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Algorithm 4 Alignment analysis.
function analyzeAlign(t): TANF → ((X → P(A))× P(X)) =

1 worklist: [X] := []
2 data: X → P(A) := {(x,∅) | x ∈ X}
3 unaligned: P(X) := ∅
4 edges: X → P(R) := {(x,∅) | x ∈ X}
5 for c ∈ generateConstraints(t):
6 initializeConstraint(c)
7 iter(); return (data, unaligned)
8
9 function iter: ()→ () = match worklist with

10 | [] → ()
11 | x :: worklist’ →
12 worklist := worklist’
13 for c ∈ edges(x):
14 propagateConstraint(c)
15 iter ()
16
17 function initializeConstraint(c): R→ () =
18 match c with
19 | a ∈ Sx → addData(x, {a})
20 | Sx ⊆ Sy → initializeConstraint′(x, c)
21 | a1 ∈ Sx ⇒ a2 ∈ Sy →
22 initializeConstraint′(x, c)
23 | ∀x∀y λx.y ∈ Slhs

24 ⇒ (Srhs ⊆ Sx) ∧ (Sy ⊆ Sapp)→
25 initializeConstraint′(lhs, c)
26 | ∀n (const n ∈ Slhs) ∧ (n > 1)
27 ⇒ const n− 1 ∈ Sapp →
28 initializeConstraint′(lhs, c)
29 | const _ ∈ Slhs

30 ⇒ (stoch ∈ rhs ⇒ stoch ∈ app)→
31 initializeConstraint′(lhs, c)
32 | unalignedx ⇒ unalignedy →
33 initializeConstraint′(x, c)
34 | stoch ∈ Sx ⇒ unalignedy →
35 initializeConstraint′(x, c)
36 | ∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ unalignedx →
37 initializeConstraint′(lhs, c)
38 | unalignedres ⇒
39 (∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ unalignedx)→
40 initializeConstraint′(res, c)
41 | stoch ∈ Slhs ⇒
42 (∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ unalignedx)→
43 initializeConstraint′(lhs, c)
44

45 function initializeConstraint′(x,c)
46 : X → () =
47 edges(x) := edges(x) ∪ {c};
48 propagateConstraint(c)
49

50 function addData(x, A): X × P(A)→ () =
51 if A 6⊆ data(x) then
52 data(x) := data(x) ∪ A
53 worklist := x :: worklist
54
55 function addUnaligned(x): X → () =
56 if x 6∈ unaligned then
57 unaligned := unaligned ∪{x}
58 worklist := x :: worklist
59
60 function propagateConstraint(c): R→ () =
61 match c with
62 | a ∈ Sx → ()
63 | Sx ⊆ Sy → addData(y, data(x))
64 | a1 ∈ Sx ⇒ a2 ∈ Sy →
65 if a1 ∈ data(x) then addData(y,{a2})
66 | ∀x∀y λx.y ∈ Slhs

67 ⇒ (Srhs ⊆ Sx) ∧ (Sy ⊆ Sapp)→
68 for λx.y ∈ data(lhs):
69 initializeConstraint(Srhs ⊆ Sx)
70 initializeConstraint(Sy ⊆ Sapp)
71 | ∀n (const n ∈ Slhs) ∧ (n > 1)
72 ⇒ const n− 1 ∈ Sapp →
73 for const n ∈ data(lhs):
74 if n > 1 then
75 addData(app, {const n− 1})
76 | const _ ∈ Slhs

77 ⇒ (stoch ∈ rhs ⇒ stoch ∈ app)→
78 if ∃n const n ∈ Slhs then
79 initializeConstraint(
80 stoch ∈ rhs ⇒ stoch ∈ app
81 )
82 | unalignedx ⇒ unalignedy →
83 if x ∈ unaligned then addUnaligned(y)
84 | stoch ∈ Sx ⇒ unalignedy →
85 if stoch ∈ data(x) then addUnaligned(y)
86 | ∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ unalignedx →
87 for λx._ ∈ data(lhs): addUnaligned(x)
88 | unalignedres ⇒
89 (∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ unalignedx)→
90 if res ∈ unaligned then
91 initializeConstraint(
92 ∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ unalignedx
93 )
94 | stoch ∈ Slhs ⇒
95 (∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ unalignedx)→
96 if stoch ∈ data(lhs) then
97 initializeConstraint(
98 ∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ unalignedx
99 )
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(a) Aligned lightweight MCMC.
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Fig. 13: One iteration of the CRBD experiment in Section 7.5. Fig. (a) shows
posteriors for aligned lightweight MCMC (gray). From left to right: 3 · 104 iter-
ations, 3 · 105 iterations, and 3 · 106 iterations. Fig. (b) shows the corresponding
posteriors for lightweight MCMC (white).

Definition 8 (Constraints).

c ::= a ∈ Sx | Sx ⊆ Sy | a ∈ Sx ⇒ a ∈ Sy
| ∀x∀y λx.y ∈ Slhs ⇒ (Srhs ⊆ Sx) ∧ (Sy ⊆ Sapp)

| ∀n (const n ∈ Slhs) ∧ (n > 1)⇒ const n− 1 ∈ Sapp

| const _ ∈ Slhs ⇒ (stoch ∈ Srhs ⇒ stoch ∈ Sapp)

| unalignedx ⇒ unalignedy | stoch ∈ Sx ⇒ unalignedy

| ∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ unalignedx

| unalignedres ⇒ (∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ unalignedx)

| stoch ∈ Slhs ⇒ (∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ unalignedx)

x, y, lhs, rhs, app, res ∈ X.

(8)

The main function analyzeAlign consists of two steps: initialization and itera-
tion. In the initialization step, generateConstraints provides constraints to
the initializeConstraint function, which initializes the maps data and edges,
and the set unaligned. The map data contains the sets of abstract values for
all program variables and is initially empty. At termination, data(x) is a sound
approximation of Sx for each x (Lemma 1). The map edges associates a set of
constraints with each variable in the program. Specifically, we must propagate
the constraints associated with a variable x after updating data(x) with new
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information. Finally, the set unaligned tracks unaligned expressions and is ini-
tially empty. At termination, unaligned contains the set of all unaligned variables
identified by the analysis. This set is sound according to Lemma 1.

The iteration step iter propagates constraints with propagateConstraint
for all variables updated with new abstract values or unalignment since their last
propagation. We store these updated variables in the sequence worklist, which,
when empty, signals fixpoint and termination. Note that, e.g., the lambda ap-
plication constraint at line 67 initializes new constraints dynamically during
propagation, depending on which abstract lambdas flow to the left-hand side of
the application.

B.2 Correctness Proof

This section presents the correctness proof that is ultimately used to prove The-
orem 1.

Throughout this section, t1 = t2 means that the terms t1 and t2 are alpha
equivalent. For constant comparisons c1 = c2, we assume the prior existence of
an equality function over constants. We first require a specific equality relation
on values.

Definition 9 (Value equality). v1
V
= v2 iff

– v1 = 〈λx.t1, ρ1〉, v2 = 〈λx.t2, ρ2〉, and t1 = t2, or
– v1 = c1, v2 = c2, and c1 = c2.

Note, in particular, that V
= treats closures as equal even if their environments

differ. As we will see, this property is critical in the proof of Lemma 2.
Next, we formally define subterms.

Definition 10 (Subterms). We say that t′ is a subterm of t iff

(1) t′ = t, or
(2) either

t = λx. t1, t = t1 t2, t = let x = t1 in t2,
t = if t1 then t2 else t3,

t = assume t1, or t = weight t1,

and t′ is a subterm of either t1, t2, or t3.

In the below, we assume a

– fixed t ∈ TANF,
– an assignment to Sx and unalignedx for x ∈ X from analyzeAlign(t), and
– Ât = {x | ¬unalignedx}.

We begin with a lemma concerning unaligned expressions in single evaluations
of ⇓.
Lemma 2 (Unaligned evaluations). Let
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– t′ be a subterm of t, t′ ∈ TANF, and
– ρ ` t′ s⇓wl v

with ρ such that, for each x ∈ X,

(C1) ρ(x) = 〈λy.ty, ρy〉 implies that (λy.ty) is a subterm of t, λy.name(ty) ∈
Sx, and that (C1) holds for ρy. Also, ρ(x) = c such that |c| > 1 implies
const |c| ∈ Sx.

Then,

(R1) if unalignedn for all n ∈ names(t′), then l|Ât
= [], and

(R2) v = 〈λy.ty, ρy〉 implies (λy.ty) is a subterm of t and λy.name(ty) ∈
Sname(t′), and that (C1) holds for ρy. Furthermore, v = c such that |c| > 1
implies const |c| ∈ Sname(t′).

Proof. We proceed by structural induction over ρ ` t′ s⇓wl v.

Case t′ = x:
The derivation is

ρ ` x []⇓1[] ρ(x)
(Var)

(R1) Immediate as l = [] = l|Ât.
(R2) By definition, name(t′) = x and ρ(x) = v. The result follows from (C1).

Case t′ = (let x = t1 in t2):
The derivation is

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1

l1
v′ ρ, x 7→ v′ ` t2 s2⇓w2

l2
v

ρ ` let x = t1 in t2
s1‖s2⇓w1·w2

l1‖[x]‖l2 v
(Let)

Note that unalignedn for all n ∈ names(t′) and the definition of Ât implies
[x]|Ât

= []. Also,

l|Ât
= (l1 ‖ [x] ‖ l2)|Ât

= l1|Ât
‖ [x]|Ât

‖ l2|Ât
.

To show (R1), we therefore only need l1|Ât
= l2|Ât

= []. Now, let ρ′ = ρ, x 7→
ρ(y). To apply the induction hypothesis, we must establish (C1) for ρ′, denoted
(C1′). To prove (C1′), note that we only need to consider ρ′(x). For all other
x′ ∈ X, ρ′(x′) = ρ(x′) and (C1′) follows directly as a result of (C1). We denote
the induction hypothesis results (R1)–(R2) for ρ′ ` t2

s2⇓w2

l2
v with (R1′)–

(R2′). Next, we consider each case for t1 (according to t′ANF in (3), p. 10). Note
that (R2) follows directly from (R2′) as name(t2) = name(t′). Thus, we only
need to consider (C1′) and (R1).

Subcase t1 = y
The derivation for t1 is

ρ ` y []⇓1[] ρ(y)
(Var)

Clearly ρ′(x) = ρ(y). Also, Sy ⊆ Sx from Lemma 1.
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(C1′) If ρ′(x) = 〈λz.tz, ρz〉, then λz.tz is a subterm of t by ρ′(x) = ρ(y)
and (C1). Also, clearly (C1) holds for ρz by (C1) for ρ. Furthermore,
λz.name(tz) ∈ Sy by (C1) and Sy ⊆ Sx implies λz.name(tz) ∈ Sx. By a
similar argument, if ρ′(x) = c such that |c| > 0, const |c| ∈ Sx.

We now apply the induction hypothesis and get (R1′)–(R2′).

(R1) We clearly have l1 = []. The result now follows immediately from (R1′).

Subcase t1 = c
The derivation for t1 is

ρ ` c []⇓1[] c
(Const)

Clearly, ρ′(x) = c.

(C1′) If |c| > 0, we have const |c| ∈ Sx as a result of Lemma 1.

We now apply the induction hypothesis and get (R1′)–(R2′).

(R1) We clearly have l1 = []. The result now follows immediately from (R1′).

Subcase t1 = λy.ty
The derivation for t1 is

ρ ` λy.ty []⇓1[] 〈λy.ty, ρ〉
(Lam)

Clearly, ρ′(x) = 〈λy.ty, ρ〉.
(C1′) First, it is clear that λy.ty is a subterm of t and that (C1) holds for ρ.

Lastly, Lemma 1 also gives λy.name(ty) ∈ Sx.

We now apply the induction hypothesis and get (R1′)–(R2′).

(R1) We clearly have l1 = []. The result now follows immediately from (R1′).

Subcase t1 = y z
The possible derivations are

ρ ` y []⇓1[] 〈λy′.ty′ , ρy′〉 ρ ` z []⇓1[] ρ(z)
ρy′ , y

′ 7→ ρ(z) ` ty′ s1⇓w1

l1
v′

ρ ` y z s1⇓w1

l1
v′

(App)

ρ ` y []⇓1[] c ρ ` z []⇓1[] ρ(z) |c| > 0

ρ ` y z
[]⇓1[] δ(c, ρ(z))

(Const-App)

(C1′) We first consider the case (App). Let ρ′′ = ρy′ , y
′ 7→ ρ(z) and consider

the derivation ρ′′ ` ty′ s1⇓w1

l1
v′. To apply the induction hypothesis, we must

establish (C1) for ρ′′. First, (C1) holds for ρy′ by (C1) for ρ. (C1) therefore
also holds for ρ′′ by a similar argument to ρ′ in the subcase t1 = y above.
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From the induction hypothesis, we then get (R1′′)–(R2′′). From Lemma 1,
we have Sname(ty′ ) ⊆ Sx. Combined with (R2′′), the result follows.

Now, consider the case (Const-App). From Lemma 1, ∀n const n ∈ Sy ∧
n > 1 ⇒ const n − 1 ∈ Sx. From Definition 2, we also have |δ(c, ρ(z))| =
|c| − 1. The result now follows.

We now apply the induction hypothesis and get (R1′)–(R2′).

(R1) The (Const-App) case is immediate by l1 = [] and (R1′). Therefore,
assume the derivation is (App) and that unalignedn for all n ∈ names(t′) (in
particular unalignedx). By Lemma 1, we have unalignedy′ and unalignedn′
for n′ ∈ names(ty′). By (R1′′), we then have l1|Ât

= []. From (R1′), we
also have l2|Ât

= [] and the result follows.

Subcase t1 = if y then tt else te
The possible derivations are

ρ ` y []⇓1[] true ρ ` tt s1⇓w1

l1
vt

ρ ` if y then tt else te s1⇓w1

l1
vt
(If-True)

ρ ` y []⇓1[] false ρ ` te s1⇓w1

l1
ve

ρ ` if y then tt else te s1⇓w1

l1
ve

(If-False)

Without loss of generality, we only consider (If-True). Note that for the sub-
derivation ρ ` tt s1⇓w1

l1
vt, (R1)–(R2), denoted (R1t)–(R2t) below, holds im-

mediately by the induction hypothesis as (C1) holds for ρ.

(C1′) Follows from (R2t) and name(tt) ⊆ Sx from Lemma 1.

We now apply the induction hypothesis and get (R1′)–(R2′).

(R1) Assume we have unalignedn for all n ∈ names(t′) (including unalignedx).
Then, by Lemma 1, unalignedn′ for n′ ∈ names(tt). Therefore, l1|Ât

= [] by
(R1t). From (R1′), we also have l2|Ât

= [] and the result follows.

Subcase t1 = assume y
The derivation is

ρ ` y []⇓1[] d w = fd(c)

ρ ` assume y
[c]⇓w[] c

(Assume)

(C1′) By Definition 3, |c| = 0. The result follows immediately.

We now apply the induction hypothesis and get (R1′)–(R2′).

(R1) We clearly have l1 = []. The result now follows immediately from (R1′).

Subcase t1 = weight y
The derivation is

ρ ` y []⇓1[] w
ρ ` weight y

[]⇓w[] ()
(Weight)
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(C1′) We have w ∈ R and |w| = 0. The result follows immediately.

We now apply the induction hypothesis and get (R1′)–(R2′).

(R1) We clearly have l1 = []. The result now follows immediately from (R1′).
ut

With Lemma 2 established, we now give the main lemma used to prove Theo-
rem 1.

Lemma 3 (Aligned evaluations). Let

– t′ ∈ t, t′ ∈ TANF,
– ρ1 ` t′ s1⇓w1

l1
v1, and

– ρ2 ` t′ s2⇓w2

l2
v2

with ρ1 and ρ2 such that, for each x ∈ X,

(C2) for ρ ∈ {ρ1, ρ2}, (C1) holds,
(C3) if ρ1(x) = 〈λy.ty, ρ′1〉, ρ2(x) = 〈λy.ty, ρ′2〉, and stoch 6∈ Sx, then ρ′1 and

ρ′2 fulfill (C2)–(C4), and
(C4) If ρ1(x) 6V= ρ2(x), then stoch ∈ Sx.
Then,

(R3) l1|Ât
= l2|Ât

,
(R4) if v1 = 〈λy.ty, ρ′1〉, v2 = 〈λy.ty, ρ′2〉, and stoch 6∈ Sname(t′), then ρ′1 and

ρ′2 fulfill (C2)–(C4), and
(R5) If v1 6V= v2, then stoch ∈ Sname(t′).

Proof. We proceed by simultaneous structural induction over ρ1 ` t′ s1⇓w1

l1
v1

and ρ2 ` t′ s2⇓w2

l2
v2.

Case t′ = x:
The possible derivations are

ρ1 ` x []⇓1[] ρ1(x)
(Var)

ρ2 ` x []⇓1[] ρ2(x)
(Var)

(R3) We have l1 = l2 = [] = l1|Ât
= l2|Ât

.
(R4) By name(t′) = x and (C3).
(R5) By name(t′) = x and (C4).

Case t′ = (let x = t1 in t2):
The possible derivations are

ρ1 ` t1 s11⇓w11

l11
v′1 ρ1, x 7→ v′1 ` t2 s12⇓w12

l12
v1

ρ1 ` let x = t1 in t2
s11‖s12⇓w11·w12

l11‖[x]‖l12 v1
(Let)

ρ2 ` t1 s21⇓w21

l21
v′2 ρ2, x 7→ v′2 ` t2 s22⇓w22

l22
v2

ρ2 ` let x = t1 in t2
s21‖s22⇓w21·w22

l21‖[x]‖l22 v2
(Let)
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Assume l11|Ât
= l21|Ât

and l12|Ât
= l22|Ât

. Then,

l1|Ât
= (l11 ‖ [x] ‖ l12)|Ât

= l11|Ât
‖ [x]|Ât

‖ l12|Ât
= l21|Ât

‖ [x]|Ât
‖ l22|Ât

= (l21 ‖ [x] ‖ l22)|Ât
= l2|Ât

.

That is, for (R3), we only need l11|Ât
= l21|Ât

and l12|Ât
= l22|Ât

. Let ρ′1 =
ρ1, x 7→ v′1) and ρ′2 = ρ2, x 7→ v′2. To apply the induction hypothesis, we must
establish (C2)–(C4) for ρ′1 and ρ′2. To avoid confusion with the original as-
sumptions (C2)–(C4) for ρ1 and ρ2, we use the notation (C2′)–(C4′) for the
ρ′1 and ρ′2 conditions. To prove (C2′)–(C4′), note that we only need to consider
ρ′1(x) and ρ′2(x). For all other x′ ∈ X, ρ′1(x′) = ρ1(x

′) and ρ′2(x′) = ρ2(x
′), and

(C2′)–(C4′) follow directly as a result of (C2)–(C4). We denote the induc-
tion hypothesis results (R3)–(R5) for ρ′1 ` t2 s12⇓w12

l12
v1 and ρ′2 ` t2 s22⇓w22

l22
v2

with (R3′)–(R5′). Next, we consider each case for t1 (according to t′ANF in
(3), p. 10). Note that (R4) and (R5) follow directly from (R4′) and (R5′) as
name(t2) = name(t′). Thus, we only need to consider (C2′)–(C4′) and (R3).

Subcase t1 = y
The derivations for t1 are

ρ1 ` y []⇓1[] ρ1(y)
(Var)

ρ2 ` y []⇓1[] ρ2(y)
(Var)

We first establish (C2′)–(C4′). Clearly ρ′1(x) = ρ1(y) and ρ′2(x) = ρ2(y). Also,
Sy ⊆ Sx from Lemma 1.

(C2′) By repeating the corresponding argument for (C1′) in Lemma 2 for both
ρ′1(x) and ρ′2(x).

(C3′) Assume ρ′1(x) = 〈λz.tz, ρ′′1〉, ρ′2(x) = 〈λz.tz, ρ′′2〉, and stoch 6∈ Sx. By
Sy ⊆ Sx, stoch 6∈ Sy. Because ρ′1(x) = ρ1(y) and ρ′2(x) = ρ2(y), the result
follows from (C3).

(C4′) If ρ′1(x) 6
V
= ρ′2(x), then clearly ρ1(y) 6V= ρ2(y). Hence, stoch ∈ Sy by (C4)

and the result follows by Sy ⊆ Sx.
We now apply the induction hypothesis and get (R3′)–(R5′).

(R3) The result follows from l11 = l21 = [] and (R3′).

Subcase t1 = c
The derivations for t1 are

ρ1 ` c []⇓1[] c
(Const)

ρ2 ` c []⇓1[] c
(Const)

We first establish (C2′)–(C4′).

(C2′) By repeating the corresponding argument for (C1′) in Lemma 2 for
ρ′1(x) = ρ′2(x).
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(C3′) Follows directly as ρ′1(x) = ρ′2(x) = c.
(C4′) Follows directly because ρ′1(x) = ρ′2(x) = c.

We now apply the induction hypothesis and get (R3′)–(R5′).

(R3) The result follows from l11 = l21 = [] and (R3′).

Subcase t1 = λy.ty
The derivations are

ρ1 ` λy.ty []⇓1[] 〈λy.ty, ρ1〉
(Lam)

ρ2 ` λy.ty []⇓1[] 〈λy.ty, ρ2〉
(Lam)

We first establish (C2′)–(C4′).

(C2′) By repeating the corresponding argument for (C1′) in Lemma 2 for both
ρ′1(x) and ρ′2(x).

(C3′) Follows because ρ1 and ρ2 fulfills (C2)–(C4).
(C4′) Follows because ρ′1(x)

V
= ρ′2(x).

We now apply the induction hypothesis and get (R3′)–(R5′).

(R3) The result follows from l11 = l21 = [] and (R3′).

Subcase t1 = y z
The possible derivations are

ρ1 ` y []⇓1[] 〈λy1.ty1 , ρy1〉 ρ1 ` z []⇓1[] ρ1(z)
ρy1 , y1 7→ ρ1(z) ` ty1

s11⇓w11

l11
v′1

ρ1 ` y z s11⇓w11

l11
v′1

(App)

ρ2 ` y []⇓1[] 〈λy2.ty2 , ρy2〉 ρ2 ` z []⇓1[] ρ2(z)
ρy2 , y2 7→ ρ2(z) ` ty2

s21⇓w21

l21
v′2

ρ2 ` y z s21⇓w21

l21
v′2

(App)

ρ1 ` y []⇓1[] c1 ρ1 ` z []⇓1[] ρ1(z) |c1| > 0

ρ1 ` y z
[]⇓1[] δ(c1, ρ1(z))

(Const-App)

ρ2 ` y []⇓1[] c2 ρ2 ` z []⇓1[] ρ2(z) |c2| > 0

ρ2 ` y z
[]⇓1[] δ(c2, ρ2(z))

(Const-App)

We first establish (C2′)–(C4′).

(C2′) By repeating the corresponding argument for (C1′) in Lemma 2 for both
ρ′1(x) and ρ′2(x).
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(C3′) Assume stoch 6∈ Sx. For (Const-App), ρ′1(x) ∈ C and ρ′2(x) ∈ C, and
the result follows immediately. Therefore, assume that both derivations are
(App). By Lemma 1, stoch ∈ Sy ⇒ stoch ∈ Sx, and consequently stoch 6∈
Sy. By (C4), this leads to ρ1(y) = 〈λy1.ty1 , ρy1〉

V
= ρ2(y) = 〈λy2.ty2 , ρy2〉.

That is, λy1.ty1 = λy2.ty2 = λy′.ty′ . By (C3), ρy1 and ρy2 fulfill (C2)–
(C4). Let ρ′′1 = ρy1 , y

′ 7→ ρ1(z) and ρ′′2 = ρy2 , y
′ 7→ ρ2(z) and consider the

derivations ρ′′1 ` ty′ s11⇓w11

l11
v′1 and ρ′′2 ` ty′ s21⇓w21

l21
v′2. It is straightforward

to check that ρ′′1 and ρ′′2 fulfill (C1), and we apply the induction hypothe-
sis and get the results (R3′′)–(R5′′). Now, by Lemma 1, Sname(ty′ ) ⊆ Sx.
Combined with (R4′′), the result follows.

(C4′) Assume ρ′1(x) 6
V
= ρ′2(x), and consider first the case where ρ1(y) 6V= ρ2(y).

Then, by (C4), stoch ∈ Sy and by stoch ∈ Sy ⇒ stoch ∈ Sx from
Lemma 1, stoch ∈ Sx and we are done. Therefore, assume ρ1(y)

V
= ρ2(y).

Consequently, both derivations are either (Const-App) or (App). If both
derivations are (Const-App), c1

V
= c2

V
= c and ρ′1(x) 6

V
= ρ′2(x) implies ρ1(z) 6V=

ρ2(z). By (C4), this implies stoch ∈ Sz. Lemma 1 gives const _ ∈ Sy ⇒
(stoch ∈ Sz ⇒ stoch ∈ Sx). Clearly, const |c| ∈ Sy by (C2) and |c| > 1.
It follows that stoch ∈ Sx. If both derivations are instead (App), we repeat
the argument for (C3′) and get (R3′′)–(R5′′). Furthermore, we must have
v′1 = ρ′1(x) 6

V
= ρ′2(x) = v′2. By Lemma 1, Sname(ty′ ) ⊆ Sx. The result now

follows from (R5′′).

We now apply the induction hypothesis and get (R3′)–(R5′).

(R3) First, by (R3′), we have l12|Ât
= l22|Ât

. We now show l11|Ât
= l21|Ât

.

Assume that stoch ∈ Sy. Then, in all cases we have l11|Ât
= l21|Ât

= []
and the result follows. To see this, note first that for the (Const-App)
derivations, the result holds immediately. Therefore, assume both deriva-
tions are (App). Now, by Lemma 1, we have stoch ∈ Sy ⇒ (∀y′ λy′._ ∈
Sy ⇒ unaligned ′y). In other words, unalignedy1 and unalignedy2 . Again by
Lemma 1, unalignedn1

for all n1 ∈ names(ty1) and unalignedn2
for all

n2 ∈ names(ty2). Let ρ′′1 = ρy1 , y1 7→ ρ1(z) and ρ′′2 = ρy2 , y2 7→ ρ2(z) and
consider the derivations ρ′′1 ` ty1

s11⇓w11

l11
v′1 and ρ′′2 ` ty2

s21⇓w21

l21
v′2. It is

straightforward to check that ρ′′1 and ρ′′2 fulfill (C1) and double applications
of Lemma 2 give the required result l11|Ât

= l21|Ât
= [].

Now, assume that stoch 6∈ Sy. Clearly, both derivations are either (Const-
App) or (App). The (Const-App) case is trivial, because l11|Ât

= l21|Ât
= [].

Therefore, assume both derivations are (App). By repeating the reasoning in
(C3′), we get (R3′′)–(R5′′) by the induction hypothesis for the derivations
ρ′′1 ` ty′ s11⇓w11

l11
v′1 and ρ′′2 ` ty′ s21⇓w21

l21
v′2. In other words, l11|Ât

= l21|Ât
by (R3′′) and we are done.
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Subcase t1 = if y then tt else te
The possible derivations are

ρ1 ` y []⇓1[] true ρ1 ` tt s11⇓w11

l11
vt1

ρ1 ` if y then tt else te s11⇓w11

l11
vt1

(If-True)

ρ2 ` y []⇓1[] true ρ2 ` tt s21⇓w21

l21
vt2

ρ2 ` if y then tt else te s21⇓w21

l21
vt2

(If-True)

ρ1 ` y []⇓1[] false ρ1 ` te s11⇓w11

l11
ve1

ρ1 ` if y then tt else te s11⇓w11

l11
ve1

(If-False)

ρ2 ` y []⇓1[] false ρ2 ` te s21⇓w21

l21
ve2

ρ2 ` if y then tt else te s21⇓w21

l21
ve2

(If-False)

We first establish (C2′)–(C4′).
(C2′) Holds in all four cases by repeating the corresponding argument for (C1′)

in Lemma 2.
(C3′) Assume stoch 6∈ Sx. By Lemma 1, clearly stoch 6∈ Sy and both deriva-

tions are either (If-True) or (If-False). Without loss of generality, assume
both derivations are (If-True). The induction hypothesis directly applies
to ρ1 ` tt s11⇓w11

l11
vt1 and ρ2 ` tt s21⇓w21

l21
vt2 , and we get the result (R3t)–

(R5t). By Lemma 1, name(tt) ⊆ Sx. The result now follows from (R4t).
(C4′) Assume first that stoch ∈ Sy. Then stoch ∈ Sx by Lemma 1, and the

result is immediate. Therefore, assume stoch 6∈ Sy. Again, both derivations
are either (If-True) or (If-False) and we assume, without loss of gener-
ality, that both are (If-True). The induction hypothesis directly applies to
ρ1 ` tt s11⇓w11

l11
vt1 and ρ2 ` tt s21⇓w21

l21
vt2 , and we get the result (R3t)–

(R5t). By Lemma 1, name(tt) ⊆ Sx. The result now follows from (R5t).

We now apply the induction hypothesis and get (R3′)–(R5′).
(R3) First, by (R3′), we have l12|Ât

= l22|Ât
. We now show l11|Ât

= l21|Ât
.

If stoch ∈ Sy, then by Lemma 1, unalignednt for all nt ∈ names(tt) and
unalignedne for all ne ∈ names(te). By repeating Lemma 2 twice, we get
l11|Ât

= l21|Ât
= [] and the result follows.

Assume stoch 6∈ Sy. Again, both derivations are either (If-True) or (If-
False) and we assume, without loss of generality, that both are (If-True).
The induction hypothesis directly applies to ρ1 ` tt s11⇓w11

l11
vt1 and ρ2 `

tt s21⇓w21

l21
vt2 , and we get the result (R3t)–(R5t). By (R3t), l11|Ât

= l21|Ât
.

Subcase t1 = assume y
The derivations are

ρ1 ` y []⇓1[] d1 w1 = fd1(c1)

ρ1 ` assume y
[c1]⇓w1

[] c1
(Assume)

ρ2 ` y []⇓1[] d2 w2 = fd2(c2)

ρ2 ` assume y
[c2]⇓w2

[] c2
(Assume)
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We first establish (C2′)–(C4′).

(C2′) By repeating the corresponding argument for (C1′) in Lemma 2 for both
ρ′1(x) and ρ′2(x).

(C3′) Immediate as ρ′1(x) = c1 and ρ′2(x) = c2.
(C4′) By Lemma 1, stoch ∈ Sx.

We now apply the induction hypothesis and get (R3′)–(R5′).

(R3) The result follows from l11 = l21 = [] and (R3′).

Subcase t1 = weight y
The derivations are

ρ1 ` y []⇓1[] w1

ρ1 ` weight y
[]⇓w1

[] ()
(Weight)

ρ2 ` y []⇓1[] w2

ρ2 ` weight y
[]⇓w2

[] ()
(Weight)

We first establish (C2′)–(C4′).

(C2′) By repeating the corresponding argument for (C1′) in Lemma 2 for both
ρ′1(x) and ρ′2(x).

(C3′) Immediate as ρ′1(x) = ρ′2(x) = ().
(C4′) Immediate as ρ′1(x)

V
= ρ′2(x).

We now apply the induction hypothesis and get (R3′)–(R5′).

(R3) The result follows from l11 = l21 = [] and (R3′).
ut

C Unaligned SMC

Algorithm 5 presents the unaligned SMC algorithm. It is in many ways similar
to Algorithm 2.

D Lightweight MCMC

Algorithm 6 presents the lightweight MCMC algorithm. The algorithm is in
many ways similar to Algorithm 3, but relies on databases represented with
Di (random draws) and pi (probability densities/masses of the draws) to reuse
random draws. The Run function keeps track of the current stack trace t at all
times and uses it to index the databases.
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Algorithm 5 Unaligned SMC. The input is a program t ∈ TANF and the number
of execution instances n.
1. Initiate n execution instances {ei | i ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} of t.
2. Execute all ei (for already terminated ei, do nothing) and suspend execution upon

reaching a weight (i.e., let x = weight w in t) or when the execution terminates
naturally. The result is a new set of execution instances e′i with weights w′i (from
w, or 1 if already terminated).

3. If all e′i = v′i (i.e., all executions have terminated and returned a value), terminate
inference and return the set of samples v′i. The samples approximate the probability
distribution encoded by t.

4. Resample the e′i according to their weights w′i. The result is a new set of unweighted
execution instances e′′i . Set ei ← e′′i . Go to 2.

E Metropolis–Hastings Acceptance Ratio

This section derives the Metropolis–Hastings acceptance ratio used in Algo-
rithm 3 and Algorithm 6. We assume basic familiarity with Bayesian statistics
and the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm.

Bayes’ theorem on probability density/mass functions is usually written as

p(x|y) = p(y|x)p(x)
p(y)

(10)

where y is some fixed observed random variable. The standard Metropolis–
Hastings ratio for a proposal distribution with probability density/mass q(x′|x)
is then

A(x, x′) = min

(
1,
p(x′|y)
p(x|y)

q(x|x′)
q(x′|x)

)
= min

(
1,
p(y|x′)p(x′)
p(y|x)p(x)

q(x|x′)
q(x′|x)

)
. (11)

Assume a fixed program t ∈ T in the remainder of this section. For such a
program, Bayes’ theorem takes a generalized form

p̂(s) =
L(s)p(s)

Z
. (12)

Here, we have replaced x with a trace s (a sequence of random values during
evaluation of a probabilistic program) and removed the dependence on y entirely.
We use the notation p̂ and p to differentiate between the posterior and prior. The
likelihood function is denoted L. Z is a normalizing constant that disappears in
the Metropolis–Hastings ratio.

One can view (12) in the context of the semantics in Fig. 3. We (very infor-
mally) have p̂(s) = w up to normalization iff ∅ ` t l⇓ws v for some l and v. L(s)
is then the contribution to w from (Weight), and p(s) from (Assume). The
PPL version of the Metropolis–Hastings ratio is

A(s, s′) = min

(
1,
p̂(s′)
p̂(s)

q(s|s′)
q(s′|s)

)
= min

(
1,
L(s′)p(s′)
L(s)p(s)

q(s|s′)
q(s′|s)

)
. (13)
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Algorithm 6 Lightweight MCMC. The input is a program t ∈ TANF, the num-
ber of steps n, and the global step probability g > 0.
1. Set i← 0. Call Run.
2. Set i← i+1. If i = n, terminate inference and return the samples {vj | j ∈ N, 0 ≤

j < n}. They approximate the probability distribution encoded by t.
3. Uniformly draw a trace t′ from dom(Di−1) at random. Set global ← true with

probability g, and global ← false otherwise. Set w′−1 ← 1, and w′ ← 1. Call Run.
4. Compute the Metropolis–Hastings acceptance ratio

A = min

(
1,

wi

wi−1

w′

w′−1

|dom(Di−1)|
|dom(Di)|

)
. (9)

5. With probability A, accept vi and go to 2. Otherwise, set vi ← vi−1, wi ← wi−1,
Di ← Di−1, and pi ← pi−1. Go to 2.

function run() = Let t represent the current stack trace throughout execution. Run t
and do the following:
– Record the total weight wi accumulated from calls to weight.
– Record the final value vi.
– At terms let c = assume d in t, do the following.

1. If t = t′, global = true, or if t 6∈ dom(Di−1), sample a value x from d.
Otherwise, reuse the sample x = Di−1(t) and set w′−1 ← w′−1 · pi−1(t) and
w′ ← w′ · fd(c).

2. Set Di(t)← x and pi(t)← fd(x).
3. In the program, bind c to the value x and resume execution.

The most trivial proposal, amounting to not reusing any draws, is

q(s′|s) = p(s′) (14)

This directly gives the ratio

A(s, s′) = min

(
1,
L(s′)
L(s)

)
. (15)

To derive the ratio for aligned lightweight MCMC and lightweight MCMC, we
need to first capture the proposal q used in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 6. We
capture the reuse mechanisms (alignment and the stack trace database) in both
algorithms through functions D1 : S × S → P(N) and D2 : S × S → P(N) such
that |D1(s, s

′)| = |D2(s, s
′)|, D1(s, s

′) = D2(s
′, s), and D2(s, s

′) = D1(s
′, s).

Intuitively, D1(s, s
′) gives the indices in s that match the indices D2(s, s

′) in s′.
We now define the proposal q as

q(s′, i|s) = [s′|A′ = s|A]p|A′C (s′)pi(i|s) (16)

and make the following definitions.

– A′ = D2(s, s
′) \ f(i, s′) and A = D1(s, s

′) \ f(i, s).
– The function f(i, s) transforms the index i in the context of s (explained

further below).
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– The function pi(i|s) is the density for selecting an i given s.
– The trace s|A is the restriction of s to A (cf. Definition 5).
– [· · · ] is the Iverson bracket (i.e., evaluates to zero if the predicate · · · is false

and to one if the predicate is true).
– We denote the contribution to p(s) from the indices A in s with p|A(s).

Importantly, p|A(s) · p|AC (s) = p(s).

Note that q also proposes an auxiliary variable i—the trace index that we choose
to redraw in the proposal. Due to the auxiliary variable i, the acceptance ratio
is now a function of three arguments.

A(s, s′, i) = min

(
1,
L(s′)p(s′)
L(s)p(s)

q(s, i|s′)
q(s′, i|s)

)

= min

(
1,
L(s′)p(s′)
L(s)p(s)

[s|A = s′|A′ ]
[s′|A′ = s|A]

p|AC (s)
p|A′C (s′)

pi(i|s′)
pi(i|s)

)

= min

(
1,
L(s′)
L(s)

p(s′)
p|A′C (s′)

p|AC (s)
p(s)

pi(i|s′)
pi(i|s)

)

= min

(
1,
L(s′)
L(s)

p|A′(s′)
p|A(s)

pi(i|s′)
pi(i|s)

)

(17)

This acceptance ratio is equivalent to the ratio derived by van de Meent et al. [45,
Equation 4.21].

We first view (17) in the context of aligned lightweight MCMC in Algo-
rithm 3. Here, f(i, s) returns the i-th aligned index in s (not index i in s). In
aligned lightweight MCMC, we only select what to redraw among the aligned
draws. As we know, the number of aligned draws is fixed across all possible
executions. pi(i|s) is thus a constant, and (17) reduces to

A(s, s′, i) = min

(
1,
L(s′)
L(s)

p|A′(s′)
p|A(s)

)
(18)

This is the ratio computed in step 5 of Algorithm 3.
Next, we consider lightweight MCMC in Algorithm 6. Here, we simply choose

f(i, s) = i (the identity function), and select an element to redraw uniformly over
the previous trace s. Thus, pi(i|s) = 1/|s| and (17) reduces to

A(s, s′, i) = min

(
1,
L(s′)
L(s)

p|A′(s′)
p|A(s)

|s|
|s′|

)
(19)

This is the ratio computed in step 4 of Algorithm 6.
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Abstract

Probabilistic programming languages (PPLs) make encoding and auto-
matically solving statistical inference problems relatively easy by sepa-
rating models from the inference algorithm. A popular choice for solv-
ing inference problems is to use Monte Carlo inference algorithms. For
higher-order functional PPLs, these inference algorithms rely on execu-
tion suspension to perform inference, most often enabled through a full
continuation-passing style (CPS) transformation. However, standard CPS
transformations for PPL compilers introduce significant overhead, a prob-
lem the community has generally overlooked. State-of-the-art solutions
either perform complete CPS transformations with performance penal-
ties due to unnecessary closure allocations or use efficient, but complex,
low-level solutions that are often not available in high-level languages.
In contrast to prior work, we develop a new approach that is both ef-
ficient and easy to implement using higher-order languages. Specifically,
we design a novel static suspension analysis technique that determines the
parts of a program that require suspension, given a particular inference
algorithm. The analysis result allows selectively CPS transforming the
program only where necessary. We formally prove the correctness of the
suspension analysis and implement both the suspension analysis and selec-
tive CPS transformation in the Miking CorePPL compiler. We evaluate
the implementation for a large number of Monte Carlo inference algo-
rithms on real-world models from phylogenetics, epidemiology, and topic
modeling. The evaluation results demonstrate significant improvements
across all models and inference algorithms.

1 Introduction
Probabilistic programming languages (PPLs), such as Stan [1], Pyro [2], Gen [3],
Birch [4], Anglican [5], and WebPPL [6], make it possible to encode and solve
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statistical inference problems. Such inference problems are of significant in-
terest in many research fields, including phylogenetics [7], computer vision [8],
topic modeling [9], inverse graphics [10], and cognitive science [11]. A particu-
larly appealing feature of PPLs is the separation between the inference problem
specification (the language) and the inference algorithm used to solve the prob-
lem (the language implementation). This separation allows PPL users to focus
solely on encoding their inference problems while inference algorithm experts
deal with the intricacies of inference implementation.

Implementations of PPLs apply many different inference algorithms. Monte
Carlo inference algorithms—such as Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [12]
and sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) [13]—are especially popular due to their
asymptotic correctness and relative ease of implementation for universal1 PPLs.
The central idea behind all Monte Carlo methods in PPLs is to execute prob-
abilistic programs multiple times to generate samples that approximate the
target distribution for the encoded inference problem. However, repeated exe-
cution is expensive, and PPL implementations must take care not to introduce
unnecessary overhead.

In particular, Monte Carlo algorithms often need to suspend executions as
part of inference. For example, MCMC algorithms can suspend at random
draws in the program to avoid unnecessary re-execution when proposing new
executions, and SMC algorithms can suspend at likelihood updates to resample
executions. Languages such as WebPPL [6] and Anglican [5], and the approach
described by Ritchie et al. [15], apply continuation-passing style (CPS) trans-
formations [16] to enable arbitrary suspension during execution. The main
benefit with CPS transformations is that they are relatively easy to implement
using higher-order functions in functional programming languages. However, a
major drawback with CPS transformations is that high-performance low-level
languages, without higher-order functions, do not support them. For this rea-
son, there are also closely related low-level alternatives to CPS, including non-
preemptive multitasking (e.g., coroutines [17]) and PPL control-flow graphs [18].
Besides not requiring higher-order functions, these alternatives can avoid much
of the overhead resulting from CPS2. The alternatives are, however, more diffi-
cult to implement, and high-level functional languages can often not apply them
as they require low-level features unavailable in high-level languages.

In this paper, we consider how to bridge the performance gap between higher-
order CPS-based functional PPLs and lower-level PPLs that rely on, e.g., corou-
tines. Specifically, the overhead in CPS is a direct result of closure allocations
for continuations. We make the important observation that PPLs do not strictly
require the arbitrary suspensions provided by full CPS transformations. In fact,
most Monte Carlo inference algorithms require suspension only in very specific
parts of programs. For example, MCMC algorithms require suspension only

1A term that first appeared in Goodman et al. [14], indicating expressive PPLs where the
number and types of random variables are not always known statically.

2Note that CPS only results in overhead if programs reify the continuations at runtime
to, e.g., suspend computations. Traditional CPS-based compilers often only use CPS as an
intermediate form during compilation, which does not result in runtime overhead.
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at random draws, and SMC only at likelihood updates. Current CPS-based
PPLs do not consider inference-specific suspension requirements to reduce CPS
runtime overhead.

In this paper, we design a new static suspension analysis for PPLs that
enables selectively CPS transforming programs to significantly reduce runtime
overhead compared to using full CPS. The suspension analysis identifies all parts
of programs that may require suspension as a result of applying a particular
inference algorithm. We formalize the suspension analysis algorithm using a
core PPL calculus equipped with a big-step operational semantics. Specifically,
the challenge lies in capturing how suspension requirements propagate through
the program in the presence of higher-order functions. Overall, we (i) prove
that the suspension analysis is correct, (ii) show that the resulting selective CPS
transformation gives significant performance gains compared to using a full CPS
transformation, and (iii) show that the overall approach is directly applicable to
a large set of inference algorithms. Specifically, we evaluate the approach for the
inference algorithms: likelihood weighting, the SMC bootstrap particle filter, the
SMC alive particle filter [19], aligned lightweight MCMC [20, 21], and particle-
independent Metropolis–Hastings [22]. We consider each inference algorithm for
four real-world models from phylogenetics, epidemiology, and topic modeling.
Considering the performance benefits, it is surprising that previous work does
not consider selective CPS for PPLs. While non-trivial, the suspension analysis
is relatively simple to implement.

We implement the suspension analysis and a selective CPS transformation
in Miking CorePPL [18, 23]. Similarly to WebPPL and Anglican, the implemen-
tation supports the co-existence of many inference problems and applications
of inference algorithms to these problems within the same program. However,
compared to full CPS, such programs are more challenging to handle with se-
lective CPS, as the CPS transformation of an inference problem also depends
on the applied inference algorithm—different inference algorithms generally re-
quire different suspensions. To complicate things further, different inference
problems may share some code, or the PPL user may apply two different infer-
ence algorithms to the same inference problem. The compiler must then apply
different CPS transformations to different parts of the program, and sometimes
even many different CPS transformations to separate copies of the same part of
the program. To solve this, we develop an approach that, for any given Miking
CorePPL program, extracts all possible inference problems and corresponding
inference algorithm applications. This extraction procedure allows the correct
application of selective CPS throughout the program.

In summary, we make the following contributions.

• We design, formalize, and prove the correctness of a suspension analysis
for PPLs, where the suspension requirements come from a given inference
algorithm (Section 4).

• We apply the suspension analysis to selectively CPS transform PPLs.
Compared to full CPS, the approach significantly reduces runtime over-
head resulting from unnecessary closure allocations (Section 5).
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• We implement the suspension analysis and a selective CPS transforma-
tion in the Miking CorePPL compiler. Unlike full CPS, selective CPS
introduces challenges for probabilistic programs containing many infer-
ence problems and inference algorithm applications. We implement an
approach that correctly applies selective CPS to such programs by ex-
tracting individual inference problems (Section 6).

Section 7 presents the evaluation and its results for the implementations in
Miking CorePPL, Section 8 discusses related work in more detail, and Section 9
concludes. We first consider a motivating example in Section 2 and introduce
the underlying PPL calculus in Section 3.

2 A Motivating Example

This section introduces the running example in Figure 1 and uses it to present
the basic idea behind PPLs and how inference algorithms such as SMC and
MCMC make use of CPS to suspend executions. Most importantly, we illustrate
the motivation and key ideas behind selective CPS for PPLs.

Consider the probabilistic program in Figure 1a, written in a functional-
style PPL. The program encodes an inference problem for estimating the prob-
ability distribution over the bias of a coin, conditioned on the outcome of
four experimental coin flips: true, true, false, and true (true = heads and
false = tails). At line 1, we use the PPL-specific assume construct to de-
fine our prior belief in the bias a1 of the coin. We set this prior belief to
a Beta(2, 2) probability distribution, illustrated in Figure 1b. In the illus-
tration, 0 indicates a coin that always results in false, 1 a coin that always
results in true, and 0.5 a fair coin. We see that our prior belief is quite
evenly spread out, but with more probability mass towards a fair coin. To
condition this prior distribution on the observed coin flips, we conceptually
execute the program in Fig 1a infinitely many times, sampling values from
the prior Beta distribution at assume (line 1) and, as a side effect, accumu-
lating the product of weights given as argument to the PPL-specific weight
construct (line 4). We make the four consecutive calls weight (fBernoulli a1
true), weight (fBernoulli a1 true), weight (fBernoulli a1 false), and weight
(fBernoulli a1 true)3, using the recursive function iter . The function applica-
tion fBernoulli a1 o gives the probability of the outcome o given a bias a1 for
the coin. I.e., fBernoulli a1 true = a1 and fBernoulli a1 false = 1 − a1. So, for
example, a sample a1 = 0.4 gets the accumulated weight 0.4 · 0.4 · 0.6 · 0.4 and
a1 = 0.7 the accumulated weight 0.7·0.7·0.3·0.7. The end result is an infinite set
of weighted samples of a1 (the program returns a1 at line 8) that approximate
the posterior or target distribution of Figure 1a, illustrated in Fig 1c. Note
that, because we observed three true outcomes and only one false, the weights
shift the probability mass towards 1 and narrows it slightly as we are now more

3PPLs also commonly use a similar built-in function observe to update the weight. For
example, observe (Bernoulli a1) true is equivalent to weight (fBernoulli a1 true).
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1 let a1 = assume (Beta 2 2) in
2 let rec iter = λobs.
3 if null obs then () else
4 weight (fBernoulli a1 (head obs));
5 iter (tail obs)
6 in
7 iter [true,true,false,true];
8 a1

(a) Program texample.

0 0.5 1

(b) Beta(2,2).

0 0.5 1

(c) Distribution of texample.

1 Suspensionassume(Beta 2 2, λa1.
2 let rec iter = λobs.
3 if null obs then () else
4 weight (fBernoulli(a1)

5 (head obs));
6 iter (tail obs)
7 in
8 iter [true,true,false,true];
9 a1)

(d) Suspension at assume.

1 let a1 = assume (Beta 2 2) in
2 let rec iter = λk. λobs.
3 if null obs then k ()
4 else
5 Suspensionweight(
6 fBernoulli(a1) (head obs),
7 (λ_. iter k (tail obs)))
8 in
9 iter (λ_. a1)

10 [true,true,false,true];

(e) Suspension at weight.

1 let k7 = λt6.
2 let k8 = λt7.
3 Suspensionassume(t7, λa1.
4 let rec iter = λk1. λobs.
5 let k2 = λt1.
6 if t1 then k1 () else
7 let k3 = λt2.
8 let k4 = λt3.
9 let k5 = λt4.

10 Suspensionweight(t4, λ_.
11 let k6 = λt5. iter k1 t5 in
12 tailCPS k6 obs)
13 in t2 k5 t3
14 in headCPS k4 obs
15 in fBernoulliCPS k3 a1
16 in nullCPS k2 obs
17 in iter (λ_. a1)
18 [true,true,false,true])
19 in t6 k8 2
20 in BetaCPS k7 2

(f) Full CPS.

Figure 1: A simple probabilistic program texample modeling the bias of a coin.
Figure (a) gives the program. The function fBernoulli is the probability mass
function of the Bernoulli distribution. Figure (b) illustrates the distribution
used for a1 at line 1 in (a). Figure (c) shows the set of (weighted) samples
resulting from conceptually running texample infinitely many times. Figure (d)
and Figure (e) show the selective CPS transformations required for suspension
at assume and weight, respectively. Figure (f) gives texample in full CPS, with
suspensions at assume and weight. The CPS subscript indicates CPS-versions
of intrinsic functions such as head and tail .
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sure about the bias of the coin. Increasing the number of experimental coin flips
would make Figure 1c more and more narrow.

We can approximate the infinite number of samples by running the pro-
gram a large (but finite) number of times. This basic inference algorithm is
known as likelihood weighting. The problem with likelihood weighting is that it
is only accurate enough for simple models. For complex models, it is common
that only a few likelihood weighting samples (often only one) get much larger
weights relative to the other samples, greatly reducing inference accuracy. Real-
world models require more powerful inference algorithms based on, e.g., SMC or
MCMC. A key requirement in both SMC and MCMC is the ability to suspend
executions of probabilistic programs at calls to weight and/or assume. One
way to enable suspensions is by writing programs in CPS. We first illustrate
a simple use of CPS to suspend at assume in Figure 1d. Here, the program
immediately returns an object Suspensionassume(Beta 2 2, k), indicating that
execution stopped at an assume with the argument Beta 2 2 and a continuation
k (i.e., the abstraction binding a1) that executes the remainder of the program.
With likelihood weighting, we would simply sample a value a1 from the Beta 2 2
distribution and resume execution by calling k a1. This call then runs the pro-
gram until termination and results in the actual return value of the program,
which is a1. Many MCMC inference algorithms often reuse samples from previ-
ous executions at Suspensionassume, and the suspensions are thus useful to avoid
unnecessary re-execution [15].

As a second example, we illustrate suspension at weight for, e.g., SMC in-
ference algorithms in Figure 1e. Here, we require multiple suspensions in the
middle of the recursive call to iter , and writing the program in CPS is more
challenging. Note that we rewrite the iter function to take a continuation k
as argument, and call the continuation with the return value () at line 3 in-
stead of directly returning () as in Figure 1a at line 3. This continuation ar-
gument k is precisely what allows use to construct and return Suspensionweight
objects at line 5. To illustrate the suspensions, consider executing the pro-
gram with likelihood weighting inference. First, the program returns the object
Suspensionweight(fBernoulli(a1) true, k′), where k′ is the continuation that line 7
constructs. Likelihood weighting now updates the weight for the execution
with the value fBernoulli(a1) true and resumes execution by calling k′ (). Simi-
larly, this next execution returns Suspensionweight(fBernoulli(a1) true, k

′′) for the
second recursive call to iter , and we again update the weight and resume by
calling k′′ (). We similarly encounter Suspensionweight(fBernoulli(a1) false, k′′′)
and Suspensionweight(fBernoulli(a1) true, k

′′′′) before the final call k′′′′ () runs the
program until termination and produces the actual return value a1 of the pro-
gram. In SMC inference, we run many executions concurrently and wait until
they all have returned a Suspensionweight object. At this point, we resample
the executions according to their weights (the first value in Suspensionweight),
which discards executions with low weight and replicates executions with high
weight. After resampling, we continue to the next suspension and corresponding
resampling by calling the continuations.

PPL implementations enable suspensions at assume and/or weight through
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automatic and full CPS transformations. Figure 1f illustrates such a transfor-
mation for Figure 1a. We indicate CPS versions of intrinsic functions with the
CPS subscript. Note that the full CPS transformation results in many additional
closure allocations compared to Figure 1d and Figure 1e. As a result, runtime
overhead increases significantly. The contribution in this paper is a static anal-
ysis that allows us to automatically and selectively CPS transform programs,
as in Figure 1d and Figure 1e. With a selective transformation, we avoid many
unnecessary closure allocations, and can significantly reduce runtime overhead
while still allowing suspensions as required for a given inference algorithm.

3 Syntax and Semantics
This section introduces the PPL calculus used to formalize the suspension anal-
ysis in Section 4 and selective CPS transformation in Section 5. Section 3.1 gives
the abstract syntax and Section 3.2 a big-step operational semantics. Section 3.3
introduces A-normal form—a prerequisite for both the suspension analysis and
the selective CPS transformation.

3.1 Syntax
We build upon the standard untyped lambda calculus, representative of func-
tional universal PPLs such as Anglican, WebPPL, and Miking CorePPL. We
define the abstract syntax below.

Definition 1 (Terms, values, and environments). We define terms t ∈ T and
values v ∈ V as

t ::= x | c | λx. t | t t | let x = t in t v ::= c | 〈λx. t, ρ〉
| if t then t else t | assume t | weight t

x, y ∈ X ρ ∈ P c ∈ C {false, true, ()} ∪ R ∪D ⊆ C.
(1)

The countable set X contains variable names, C intrinsic values and operations,
and D ⊂ C intrinsic probability distributions. The set P contains evaluation
environments, i.e., maps from variables in X to values in V .

Definition 2 (Target language terms). As a target language for the selective
CPS transformation in Section 5, we additionally extend Definition 1 to target
language terms t ∈ T+ by

t += Suspensionassume(t, t) | Suspensionweight(t, t). (2)

Figure 1a gives an example of a term in T , and Figure 1d and Figure 1e of terms
in T+. However, note that the programs in Figure 1 also use the list constructor
[. . .] (not part of the above definitions) to make the example more interesting.

In addition to the standard variable, abstraction, and application terms in
the untyped lambda calculus, we include explicit let expressions in the language
for convenience. Furthermore, we use the syntactic sugar let rec f = λx.t1
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in t2 to define recursive functions (translating to an application of a call-by-
value fixed-point combinator). We also use t1; t2 as a shorthand for (λ_.t2)
t1, where _ is the do-not-care symbol.

We include a set C of intrinsic operations and constants essential to most
inference problems encoded in PPLs. In particular, the set of intrinsics includes,
but is not limited to, boolean truth values, the unit value, real numbers, and
probability distributions. We can also add further operations and constants to
C. For example, we can let + ∈ C to support addition of real numbers. To
allow control flow to depend on intrinsic values, we include if expressions that
use intrinsic booleans as condition.

We saw examples of the assume and weight constructs in Section 2. The
assume construct takes distributions D ⊂ C as argument, and produces random
variables distributed according to these distributions. For example, we can let
N ∈ C be a function that constructs normal distributions. Then, assume (N
0 1), where N 0 1 ∈ D, defines a random variable distributed according to a
standard normal distribution. As we saw in Section 2, the weight construct
updates the likelihood of executions with the real number given as argument,
and allows conditioning executions on data (e.g., the four coin flips in Figure 1).

3.2 Semantics

We construct a call-by-value big-step operational semantics, inspired by Lundén
et al. [20], describing how to evaluate terms t ∈ T . Such a semantics is a key
component when formally defining the probability distributions corresponding
to terms t ∈ T (e.g., the distribution in Figure 1c corresponding to the program
in Figure 1a) and also when proving various properties of PPLs and their infer-
ence algorithms (e.g., inference correctness). See, e.g., the work by Borgström
et al. [24] and Lundén et al. [25] for full formal treatments and correctness proofs
of PPL MCMC and SMC algorithms.

For the purpose of this paper, we use the semantics to formally define what
it means for an evaluation to suspend. We use this definition to state the
soundness of the suspension analysis in Section 4 (Theorem 1). We use a big-
step semantics, as we do not require the additional control provided by a small-
step semantics. Figure 2 presents the full semantics as a relation ρ ` t s⇓wu v
over tuples (P, T, S, {false, true},R, V ). Here, S is a set of traces capturing the
random draws at assume during evaluation. Intuitively, ρ ` t s⇓wu v holds iff t
evaluates to v in the environment ρ with the trace s and the total probability
density (i.e., the accumulated weight) w. We describe the suspension flag u
later in this section.

Most of the rules are standard and we focus on explaining key properties
related to PPLs and suspension. We first consider the rule (Const-App), which
uses a δ-function for intrinsic operations.

Definition 3 (Intrinsic arities and the δ-function). For each c ∈ C, we let
|c| ∈ N denote its arity. We also assume the existence of a partial function
δ : C × C → C such that if δ(c, c1) = c2, then |c| > 0 and |c2| = |c| − 1.
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ρ ` x []⇓1false ρ(x)
(Var)

ρ ` c []⇓1false c
(Const)

ρ ` λx.t []⇓1false 〈λx.t, ρ〉
(Lam)

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1
u1
〈λx.t, ρ′〉 ρ ` t2 s2⇓w2

u2
v2 ρ′, x 7→ v2 ` t s3⇓w3

u3
v

ρ ` t1 t2
s1‖s2‖s3⇓w1·w2·w3

u1∨u2∨u3
v

(App)

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1
u1

c1 ρ ` t2 s2⇓w2
u2

c2

ρ ` t1 t2
s1‖s2⇓w1·w2

u1∨u2
δ(c1, c2)

(Const-App)

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1
u1

v1 ρ, x 7→ v1 ` t2 s2⇓w2
u2

v

ρ ` let x = t1 in t2
s1‖s2⇓w1·w2

u1∨u2
v

(Let)

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1
u1

true ρ ` t2 s2⇓w2
u2

v2

ρ ` if t1 then t2 else t3
s1‖s2⇓w1·w2

u1∨u2
v2

(If-True)

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1
u1

false ρ ` t3 s3⇓w3
u3

v3

ρ ` if t1 then t2 else t3
s1‖s3⇓w1·w3

u1∨u3
v3

(If-False)

ρ ` t s⇓wu d w′ = fd(c)

ρ ` assume t s‖[c]⇓w·w
′

suspendassume∨u c
(Assume)

ρ ` t s⇓wu w′

ρ ` weight t s⇓w·w′
suspendweight∨u ()

(Weight)

Figure 2: A big-step operational semantics for t ∈ T . The environment ρ, x 7→
v is the same as ρ, but extended with a binding v for x. For each d ∈ D,
the function fd is its probability density or probability mass function. For
example, fN (0,1)(x) = ex

2/2/
√
2π, the density function of the standard normal

distribution. We use the following notation: ‖ for sequence concatenation, · for
multiplication, and ∨ for logical disjunction.

For example, δ((δ(+, 1)), 2) = 3. We use the arity property of intrinsics to
formally define traces.

Definition 4 (Traces). For all s ∈ S, s is a sequence of intrinsics with arity 0,
called a trace. We write s = [c1, c2, . . . , cn] to denote a trace s with n elements.

The rule (Assume) formalizes random draws and consumes elements of the
trace. Specifically, (Assume) updates the evaluation’s total probability density
w ∈ R with the density w′ of the first trace element with respect to the distri-
bution given as argument to assume. The rule (Weight) furthermore directly
modifies the total probability density according to the weight argument.

We now consider the special suspension flag u in the derivation ρ ` t s⇓wu v.

Definition 5 (Suspension requirement). We say that a derivation ρ ` t s⇓wu v
requires suspension if the suspension flag u is true.

For example, the rule (App) requires suspension if u1 ∨ u2 ∨ u3—i.e., if
any subderivation requires suspension. To reflect the particular suspension re-
quirements in SMC and MCMC inference, we limit the source of suspension
requirements to assume and weight. We turn the individual sources on and
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1 let t1 = 2 in
2 let t2 = 2 in
3 let t3 = Beta in
4 let t4 = t3 t1 in
5 let t5 = t4 t2 in
6 let a1 = assume t5 in
7 let rec iter = λobs.
8 let t6 = null in
9 let t7 = t6 obs in

10 let t8 =
11 if t7 then
12 let t9 = () in
13 t9
14 else
15 let t10 = fBernoulli in
16 let t11 = t10 a1 in
17 let t12 = head in

18 let t13 = t12 obs in
19 let t14 = t11 t13 in
20 let w1 = weight t14 in
21 let t15 = tail in
22 let t16 = t15 obs in
23 let t17 = iter t16 in
24 t17
25 in
26 t8
27 in
28 let t18 = true in
29 let t19 = false in
30 let t20 = true in
31 let t21 = true in
32 let t22 = [t21,t20,t19,t18] in
33 let t23 = iter t22 in
34 a1

Figure 3: The running example texample from Figure 1a transformed to ANF.

off through the boolean variables suspendassume and suspendweight in Figure 2.
For the examples in the remainder of this paper, we let suspendweight = true
and suspendassume = false (i.e., only weight requires suspension, as in SMC
inference).

To illustrate the semantics, consider texample of Figure 1a again. Because
texample evaluates precisely one assume, the only valid traces for texample are
singleton traces [a1], where a1 ∈ R[0,1] due to the Beta prior for a1. By initially
setting ρ to the empty environment ∅ and following the rules of Figure 2, we
derive ∅ ` texample

[a1]⇓fBeta(2,2)(a1)·a31(1−a1)
true a1. Note that every evaluation of

texample has u = true, as there are always four calls to weight during evalua-
tion. That is, the derivation requires suspension. However, many subderivations
of texample do not require suspension. For example, the subderivations assume
(Beta 2 2) and null obs do not require suspension (i.e., have u = false). Sec-
tion 4 presents a suspension analysis that conservatively approximates which
subderivations require suspension. The analysis enables, e.g., the selective CPS
transformation in Figure 1e.

3.3 A-Normal Form
We significantly simplify the suspension analysis in Section 4 and the selective
CPS transformation in Section 5 by requiring that terms are in A-normal form
(ANF) [26].

Definition 6 (A-normal form). We define the A-normal form terms tANF ∈
TANF as follows.

tANF ::= x | let x = t′ANF in tANF

t′ANF ::= x | c | λx. tANF | x y

| if x then tANF else tANF | assume x | weight x

(3)
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It holds that TANF ⊂ T . Furthermore, there exist standard transformations to
convert terms in T to TANF. Figure 3 illustrates Figure 1a transformed to ANF.
We will use Figure 1a as a running example in Section 4 and Section 5.

The predictable structure of programs in ANF significantly simplifies the
suspension analysis and selective CPS transformation. Furthermore, from now
on we require that all variable bindings in programs are unique, and together
with ANF, the result is that every expression in a program t ∈ TANF is uniquely
labeled by a variable name from a let expression. This property is critical for
the suspension analysis in Section 4.

4 Suspension Analysis

This section presents the first technical contribution: the suspension analysis.
The goal of the suspension analysis is to determine which expressions in pro-
grams may require suspension in the sense of Definition 5. Identifying such
expressions leads to the selective CPS transformation in Section 5, enabling
transformations such as in Fig 1e.

The suspension analysis builds upon the 0-CFA algorithm [27, 28], and we
formalize our algorithms in the style of Lundén et al. [20]. The main chal-
lenge we solve is how to model the propagation of suspension in the presence of
higher-order functions in the untyped lambda calculus. The 0 in 0-CFA stands
for context insensitivity—the analysis considers every part of the program in
one global context. Context insensitivity makes the analysis more conservative
compared to context-sensitive approaches such as k-CFA, where k ∈ N indi-
cates the level of context sensitivity [29]. We use 0-CFA for two reasons: (i) the
worst-case time complexity for the analysis is polynomial, while it is exponen-
tial for k-CFA already at k = 1, and (ii) the limitations of 0-CFA rarely matter
in practical PPL applications. For example, k-CFA provides no benefits over
0-CFA for the programs in the evaluation in Section 7.

Before moving on to the technical details, we assume 〈λx. t, ρ〉 6∈ C (recall
that C is the set of intrinsics). That is, we assume that closures are not part
of the intrinsics. In particular, this disallows intrinsic operations (including the
use of assume d, d ∈ D ⊂ C) to produce closures, which would needlessly
complicate the analysis without any benefit.

Consider the program in Figure 3, and assume that weight requires suspen-
sion. Clearly, the expression labeled by w1 at line 20 then requires suspension.
Furthermore, w1 evaluates as part of the larger expression labeled by t8 at
line 10. Consequently, the evaluation of t8 also requires suspension. Also, t8
evaluates as part of an application of the abstraction obs at line 7. In partic-
ular, the abstraction obs binds to iter , and we apply iter at lines 23 and 33.
Thus, the expressions named by t17 and t22 require suspension. In summary,
we have that w1, t8, t17, and t22 require suspension, and we also note that all
applications of the abstraction obs require suspension.

We now proceed to the analysis formalization. First, we introduce standard
abstract values.
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12 Daniel Lundén et al.

Algorithm 1 Constraint generation for the suspension analysis. We write
the functional-style pseudocode for the algorithm itself in sans serif font to
distinguish it from terms in T .
function generateConstraints(t): TANF → P(R) =

1 match t with
2 | x→ ∅
3 | let x = t1 in t2 →
4 generateConstraints(t2) ∪
5 match t1 with
6 | y → {Sy ⊆ Sx}
7 | c→ if |c| > 0 then {constx |c| ∈ Sx}
8 else ∅
9 | λy. tb → generateConstraints(tb)

10 ∪ {λy. name tb ∈ Sx}
11 ∪ {suspendn ⇒ suspendy

12 | n ∈ suspendNames(tb)}
13 | lhs rhs → {
14 ∀z∀y λz.y ∈ Slhs

15 ⇒ (Srhs ⊆ Sz) ∧ (Sy ⊆ Sx),
16 ∀y∀n consty n ∈ Slhs ∧ n > 1
17 ⇒ consty n− 1 ∈ Sx,
18 ∀y λy._ ∈ Slhs

19 ⇒ (suspendy ⇒ suspendx),
20 ∀y consty _ ∈ Slhs

21 ⇒ (suspendy ⇒ suspendx),
22 suspendx ⇒
23 (∀y λy._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ suspendy)

24 ∧ (∀y consty _ ∈ Slhs ⇒ suspendy)

25 }
26 | assume _→
27 if suspendassume then {suspendx} else ∅
28

29 | weight _→
30 if suspendweight then {suspendx} else ∅
31 | if y then tt else te →
32 generateConstraints(tt)
33 ∪ generateConstraints(te)
34 ∪ {Sname tt ⊆ Sx, Sname te ⊆ Sx}
35 ∪ {suspendn ⇒ suspendx
36 | n ∈ suspendNames(tt)
37 ∪ suspendNames(te)}
38
39 function name(t): TANF → X =
40 match t with
41 | x→ x
42 | let x = t1 in t2 → name(t2)
43
44 function suspendNames(t): TANF → P(X) =
45 match t with
46 | x→ ∅
47 | let x = t1 in t2 →
48 suspendNames(t2) ∪
49 match t1 with
50 | lhs rhs → {x}
51 | if y then tt else te → {x}
52 | assume _ →
53 if suspendassume then {x} else ∅
54 | weight _ →
55 if suspendweight then {x} else ∅
56 | _→ ∅

Definition 7 (Abstract values). We define the abstract values a ∈ A as a ::=
λx.y | constx n for x, y ∈ X and n ∈ N.

For example, the abstract value λx.y represents all closures originating at, e.g.,
a term λx. let y = 1 in y in the program at runtime (recall that we assume
that the variables x and y are unique). Note that the y in the abstract value
indicates the name returned by the body (formalized by the function name in
Algorithm 1). The abstract value constx n represents all intrinsic functions of
arity n originating at x. For example, constx 2 originates at, e.g., a term let
x = + in t.

The central objects in the analysis are sets Sx ∈ P(A) and boolean values
suspendx for all x ∈ X. The set Sx contains all abstract values that may
flow to the expression labeled by x, and suspendx indicates whether or not
the expression requires suspension. A trivial but useless solution is Sx = A
and suspendx = true for all variables x in the program. To get more precise
information regarding suspension, we wish to find smaller solutions to the Sx
and suspendx.

To formalize the set of sound solutions for the Sx and suspendx, we gener-
ate constraints c ∈ R for programs (for a formal definition of constraints, see
Appendix A.1). Algorithm 1 formalizes the necessary constraints for programs
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t ∈ TANF with a function generateConstraints that recursively traverses
the program t to generate a set of constraints. Due to ANF, there are only
two cases in the top match (line 1). Variables generate no constraints, and the
important case is for let expressions at lines 3–30. The algorithm makes use
of an auxiliary function name (line 39) that determines the name of an ANF
expression, and a function suspendNames (line 44) that determines the names
of all top-level expressions within an expression that may suspend (namely,
applications, if expressions, and assume and/or weight).

We next illustrate and motivate the generated constraints by considering
the set of constraints generateConstraints(texample), where texample is the
program in Figure 3. Many constraints are standard, and we therefore focus
on the new suspension constraints introduced as part of this paper. In particu-
lar, the challenge is to correctly capture the flow of suspension requirements
across function applications and higher-order functions. First, we see that
defining aliases (line 6) generates constraints of the form Sy ⊆ Sx, that con-
stants introduce const abstract values (e.g., constt61 ∈ St6), and that assume
and weight introduce suspension requirements, e.g. suspendw1

(shorthand for
suspendw1

= true).
First, we consider the constraints generated for λobs. (line 7 in Figure 3)

through the case at lines 9-12 in Algorithm 1. For the sake of the example,
we treat the unexpanded let rec as an ordinary let (the analysis result is
unaffected). Omitting the recursively generated constraints for the abstraction
body, the generated constraints are

{λobs. t8 ∈ Siter} ∪ {suspendn ⇒ suspendobs | n ∈ {t7, t8}}. (4)

The first constraint is standard and states that the abstract value λobs. t8 flows
to Siter as the variable naming the λobs expression is t8 at line 26 in Figure 3
(difficult to notice due to the column breaks). The remaining constraints are new
and sets up the flow of suspension requirements. Specifically, the abstraction
obs itself requires suspension if any expression bound by a top-level let in
its body requires suspension. For efficiency, we only set up dependencies for
expressions that may suspend (formalized by suspendNames in Algorithm 1).
Note here that we do not add the constraint suspendw1

⇒ suspendobs , as w1

is not at top-level in the body of obs. Instead, we later add the constraint
suspendw1

⇒ suspend t8 , and suspendw1
⇒ suspendobs follows by transitivity.

The constraints generated for the if bound to t8 at line 10 through the
case at lines 31-37 in Algorithm 1 are (again, omitting recursively generated
constraints)

{St9 ⊆ St8 , St17 ⊆ St8}
∪ {suspendn ⇒ suspend t8 | n ∈ {t11, t13, t14, w1, t16, t17}}.

(5)

The first two constraints are standard, and state that abstract values in the
results of both branches flow to the result St8 . The last set of constraints is new
and very similar to the suspension constraints for abstractions. The constraints
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capture that all expressions at top-level in both branches that require suspension
also cause t8 to require suspension.

The constraints for applications are, naturally, the most complex. Consider
the application at line 23 in Figure 3. The generated constraints through the
case at lines 13-25 in Algorithm 1 are

{ ∀z∀y λz.y ∈ Siter ⇒ (St16 ⊆ Sz) ∧ (Sy ⊆ St17),
∀y∀n consty n ∈ Siter ∧ n > 1⇒ consty n− 1 ∈ St17 ,
∀y λy._ ∈ Siter ⇒ (suspendy ⇒ suspend t17),

∀y consty _ ∈ Siter ⇒ (suspendy ⇒ suspend t17),

suspend t17 ⇒ (∀y λy._ ∈ Siter ⇒ suspendy)

∧ (∀y consty _ ∈ Siter ⇒ suspendy) }.

(6)

The first two constraints are standard and state how abstract values flow as a
result of applications. The last three constraints are new and relate to suspen-
sion. The third and fourth constraints state that if an abstraction or intrinsic
requiring suspension flows to iter , the result t17 of the application also requires
suspension. The fifth constraint states that if the result t17 requires suspension,
then all abstractions and constants flowing to iter require suspension. This last
constraint is not strictly required to later prove the soundness of the analysis in
Theorem 1, but, as we will see in Section 5, it is required for the selective CPS
transformation.

We find a solution to the constraints through Algorithm 3 in Appendix A.1.
The algorithm propagates abstract values according the constraints until fix-
point, and is fairly standard. However, we extend the algorithm to support
the new suspension constraints. Specifically, Algorithm 3 defines a function
analyzeSuspend: TANF → ((X → P(A))× P(X)). The function returns a
map data : X → P(A) that assigns sets of abstract values to all Sx and a set
suspend : P(X) that assigns suspendx = true iff x ∈ suspend. Importantly, the
assignments to Sx and suspendx satisfy all generated constraints. To illustrate
the algorithm, here are the analysis results analyzeSuspend(texample):

Siter = {λobs.t8} St6 = {constt61} St10 = {constt102}
St11 = {constt101} St12 = {constt121} St15 = {constt151}

Sn = ∅ | all other n ∈ X
suspendn = true | n ∈ {obs, w1, t8, t17, t22}
suspendn = false | all other n ∈ X.

(7)

The above results confirm our earlier reasoning: the expressions labeled by obs,
w1, t8, t17, and t22 may require suspension.

We now consider the soundness of the analysis. First, the soundness of 0-
CFA is well established (see, e.g., Nielson et al. [28]) and extends to our new
constraints, and we take the following lemma to hold without proof.
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1 let t1 = 2 in
2 let t2 = 2 in
3 let t3 = Beta in
4 let t4 = t3 t1 in
5 let t5 = t4 t2 in
6 let a1 = assume t5 in
7 let rec iter = λk. λobs.
8 let t6 = null in
9 let t7 = t6 obs in

10 if t7 then
11 let t9 = () in
12 t9
13 else
14 let t10 = fBernoulli in
15 let t11 = t10 a1 in
16 let t12 = head in

17 let t13 = t12 obs in
18 let t14 = t11 t13 in
19 Suspensionweight(t14,
20 λ_.
21 let t15 = tail in
22 let t16 = t15 obs in
23 iter k t16)
24 in
25 let t18 = true in
26 let t19 = false in
27 let t20 = true in
28 let t21 = true in
29 let t22 = [t21,t20,t19,t18] in
30 let k′ = λ_. a1 in
31 iter k′ t22

Figure 4: The running example from Figure 3 after selective CPS transforma-
tion. The program is semantically equivalent to Figure 1e.

Lemma 1 (0-CFA soundness). For every t ∈ TANF, the solution given by
analyzeSuspend(t) for Sx and suspendx, x ∈ X, satisfies the constraints
generateConstraints(t).

Theorem 1 now captures the soundness of the constraints themselves.

Theorem 1 (Suspension analysis soundness). Let t ∈ TANF, s ∈ S, u ∈
{false, true}, w ∈ R, and v ∈ V such that ∅ ` t s⇓wu v. Now, let Sx and
suspendx for x ∈ X according to analyzeSuspend(t). For every subderiva-
tion (ρ ` let x = t1 in t2

s1‖s2⇓w1·w2
u1∨u2

v′) of (∅ ` t s⇓wu v), u1 = true implies
suspendx = true.

Proof. Follows directly by Lemma 2 in Appendix A.2 with ρ = ∅. The proof
uses Lemma 1 and structural induction over the derivation ∅ ` t s⇓wu v.

That is, if a subderivation of t labeled by a name x requires suspension, then
suspendx = true and the analysis correctly identifies the possibility of suspen-
sion. Note that the analysis is sound but conservative (i.e. incomplete), as
the reverse does not hold: if suspendx = true, then the subderivation of the
expression labeled by x does not necessarily require suspension.

Next, we use the suspension analysis results to selectively CPS transform
programs.

5 Selective CPS Transformation
This section presents the second technical contribution: the selective CPS trans-
formation. The transformations themselves are standard, and the challenge with
selective CPS is instead to correctly use the suspension analysis results for a se-
lective transformation.
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Algorithm 2 Selective continuation-passing style transformation. The type T ?

is the option type over terms. We use the notation ∅ for the empty option
value. We write the functional-style pseudocode for the algorithm itself in sans
serif font to distinguish it from terms in T .
function cps(vars, t): P(X)× TANF → T+ =

1 return cps′(∅, t)
2
3 function cps′(cont,t): T ? × TANF → T+ =
4 match t with
5 | x→ if cont = ∅ then t else cont t
6 | let x = t1 in t2 →
7 let t′2 = cps′(cont, t2) in
8 match t1 with
9 | y → let x = t1 in t′2

10 | c→ let x =

11 (if x ∈ vars then ccps else c) in t′2
12 | λy. tb →
13 let t′1 = if y ∈ vars
14 then λk.λy. cps′(k, tb)
15 else λy. cps′(∅, tb)
16 in
17 let x = t′1 in t′2
18 | lhs rhs →
19 if x ∈ vars then
20 if tailCall(t) ∧ cont 6= ∅
21 then lhs cont rhs

22 else lhs (λx.t′2) rhs

23 else let x = t1 in t′2
24
25
26
27

28 | if y then tt else te →
29 if x ∈ vars then
30 if tailCall(t) ∧ cont 6= ∅ then
31 if y then cps′(cont, tt)
32 else cps′(cont, te)
33 else
34 let k = λx.t′2 in
35 if y then cps′(k, tt) else cps′(k, te)
36 else let x = if y then cps′(∅, tt)
37 else cps′(∅, te) in t′2
38 | assume y → let x = t1 in t′2
39 if x ∈ vars then
40 if tailCall(t)
41 then Suspensionassume(y, cont)
42 else Suspensionassume(y,λx.cps

′(cont, t2))
43 else let x = t1 in t′2
44 | weight y → let x = t1 in t′2
45 if x ∈ vars then
46 if tailCall(t)
47 then Suspensionweight(y, cont)
48 else Suspensionweight(y,λx.cps

′(cont, t2))
49 else let x = t1 in t′2
50
51 function tailCall(t): TANF → {false, true} =
52 match t with
53 | let x = _ in x→ true
54 | _→ false

Algorithm 2 presents the full algorithm. Using terms in ANF as input signif-
icantly helps reduce the algorithm’s complexity. The main function cps takes as
input a set vars : P(X), indicating which expressions to CPS transform, and a
program t ∈ TANF to transform. It is the new vars argument that separates the
transformation from a standard CPS transformation. For the purposes of this
paper, we always use vars = {x | suspendx = true}, where the suspendx come
from analyzeSuspend(t). One could also use vars = X for a standard full
CPS transformation (e.g., Fig 1f), or some other set vars for other application
domains. The value returned from the cps function is a (non-ANF) term of
the type T+. The helper function cps′, initially called at line 1, takes as input
an optional continuation term cont, indicating the continuation to apply in tail
position. Initially, this continuation term is empty (denoted ∅), which indicates
that there is no continuation. Using an optional continuation is new, and spe-
cific to the selective CPS transformation. Similarly to Algorithm 1, the top-level
match at line 4 has two cases: a simple case for variables (line 5) and a complex
case for let expressions (lines 6–49). To enable optimization of tail calls, the
auxiliary function tailCall indicates whether or not an ANF expression is a
tail call (i.e., of the form let x = t’ in x).
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We now illustrate Algorithm 2 by computing cps(varsexample, texample), where
varsexample = {obs, w1, t8, t17, t22} is from (7), and texample is from Figure 3.
Figure 4 presents the final transformed result. First, we note that the trans-
formation does not change expressions not labeled by a name in varsexample, as
they do not require suspension. In the following, we therefore focus only on the
transformed expressions.

First, consider the abstraction obs defined at line 7 in Figure 3, handled
by the case at line 12 in Algorithm 2. As obs ∈ varsexample, we apply the
standard CPS transformation for abstractions: add a continuation parameter
to the abstraction and recursively transform the body with this continuation.
Next, consider the transformation of the weight expression w1 at line 20 in
Figure 3, handled by the case at line 44 in Algorithm 2. The expression is
not at tail position, so we build a new continuation containing the subsequent
let expressions, recursively transform the body of the continuation, and then
wrap the end result in a Suspension object. The if expression t8 at line 10 in
Figure 3, handled by the case at line 28 in Algorithm 2, is in tail position (it is
directly followed by returning t8). Consequently, we transform both branches
recursively. Finally, we have the applications t17 and t22 at lines 23 and 33 in
Figure 3, handled by the case at line 18 in Algorithm 2. The application t17
is at tail position, and we transform it by adding the current continuation as
an argument. The application at t22 is not at tail position, so we construct a
continuation k′ that returns the final value a1 (line 34 in Figure 3), and then
add it as an argument to the application.

It is not automatically guaranteed that Algorithm 2 produces a correct re-
sult. Specifically, for all applications lhs rhs, we must ensure that (i) if we CPS
transform the application, we must also CPS transform all possible abstractions
that can occur at lhs, and (ii) if we do not CPS transform the application, we
must not CPS transform any abstraction that can occur at lhs. We control this
through the argument vars. In particular, assigning vars according to the sus-
pension analysis produces a correct result. To see this, consider the application
constraints at lines 13–25 in Algorithm 1 again, and note that if any abstraction
or intrinsic operation that requires suspension occur at lhs, suspendx = true.
Furthermore, the last application constraint ensures that if suspendx = true,
then all abstractions and intrinsic operations that occur at lhs require suspen-
sion. Consequently, for all λy._ and consty _, either all suspendy = true or all
suspendy = false.

6 Implementation

We implement the suspension analysis and selective CPS transformation in Mik-
ing CorePPL [18], a core PPL implemented in the domain-specific language
construction framework Miking [23]. Figure 5 presents the organization of the
CorePPL compiler. The input is a CorePPL program that may contain many
inference problems and applications of inference algorithms, similar to WebPPL
and Anglican. The output is an executable produced by one of the Miking
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Section 6.1
Section 6.2

CorePPL 
Program

Inference 
Extractor

Backend 
Compiler ExecutableMain 

Program

Partial CPS 
Transformation

Suspension AnalysisCorePPL 
Inference 
Problems

Inference-Specific 
Compilers

Inference-Specific 
Runtimes

Figure 5: Overview of the Miking CorePPL compiler implementation. We di-
vide the overall compiler into two parts, (i) suspension analysis and selective
CPS (Section 6.1), and (ii) inference problem extraction (Section 6.2). The
figure depicts artifacts as gray rectangular boxes and transformation units and
libraries as blue rounded boxes. Note how the inference extractors transforma-
tion separates the program into two different paths that are combined again
after the inference-specific compilation. The white inheritance arrows (point-
ing to suspension analysis and selective CPS transformations) mean that these
libraries are used within the inference-specific compiler transformation.

backend compilers. Section 6.1 gives the details of the suspension analysis and
selective CPS implementations, and in particular the differences compared to
the core calculus in Section 3. Section 6.2 presents the inference extractor
and its operation combined with selective CPS. The suspension analysis, selec-
tive CPS transformation, and inference extraction implementations consist of
roughly 1500 lines of code (a contribution in this paper). The code is available
on GitHub [30].

6.1 Suspension Analysis and Selective CPS

Miking CorePPL extends the abstract syntax in Definition 1 with standard
functional language data structures and features such as algebraic data types
(records, tuples, and variants), lists, and pattern matching. The suspension
analysis and selective CPS implementations in Miking CorePPL extend Algo-
rithm 1 and Algorithm 2 to support these language features. Furthermore,
compared to suspendweight and suspendassume in Figure 2, the implementation
allows arbitrary configuration of suspension sources. In particular, the imple-
mentation uses this arbitrary configuration together with the alignment analysis
by Lundén et al. [20]. This combination allows selectively CPS transforming to
suspend at a subset of assumes or weights for aligned versions of SMC and
MCMC inference algorithms.

Miking CorePPL also includes a framework for inference algorithm imple-
mentation. Specifically, to implement new inference algorithms, users implement
an inference-specific compiler and inference-specific runtime. Figure 5 illustrates
the different compilers and runtimes. Each inference-specific compiler applies
the suspension analysis and selective CPS transformation to suit the inference
algorithm’s particular suspension requirements.
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1 mexpr
2 let data = [
3 24.0, 42.2, 96.7, 9.2, 85.8,
4 34.2, 41.7, 53.4, 85.6, 45.4
5 ] in
6
7 let m = lam d. lam y. lam.
8 let x = assume d in
9 observe y (Gaussian x 0.1);

10 x in
11
12 let d0 =
13 infer (LightweightMCMC
14 { iterations = 100,
15 aligned = true })
16 (m (Uniform 0.0 4.0) 1.0) in
17

18 recursive let repeat =
19 lam data. lam d.
20 match data with [y] ++ data then
21 let posterior =
22 infer (BPF {particles = 100})
23 (m d y) in
24 repeat data posterior
25 else d
26 let d1 = repeat data d0 in
27 match distEmpiricalSamples d1
28 with (samples, weights) in
29 iter
30 (lam s.
31 print
32 (concat (float2string s) "\n"))
33 samples

(a) Miking CorePPL program.

1 let m = lam d. lam y. lam.
2 let x = assume d in
3 observe y (Gaussian x 0.1);
4 x in
5 m (Uniform 0.0 4.0) 1.0 ()

(b) Extracted inference problem from
line 13 in (a).

1 let m = lam d. lam y. lam.
2 let x = assume d in
3 observe y (Gaussian x 0.1);
4 x in
5 m d y ()

(c) Extracted inference problem from
line 22 in (a).

Figure 6: Example Miking CorePPL program in (a) with two non-trivial uses of
infer. Figures (b) and (c) show the extracted and selectively CPS-transformed
inference problems at lines 13 and 22 in (a), respectively. The compiler handles
the free variables d and y in (c) in a later stage.

Next, we show how Miking CorePPL handles programs containing many
inference problems solved with different inference algorithms.

6.2 Inference Problem Extraction

Figure 5 includes the inference extraction compiler procedure. First, the com-
piler applies an inference extractor to the input program. The result is a set of
inference problems and a main program containing remaining glue code. Sec-
ond, the compiler applies inference-specific compilers to each inference problem.
Finally, the compiler combines the main program and the compiled inference
problems with inference-specific runtimes and supplies the result to a backend
compiler.

To illustrate the extraction approach in more detail, consider the example
in Figure 6a. We define a function m that constructs a minimal inference prob-
lem on lines 7–10, using a single call to assume and a single call to observe
(modifying the execution weight similar to weight). The function takes an ini-
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tial probability distribution d and a data point y as input. We apply aligned
lightweight MCMC inference for the inference problem through the infer con-
struct on lines 12–16. The first argument to infer gives the inference algorithm
configuration, and the second argument the inference problem. Inference prob-
lems are thunks (i.e., functions with a dummy unit argument). In this case, we
construct the inference problem thunk by an application of m with a uniform
initial distribution and data point 1.0. The inference result d0 is another prob-
ability distribution, and we use it as the first initial distribution in the recursive
repeat function (lines 19–24). This function repeatedly performs inference us-
ing the SMC bootstrap particle filter (lines 21–23), again using the function m
to construct the sequence of inference problems. Each infer application uses
the result distribution from the previous iteration as the initial distribution and
consumes data points from the data sequence. We extract and print the sam-
ples from the final result distribution d1 at lines 29–33. A limitation with the
current extraction approach is that we do not (yet) support nested infers.

A key challenge in the compiler design concerns how to handle different in-
ference algorithms within one probabilistic program. In particular, the inference
algorithms require different selective CPS transformations, applied to different
parts of the code. To allow the separate handling of inference algorithms, we ap-
ply the extraction approach by Hummelgren et al. [31] on the infer applications,
producing separate inference problems for each occurrence of infer. Although
the compiler extension mostly concerns rather comprehensive engineering work,
special care must be taken to handle the non-trivial problem of name bindings
when transforming and combining different code entities together. For instance,
note how the compiler must selectively CPS transform Figure 6b to suspend at
assume (required by MCMC) and selectively CPS transform Figure 6c to sus-
pend at observe (required by SMC). We have designed a robust and modular
solution, where it is possible to easily add new inference algorithms without
worrying about name conflicts.

7 Evaluation

This section presents the evaluation of the suspension analysis and selective
CPS implementations in Section 6. Our main claims are that (i) the approach
of selective CPS significantly improves performance compared to traditional full
CPS, and (ii) that this holds for a significant set of inference algorithms, evalu-
ated on realistic inference problems. We use four PPL models and corresponding
data sets from the Miking benchmarks repository, available on GitHub [32]. The
models are: constant rate birth-death (CRBD) in Section 7.1, cladogenetic di-
versification rate shift (ClaDS) in Section 7.2, latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)
in Section 7.3, and vector-borne disease (VBD) in Section 7.4. All models are
significant and actively used in different research areas: CRBD and ClaDS in
evolutionary biology and phylogenetics [7, 33, 34], LDA in topic modeling [9],
and VBD in epidemiology [35, 36]. In addition to the Miking CorePPL mod-
els from the Miking benchmarks, we also implement CRBD in WebPPL and
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Anglican.

We add a number of popular inference algorithms in Miking CorePPL with
support for selective CPS. The first is standard likelihood weighting (LW), as
introduced in Section 2. LW does not strictly require CPS, but we implement
it with suspensions at weight to highlight the difference between no CPS, se-
lective CPS, and full CPS. In particular, LW gives a good direct measure of
CPS overhead as the algorithm simply executes programs many times. Sus-
pending at weight can also be useful in LW to stop executions with weight 0
(i.e., useless samples) early. However, we do not use early stopping to isolate
the effect CPS has on execution time. Next, we add the bootstrap particle
filter (BPF) and alive particle filter (APF). Both are SMC algorithms that sus-
pend at weight in order to resample executions. BPF is a standard algorithm
often used in PPLs, and APF is a related algorithm introduced in a PPL con-
text by Kudlicka et al. [19]. The final two inference algorithms we add are
aligned lightweight MCMC (just MCMC for short) and particle-independent
Metropolis–Hastings. Aligned lightweight MCMC [20] is an extension to the
standard PPL Metropolis–Hastings approach introduced by Wingate et al. [21],
and suspends at a subset of calls to assume. Particle-independent Metropolis–
Hastings (PIMH) is an MCMC algorithm that repeatedly uses the BPF (sus-
pending at weight) within a Metropolis–Hastings MCMC algorithm [22]. We
limit the scope to single-core CPU inference.

In addition to the inference algorithms in Miking CorePPL, we also use three
other PPLs for CRBD: Anglican, WebPPL, and the special high-performance
RootPPL compiler for Miking CorePPL [18]. For Anglican, we apply LW, BPF,
and PIMH inference. For WebPPL, we use BPF and (non-aligned) lightweight
MCMC. For the RootPPL version of Miking CorePPL, we use BPF inference.

We consider two configurations for each model: 1 000 and 10 000 samples. An
exception is for CRBD and ClaDS, where we adjust APF to use 500 and 5 000
samples to make the inference accuracy comparable to the related BPF. We run
each experiment 300 times (with one warmup run) and measure execution time
(excluding compile time). To justify the efficiency of the suspension analysis
and selective CPS transformation that are part of the compiler, we note here
that they, combined, run in only 1–5 ms for all models.

In general, the experiments are not intended to compare the performance
of different inference algorithms. To do this, one would also need to consider
how accurate the inference results are for a given amount of execution time.
Instead, we evaluate only how selective and full CPS affect individual inference
algorithms. Selective CPS only reduces execution time compared to full CPS—
the algorithms themselves remain unchanged (we verify this in Appendix B for
LW, BPF, and APF).

For Miking CorePPL, we used OCaml 4.12.0 as backend compiler for the
implementation in Section 6 and GCC 7.5.0 for the separate RootPPL compiler.
We used Anglican 1.1.0 and WebPPL 0.9.15. We ran the experiments on an Intel
Xeon Gold 6148 CPU with 64 GB of memory using Ubuntu 18.04.6.
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Figure 7: Mean execution times for the CRBD model. The error bars show 95%
confidence intervals (using the option (’ci’, 95) in Seaborn’s barplot). The
plots omit the results for Anglican and WebPPL, which are instead available in
Appendix B.1.

7.1 Constant Rate Birth-Death

CRBD is a diversification model, used by evolutionary biologists to infer prob-
ability distributions over birth and death rates for observed evolutionary trees
of groups of species, also called phylogenies. For the CRBD experiment, we use
the dated Alcedinidae phylogeny (Kingfisher birds, 54 extant species) [7, 37] as
the observed phylogeny. We implement CRBD in Miking CorePPL (55 lines of
code), Anglican (129 lines of code), and WebPPL (66 lines of code). The source
code for all implementations is available in Appendix B.1. The total experiment
execution time was 9 hours.

Figure 7 presents the results. We note that selective CPS is faster than full
CPS in all cases. In particular, unlike full CPS, the overhead of selective CPS
compared to no CPS is marginal for LW. The execution time for early MCMC
samples is sensitive to initial conditions, and we therefore see more variance for
MCMC compared to the other algorithms. When we increase the number of
samples to 10 000, the variance reduces. To further justify the Miking CorePPL
implementation, we also note that WebPPL and Anglican are slower than the
equivalent algorithms in Miking CorePPL (see Appendix B.1 for the results).
For example, for 10 000 samples, Anglican LW had a mean execution time of
90.4 s, Anglican BPF 29.1 s, WebPPL BPF 53.9 s, and WebPPL MCMC 3.10
s. Except for WebPPL MCMC, the execution times are one order of magnitude
slower than for Miking CorePPL. However, note that the comparison is only for
reference and not entirely fair, as Anglican and WebPPL use different execution
environments compared to Miking CorePPL. Lastly, we note that the Miking
CorePPL BPF implementation with selective CPS is not much slower than
when compiling Miking CorePPL to RootPPL BPF—a compiler designed and
developed for maximum efficiency (but with other limitations, such as the lack
of garbage collection).
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Figure 8: Mean execution times for the ClaDS model. The error bars show 95%
confidence intervals (using the option (’ci’, 95) in Seaborn’s barplot).
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Figure 9: Mean execution times for the LDA model. The error bars show 95%
confidence intervals (using the option (’ci’, 95) in Seaborn’s barplot).

7.2 Cladogenetic Diversification Rate Shift

ClaDS is another diversification model used in evolutionary biology [7, 34]. Un-
like CRBD, it allows birth and death rates to change over time. We again use
the Alcedinidae phylogeny as data. The full source code (72 lines of code) is
available in Appendix B.2. The total experiment execution time was 3 hours.
Figure 8 presents the results. Again, we note that selective CPS is faster than
full CPS in all cases.

7.3 Latent Dirichlet Allocation

LDA [9] is a model frequently applied in natural language processing to cate-
gorize documents into topics. We use a synthetic data set with size comparable
to the data set in Ritchie et al. [15]. Specifically, we use a vocabulary of 100
words, 10 topics, and 25 observed documents (30 words in each). We do not
apply any optimization techniques such as collapsed Gibbs sampling [38]. Solv-
ing the inference problem using a PPL is therefore challenging already for small
data sets. The full source code (26 lines of code) is available in Appendix B.3.
The total experiment execution time was 12 hours.
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Figure 10: Mean execution times for the VBD model. The error bars show 95%
confidence intervals (using the option (’ci’, 95) in Seaborn’s barplot).

Figure 9 presents the results. Again, we note that selective CPS is faster
than full CPS in all cases. Interestingly, the reduction in overhead compared to
full CPS for LW is not as significant. The reason is that suspension at weight
for the model requires that we CPS transform a larger portion of the model
(compared to CRBD and ClaDS). In particular, we must CPS transform the
most computationally expensive recursion.

7.4 Vector-Borne Disease

We use the VBD model from Funk et al. [35] and later Murray et al. [36].
The background is a dengue outbreak in Micronesia and the spread of disease
between mosquitos and humans. The inference problem is to find the true
numbers of susceptible, exposed, infectious, and recovered (SEIR) individuals
each day, given daily reported number of new cases at health centers. The full
source code (140 lines) is available in Appendix B.4. The total execution time
was 8 hours.

Figure 10 presents the results. Again, we note that selective CPS is faster
than full CPS in all cases, except seemingly for APF and 1 000 samples. This
is very likely a statistical anomaly, as the variance for APF is quite severe for
the case with 1 000 samples. Compared to the BPF, APF uses a resampling
approach for which the execution time varies a lot if the number of samples is
too low [19]. The plots clearly show this as, compared to 1 000 samples, the
variance is reduced to BPF-comparable levels for 10 000 samples. In summary,
the evaluation demonstrates the clear benefits of selective CPS over full CPS
for higher-order universal PPLs.

8 Related Work

There are a number of universal PPLs that require non-trivial suspension. One
such language is Anglican [5], which solves the suspension problem using CPS.
Anglican does not perform a full language CPS transformation, as is described
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in Tolpin et al. [39]. Specifically, certain statically known functions named
primitive procedures, that include a subset of the regular Clojure4 functions, are
guaranteed to not execute non-PPL code, and Anglican does not CPS transform
them. However, higher-order functions in Clojure libraries cannot be primitive
procedures, and Anglican must manually reimplement such functions (e.g., map
and fold) using PPL code. More importantly, Anglican does not consider a
selective CPS transformation of PPL code, and always fully CPS transforms
the PPL part of Anglican programs.

WebPPL [6] and the approach by Ritchie et al. [15] also make use of CPS
transformations to implement PPL inference. They do not, however, consider
selective CPS transformations. Ścibior et al. [40] present an architectural design
for a probabilistic functional programming library based on monads and monad
transformers (and corresponding theory in Ścibior et al. [41]). In particular, they
use a coroutine monad transformer to suspend SMC inference. This approach is
similar to ours in that it makes use of high-level functional language features to
enable suspension. They do not, however, consider a selective transformation.

There also exists many other PPLs, such as Pyro [2], Stan [1], Gen [3], and
Edward [42]. These PPLs either implement inference algorithms that do not
require suspension, or restrict the language in such a way that suspension is
explicit and trivially handled by the language implementation. Newer versions
of Birch also fall in the latter category.

There are also previous and more general-purpose approaches to selective
CPS. The early work by Nielsen [43] considers the efficient implementation of
call/cc through a selective CPS transformation. Manual user annotations
guide the selective transformation, and Nielsen verifies the soundness of anno-
tations for programs using an effect system. The approach to selective CPS in
this paper does not require manual annotations. A more recent approach is due
to Asai and Uehara [44], who consider an efficient implementation of delimited
continuations using shift and reset through a selective CPS transformation.
Similar to our approach, they automatically determine where to selectively CPS
transform programs. They use an approach based on type inference in a type
system with answer types for delimited continuations, while our approach builds
upon 0-CFA.

There are low-level alternatives to CPS that also enable the suspension of
executions in PPLs. In particular, there are various languages and approaches
that directly implement support for non-preemptive multitasking (e.g., corou-
tines). Turing [17] and older versions of Birch [4, 45] implement coroutines
to enable arbitrary suspension, but do not discuss the implementations in de-
tail. Lundén et al. [18] introduces and uses the concept of PPL control-flow
graphs to compile Miking CorePPL to the low-level C++ framework RootPPL.
The compiler explicitly introduces code that maintains special execution call
stacks, distinct from the implicit C++ call stacks. The implementation results
in excellent performance, but supports neither garbage collection nor higher-
order functions. Another interesting low-level approach is due to Paige and

4The host language of Anglican.
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Wood [22], who exploits mutual exclusion locks and the fork system call to
suspend and resample SMC executions. In theory, many of the above low-level
alternatives to CPS can, if implemented efficiently, result in the least possi-
ble overhead due to more fine-grained low-level control. The approaches do,
however, require significantly more implementation effort compared to a CPS
transformation. Comparatively, selective CPS transformation is a surprisingly
simple, high-level, and easy-to-implement alternative that significantly reduces
full CPS overhead.

9 Conclusion
This paper introduces the concept of a selective CPS transformation for the
purpose of execution suspension in PPLs. To enable such a transformation, we
develop a static suspension analysis that determines parts of programs writ-
ten in higher-order functional languages that require a CPS transformation as
a consequence of inference algorithm suspension requirements. We implement
the suspension analysis, selective CPS transformation, and an inference prob-
lem extraction procedure (required as a result of the selective CPS transfor-
mation) in Miking CorePPL. Furthermore, we evaluate the implementation on
real-world models from phylogenetics, topic-modeling, and epidemiology. The
results demonstrate significant speedups compared to the standard full CPS
suspension approach for a large number of Monte Carlo inference algorithms.
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A Suspension Analysis, Continued
This section provides additional details on the suspension analysis. Specifi-
cally, Section A.1 describes the suspension analysis algorithm, and Section A.2
presents the proof for Theorem 1.

A.1 Algorithm
Before proceeding to the algorithm, we formally define constraints.

Definition 8 (Constraints). We define the constraints c ∈ R as follows.

c ::= a ∈ Sx | Sx ⊆ Sy | a ∈ Sx ⇒ a ∈ Sy
| suspendx | suspendx ⇒ suspendy

| ∀x∀y λx.y ∈ Slhs ⇒ (Srhs ⊆ Sx) ∧ (Sy ⊆ Sapp)

| ∀x∀n (constx n ∈ Slhs) ∧ (n > 1)⇒ constx n− 1 ∈ Sapp

| ∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ (suspendx ⇒ suspendres)

| ∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ suspendx

| ∀x constx _ ∈ Slhs ⇒ (suspendx ⇒ suspendres)

| ∀x constx _ ∈ Slhs ⇒ suspendx

| suspendres ⇒ (∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ suspendx)

∧ (∀x constx _ ∈ Slhs ⇒ suspendx)

x, y, lhs, rhs, app, res ∈ X.

(8)

Algorithm 3 presents the suspension analysis. The algorithm uses a worklist and
constraints produced by Algorithm 1 to propagate abstract values throughout
the program until fixpoint. In particular, the algorithm propagates the new
suspension-related constraints.

A.2 Correctness Proof
Lemma 2 directly yields Theorem 1.

Lemma 2 (Suspension analysis soundness). Let t′ ∈ TANF be a subterm of t,
ρ ∈ P , s ∈ S, u ∈ {false, true},w ∈ R, and v ∈ V such that

ρ ` t′ s⇓wu v. (9)

and for each x ∈ X,

(C1) If ρ(x) = 〈λy.ty, ρy〉, then λy.name(ty) ∈ Sx and also (C1) holds for ρy.

Then,

(R1) For every subderivation (ρ′ ` let x = t1 in t2
s1‖s2⇓w1·w2

u1∨u2
v′) of (ρ `

t′ s⇓wu v), u1 = true implies suspendx = true.
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Algorithm 3 Suspension analysis. We write the functional-style pseudocode
for the algorithm itself in sans serif font to distinguish it from terms in T .
function analyzeSuspend(t): TANF → ((X → P(A))× P(X))

1 worklist: [X] := []
2 data: X → P(A) := {(x,∅) | x ∈ X}
3 suspend: P(X) := ∅
4 edges: X → P(R) := {(x,∅) | x ∈ X}
5 for c ∈ generateConstraints(t):
6 initCstr(c)
7 iter(); return (data, suspend)
8
9 function iter: ()→ () =

10 match worklist with
11 | [] → ()
12 | x :: worklist’ →
13 worklist := worklist’
14 for c ∈ edges(x):
15 propCstr(c)
16 iter ()
17
18 function initCstr(c): R→ () =
19 match c with
20 | a ∈ Sx → addData(x, {a})
21 | Sx ⊆ Sy →
22 initCstr′(x, c)
23 | a1 ∈ Sx ⇒ a2 ∈ Sy →
24 initCstr′(x, c)
25 | suspendx → addSuspend(x)
26 | suspendx ⇒ suspendy →
27 initCstr′(x, c)
28 | ∀x∀y λx.y ∈ Slhs

29 ⇒ (Srhs ⊆ Sx) ∧ (Sy ⊆ Sapp)→
30 initCstr′(lhs, c)
31 | ∀x∀n (constxn ∈ Slhs) ∧ (n > 1)
32 ⇒ constxn− 1 ∈ Sapp →
33 initCstr′(lhs, c)
34 | ∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs

35 ⇒ (suspendx ⇒ suspendres)→
36 initCstr′(lhs, c)
37 | ∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ suspendx →
38 initCstr′(lhs, c)
39 | ∀x constx _ ∈ Slhs

40 ⇒ (suspendx ⇒ suspendres)→
41 initCstr′(lhs, c)
42 | ∀x constx _ ∈ Slhs ⇒ suspendx →
43 initCstr′(lhs, c)
44 | suspendres ⇒
45 (∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ suspendx)
46 ∧ (∀x constx _ ∈ Slhs ⇒ suspendx)

47 → initCstr′(res, c)

48 function initCstr′(x,c): X → () =
49 edges(x) := edges(x) ∪ {c}
50 propCstr(c)
51
52 function addData(x, A): X × P(A)→ () =
53 if A 6⊆ data(x) then
54 data(x) := data(x) ∪ A
55 worklist := x :: worklist
56
57 function addSuspend(x): X → () =
58 if x 6∈ suspend then
59 suspend := suspend ∪{x}
60 worklist := x :: worklist
61
62 function propCstr(c): R→ () =
63 match c with
64 | a ∈ Sx → ()
65 | Sx ⊆ Sy → addData(y, data(x))
66 | a1 ∈ Sx ⇒ a2 ∈ Sy →
67 if a1 ∈ data(x) then addData(y,{a2})
68 | suspendx → ()
69 | suspendx ⇒ suspendy →
70 if x ∈ suspend then addSuspend(y)
71 | ∀x∀y λx.y ∈ Slhs ⇒
72 (Srhs ⊆ Sx) ∧ (Sy ⊆ Sapp)→
73 for λx.y ∈ data(lhs):
74 initCstr(Srhs ⊆ Sx)
75 initCstr(Sy ⊆ Sapp)
76 | ∀x∀n (constx n ∈ Slhs) ∧ (n > 1)
77 ⇒ constx n− 1 ∈ Sapp →
78 for constx n ∈ data(lhs):
79 if n > 1 then addData(app, {constx n− 1})
80 | ∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ (suspendx ⇒ suspendres)→
81 for λx._ ∈ data(lhs):
82 initCstr(suspendx ⇒ suspendres)
83 | ∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ suspendx →
84 for λx._ ∈ data(lhs): addSuspend(x)
85 | ∀x constx _ ∈ Slhs

86 ⇒ (suspendx ⇒ suspendres)→
87 for constx n ∈ data(lhs):
88 initCstr(suspendx ⇒ suspendres)
89 | ∀x constx _ ∈ Slhs ⇒ suspendx →
90 for constx n ∈ data(lhs): addSuspend(x)
91 | suspendres ⇒ (∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ suspendx)
92 ∧(∀x constx _ ∈ Slhs ⇒ suspendx)→
93 if res ∈ suspend then
94 initCstr(∀x λx._ ∈ Slhs ⇒ suspendx)
95 initCstr(∀x constx _ ∈ Slhs ⇒ suspendx)
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(R2) If u = true, then there exists an y ∈ suspendNames(t′) such that
suspendy = true.

(R3) If v = 〈λy.ty, ρy〉, then λy.name(ty) ∈ Sname(t′) and also (C1) holds for
ρy.

Proof. We use structural induction over (9). First, assume t′ = x and the
corresponding derivation

ρ ` x []⇓1false ρ(x)
(Var).

Then (R1) and (R2) holds immediately as there are no subderivations and
u = false. Furthermore, (R3) holds by (C1) and name(t′) = x. We therefore
only need to consider the case t′ = (let x = t1 in t2), with derivation

ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1
u1

v1 ρ, x 7→ v1 ` t2 s2⇓w2
u2

v

ρ ` let x = t1 in t2
s1‖s2⇓w1·w2

u1∨u2
v

(Let).

To show (R1), we need to show that

(R1t1) the equivalent of (R1) holds for the derivation ρ ` t1 s1⇓w1
u1

v1,

(R1t2) the equivalent of (R1) holds for the derivation ρ, x 7→ v1 ` t2 s2⇓w2
u2

v,
and that

(R1x) u1 = true implies suspendx = true.

As t2 ∈ TANF, we establish (R1t2) by showing the equivalent of (C1) for
ρ, x 7→ v1 ` t2 s2⇓w2

u2
v, denoted (C1t2), and applying the induction hypoth-

esis. For (R2), consider the case u2 = true. If we establish (C1t2) we get
(R2t2) by the induction hypothesis. (R2) follows as suspendNames(t2) ⊆
suspendNames(t′). In the following, it is therefore enough to first establish
(C1t2) and then assume u2 = false when showing (R2). Also note that (R3)
follows by (R3t2) if (C1t2), as name(t2) = name(t′). We now consider each
case for t1. To summarize the above, we are done if we establish (R1t1), (C1t2),
(R1x), and (R2) under the assumption u2 = false.

Case t1 = y
The derivation for t1 is

ρ ` y []⇓1false ρ(y)
(Var)

(R1t1) Follows immediately as there are no subderivations.

(C1t2) We extend the environment ρ with a binding x 7→ ρ(y). The result
follows by (C1) for ρ.

(R1x) Immediate as u1 = false.
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(R2) Immediate as u1 = false.

Case t1 = c
The derivation for t1 is

ρ ` c []⇓1false c
(Const)

(R1t1) Follows immediately as there are no subderivations.

(C1t2) We extend the environment ρ with a binding x 7→ c. As c is not an
abstraction, the result follows from (C1).

(R1x) Immediate as u1 = false.

(R2) Immediate as u1 = false.

Case t1 = λy.ty
The derivation for t1 is

ρ ` λy.ty []⇓1false 〈λy.ty, ρ〉
(Lam)

(R1t1) Follows immediately as there are no subderivations.

(C1t2) We extend the environment ρ with a binding x 7→ 〈λy.ty, ρ〉. By as-
sumption, t′ is a subterm of t, so Lemma 1 gives λy.name(ty) ∈ Sx.
Furthermore, (C1) holds for rho by assumption.

(R1x) Immediate as u1 = false.

(R2) Immediate as u1 = false.

Case t1 = y z
The possible derivations for t1 are

ρ ` y []⇓1false 〈λy′.ty′ , ρy′〉 ρ ` z []⇓1false ρ(z) ρy′ , y
′ 7→ ρ(z) ` ty′ s1⇓w1

u1
v′

ρ ` y z s1⇓w1
u1

v′
(App)

ρ ` y []⇓1false c1 ρ ` z []⇓1false c2
ρ ` y z

[]⇓1false δ(c1, c2)
(Const-App)

First, consider the case (Const-App).

(R1t1) Holds because no subderivation suspends.

(C1t2) We extend the environment ρ with a binding x 7→ δ(c1, c2). As δ(c1, c2)
is not an abstraction, the result follows from (C1).
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(R1x) Immediate as u1 = false.

(R2) Immediate as u1 = false.

Now, consider (App). First, note that (C1) holds for ρy′ by (C1). Also
by (C1), ρ(z) fulfills the necessary criteria. That is, (C1ty′ ) for the derivation
ρy′ , y

′ 7→ ρ(z) ` ty′ s1⇓w1
u1

v′ holds and we apply the induction hypothesis to get
(R1ty′ ), (R2ty′ ), and (R3ty′ ).

(R1t1) Follows by (R1ty′ ).

(C1t2) We extend the environment ρ with a binding x 7→ v′. By (R3ty′ ), if
v′ = 〈λy′′.ty′′ , ρy′′〉, then λy′′.name(ty′′) ∈ Sname(ty′ ). Also by (R3ty′ ),
(C1) holds for ρy′′ . Finally, by Lemma 1, we have Sname(ty′) ⊆ Sx. The
result follows.

(R1x) Assume u1 = true. By (R2ty′ ), there is an y′′ ∈ suspendNames(ty′)
such that suspendy = true. By Lemma 1, {suspendn ⇒ suspendy′ | n ∈
suspendNames(ty′)}. As a consequence, suspendy′ = true. By (C1),
λy′.name(ty′) ∈ Sy. By Lemma 1, ∀y′ λy′._ ∈ Sy′ ⇒ (suspendy′ ⇒
suspendx). It follows that suspendx = true, as required.

(R2) As we established earlier, we safely assume u2 = false. Now, assume
u1 = true. The result is immediate by (R1x) as x ∈ suspendNames(t′).

Case t1 = if y then tt else te
The possible derivations for t1 are

ρ ` y []⇓1false true ρ ` tt s1⇓w1
u1

vt
ρ ` if y then tt else te s1⇓w1

u1
vt
(If-True)

ρ ` y []⇓1false false ρ ` te s1⇓w1
u1

v3
ρ ` if y then tt else te s1⇓w1

u1
ve

(If-False)

We consider only (If-True) without loss of generality. We directly apply the
induction hypothesis for ρ ` tt s1⇓w1

u1
vt by (C1) and get (R1tt), (R2tt), and

(R3tt).

(R1t1) Follows by (R1tt).

(C1t2) We extend the environment ρ with a binding x 7→ vt. By (R3tt), if
vt = 〈λy′.ty′ , ρy′〉, then λy′.name(ty′) ∈ Sname(tt). Also by (R3tt), (C1)
holds for ρy′ . Finally, by Lemma 1, we have Sname(tt) ⊆ Sx. The result
follows.

(R1x) Assume u1 = true. By (R2tt), there is an y′ ∈ suspendNames(tt)
such that suspendy = true. By Lemma 1, {suspendn ⇒ suspendx | n ∈
suspendNames(tt)}. As a consequence, suspendx = true.
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(R2) Assume u1 = true. The result follows as a consequence of (R1x) as
x ∈ suspendNames(t′).

Case t1 = assume y
The derivation for t1 is

ρ ` y []⇓1false d w′ = fd(c)

ρ ` assume y
[c]⇓w

′

suspendassume
c
(Assume)

(R1t1) Follows immediately as there are no subderivations.

(C1t2) We extend the environment ρ with a binding x 7→ c. As c is not an
abstraction, the result follows from (C1).

(R1x) Follows by Lemma 1.

(R2) If u1 = true, then suspendassume = true and x ∈ suspendNames(t′).

Case t1 = weight y
The derivation for t1 is

ρ ` y []⇓1false w′

ρ ` weight y s⇓w′
suspendweight

()
(Weight)

(R1t1) Follows immediately as there are no subderivations.

(C1t2) We extend the environment ρ with a binding x 7→ (). As () ∈ C is not
an abstraction, the result follows from (C1).

(R1x) Follows by Lemma 1.

(R2) If u1 = true, then suspendweight = true and x ∈ suspendNames(t′).

B Evaluation, Continued
This section presents further details on the evaluation in Section 7.

B.1 Constant Rate Birth-Death
Figure 11 shows violin plots overestimates of the log marginal likelihood, also
known as the normalizing constant Z, for CRBD. LW, BPF, and APF inference
all produce marginal likelihood estimates, and we can use them as a direct
measure of inference accuracy and to justify implementation correctness. We
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Figure 11: Marginal likelihood for the Constant Rate Birth-Death model

Table 1: Mean execution times with standard deviation for CRBD in Anglican
and WebPPL.

1 000 samples 10 000 samples
Anglican LW 11.6 ± 0.36 s 90.4 ± 2.12 s
Anglican BPF 5.65 ± 2.71 s 29.1 ± 2.35 s
WebPPL BPF 2.42 ± 0.20 s 53.9 ± 4.03 s

WebPPL MCMC 1.42 ± 0.07 s 3.10 ± 0.77 s

see in Figure 11 that the distributions of the marginal likelihood estimates are
equivalent for each inference algorithm across different PPLs and selective/full
CPS, justifying the correctness of the Miking CorePPL implementation.

Table 1 show the experiment results for WebPPL and Anglican.
Listing 1, Listing 2, and Listing 3 give the CRBD source code for Miking

CorePPL, Anglican, and WebPPL, respectively.

Listing 1: The CorePPL source code for the CRBD experiment in Section 7.1
1 include "phylo.mc"
2 include "tree-alcedinidae.mc"
3 include "math.mc"
4
5 mexpr
6
7 -- Priors
8 let lambda = assume (Gamma 1.0 1.0) in
9 let mu = assume (Gamma 1.0 0.5) in

10
11 recursive let survives = lam tBeg.
12 let t = subf tBeg (assume (Exponential (addf lambda mu))) in
13 if ltf t 0. then
14 assume (Bernoulli rho)
15 else
16 if assume (Bernoulli (divf lambda (addf lambda mu))) then
17 if survives t then
18 true
19 else
20 survives t
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21 else
22 false
23 in
24
25 recursive let walk = lam node. lam parentAge.
26 let nodeAge = getAge node in
27 recursive let simHiddenSpeciation = lam tBeg.
28 let t = subf tBeg (assume (Exponential lambda)) in
29 if gtf t nodeAge then
30 if survives t then
31 weight (negf inf)
32 else
33 weight (log 2.);
34 simHiddenSpeciation t
35 else ()
36 in
37 simHiddenSpeciation parentAge;
38 observe 0 (Poisson (mulf mu (subf parentAge nodeAge)));
39 match node with Node n then
40 observe 0. (Exponential lambda);
41 resample;
42 walk n.left nodeAge;
43 walk n.right nodeAge
44 else match node with Leaf _ then
45 observe true (Bernoulli rho);
46 resample
47 else never
48 in
49
50 let numLeaves = countLeaves tree in
51 weight (subf (mulf (subf (int2float numLeaves) 1.) (log 2.))
52 (logFactorial numLeaves));
53 match tree with Node root in
54 walk root.left root.age;
55 walk root.right root.age;
56 lambda

Listing 2: The Anglican source code for the CRBD experiment in Section 7.1
1 (ns crbd.core
2 (:require [clojure.tools.cli :refer [parse-opts]])
3 (:use [anglican [core :exclude [-main cli-options parse-options]]
4 emit runtime]
5 clojure.pprint)
6 (:gen-class))
7
8 (def^:const tree
9 ;; Definition omitted for brevity

10 )
11
12 (def^:const rho 0.5684210526315789)
13
14 (defdist id
15 "Hack␣to␣make␣the␣factor␣and␣condition␣functions␣work␣correctly"
16 [] []
17
18 ;; Sampling not allowed
19 (sample* [this]
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20 (throw (Exception. "id-dist␣does␣not␣support␣sampling")))
21
22 ;; The "log probability" of observing value is value itself
23 (observe* [this value] value))
24
25 (with-primitive-procedures [id]
26 ;; weight
27 (defm factor [x]
28 "WebPPL-like␣factor␣function"
29 (observe (id) x))
30
31 (defm condition [b]
32 "WebPPL-like␣condition␣function"
33 (if b (factor 0) (factor Double/NEGATIVE_INFINITY)))
34
35 (defm count-leaves [tree]
36 (case (:type tree)
37 :node (+ (count-leaves (:left tree)) (count-leaves (:right tree)))
38 :leaf 1))
39
40 (defm log-factorial [n] (if (= n 1) 0 (+ (log n) (log-factorial (- n 1))))))
41
42 (defquery crbd
43 (let [lambda (sample (gamma 1 1)) ;note gamma is parametrized as shape/rate
44 mu (sample (gamma 1 2))
45 survives (fn survives [t-beg]
46 (let [t (- t-beg (sample (exponential (+ lambda mu))))]
47 (if (< t 0)
48 (sample (flip rho))
49 (if (sample (flip (/ lambda (+ lambda mu))))
50 (or (survives t) (survives t))
51 false))))
52 walk (fn walk [tree parent-age]
53 (let [sim-hidden-speciation
54 (fn sim-hidden-speciation [t-beg]
55 (let [t (- t-beg (sample (exponential lambda)) )]
56 (if (> t (:age tree))
57 (if (survives t)
58 Double/NEGATIVE_INFINITY
59 (+ (log 2) (sim-hidden-speciation t)))
60 0)))
61 score (+ (sim-hidden-speciation parent-age)
62 (observe*
63 (poisson (* mu (- parent-age (:age tree))))
64 0))]
65 (case (:type tree)
66 :node (do
67 (factor (+ score (observe* (exponential lambda) 0)))
68 (walk (:left tree) (:age tree))
69 (walk (:right tree) (:age tree)))
70 :leaf (factor (+ score (observe* (bernoulli rho) 1))))))
71 num-leaves (count-leaves tree)]
72
73 (factor (- (* (- num-leaves 1) (log 2)) (log-factorial num-leaves)))
74 (walk (:left tree) (:age tree))
75 (walk (:right tree) (:age tree))
76 lambda))
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77
78 (defn norm-const [weights]
79 (let [max-weight (apply max weights)]
80 (if (= max-weight Double/NEGATIVE_INFINITY)
81 max-weight
82 (let [sum (reduce + (map #(exp (- % max-weight)) weights))]
83 (- (+ max-weight (log sum)) (log (count weights)))))))
84
85 (def cli-options
86 [["-m" "--method␣METHOD"
87 "Inference␣method,␣one␣of␣:importance,␣:pimh,␣:lmh,␣or␣:smc"
88 :default :importance
89 :parse-fn #(case %
90 ":importance" :importance
91 ":pimh" :pimh
92 ":lmh" :lmh
93 ":smc" :smc)
94 :validate [some? "Must␣be␣a␣known␣algorithm"]]
95 ["-p" "--particles␣COUNT" "Number␣of␣particles"
96 :default 10
97 :parse-fn #(Integer/parseInt %)
98 :validate [#(< 0 %) "Must␣be␣a␣number␣greater␣than␣0"]]
99 ["-o" "--output" "Output␣samples␣to␣stdout"]

100 ["-h" "--help"]])
101
102 (defn int-or-nil [number-string]
103 (try (Integer/parseInt number-string) (catch Exception e nil)))
104
105 (defn parse-args [args] (if (= (count args) 1) (int-or-nil (first args))))
106
107 (defn -main [& args]
108 (let [opts (parse-opts args cli-options)
109 nsamples (parse-args (:arguments opts))]
110 (if (some? (:errors opts))
111 (do (println (:errors opts)) (println (:summary opts)) (System/exit 1))
112 (if (not (some? nsamples))
113 (do (println (:summary opts)) (System/exit 1))
114 (let [opts (:options opts)
115 samples
116 (doall (take nsamples
117 (case (:method opts)
118 (:smc :pimh) (doquery (:method opts)
119 crbd
120 nil
121 :number-of-particles
122 (:particles opts)
123 :drop-invalid false)
124 (doquery (:method opts) crbd nil
125 :drop-invalid false))))
126 norm-const? (case (:method opts) (:smc :importance) true
127 false)]
128 (when norm-const? (println (norm-const (map :log-weight samples))))
129 (when (some? (:output opts))
130 (run! #(printf "%f␣%f\n" (:result %) (:log-weight %)) samples)
131 (flush)))))))

Listing 3: The WebPPL source code for the CRBD experiment in Section 7.1
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1 let tree = // Definition omitted for brevity
2 let rho = 0.5684210526315789
3
4 let countLeaves = function(tree) {
5 return tree.type == ’node’ ?
6 countLeaves(tree.left) + countLeaves(tree.right): 1
7 }
8
9 let logFactorial = function(n) {

10 return n == 1? 0: Math.log(n) + logFactorial(n - 1)
11 }
12
13 let model = function() {
14 // Priors
15 let lambda = gamma({shape: 1.0, scale: 1.0})
16 let mu = gamma({shape: 1.0, scale: 0.5})
17
18 let survives = function(tBeg) {
19 let t = tBeg - exponential({a: lambda + mu})
20 if (t < 0) {
21 return flip(rho)
22 }
23 if (flip(lambda/(lambda + mu))) {
24 return survives(t) || survives(t)
25 }
26 return false
27 }
28
29 let walk = function(node, parentAge) {
30 let simHiddenSpeciation = function(tBeg) {
31 let t = tBeg - exponential({a: lambda})
32 if (t > node.age) {
33 return survives(t)?
34 -Infinity: Math.log(2) + simHiddenSpeciation(t)
35 }
36 return 0.
37 }
38 let score = simHiddenSpeciation(parentAge)
39 + Poisson({mu: mu*(parentAge - node.age)}).score(0)
40 if (node.type == ’node’) {
41 factor(score + Exponential({’a’: lambda}).score(0))
42 walk(node.left, node.age)
43 walk(node.right, node.age)
44 } else {
45 factor(score + Bernoulli({p: rho}).score(true))
46 }
47 }
48
49 let numLeaves = countLeaves(tree)
50 factor((numLeaves - 1)*Math.log(2) - logFactorial(numLeaves))
51 walk(tree.left, tree.age)
52 walk(tree.right, tree.age)
53 return lambda
54 }
55
56 var myArgs = process.argv.slice(3);
57 var obj = {
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Figure 12: Marginal likelihood for the Cladogenetic Diversification Rate Shift
model

58 parseInt: parseInt
59 }
60 var method = myArgs[0];
61 var particles = obj.parseInt(myArgs[1], 10);
62 if (method == ’SMC’) {
63 var dist = Infer({method: method, particles: particles, model: model})
64 dist.normalizationConstant
65 }
66 else if (method==’MCMC’) {
67 var dist = Infer({method: method, samples: particles, model: model})
68 }

B.2 Cladogenetic Diversification Rate Shift
Figure 12 shows violin plots overestimates of the log marginal likelihood for
ClaDS. We see that the estimates are unchanged across selective and full CPS,
justifying the Miking CorePPL implementation.

Listing 4 gives the ClaDS source code for Miking CorePPL.

Listing 4: The CorePPL source code for the ClaDS experiment in Section 7.2
1 include "../../crbd/coreppl/phylo.mc"
2 include "../../crbd/coreppl/tree-alcedinidae.mc"
3 include "math.mc"
4 include "bool.mc"
5
6 mexpr
7
8 -- Priors
9 let lambda = assume (Gamma 1.0 1.0) in

10 let mu = assume (Gamma 1.0 0.5) in
11 let sigma = sqrt (divf 0.2 (assume (Gamma 1.0 1.0))) in
12 let log_alpha = assume (Gaussian 0. sigma) in
13
14 recursive let survives = lam tBeg. lam multiplier.
15 let multiplier =
16 mulf multiplier (exp (assume (Gaussian log_alpha sigma))) in
17 if or (ltf multiplier 1e-5) (gtf multiplier 1e5) then
18 true
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19 else
20 let t =
21 subf tBeg
22 (assume (Exponential (mulf multiplier (addf lambda mu)))) in
23 if ltf t 0. then
24 assume (Bernoulli rho)
25 else
26 if assume (Bernoulli (divf lambda (addf lambda mu))) then
27 -- Speciation
28 if survives t multiplier then
29 true
30 else
31 survives t multiplier
32 else
33 -- Extinction
34 false
35 in
36
37 recursive let walk = lam node. lam parentAge. lam multiplier.
38 let nodeAge = getAge node in
39 recursive let simHiddenSpeciation = lam tBeg. lam multiplier.
40 let multiplier =
41 mulf multiplier (exp (assume (Gaussian log_alpha sigma))) in
42 if or (ltf multiplier 1e-5) (gtf multiplier 1e5) then
43 weight (negf inf);
44 multiplier
45 else
46 let t = subf tBeg (assume (Exponential (mulf multiplier lambda))) in
47 if gtf t nodeAge then
48 if survives t multiplier then
49 weight (negf inf);
50 multiplier
51 else
52 observe 0 (Poisson (mulf (mulf mu multiplier) (subf tBeg t)));
53 weight (log 2.);
54 simHiddenSpeciation t multiplier
55 else
56 observe 0 (Poisson (mulf (mulf mu multiplier) (subf tBeg nodeAge)));
57 multiplier
58 in
59 let multiplier = simHiddenSpeciation parentAge multiplier in
60 match node with Node n then
61 observe 0. (Exponential (mulf multiplier lambda));
62 resample;
63 walk n.left nodeAge multiplier;
64 walk n.right nodeAge multiplier
65 else match node with Leaf _ then
66 observe true (Bernoulli rho);
67 resample
68 else never
69 in
70
71 let numLeaves = countLeaves tree in
72 weight (subf (mulf (subf (int2float numLeaves) 1.) (log 2.))
73 (logFactorial numLeaves));
74 match tree with Node root in
75 walk root.left root.age 1.;
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Figure 13: Marginal likelihood for the Latent Dirichlet Allocation model

76 walk root.right root.age 1.;
77 lambda

B.3 Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Figure 13 shows violin plots overestimates of the log marginal likelihood for
LDA. Again, we see that the estimates are unchanged across selective and full
CPS, justifying the Miking CorePPL implementation.

Listing 5 gives the LDA source code for Miking CorePPL.

Listing 5: The CorePPL source code for the LDA experiment in Section 7.3
1 include "common.mc"
2 include "string.mc"
3 include "seq.mc"
4 include "ext/dist-ext.mc"
5
6 include "data-c3.mc"
7
8 mexpr
9

10 let alpha: [Float] = make numtopics 1. in
11 let beta: [Float] = make vocabsize 1. in
12 let phi = create numtopics (lam. assume (Dirichlet beta)) in
13 let theta = create numdocs (lam. assume (Dirichlet alpha)) in
14 repeati (lam w.
15 let word = get docs w in
16 let counts = assume (Multinomial word.1 (get theta (get docids w))) in
17 iteri (lam z. lam e.
18 weight (mulf (int2float e)
19 (bernoulliLogPmf (get (get phi z) word.0) true))
20 ) counts;
21 resample
22 ) (length docs);
23
24 -- We only compare execution time, and therefore return unit (nothing) as the
25 -- result
26 ()
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Figure 14: Marginal likelihood for the Vector-Borne Disease model

B.4 Vector-Borne Disease
Figure 14 shows violin plots overestimates of the log marginal likelihood for
VBD. Again, we see that the estimates are unchanged across selective and full
CPS, justifying the Miking CorePPL implementation.

Listing 6 gives the VBD source code for Miking CorePPL.

Listing 6: The CorePPL source code for the VBD experiment in Section 7.4
1 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
2 -- The SEIR model from https://docs.birch.sh/examples/VectorBorneDisease/ --
3 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
4
5 -- Include pow and exp
6 include "math.mc"
7
8 -- Include data
9 include "data.mc"

10
11 mexpr
12
13 -- Human parameters
14 let hNu: Float = 0. in
15 let hMu: Float = 1. in
16 let hLambda: Float = assume (Beta 1. 1.) in
17 let hDelta: Float =
18 assume (Beta (addf 1. (divf 2. 4.4)) (subf 3. (divf 2. 4.4))) in
19 let hGamma: Float =
20 assume (Beta (addf 1. (divf 2. 4.5)) (subf 3. (divf 2. 4.5))) in
21
22 -- Mosquito parameters
23 let mNu: Float = divf 1. 7. in
24 let mMu: Float = divf 6. 7. in
25 let mLambda: Float = assume (Beta 1. 1.) in
26 let mDelta: Float =
27 assume (Beta (addf 1. (divf 2. 6.5)) (subf 3. (divf 2. 6.5))) in
28 let mGamma: Float = 0. in
29
30 -- Other parameters
31 let rho: Float = assume (Beta 1. 1.) in
32 let z: Int = 0 in
33
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34 -- Human SEIR component
35 let n: Int = 7370 in
36 let hI: Int = addi 1 (assume (Poisson 5.0)) in
37 let hE: Int = assume (Poisson 5.0) in
38 let hR: Int =
39 floorfi (assume (Uniform 0. (int2float (addi 1 (subi (subi n hI) hE))))) in
40 let hS: Int = subi (subi (subi n hE) hI) hR in
41
42 -- Human initial deltas
43 let hDeltaS: Int = 0 in
44 let hDeltaE: Int = hE in
45 let hDeltaI: Int = hI in
46 let hDeltaR: Int = 0 in
47
48 -- Mosquito SEIR component
49 let u: Float = assume (Uniform (negf 1.) 2.) in
50 let mS: Int = floorfi (mulf (int2float n) (pow 10. u)) in
51 let mE: Int = 0 in
52 let mI: Int = 0 in
53 let mR: Int = 0 in
54
55 -- Mosquito initial deltas
56 let mDeltaS: Int = 0 in
57 let mDeltaE: Int = 0 in
58 let mDeltaI: Int = 0 in
59 let mDeltaR: Int = 0 in
60
61 -- Conditioning function
62 let condition: Int -> Int -> Int -> Int =
63 lam t: Int. lam zP: Int. lam hDeltaI: Int.
64 let z: Int = addi zP hDeltaI in
65 let y: Int = get ys t in
66 let z: Int = if neqi (negi 1) y then
67 observe y (Binomial z rho); 0
68 else z in
69 resample;
70 z
71 in
72
73 -- Initial conditioning
74 let z = condition 0 z hDeltaI in
75
76 -- Simulation function
77 recursive let simulate:
78 Int -> Int -> Int -> Int -> Int -> Int -> Int -> Int -> Int -> Int -> ()
79 =
80 lam t: Int.
81 lam hSP: Int.
82 lam hEP: Int.
83 lam hIP: Int.
84 lam hRP: Int.
85 lam mSP: Int.
86 lam mEP: Int.
87 lam mIP: Int.
88 lam mRP: Int.
89 lam zP: Int.
90
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91 -- Humans
92 let hN: Int = addi (addi (addi hSP hEP) hIP) hRP in
93 let hTau: Int =
94 assume (Binomial hSP (subf 1. (exp (negf (divf
95 (int2float mIP)
96 (int2float hN)))))) in
97 let hDeltaE: Int = assume (Binomial hTau hLambda) in
98 let hDeltaI: Int = assume (Binomial hEP hDelta) in
99 let hDeltaR: Int = assume (Binomial hIP hGamma) in

100 let hS: Int = subi hSP hDeltaE in
101 let hE: Int = subi (addi hEP hDeltaE) hDeltaI in
102 let hI: Int = subi (addi hIP hDeltaI) hDeltaR in
103 let hR: Int = addi hRP hDeltaR in
104
105 -- Mosquitos
106 let mTau: Int =
107 assume (Binomial mSP (subf 1. (exp (negf (divf
108 (int2float hIP)
109 (int2float hN)))))) in
110 let mN: Int = addi (addi (addi mSP mEP) mIP) mRP in
111 let mDeltaE: Int = assume (Binomial mTau mLambda) in
112 let mDeltaI: Int = assume (Binomial mEP mDelta) in
113 let mDeltaR: Int = assume (Binomial mIP mGamma) in
114 let mS: Int = subi mSP mDeltaE in
115 let mE: Int = subi (addi mEP mDeltaE) mDeltaI in
116 let mI: Int = subi (addi mIP mDeltaI) mDeltaR in
117 let mR: Int = addi mRP mDeltaR in
118
119 let mS: Int = assume (Binomial mS mMu) in
120 let mE: Int = assume (Binomial mE mMu) in
121 let mI: Int = assume (Binomial mI mMu) in
122 let mR: Int = assume (Binomial mR mMu) in
123
124 let mDeltaS: Int = assume (Binomial mN mNu) in
125 let mS: Int = addi mS mDeltaS in
126
127 let z: Int = condition t zP hDeltaI in
128
129 -- Recurse
130 let tNext: Int = addi t 1 in
131 if eqi (length ys) tNext then
132 -- We do not return anything here, but simply run the model for
133 -- estimating the normalizing constant.
134 ()
135 else
136 simulate tNext hS hE hI hR mS mE mI mR z
137 in
138
139 -- Initiate recursion
140 simulate 1 hS hE hI hR mS mE mI mR z
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